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Preface
Medicinal chemistry is a discipline at the intersection of chemistry, especially synthetic
organic chemistry, and pharmacology and various other biological specialties, where
they are involved with design, chemical synthesis and development for market of
pharmaceutical agents (drugs). Compounds used in medical applications are most
often organic compounds, which are often divided into the broad classes of small
organic molecules and biologics, the latter of which are most often medicinal
preparations of proteins. Inorganic and organometallic compounds are also useful as
drugs. In the recent years discovery of specific enzyme inhibitors has received great
attention due to their potential to be used in pharmacological applications.
Drug design is the inventive process of finding new medications based on the
knowledge of a biological target. A drug is most commonly an organic small molecule
that activates or inhibits the function of a biomolecule such as a protein, which in turn
results in a therapeutic benefit to the organism. In the most basic sense, drug design
involves the design of small molecules that are complementary in shape and charge to
the biomolecular target with which they interact and therefore will bind to it.
Although extensive research has been performed on medicinal chemistry or drug
design for many years, there is still deep need of understanding the interactions of
drug candidates with biomolecules.
This book titled “Medicinal Chemistry and Drug Design” contains a selection of chapters
focused on the research area of enzyme inhibitors, molecular aspects of drug
metabolism, organic synthesis, prodrug synthesis, in silico studies and chemical
compounds used in relevant approaches. The book provides an overview on basic
issues and some of the recent developments in medicinal science and technology.
Particular emphasis is devoted to both theoretical and experimental aspect of modern
drug design. The primary target audience for the book includes students, researchers,
biologists, chemists, chemical engineers and professionals who are interested in
associated areas.
The textbook is written by international scientists with expertise in chemistry, protein
biochemistry, enzymology, molecular biology and genetics many of which are active
in biochemical and biomedical research. I would like to acknowledge the authors for

X
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their contribution to the book. We hope that the textbook will enhance the knowledge
of scientists in the complexities of some medicinal approaches; it will stimulate both
professionals and students to dedicate part of their future research in understanding
relevant mechanisms and applications.
Dr. Deniz Ekinci
Associate Professor of Biochemistry
Ondokuz Mays University
Turkey
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Kojic Acid Derivatives
Mutlu D. Aytemir* and G. Karakaya

Hacettepe University, Faculty of Pharmacy
Department of Pharmaceutical Chemistry, Ankara
Turkey
1. Introduction
Melanin is one of the most important pigments which exist ubiquitously from
microorganisms to plants and animals. It is secreted by melanocyte cells and determines the
color of skin and hair in mammalians. It protects the skin from photocarcinogenesis by
absorbing UV sunlight and removing reactive oxygen species (ROS) (Gupta, 2006; Kim,
2005; Sapkota, 2011). It is formed by enzymatically catalyzed chemical reactions (Chang,
2009). The modifications in melanin biosynthesis occur in many disease states. The excessive
level of melanin pigmentation causes various dermatological disorders including
hyperpigmentations such as senile lentigo, melasma, postinflammatory melanoderma,
freckles, ephelide, age spots and sites of actinic damage which can give rise to esthetic
problems (Briganti, 2003; Curto, 1999). Hyperpigmentation usually becomes a big problem
as people age because darker spots will start to be seen on the face, arms and body. Also,
hormonal changes such as pregnancy and drugs manipulating hormone levels may cause
hyperpigmentation.
Inhibitors of the enzyme tyrosinase (EC 1.14.18.1, syn.polyphenol oxidase, PPO;
monophenol; dihydroxy-L-phenylalanin; oxidoreductase) can be used to prevent or treat
melanin hyperpigmentation disorders. Therefore, they have become increasingly important
in cosmetic and medical products. Besides being used in the treatment of some
dermatological disorders associated with melanin hyperpigmentation, tyrosinase inhibitors
are found to have an important role in cosmetic industry for their skin lightening effect and
depigmentation after sunburn (Briganti, 2003; Chang, 2009; Khan, 2007; Parvez, 2007; Seo,
2003). Tyrosinase is a common multifunctional copper-containing enzyme from the oxidase
superfamily found in plants, animals and fungi. It is responsible for melanin biosynthesis,
which determines the color of skin, hair and fur. It is at the moment a well-characterized
enzyme. As an enzyme that produces pigment, tyrosinase catalyzes two key reactions in the
melanin biosynthesis pathway: the addition of a hydroxyl group (-OH) to the amino acid
tyrosine, which then becomes 3,4-dihydroxypheylalanine (L-DOPA). The tyrosinase enzyme
then converts L-DOPA into o-dopaquinone by an oxidation reaction. Following these two
main steps, melanin is then generated after further enzymatic steps (Scheme 1) (Gupta, 2006;
Parvez, 2007). Melanin formation is considered to be deleterious to the color quality and
flavor, and loss of nutritional and market values of foods. So, it causes the enzymatic
*
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browning in fruits and vegetables. In the food industry, tyrosinase is important in
controlling the quality and economics of fruits and vegetables. Hence, tyrosinase inhibitors
from natural sources have great potential in the food industry, as they are considered to be
safe and largely free from adverse effects. Also in insects, tyrosinase is involved in
melanogenesis wound healing, parasite encapsulation and sclerotisation (Seo, 2003).
Therefore, tyrosinase inhibitors used as insecticides and insect control agents. Moreover, the
tyrosinase is responsible from melanization in animals and is the key enzyme for the
regulation of melanogenesis in mammals. Melanogenesis is the process by which melanin is
produced and subsequently distributed by melanocytes within the skin and hair follicles.
This process results in the synthesis of melanin pigments, which play a protective role
against skin photocarcinogenesis (Khan, 2007; Kim, 2005).

Scheme 1. Biosynthetic pathway of melanin (Chang, 2009; Kim, 2005; Seo, 2003). DOPA, 3,4dihydroxyphenylalanine; DHI, 5,6-dihydroxyindole; DHICA, 5,6-dihydroxyindole-2carboxylic acid.
Safety is a primary consideration for tyrosinase inhibitors, especially when utilized in
unregulated quantities on a regular basis. On the other hand, the use of the inhibitors is
primary in the cosmetic industry due to their skin-whitening effects. Since a huge number of
tyrosinase inhibitors have been developed, assessing the validation of these inhibitors in
skin-whitening efficiency has become more important. Most inhibitors have rarely been
incorporated in topically applied cosmetics, often due to a lack of parallel human clinical
trials (Chang, 2009; Khan, 2007; Kim, 2005).
Compounds called inhibitors are being synthesized to hinder or completely stop the
enzyme’s function. Natural products have already been discovered, experimented upon and
proved to be safe and viable. However, due to depleting resources, synthetic derivatives
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based on naturally occurring compounds have opened up this research to a broad range of
possible tyrosinase inhibitors (Diaz, 2009). There are several inhibition mechanisms of
tyrosinase but only two types’ inhibitors are regarded as “true inhibitors”. These are specific
tyrosinase inactivators and specific tyrosinase inhibitors. Specific tyrosinase inactivators
such as mechanism-based inhibitors are also called suicide substrates. These inhibitors can
be catalyzed by tyrosinase and form covalent bond with the enzyme, thus irreversibly
inactivating the enzyme during catalytic reaction. They inhibit tyrosinase activity by
inducing the enzyme catalyzing “suicide reaction.” Specific tyrosinase inhibitors reversibly
bind to tyrosinase and reduce its catalytic capacity (Chang, 2009). Therefore, the inhibition
of tyrosinase is very essential in controlling the economy of foods and agriculture.
Development of high-performance tyrosinase inhibitors is currently needed for these fields
(Parvez, 2007).
Mushroom tyrosinase is popular among researchers as it is commercially available and
inexpensive. It plays a critical role in tyrosinase inhibitor studies for its use in cosmetics as
well as in food industries, and many researches have been conducted with this enzyme,
which is well studied and easily purified from the mushroom Agaricus bisporus. No matter in
terms of inhibitory strength, inhibitory mechanism, chemical structures, or the sources of the
inhibitors, the search for new inhibitors based on mushroom tyrosinase has been so
successful that various different types of inhibitors have been found in the past 20 years
(Chang, 2009; Parvez, 2007; Seo, 2003).
In cosmetic products, tyrosinase inhibitors are used for skin-whitening effect, preventing
formation of freckles and skin depigmentation after sunburn. Use of them is becoming
increasingly important in the cosmetic and medicinal industries due to their preventive
effect on pigmentation disorders. A number of tyrosinase inhibitors have been reported
from both natural and synthetic sources, but only a few of them are used as skin-whitening
agents, primarily due to various safety concerns, e.g. high toxicity toward cells, and low
stability toward oxygen and water, resulting with their limited application (Chang, 2009;
Kim, 2005).
Inhibitors of tyrosinase enzyme have a huge impact on industry and economy. Therefore,
researchers around the world are studying on the discovery of several classes of these
inhibitors. Although a large number of tyrosinase inhibitors have been reported from both
natural resources or semi- and full synthetic pathways, only a few of them are used as skin
lightening agents, primarily due to various safety concerns. For example, kojic acid and
catechol derivatives, well-known hypopigmenting agents, inhibit enzyme activity but also
exhibit harmful side effects (Fig. 1) (Seo, 2003).
Kojic acid (5-hydroxy-2-hydroxymethyl-4H-pyran-4-one) (Fig. 1, 4) and arbutin (4hydroxyphenyl--D-glucopyranoside), extracted from leaves of common bearberry, are
often used in skin care products as a lightening agent (Fig. 1). It has been shown to be safe
and effective for topical use (Burdock, 2001). Recently, bibenzyl analogues are reported to
have potent anti-tyrosinase activity with almost 20-fold stronger than kojic acid. However,
the inhibitory activity of kojic acid is not sufficiently potent or unstable for storage for use in
cosmetics. Kojic acid, a well-known tyrosinase inhibitor, alone or together with tropolone
and L-mimosine are often used as the positive control in the literature for comparing the
inhibitory strength of the newly inhibitors (Briganti, 2003; Chang, 2009; Khan, 2007; Parvez,
2007). L-mimosine, kojic acid and tropolone, having structural similarity to phenolic
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subsrates and showing competitive inhibition with respect to these substrates, are known as
slow binding inhibitors (Seo, 2003). In addition, most tyrosinase inhibitors listed below are
not currently commercially available, especially those from natural sources, and this limits
their further evaluation in an in vivo study, where usually a large amount is needed for a
tested inhibitor (Chang, 2009).

Fig. 1. Some tyrosinase inhibitors.
To treat hyperpigmentation through chemical treatments or bleaching creams are used.
Most of the inhibitors are phenol or catechol derivatives, structurally similar to tyrosine or
DOPA (Briganti, 2003). Hydroquinone (Fig. 1), a widely used skin lightening agent, is
probably the most used bleaching cream on the market but it has a laundry list of warnings,
including risk of hepatotoxicity. However, it is the most widely used bleaching cream in the
world, despite the potential health side effects. It is also a reliable treatment for melasma.
Kojic acid is used as an antioxidant and alternative to hydroquinone for skin lightening by
the cosmetic industry (Gupta, 2006).
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Although the huge number of reversible inhibitors has been identified, rarely irreversible
inhibitors of tyrosinase have been found until now. Captopril, used as an antihypertensive
drug, is able to prevent melanin formation as a good example of irreversible inhibitors
(Khan, 2007). Another example for tyrosinase inhibitor azelaic acid, has anti-inflammatory,
antibacterial, and antikeratinizing effects, which make it useful in a variety of dermatologic
conditions (Briganti, 2003; Gupta, 2006). Besides, 4,4′-biphenyl derivative exhibited strong
tyrosinase inhibitory activity and also assessed for the melanin biosynthesis in B16
melanoma cells (Kim, 2005).

2. Kojic acid
Kojic acid, the most intensively studied inhibitor of tyrosinase, was discovered by K. Saito in
1907. Since the early twentieth century, it has been known as an additive to prevent
browning of food materials such as crab, shrimp, and fresh vegetables in food industry (e.g.,
as an antioxidant or antibrowning agent) in order to preserve their freshness and to inhibit
discoloration. It shows a competitive inhibitory effect on monophenolase activity and a
mixed inhibitory effect on the diphenolase activity of mushroom tyrosinase. The ability of
kojic acid to chelate copper at the active site of the enzyme may well explain the observed
competitive inhibitory effect. In addition, it is reported to be a slow-binding inhibitor of the
diphenolase activity of tyrosinase (Cabanes, 1994). It is a biologically important natural
antibiotic produced by various fungal or bacterial strains such as Aspergillus oryzae,
Penicillium or Acetobacter spp. in an aerobic process from a wide range of carbon sources
(Bentley, 2006; Brtko, 2004; Burdock, 2001). It plays an important role in iron-overload
diseases such as β-thalassemia or anemia, since it possesses iron chelating activity (Brtko,
2004; Moggia, 2006; Stenson, 2007; Sudhir, 2005; Zborowski, 2003). Also, it forms stable
complexes of metal kojates via reaction of kojic acid with metal acetate salts such as tin,
beryllium, zinc, copper, nickel, cobalt, iron, manganese, chromium, gold, palladium,
indium, gallium, vanadium, and aluminium (Fig. 2) (Barret, 2001; Cecconi, 2002; Emami,
2007; Finnegan, 1987; Hryniewicz, 2009; Masoud, 1989; Moggia, 2006; Naik, 1979; Sudhir,
2005; Yang, 2008; Zaremba, 2007; Zborowski, 2005). They were used as new drugs in the
therapy of some diseases such as diabetes, anemia, fungal infections and neoplasia (Brtko,
2004; Song, 2002; Wolf, 1950). Tris(kojic acid) aluminium(III) and -gallium(III) complexes
have lipid solubility; therefore, they can cross the blood-brain barrier with considerable
facility (Finnegan, 1987).

Fig. 2. M(Kojic acid)n (n=2,3) metal complexes.
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Kojic acid has weaker activity than ethylmaltol (2-ethyl-3-hydroxy-4H-pyran-4-one) against
the convulsions induced by pentetrazole and strychnine. It is generally accepted that the
lipid solubility of a drug is an important factor in connection with its transfer into the central
spinal fluid and brain. The increase of inhibitory effect of 2-alkyl-3-hydroxy-4H-pyran-4ones on the pentetrazole-induced convulsion with increasing carbon number of the alkyl
group might be due to the enhancement of lipid solubility (Aoyagi, 1974; Kimura, 1980).
In acute, chronic, reproductive and genotoxicity studies, kojic acid was not found as a
toxicant. Due to slow absorption into the circulation from human skin, it would not reach
the threshold at tumor promotion and weak carcinogenicity effects were seen. The Cosmetic
Ingredient Review (CIR) Expert Panel concluded that it is safe for use in cosmetic products
up to a concentration level of 1%. The available human sensitization data support the safety
of kojic acid at a concentration of 2% in leave-on cosmetics, suggesting that a limit of 2%
might be appropriate. In an industrial survey of current use concentrations, it is used at
concentrations ranging from 0.1% to 2%. The European Commission’s Scientific Committee
on Consumer Products (SCCP) determined that, based on a margin of safety calculation, the
use of kojic acid at a maximum concentration of 1.0% in skin care formulations poses a risk
to human health due to potential systemic effects (thyroid side effects). The SCCP also found
it to be a potential skin sensitizer (Burnett, 2011).
2.1 Kojic acid as a tyrosinase inhibitor
It is well recognized that kojic acid, of high purity (99%) made by a certain pharmaceutical
manufacture, began to be used extensively as a cosmetic skin-whitening product (quasidrug) especially in Japan, for topical application. Because of its slow and effective reversible
competitive inhibition of human melanocyte tyrosinase, kojic acid prevents melanin
formation. So, it can play an important role at the formation of cellular melanins (Cabanes,
1994; Jun, 2007; Kahn, 1997; Kang, 2009; Kim, 2003; Lin, 2007; Noh, 2007; Raku, 2003; Saruno,
1979). Noncosmetic uses reported for kojic acid include therapeutic uses for melasma,
antioxidant and preservative in foods, antibiotic, chemical intermediate, metal chelate,
pesticide, and antimicrobial agents. Because of its well-documented ability to inhibit
tyrosinase activity, kojic acid has been used in numerous studies as a positive control. It was
showed that kojic acid have inhibitory effect on mushroom, plant (potato and apple), and
crustacean (white shrimp, grass prawn, and Florida spiny lobster) tyrosinase. The inhibition
mushroom, potato, apple, white shrimp and spiny lobster tyrosinase was found to be
related with the kojic acid inhibited melanosis by interfering with the uptake of O2 required
for enzymatic browning (Chen, 1991). It was well-known that tyrosinase containing two
copper ions in the active center and a lipophilic long-narrow gorge near to the active center.
It has been reported that kojic acid inhibits the activity of tyrosinase by forming a chelate
with the copper ion in the tyrosinase through the 5-hydroxyl and 4-carbonyl groups. There
are several types of assays determining tyrosinase inhibition. Cabanes et al. stated that kojic
acid is a slow-binding inhibitor of catecholase activity of frog tyrosinase in a nonclassical
manner (Cabanes, 1994). In a study of several mammalian melanocyte tyrosinase inhibitors,
kojic acid was considered a potent free enzyme inhibitor (Curto, 1999). Kojic acid was a
positive control in a study of the inhibitory effects of oxyresveratrol and hydroxystilbene
compounds on mushroom and murine melanoma B-16 tyrosinase (Kim, 2002). Melanomaspecific anticarcinogenic activity is also known to be linked with tyrosinase activity (Kim,
2005). Malignant melanoma continues to be a serious clinical problem with a high mortality
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rate among the human beings (Seo, 2003). Therefore, the potential therapies targeting
tyrosinase activity have a paramount importance.
The beauty industry agrees with the statement regarding kojic acid is one of the best natural
based lotions as far as skin lightening agents go. The definition of beauty for some cultures
consists of fair, even toned skin, so many women resort to using skin lightening products,
such as kojic acid, to achieve a lighter skin tone. It has been used for years in the Far East as
an alternative to hydroquinone for its bleaching effects but many women are using it to treat
hyperpigmentation as well as sun spots, freckles, liver spots and a number of other pigment
problems related to beauty. The majority of lightening lotions contains a healthy dose of
kojic acid in it beside vitamin C (ascorbic acid), bearberry extract, licorice or mulberry; in
some cases, kojic acid is the main active ingredient. Most skin lightening lotions that use
kojic acid as one of their ingredients also use small amounts of hydroquinone as well as
glycolic acid (Fig. 1).
In addition, kojic acid is found to prevent photodamage and subsequent wrinkling of the
skin in the hairless mouse. It is a good chelator of transition metal ions and a good
scavenger of free radicals therefore it is an effective agent for photoprotection (Mitani, 2001).
Also, it is used as bleaching agent in cosmetics (Burdock, 2001; Lin, 2007). Current evidence
suggests that it induces skin depigmentation through suppression of free tyrosinase, mainly
due to chelation of its copper at the active site of the enzyme (Chen, 1991; Jun, 2007; Lee,
2006). It has been demonstrated to be responsible for therapy and prevention of
pigmentation, both in vitro and in vivo and being used for topical application. Melasma is
often affecting women, especially those living in areas of intense UV radiation. In treatment
of melasma which continues to be a difficult problem, the addition of kojic acid in a gel
containing glycolic acid and hydroquinone improved melasma. Kojic acid is found as
effective as hydroquinone in reducing the pigment. The combination of both agents
augments this inhibition further (Gupta, 2006).
Previous antimicrobial activity studies showed that kojic acid was more active against gram
negative bacteria than against gram positive ones (Bentley, 2006). However, some of its
derivatives have shown adverse effects different from kojic acid’s antibacterial activity
results (Aytemir, 2003a, 2003b; Fassihi, 2008; Kotani, 1978; Masoud, 1989; Petrola, 1985;
Veverka, 1992). Also, its derivatives especially have significant antifungal activity against C.
albicans and C. krusei (Aytemir, 2003b, 2004; Brtko, 2004; Fassihi, 2008; Kayahara, 1990;
Mitani, 2001; Veverka, 1992). According to its antibacterial and fungicidal properties, kojic
acid is used as a food additive (Burdock, 2001). There are several forms of kojic acid
containing products including soap, cream, lotion and gel. Kojic acid also has antifungal and
antibacterial properties in it, making it a perfect ingredient to be used in soap. Women who
choose a kojic acid lotion tend to use it to treat smaller areas of the skin that have been
affected by hyperpigmentation, age spots or hormone related skin conditions brought on by
pregnancy or birth control pills. Some women favor this lotion because it absorbs directly
into the skin much better than creams or soaps. One of the greatest benefits to using kojic
acid is reduction of getting wrinkles when you use the lotion before exposure to the sun. So
it makes this also a perfect anti-aging lotion. Based on such tyrosinase-inhibiting activity of
kojic acid, there have been proposed a lot of cosmetic compositions containing kojic acid as
an active ingredient. There are a variety of kojic acid creams available for purchase online
and in certain specialty stores. Each one has its own unique blend of ingredients which set
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them apart from one another. Some creams combine various vitamins like A and E which
give them different effects. The reason many people mix these vitamins within the kojic acid
creams is to help them alleviate the skin irritation that has been said to occur with kojic acid
products. Another cream combines retinol, vitamin C, with kojic acid, and glycolic acid.
These ingredients are added to this base to help counteract the sensitivity that is associated
with prolonged use of kojic acid when it is used by itself. According to FDA kojic acid is
used in a total of 16 products. Some of the trade names of kojic acid having skin-whitening
usage are AEC Kojic acid, Kojic acid SL, Melanobleach-K, Oristar KA, Rita KA and Tonelite
Kojic acid. Besides these there are trade name mixtures in markets Botacenta SLC 175,
Dermawhite HS, Melarrest A, Melarrest L and Vegewhite (Burnett, 2011; FDA, 2009).
The development of tyrosinase inhibitors is of great concern in the medical, agricultural, and
cosmetic fields. Among the many kinds of tyrosinase inhibitors, kojic acid has been
intensively studied. It acts as a good chelator of transition metal ions such as Cu2+ and Fe3+
and a scavenger of free radicals. This fungal metabolite is currently applied as a cosmetic
skin-lightening agent and food additive to prevent enzymatic browning. Kojic acid shows a
competitive inhibitory effect on the monophenolase activity and a mixed inhibitory effect on
the diphenolase activity of mushroom tyrosinase. However, its use in cosmetics has been
limited, because of the skin irritation caused by its cytotoxicity and its instability during
storage. Accordingly, many semi-synthetic kojic acid derivatives have been synthesized to
improve its properties by converting the alcoholic hydroxyl group into an ester,
hydroxyphenyl ether, glycoside, amino acid derivatives, or tripeptide derivatives (Kang,
2009; Lee, 2006).
2.2 Some studies on synthetic kojic acid derivatives
Recently, it was found that kojic acid-tripeptide amides showed similar tyrosinase inhibitory
activities to those of kojic acid-tripeptide free acids but exhibited superior storage stability
than those of kojic acid and kojic acid-tripeptide free acids (Noh, 2007). To find further kojic
acid derivatives with higher tyrosinase inhibitory activity, stability, and synthetic efficiency,
a library of kojic acid-amino acid amides (KA-AA-NH2) prepared and screened for their
tyrosinase inhibitory activities. It was also confirmed that the kojic acid-phenylalanine
amides reduced the amount of dopachrome production during the melanin formation. It
was suggested that a tyrosinase inhibition mechanism of KA-AA-NH2 based on the possible
hydrophobic interactions between the side chain of KA-AA-NH2 and tyrosinase active site
by a docking program (Noh, 2009; Kim, 2004).
Kojic acid is a potential inhibitor of NF-κB(transcription factor) activation in human
keratinocytes, and suggests the hypothesis that NF-κB activation may be involved in kojic
acid induced anti-melanogenic effect. It was reported that the inhibitory effect of kojic acid
on the activation of NF-κB in two human keratinocytes and suggest the hypothesis that the
modulation of NF-κB in keratinocytes may be involved in anti-melanogenic effect induced
by kojic acid (Moon, 2001).
The metal complexes of kojic acid-phenylalanine-amide exhibited potent tyrosinase
inhibitory activity both in vitro enzyme test and in cell-based assay system. These results
demonstrated that metal complex formation could be applied as a delivery system for
hydrophilic molecules which have low cell permeability into cells. In addition, these new
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materials can be used as an effective whitening agent in the cosmetic industry or applied on
irregular hyperpigmentation (Kwak, 2010). Furthermore, kojic acid was shown to inhibit
different enzymes relevant to the undesirable melanosis of agricultural products, which is
related to its coordination ability to, e.g., copper, in the active site of tyrosinase (Naik, 1979;
Stenson, 2007; Synytsya, 2008). The kojic acid scaffold was modified by a Mannich reaction
with piperidine derivatives with the aim to link it to Ru(II)–arene fragments and to obtain
compounds with anticancer activity (Kasser, 2010).

Fig. 3. Chemical structure of some synthetic kojic acid derivatives as tyrosinase inhibitors.
It was reported that compound, joining to two pyrone rings of kojic acid through an
ethylene linkage, exhibited 8 times more potent mushroom tyrosinase inhibitory activity
than that of kojic acid and also showed superior melanin synthesis inhibitory activity using
B16F10 melanoma cell (Lee, 2006). A series of kojic acid derivatives containing thioether,
sulfoxide and sulfone linkages were synthesized. Sulfoxide and sulfone derivatives
decreased and kojyl thioether derivatives containing appropriate lipophilic various alkyl
chains increased tyrosinase inhibitory activity (Rho, 2010). Kojic acid derivatives, containing
ester linkages such as hydrophobic benzoate or cinnamate groups, increased the inhibitory
activity of kojic acid. When the enolic hydroxyl group of ester derivatives was protected by
a methyl group the activity was lost completely. These results indicated that the kojic acid
moiety may have blocked the copper active site of tyrosinase (Rho, 2011). 5-[(3aminopropyl)phosphinooxyl]-2-(hydroxymethyl-4H-pyran-4-one
(Kojyl-APPA)
was
showed tyrosinase inhibition effect in situ, but not in vitro. It means that Kojyl-APPA was
converted to kojic acid and 3-aminopropane phosphoric acid enzymatically in cells. KojylAPPA was showed the inhibitory activity to same extent as kojic acid on melanin synthesis
in mouse melanoma and normal human melanocytes (Kim, 2003).
In a recent study, the correlations of the inhibition of cell-free mushroom tyrosinase activity
with that of cellular tyrosinase activity and melanin formation in A2058 melanoma cell line
using kojic acid were evaluated. Kojic acid (10 μM) exhibited the best inhibitory effects
with % inhibition values 33.3, 52.7 and 52.5 respectively against mushroom tyrosinase
activity, cellular tyrosinase activity and cellular melanin formation. Also, ultraviolet A
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irradiation of melanoma cells A2058 markedly improved the correlation between the
inhibition of cellular tyrosinase and of melanin formation (Song, 2009).
Kojic acid contains a polyfunctional heterocyclic, oxygen containing ring with several
important centers enabling additional reactions like as oxidation and reduction, alkylation
and acylation, substitution nucleophilic reactions, substitution electrophilic reactions, a ring
opening of the molecule, and chelation (Aytemir, 1999; Brtko, 2004; Dehkordi, 2008; O’Brien,
1960; Pace, 2004). Since kojic acid is freely soluble in water, ethanol, acetone, and sparingly
soluble in ether, ethylacetate, and chloroform, its various derivatives were advantageously
prepared (Brtko, 2004; Burdock, 2001; Krivankova, 1992).
Kojic acid provides a promising skeleton for development of new more potent derivatives
such as chlorokojic acid (2-chloromethyl-5-hydroxy-4H-pyran-4-one), allomaltol (5-hydroxy2-methyl-4H-pyran-4-one) and pyromeconic acid (3-hydroxy-4H-pyran-4-one) (Fig. 4).
Allomaltol was synthesized from commercially available kojic acid in a two-step reaction
according to the literature (Aytemir, 2004; 2010a; 2010b). Chlorination of the 2hydroxymethyl moiety of kojic acid using thionyl chloride at room temperature afforded
chlorokojic acid, with the ring hydroxyl being unaffected. Reduction of chlorokojic acid with
zinc dust in concentrated hydrochloric acid resulted in the production of allomaltol
(Scheme 2) (Aytemir, 2004; 2010a; 2010b; Ellis 1996).

Fig. 4. Hydroxypyranone derivatives.

Scheme 2. Synthesis of some hydroxypyrone derivatives from kojic acid.
Wolf and Westveer showed that chlorokojic acid contains catechol group-inhibited
Aeromonas aerogenes, Micrococcus pyogenes var. aureus, Salmonella typhosa, Penicilium digitalum,
Russula nigricans and Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Wolf, 1950). Also, chlorokojic acid and other
halogen derivatives have significant antifungal activity. Moreover, their copper(II) salts’
complex derivatives were prepared and found to be more active than chlorokojic acid
(Brtko, 2004). Chlorokojic acid was found to be more potent inhibitor of tyrosinase than kojic
acid. Moreover, allomaltol has been described as a treatment for pigmentation disorders,
sunburn prevention and as an antioxidant for oils and fats (Wempe, 2009). Ester derivatives
of allomaltol were described as new tyrosinase inhibitors.
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It is well known that hydroxypyranones can exist in cationic and anionic forms due to the
protonation or deprotonation reactions, respectively. The hydroxyl group that is directly
bound to the pyranone ring was probable more deprotonated than the hydroxymethyl
group. The results of quantum mechanical investigations on tautomeric equilibria of kojic
acid were determined. Because of two intramolecular hydrogen bonds, the enolic structure
of neutral kojic acid is expected to be the most stable one. One of these two bonds is located
between keto and hydroxyl group and the other hydrogen bond can be formed weakly
between hydroxymethyl moiety and intra-ring oxygen (Beelik, 1955).
On the other hand, kojic acid and other hydroxypyranones having catechol groups are also
known as effective metal chelation agents which form complexes with various metal ions
that are potentially useful in medicinal therapy. These complexes have reasonable
hydrolytic stability, neutral charge, and significant lipophilicity (Masoud, 1989; Thompson,
2001). Additionally, kojic acid and its derivatives have shown to possess various
pharmacological activities such as herbicidal (Veverka, 1990; 1990), anti-speck (Uchino,
1988), pesticide and insecticide (Higa, 2007; Kahn, 1997; Uher, 1994), antitumor (Uher, 1994;
Yamato, 1987), anti-diabetes (Xiong, 2008), slight anti-inflammatory effects (Brtko, 2004),
antiproliferative properties (Fickova, 2008) antiepileptic (Aytemir, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2010a,
2010b) and antiviral (Aytemir, 2010c, 2011) activity.

3. Mannich derivatives with biological activities
Multicomponent reactions are the major parts of the synthetic organic chemistry with
advantages ranging from lower reaction times and temperatures to higher yields. Mannichtype reactions are a three component condensation reaction involving carbonyl compounds,
which exist as keto-enol tautomeric forms, formaline and a primary or secondary amine.
Due to phenol-like properties of kojic acid readily undergoes aminomethylation in the
Mannich reaction ortho to enolic hydroxyl group at room temperature. It was reported that
di-Mannich derivatives which were formed at 3- and 6-positions, were obtained in an acidic
medium by the reaction of kojic acid, formaline and aromatic amine derivatives. Woods has
reported di-Mannich derivatives were obtained in an acidic medium from kojic acid,
formaline and aromatic amine (Woods, 1946). However, O’Brien et al. showed that
derivatives of Mannich bases occurred at only 6-position of kojic acid, which were
synthesized using dimethylamine, diethylamine, pyrrolidine, morpholine, piperidine or 4methylpiperazine, and chlorokojic acid. Additionally, 6-morpholino or piperidinomethyl
chlorokojic acid were prepared via Mannich reaction (O’Brien, 1960). At the latter study,
Mannich bases of kojic acid and pyromeconic acid were synthesized in either acidic and
basic medium using aliphatic or heterocyclic secondary amines such as dimethylamine,
diethylamine or morpholine, respectively (Ichimoto, 1965).
Using the methodology shown in Scheme 3, having 6-chloromethyl/hydroxymethyl/methyl3-hydroxy-2-substituted 4H-pyran-4-one structure, 130 derivatives were synthesized as
Mannich bases. The basic substituent was introduced in the 6-position of
allomaltol/chlorokojic acid/kojic acid via a Mannich-type reaction, using formaline and an
appropriate substituted piperidine, piperazine and morpholine derivatives in methanol at
room temperature (Scheme 3). The reaction proceeded very rapidly (Aytemir, 2004, 2006, 2007,
2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 2011 and unpublished data).
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Scheme 3. Synthesis of Mannich bases of kojic acid/chlorokojic acid/allomaltol.
Structure of some Mannich bases was determined by X-Ray analysis. The conformation of
the molecule is determined by intra- and intermolecular hydrogen bonds. Some weak
intramolecular interactions helped to stabilize the structure. The piperazine ring displayed
an almost perfect chair conformation (İskeleli, 2005; Köysal, 2004; Ocak, 2004).
3.1 Anticonvulsant activity
In our previous studies, we reported that Mannich bases of 3-hydroxy-6hydroxymethyl/methyl-2-substituted 4H-pyran-4-one derivatives anticonvulsant activity
(Aytemir, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2010a, 2010b). Anticonvulsant activity was examined by maximal
electroshock (MES) and subcutaneous Pentylenetetrazol (scPTZ)-induced seizure tests.
Substitution of different lipophilic phenyl derivatives at 4th position of piperazine ring
enables penetration of the blood-brain barrier. The effects of mono substitution of an
electron donating or electron-withdrawing groups at the ortho, meta and para position of
the phenyl group were examined. According to the results, these compounds, especially 4chlorophenyl and 3-trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine derivatives, had valuable
anticonvulsant activity against scPTZ and MES induced seizure tests (Aytemir, 2004). When
substituted piperidine derivatives and morpholine ring at 2nd positions of allomaltol (Fig. 1)
were used instead of piperazine ring, anticonvulsant activity of these Mannich bases
derivatives was decreased (Aytemir, 2007, 2010a). Both kojic acid and allomaltol derivatives
including 4-chloro and 3-trifluoromethylphenylpiperazine were determined to be protective
against all seizures. When the effect of different piperazine ring upon activity examined,
kojic acid derivatives were found to be more active than allomaltol derivatives. The
difference between these two starting materials is just methyl or hydroxymethyl groups at
6th positions at pyranone ring. On the other hand, when the results of the studies are
compared to each other, replacement of hydroxymethyl with methyl group at 6th position at
pyranone ring increases the protective effect against both tests, because of two hydrogen
bonds of kojic acid, which are located between keto and hydroxyl group and/or
hydroxymethyl moiety and intra-ring oxygen (Aytemir, 2010b).
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R

R’

MES

scPTZ

0.5 h (mg/kg) 4 h (mg/kg) 0.5 h (mg/kg) 4 h (mg/kg)

-CH3

30

300

-

300

-CH3

-

300

300

30

-CH3

300

30

30

-

-CH3

100

300

30

-

-CH3

100

30

-

30

-CH2OH

300

-

30

30

-CH2OH

300

-

-

30

-CH2OH

-

-

-

30

-CH2OH

-

30

100

300

-CH2OH

-

300

30

100

-CH2OH

-

-

30

30

-CH2OH

300

-

300

30

-CH2OH

30

30

100

300

-CH2OH

30

300

-

-

Table 1. Anticonvulsant activities of the synthesized compounds.
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3.2 Antiviral activity
All compounds were assayed against both herpes simplex virus-1 (HSV-1) and human
parainfluenza virus type 3 (PI-3) by using Madin Darby Bovine Kidney and Vero cell lines
with the aim to capture structure relationship in each of the compounds. Acyclovir and
oseltamivir were used as control agents. Correlation between toxicity on uninfected cells
(Vero, MDBK) and antiviral activity of the synthesis compounds were determined in the
same microtiter plate. The results of the antiviral study are presented in Table 2.

MDBK Cells

R

CPE b) Inhibitory
MNTCs a)
Concentration HSV-1 c)
(µg/mL)
Max.

Min.

Vero Cells
CPE b)
Inhibitory
MNTCs a)
Concentration
(µg/mL)
PI-3 d)
Max. Min.

1

0.8

0.8

0.05

0.8

0.4

0.025

2

0.8

0.8

0.05

0.4

0.4

0.025

3

0.8

0.8

0.05

0.8

0.2

0.025

4

0.8

0.8

0.05

1.6

0.2

0.025

5

0.8

0.8

0.2

1.6

0.2

0.05

6

0.8

0.8

0.2

1.6

0.4

0.1

7

1.6

1.6

0.1

1.6

0.8

0.05

8

1.6

0.4

0.1

0.4

0.4

0.2

9

1.6

0.8

0.1

0.8

0.8

0.025

10

1.6

0.4

0.1

0.4

0.4

0.025

11

1.6

0.4

0.1

0.4

0.4

0.05
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MDBK Cells

R

CPE b) Inhibitory
MNTCs a)
Concentration HSV-1 c)
(µg/mL)
Max.

Min.

Vero Cells
CPE b)
Inhibitory
MNTCs a)
Concentration
(µg/mL)
PI-3 d)
Max. Min.

12

1.6

0.4

0.1

0.4

0.4

0.05

13

0.4

-

-

0.8

0.8

0.05

14

0.4

-

-

0.4

0.2

0.1

15

0.8

0.8

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.2

16

0.4

-

-

0.8

0.2

0.05

17

0.8

0.8

0.2

0.4

0.2

0.05

18

0.4

-

-

0.4

0.4

0.05

Acyclovir

1.6

1.6

<0.012

Oseltamivir

-

-

-

1.6

1.6

<0.012

MNTCs: Maximum non-toxic concentrations
CPE: Cytopathogenic effect
c) HSV-1: Herpes simplex virus Type-1
d)PI-3: Parainfluenza-3 virus Max: Maximum
Min: Minimum - : Not done; activity observed
a)

b)

Table 2. Cytotoxicity on MDBK and Vero Cells as well as antiviral activity against HSV-1
and PI-3 results of the compounds 1-18.
As given in CPE inhibitory concentration ranging, compound 7 bearing 4methoxyphenylpiperazine substituent showed significant activity against HSV-1 as potent
as the reference compound acyclovir, but limited activity at maximum and minimum
concentration ranges of 1.6-0.1 g/mL with the maximum non-toxic concentration
(MNTCs) value of 1.6 g/mL. Additionally, compound 9 (0.8-0.1 g/mL) was shown antiHerpes simplex activity but less potent. On the other hand, compounds 1-4 were shown as
same activity as compound 7 but on higher non-toxic concentrations (MNTC: 0.8 g/mL).
Among the tested Mannich bases derivatives, compounds 5, 6, 8, 10, and 11 were less active
against DNA virus. Take into account CPE inhibitory concentration ranging against the
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RNA viruses PI-3, compound 9 (0.8-0.025 g/mL) and compound 13 (0.8-0.05 g/mL) had
remarkable antiviral activity in Mannich base derivatives. Furthermore, compounds 1, 7, 12
and 18 were less active than compounds 9 and 13. While the activities of compounds 2 and
10 (0.4-0.025 g/mL) against PI-3 were in similar CPE inhibitory concentration range,
compounds 3, 4 and 11 had lower activity than those had. Also, compounds 5 and 6 were
negligible values as seen in Table 2. Compounds 12 and 17 showed anti-Herpes simplex
activity with less potency. While the activities of compounds 12 and 18 (0.4-0.05 g/mL)
against PI-3 were in similar CPE inhibitory concentration range, compounds 5 and 6 had
lower activity than those that had (Aytemir, 2010c, 2011).
3.3 Antimicrobial activity
The antibacterial and antifungal activity profiles of the newly synthesized compounds were
assessed for antimicrobial activity against both standard and the isolated strains of bacteria.
For antibacterial activity assessment, standard strains (Escherichia coli, Pseudomonas
aeruginosa, Proteus mirabilis, Klebsiella pneumoniae, Acinetobacter baumannii, Staphylococcus
aureus, Enterococcus faecalis and Bacillus subtilis) and their drug-resistant isolates were tested;
and for antifungal activity Candida albicans and C. parapsilosis were used. Ampicillin,
vancomycin, gentamicin, ofloxacin, levofloxacin, ketoconazole, and fluconazole were also
tested under identical conditions for comparison in antibacterial and antifungal assays,
respectively. Tables 3 and 4 describe the in vitro antimicrobial activity with MIC values of
compounds 1-18.
According to our data (Table 3 and 4), the synthesized compounds showed a broad
spectrum of activity against gram positive and gram negative standard strains with MIC
values between 1 and 64 g/mL. In the meantime, the synthesized compounds showed
activity against drug-resistant isolated both gram positive and negative strains with MIC
values of 2 to ≥128 g/mL.
As given in Table 3, the antibacterial activity against gram negative bacteria of
the synthesized compounds 14, 16, and 17 bearing (4-chlorophenyl)benzylpiperazine,
4-bromophenyl-4-hydroxypiperidine
and
4-chloro-3-(trifluoromethyl)
phenyl-4hydroxypiperidine moiety respectively at the 2-position of pyran-4-one ring, was found to
have significantly high antibacterial potential against standard strains of E. coli, P.
aeruginosa, K. pneumoniae, A. baumannii with a bacterial inhibition between 2 and 4 g/mL.
Also, these compounds showed more activity (MIC: 2 g/mL) against E. coli and P.
aeruginosa than the other gram negative bacteria compared with control drugs ampicillin
(MIC: 2 g/mL), ofloxacin (1 g/mL) and levofloxacin (1 g/mL). As for compounds 13
and 15, it was found that they had the same effect against all gram negative bacteria. The
MIC values of both compounds were 4 g/mL against P. aeruginosa; 8 g/mL against E. coli,
K. pneumoniae, and A. baumannii; and 16 g/mL against P. mirabilis. Furthermore, in
comparison, compound 18 had similar antibacterial activity with MIC values between 4 and
16 g/mL as these (compounds 13 and 15). In the entire series, compounds 1-7, 9, 12 was
less effective (MIC: 16-32 g/mL) and compound 18 with MIC values between 4 and 16
g/mL towards standard strains of all gram negative bacteria. Especially, compound 13
which has 3,4-dichlorobenzylpiperazine moiety showed remarkable activity against ESβL(+)
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strains of E. coli and K. pneumoniae with MIC values of 4 g/mL, compared with the
reference drugs, ampicillin (MIC: ≥128 g/mL), ofloxacin (MIC: 0.5 g/mL) and
levofloxacin, (MIC: 0.5-1 g/mL) respectively. As for structure-activity relationship (SAR),
fluoro substitution in para position of the benzyl ring (compound 12) has the worst activity
with MIC values between 16 and 32 g/mL in this series, whereas the 3,4-dichloro
substitution (compound 13) of benzyl ring increases antibacterial activity with four-folds
(MIC: 4-8 g/mL) towards isolated strains of A. baumannii and P. aeruginosa and two-folds
(MIC: 8 g/mL) against E. coli and K. pneumoniae. Moreover, antibacterial activity of the
compounds 12 and 13 against P. mirabilis was determined to be the same. Furthermore,
compounds 13 and 15 showed same activity against all bacteria except from P. aeruginosa. In
the Mannich base derivatives bearing piperazine ring, compound 14 was the most
remarkable and active one (MIC: 2-8 g/mL). There were diphenyl rings in the structure of
in which one of them was a p-chlorophenyl ring and the other a nonsubstituted phenyl
ring. When compounds 13 and 15 were compared, the addition of phenyl ring on the
structure of compound 14 increased the activity two-folds against all gram negative bacteria
and S. aureus. When antibacterial activities of compounds 16-18 possessing piperidine ring
were investigated, it was observed that compounds 16 and 17 were found to have the same
activity and higher effect than compound 18 without halogen substitution at its structure.
Hence, when hydroxy substitution at the 4-position of piperidine ring was changed with
acetyl, antibacterial activity was decreased. In addition, there was no difference in the
antimicrobial activity with the location and type of the halogen substituted on phenyl ring.
Also, these compounds (16 and 17) had exactly the same activity as compound 18 possessing
piperazine ring against all gram negative bacteria.
Among gram positive bacteria, S. aureus has been recognized for so long as one of the
major resistant pathogens that can cause diseases in humans. Likewise, multi-drug
resistant Enterococci have become a serious threat for public health. High level resistance
for penicillin and aminoglycosides are being reported of this bacterium. According to the
obtained data (Table 4), antibacterial activity results of compounds 13-18 (MIC: 1-2
g/mL) and 8-11 (MIC: 8 g/mL) against standard gram positive bacteria were
encouraging, although compound 1-7 and 12 were found to manifest moderate (MIC: 1664 g/mL) activity against standard strains of S. aureus. Compounds 13-18 were found to
be highly active against B. subtilis showing a bacterial inhibition value at 1 µg/mL. The
antibacterial potential against E. faecalis was exhibited by compounds 2, 8-11, and 15 at
concentration 8 g/mL among the synthesized compounds. Candida species are the most
widespread and threatening fungal pathogens today, and are responsible for many of the
invasive and non-invasive fungal infections. Among all Candida species, Candida albicans is
the most frequent pathogen. The results obtained clearly indicate that the series of
Mannich bases discussed here are active towards growth inhibition of pathogenic fungi.
In general, 1-7 (MIC: 8 g/mL) and 13-18 (MIC: 4 g/mL) exhibited excellent antifungal
activity against C. albicans and at MIC values at 8 g/mL against C. parapsilosis when
compared to the reference drugs, ketoconazole (MIC: 1 g/mL) and fluconazole (MIC: 2-4
g/mL). The compounds 1-7 and 13-18 may be promoted as fungicides. In general, the
compounds showed an improved antibacterial activity when compared to their antifungal
activity (Aytemir, 2010c, 2011).
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RSKK
02026

Isolated
strain

Isolated
Strain
ESL+

A. baumannii

RSKK
574

K. pneumoniae
Isolated
Strain
ESL+

Isolated
strain
ESL+
ATCC
10145

P. mirabilis
ATCC
7002

P. aeruginosa

Isolated
strain

E. coli
ATCC
35218

Gram-negative Standard and Clinic Isolated Strains

1

16

64

16

64

16

64

16

64

32

64

2

16

64

16

64

16

64

32

64

16

64

3

16

64

32

64

32

64

16

64

32

64

4

16

64

32

64

16

64

16

64

32

64

5

32

64

32

64

32

64

32

64

32

64

6

32

64

32

64

32

64

32

64

32

64

7

32

64

16

64

32

64

16

32

16

32

8

64

>128

64

>128

64

>128

64

>128

64

>128

9

32

64

32

64

32

64

32

64

32

64

10

64

>128

64

>128

64

>128

64

>128

64

>128

11

64

64

16

64

32

64

32

64

64

32

12

16

64

16

64

16

64

16

64

32

64

13

8

4

4

16

16

64

8

4

8

16

14

4

64

2

16

8

64

4

64

4

16

15

8

64

4

16

16

64

8

64

8

16

16

4

64

2

16

8

64

4

64

4

16

17

4

64

2

16

8

64

4

64

4

16

18

8

64

4

16

16

64

8

64

4

16

AMP a)

2

>128

-

-

2

>128

2

>128

2

>128

OFX b)

0.12

-

0.5

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

LVX c)

<0.12

0.5

1

64

<0.12

1

<0.12

0.5

0.12

64

AMP: ampicillin,
OFX: ofloxacin,
c) LVX: levofloxacin
-: No activity observed, E. coli isolates; (resist to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, cefepime, tazobactam),
P. aeruginosa isolates (resist to Trimethoprim-Sulfamethoxazole, tazobactam), P.mirabilis isolates (resist
to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, cefepime, tazobactam), K. pneumoniae isolates (resist to
trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, amoxicillin clavulonate, ceftriaxone, cefepime, aztreonam)
A. baumannii isolates (resist to trimethoprim-sulfamethoxazole, cefepime).
a)

b)

Table 3. Antibacterial activity of the synthesized compounds 1-18 and the control drugs
(MIC in g/mL).
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Gram-positive standard and Clinic Isolated Strain
Bacteria
S. aureus

E. faecalis

B. subtilis

Fungi
C. albicans

C. parapsilosis

Isolated
Strain
MRSA

ATCC
29212

Isolated
Strain

ATCC
6633

Isolated
Strain

ATCC
10231

ATCC
22019

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
AMPa)
VAN b)
OFX c)
LVX d)
KET e)
FLU f)

ATCC
25923

Comp.

32
16
16
16
64
64
32
8
8
8
8
32
2
1
2
1
1
2
<0.12
0.12
0.25
0.25
-

64
64
64
64
128
128
64
>128
128
>128
64
64
128
64
128
64
64
128
>128
2
64
128
-

16
8
16
16
64
64
32
8
8
8
8
16
16
16
8
16
16
64
0.5
1
0.5
-

32
32
32
32
128
128
64
>128
128
>128
64
32
128
32
128
32
32
128
>128
32
32
-

32
8
8
16
16
16
32
16
16
16
16
32
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.12
-

64
64
16
32
32
32
64
>128
32
>128
64
64
2
2
2
2
2
2
0.5
-

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
16
16
16
16
16
4
4
4
4
4
4
1
2

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
16
16
16
16
16
8
8
8
8
8
8
1
4

AMP: ampicillin,
VAN: vancomycin,
c) OFX: ofloxacin,
d) LVX: levofloxacin,
e) KET; ketoconazole,
f) FLU: fluconazole
-: No activity observed, S. aureus isolates (resist to oxacillin, gentamicin, aztreonam, trimethoprimsulfamethoxazole), E. faecalis isolates (resist to cephalosporins & beta-lactam), B. subtilis isolates (resist
to ceftriaxone).
a)

b)

Table 4. Antibacterial and antifungal activities of the synthesized compounds 1-18 and the
control drugs (MIC in g/mL).
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4. Conclusions
A number of research groups around the world are engaged and are expending much effort
in the discovery of tyrosinase inhibitors. Various limitations are associated with many of
these inhibitors, such as high cytotoxicity, poor skin penetration and low stability in
formulations. Therefore, it is very important to discover novel and potent inhibitors with
potent activity and lower side effect.
Kojic acid is currently used as tyrosinase inhibitors which are commercially available.
Unfortunately, unstability during storage limits its use and new tyrosinase inhibitors of
novel kojic acid derivatives are needed in cosmetics industry. More expended studies on
this subject will be helpful in designing more suitable tyrosinase inhibitors for human use.
In our continuing search, a huge number of Mannich bases are being examined as inhibiting
mushroom tyrosinase activity at the moment, and few of them will have confirmed in
melanogenesis inhibiting activity in cell or skin models. Mannich bases compounds are
more hydrophobic than kojic acid. Therefore, disadvantages of kojic acid might be
decreased by increasing skin penetration and stability in formulation. In the light of these
findings we will undertake further synthetic and biological studies on the new compounds
in the future.
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1. Introduction
Many technological, social and biological systems have been modeled in terms of large
networks providing invaluable insight in the understanding of such systems. Systems
biology is an emerging and multi-disciplinary discipline that studies the interactions of
cellular components by treating them as part of an integrated system. Thus, systems biology
has shown that functional molecules are involved in complex networks of interrelationships, and that most of the cellular processes depend on functional modules rather
than isolated components. Large amounts of biological network data of different types are
available, e.g., protein-protein interaction, transcriptional regulatory, signal transduction,
and metabolic networks. Since proteins carry out most biological processes, the protein
interaction networks (PINs) are of particular importance. The advancement of the functional
genomics and systems biology of model organisms such as Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Caenorhabditis elegans, and Drosophila melanogaster has contributed to the development of
experimental and computational methods, and also to the understanding of human complex
diseases. The availability of these methods has facilitated systematic efforts at creating largescale data sets of protein interactions, which are modeled as PINs.
Usually, a PIN is represented as a graph where the proteins are the nodes and the
interactions are the edges. According to the complex network theory, PINs are scale-free
networks characterized by a power-law degree distribution. In scale-free networks, most
nodes have a small number of links between them; whereas, a small percentage of nodes
interact with a disproportionately large number of others. The nodes with a large number of
links in PINs are called hub proteins. Functional genomics studies showed that in PINs, the
deletion of a hub protein is lethal to the organism, a phenomenon known as the centrality-
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lethality rule. This rule is widely believed to reflect the special importance of hubs in
organizing the network, which in turn suggests the biological significance of network
topology. Several well-known studied proteins that are implicated in human diseases are
hub proteins. Examples include p53, p21, p27, BRCA1, ubiquitin, calmodulin, and others
which play central roles in various cellular mechanisms.
Despite recent advances in systems biology of model organisms, the systems biology of
human pathogenic organisms such as those that cause the so-called "neglected-diseases" has
not received much attention. Neglected-diseases are chronic or related disabling infections
affecting more than 1 billion people worldwide, mainly in Africa. Pathogens of neglecteddiseases include: Protozoan parasites (e.g., Leishmania spp., Plasmodium spp., and Trypanosoma
spp.), vector-borne helminthes (e.g., Schistosoma spp., Brugia malayi, and Onchocerca volvulus),
soil-transmitted helminthes (e.g., Ascaris lumbricoides and Trichuris trichura), bacteria (e.g.,
Mycobacterium tuberculosis and M. leprae), and viruses (e.g., dengue and yellow fever virus). A
number of factors limit the utility of existing drugs in neglected-diseases such as high cost,
poor compliance, drug resistance, low efficacy, and poor safety. Since the evolution of drug
resistance is likely to compromise every drug over time, the demand for new drugs and
targets is continuous. The drug target identification is the first step in the drug discovery flowthrough process. This step is complicated because a drug target must satisfy a variety of
criteria. The important factors in this context are mainly related to the toxicity to host, and the
essentiality of the target to the pathogen's physiology for growth and survival. Thus, the
topological and functional analysis of neglected-disease pathogen PINs offers a potentially
effective strategy for identifying and prioritizing new drug targets.
This chapter will introduce the reader to the basic concepts of network analyses and outline
why it is important in terms of predicting protein function and essentiality. Work involving
PINs of neglected-disease pathogens will be explained so that the reader will understand
the current state in terms of its application to prioritize drug targets. The experimental and
computational methods most likely to be used to identify and predict PINs, and the
strategies for identifying multiple potential drug targets in neglected-disease pathogens will
be also outlined using several biological databases in an integrated way.
To achieve this goal, the chapter includes three sections. Firstly, we present an outline of the
conceptual development of network biology. The applied functional genomics involving the
analysis of PINs of model organisms has led to developing methods and principles for
elucidating protein function. We will also explain how these concepts are connected with
protein essentiality to identify their “weak” points on the PINs of neglected-disease pathogens
and its use for prioritizing drug targets. In the second section, we outline the experimental and
computational methods that are most extensively to be used to identify and predict PINs.
Some new approaches for predicting PINs are also introduced. These include the probabilistic
integrated network methods which have shown the capability to increase the accuracy and
coverage of the PINs. These primary research articles will be reviewed and the potential
applications for the future be explained. This section mainly focused on analyzing the PINs of
most prevalent neglected-disease pathogens in which the use of drugs is often limited by
factors including high cost, low efficacy, toxicity, and the emergence of drug resistance. The
potential use as an integrated strategy aimed at prioritizing and identifying drug targets of
neglected-disease pathogens will be put forward, and the argument for future research
involving the application of many tools and strategies will be discussed. In the final section,
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we describe, amenably, the basic criteria to select pathogen drug targets, and the PINs of
neglected-disease pathogens will be described in such a manner that the chapter will work as a
source of key literature references for students and researchers. Papers will be reviewed to
describe these basic principles, using key publications containing data and quantitative
analyses (models, figures, tables) for PINs of some neglected-disease pathogens. We will
describe novel lines of research; pros and cons of the use of PINs for prioritizing and
identifying drug targets of neglected-disease pathogens.

2. Systems and network biology: Basic concepts
Systems biology is a holistic approach that involves the study of the inter-relationships of all
the different elements in a biological system in order to understand non-deterministic
behaviors that emerge from interaction between the cellular components and their
environment and not by studying them in an isolated manner, one at a time (Hood and
Perlmutter 2004, Weston and Hood 2004, Kohl and Noble 2009). Thus, the cell’s behavior
can be understood as a consequence of the complex interactions between its numerous
constituents such as DNA, RNA, proteins, and metabolites. These interactions are also
responsible for performing processes critical to cellular survival. For example, during
transcription process the regulatory proteins can activate or inhibit the expression of genes
or regulate each other as part of gene regulatory networks. Likewise, the cellular
metabolism can be integrated into a metabolic network whose fluxes are regulated by
enzymes. Similarly, the PINs represent how the proteins work together through interactions
that lead to the modification of protein functions or new roles in protein complexes.
The biological systems consisting of interacting cellular components have led to the use of
graph theory and mathematical tools based on graphs where the individual components are
represented by nodes and the interactions by links (Fig. 1). Albert and Barabási (2002) have
shown the general properties found among several networks ranging from the Internet to
social and biological networks (Albert and Barabási 2002). The analysis of topology of those
networks showed that they deviate substantially from randomly built networks as studied
by Erdös and Rényi (Fig. 1a) (Erdös and Rényi 1960). Also, these networks did not show a
well-shaped frequency distribution of the number of links per node as expected from
randomly formed networks; instead, they showed a power-law distribution, which is
characteristic of scale-free networks (Fig. 1b and 1c) (Amaral et al., 2000, Albert 2005).
In scale-free network, the majority of nodes have only a few links, whereas very few nodes
have a large number of links. Those nodes are called hubs and they represent the most
vulnerable points of a network (Barabasi and Albert 1999, Albert et al., 2000, Jeong et al.,
2001, Yu et al., 2004a, Tew et al., 2007). The topological features of networks can be
quantified by measuring topological parameters whose information content provides a
description from local (e.g., single nodes or links) to network-wide level (e.g., connections
and relationships between nodes). For example, the nodes of a graph can be characterized
by means of the number of links they have (the number of other nodes to which they are
connected). This parameter is called “node degree”. In directed networks, it is possible to
distinguish the number of directed links that points toward the node (in-degree), and the
number of directed edges that points outward the node (out-degree). The node degree
characterizes individual nodes; however, in order to relate this parameter to whole network,
a network degree distribution can be defined. The degree distribution P(k) represents the
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fraction of nodes that have degree k and it is obtained by counting the number of nodes
N(k) that have k = 1, 2… links and dividing it by the total number of nodes N. The degree
distributions of numerous networks such as the Internet, social, and biological networks,
follow a power law (Fig. 1b and 1c) which is defined by the functional equation P(k) ~ kγ,
where γ represents the degree exponent, taking usually values in the range between 2<γ<3
(Barabasi and Oltvai 2004). This function is intimately linked to the growth of the network in
which new nodes are preferentially attached to already established nodes, a property that is
also thought to characterize the evolution of biological systems (Jeong et al., 2000).

Fig. 1. Three types of network models and their associated distributions: (a) random
network, (b) scale-free network, and (c) hierarchical network.
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The distance between any two nodes in a network could be defined by the path length. In
other words, it represents how many links we need to pass between two nodes.
Nevertheless, it could have many alternative paths between two nodes in a network. The
path with the smallest number of links between the selected nodes (shortest path) is of
special interest. A common characteristic of several biological networks, including metabolic
networks (Jeong et al., 2000, Wagner and Fell 2001) and PINs (Giot et al., 2003, Yook et al.,
2004) is that any two nodes can be connected with a path of a few links only. The main
biological implications of this characteristic are related to: i) how the biological networks are
capable of rapid responses to perturbations; ii) its capacity to employ alternative roads for
the same input and output; and iii) the ability to efficiently compensate the perturbations in
essential pathways.
Another important issue derived from network analysis is the concept of modularity, which
can be used to describe how a group of physically or functionally linked nodes work
together to achieve a particular function. The topological parameter used to quantify the
modularity in a network is the clustering coefficient Ci, which represents the ratio between
the number of links connecting nodes adjacent to node i and the total possible number of
links among them (Watts and Strogatz 1998). It is worth noting that in first instance, the
modularity concept might be in contradiction of the scale-free nature of the networks
because the presence of modules implies that there are clusters of nodes that are relatively
isolated from the rest of the network. However, it has been demonstrated that modularity
and scale-free properties naturally co-occur in biological networks indicating that modules
are not independent, instead, they are combined to form a hierarchical network (Fig. 1c)
(Ravasz et al., 2002).
Biological networks, including PINs and metabolic networks are good examples of network
modularity because they exhibit high average Ci, which are associated to a high level of
network robustness (Alon et al., 1999, Ravasz et al., 2002, Barabasi and Oltvai 2004). The
most common representation of a module or cluster in a network is as a highly
interconnected group of nodes. The biological implication of the modularity concept is that
the nodes that integrate a module tend to participate in related biological processes and
pathways; for example, protein and nucleic-acid synthesis, protein degradation, signal
transduction, and metabolic pathways (Ma'ayan et al., 2005). The analysis of experimental
PINs have shown to have a remarkably modularity character (Giot et al., 2003, Yook et al.,
2004). These findings in experimental PIN maps have been used to improve the
understanding of the pleiotropic effects, and how perturbations on genes or proteins can
propagate through the network and produce, in appearance, unrelated or extensive effects.
In addition to the modules, within a network, small and recurring sub-graphs, known as
interaction motifs, with well-defined topologies can be identified (Fig. 2). The frequency
analysis of these interaction motifs in networks revealed that they are over-represented
when compared to a randomized version of the same network, suggesting that not all subgraphs are equally significant in networks and that interaction motifs form functionally
separable building blocks of cellular networks (Mangan and Alon 2003, Wuchty et al., 2003,
Alon 2007). For example, triangle motifs, also called feed-forward loops in directed
networks, appear in both transcription-regulatory and neural networks. Likewise, there is
evidence suggesting that specific motif type aggregates to form large motif clusters and that
also appear to be commonly involved with certain functional roles (Milo et al., 2002, Shen-
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Orr et al., 2002, Wuchty et al., 2003). For example, in the E. coli transcription regulatory
network, most motifs overlap, in which the specific motifs are no longer clearly separable
(Shen-Orr et al., 2002).

Fig. 2. Some types of interaction motifs found in biological networks.
The relevance of any node in mediating the communications flow among other nodes in the
network is quantified by its betweenness centrality, which is defined as the total number of
non-redundant shortest paths going through a certain node or edge (Freeman 1977). Girvan
and Newman (2002), have proposed that the edges with high betweenness are the ones that
are “between” network clusters; therefore, the information flow within a network could be
altered by removing these edges (Girvan and Newman 2002). Dunn et al., (2005) using an
edge betweenness based-method have shown that clusters in PINs tend to share similar
functions (Dunn et al., 2005). Moreover, Yu et al., (2007) have reconsidered the classical
meaning of betweenness as a measure of the centrality of the nodes in a PIN. They have
defined those nodes as “bottlenecks” with the highest betweenness centrality and find that
bottlenecks nodes have a higher probability to be essential (Yu et al., 2007).
It is worth noting that the topological parameters might be combined between them or with
additional information of functional annotations regarding the network nodes (genes or
proteins). Thus, a network provides testable predictions ranging from single interactions to
essential genes and functional modules (del Rio et al., 2009). Likewise, the functions of unannotated genes or proteins can be also predicted on the basis of the annotation of their
interacting partners. This approach to predict the protein/gene function is known as “guilty
by association”. Additionally, the integration of information related to diseases or specific
phenotypes with network approaches also enhances the understanding of human diseases,
pharmacology response, and phenotype prediction (Ideker and Sharan 2008, Lee et al.,
2008a, Lee et al., 2010, Wang and Marcotte 2010, Lee et al., 2011).

3. Methods to identify protein interactions networks (PINs)
3.1 Experimental methods
In the postgenomic era, the accumulation of protein-protein interaction data has enabled the
biology systems studies at PINs levels (von Mering et al., 2002). However, PIN analysis
requires methods amenable to high throughput (HT) screening, such as large-scale versions
of techniques like yeast two hybrid (Y2H) and tandem affinity purification coupled to mass
spectrometry (TAP-MS) for performing systematic screens (Ito et al., 2001a, Cusick et al.,
2005). In addition, there are a wide variety of methods to detect, analyze, and quantify
protein interactions, including surface plasmon resonance spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR), x-ray crystallography, and fluorescence-based technologies. These
techniques provide detailed information on physical properties of protein interactions.
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These methods are of paramount usefulness; however, herein, the techniques that can be
applied to determine protein-protein interactions, at large-scale level, will be highlighted.
In particular, the outcomes of Y2H system and TAP-MS are used further to perform in
silico global network analysis. Both techniques were intensively applied to map the PIN of
yeast, the first model organism with available PINs (Uetz et al., 2000, Ito et al., 2001b,
Gavin et al., 2002, Ho et al., 2002, Ito et al., 2002, Tong et al., 2004, Yu et al., 2008).
Afterwards, large-scale efforts have been made to determine PINs for other model minor
eukaryotic organisms: D. melanogaster (Giot et al., 2003), and C. elegans (Li et al., 2004);
pathogenic microorganisms: Helicobacter pylori, Campylobacter jejuni, Treponema pallidum,
M. tuberculosis (Wang et al., 2010), herpes simplex virus 1 (Lee et al., 2008b), and Kaposi's
sarcoma-associated herpesvirus (Uetz et al., 2006, Rozen et al., 2008), and
major
eukaryotic organisms: Arabidopsis thaliana (de Folter et al., 2005) and humans (Rual et al.,
2005, Stelzl et al., 2005, Gandhi et al., 2006). Even though the PINs are not completed, the
available PINs provide insight into how particular properties of proteins are integrated at
systems level, and also, as a useful resource to predict the functional role of genes or
proteins.
3.1.2 Yeast two-hybrid (Y2H) system
The Y2H system has considerably accelerated the in vivo large-scale screening of protein
interactions enabling the detection of physically interacting proteins by using the modular
organization of eukaryotic transcriptional activators. The eukaryotic transcription activators
are formed by at least two distinct domains, one responsible of binding to a DNA region
(BD) promoter and the other of activating the transcriptional processes (AD). It is wellknown that splitting BD and AD domains will inactivate the transcriptional processes, but
the transcription can be restored if a BD domain is re-associated with an AD domain (Fields
and Song 1989). Thus, the standard Y2H system includes a DB domain fused to the “bait”
protein-coding region and an AD domain fused to the “prey” protein-coding region. When
DB-bait and AD-prey domains are co-expressed in the nucleus of yeast cells, “bait”-“prey”
domain interaction reconstitutes a functional transcription factor that activates the
transcription of one reporter gene (Fig. 3). The most used Y2H system is based on
GAL4/LexA, where the GAL4 protein controls the expression of the LacZ gene encoding
beta-galactosidase.
The main advantages of Y2H system are: i) the DNA ( not the protein) is manipulated to
study both bait and prey proteins (Walhout and Vidal 2001a); ii) it allows to identify protein
interactions in vivo; iii) to identify transitory protein interactions, and iv) it is amenable to
high-throughput screening methods (Buckholz et al., 1999, Uetz and Hughes 2000, Walhout
and Vidal 2001b, Ito et al., 2002, Rual et al., 2005).
The drawbacks include: i) a high proportion of false-positives and negatives (Vidal and
Legrain 1999, Ito et al., 2002); ii) it forces sub-cellular localization of bait and prey in the yeast
nucleus which might preclude certain interactions from taking place (Cusick et al., 2005). For
example, membrane protein interactions cannot be identified by standard Y2H system
because the AD-prey fusion will be retained at the membrane, thus, avoiding the
reconstitution of a functional transcription factor (Xia et al., 2006); iii) the over-expression of
tested proteins, thus modifying the relative concentrations of potential interaction partners
in comparison to the in vivo state; iv) the presence of auto-activators, i.e. proteins initiating
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transcription by themselves (Cusick et al., 2005), and v) the differences in post-translational
modifications and protein folding processes between yeasts and other organisms
(Shoemaker and Panchenko 2007). Given these cons, several modifications have been made
to improve the quality of the Y2H system results, including the development of membrane
Y2H, the inclusion of different promoters of reporter genes, the use of low copy vectors, and
the reduction of auto-activators. Once that these drawbacks are reduced, the quality of the
Y2H system is significantly improved (Lehner et al., 2004, Li et al., 2004, Rual et al., 2005, Yu
et al., 2008).

Fig. 3. The Y2H system. Y2H detects interactions between proteins X and Y, where X is
linked to BD domain which binds to DNA region promoter.
3.1.3 Tandem affinity purification-tag coupled to mass spectrometry (TAP-MS)
TAP-MS method is a powerful approach to determine the composition of relevant protein
complexes. In this method, a target protein-coding region is fused with a DNA sequence
encoding an affinity tag which will be expressed with other cellular proteins, followed by
two-step affinity purification (AP) and elucidation of the complex components by mass
spectrometry (MS). A typical TAP tag is formed by an immunoglobulin interacting domain
of protein A (protA) and a calmodulin-binding peptide (CBP) (Fig. 4). The protA/CBP
binding domains are separated by a short recognition sequence for the site-specific tobaccoetch virus protease (TEV protease). The TEV site allows proteolytic elution of the protein
complex from IgG-sepharose after the first affinity-purification step, which is based on the
protA/IgG-sepharose interaction. The eluted protein complex is further purified by binding
to a calmodulin affinity resin, eluted with EGTA and processed for identification with MS
analyses.
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Fig. 4. TAP-MS method. TAP purifies protein complexes and removes the molecules of
contaminants and MS identifies the complex components.
Similar to Y2H system results, TAP–MS method shows a high rate of false-positives and
negatives, missing many transient interactions. In contrast to the Y2H system, the TAP–MS
method can elucidate higher-order interactions beyond binary interactions and, therefore,
provides direct information on protein complexes. Several large-scale studies of protein
complexes have been performed using the TAP–MS method (Gavin et al., 2002, Ho et al.,
2002, Gavin et al., 2006). For example, Gavin et al., (2006) used 5,500 ORFs fused to DNA
sequences encoding an affinity tag to analyze PIN of S. cerevisiae. They found 491 complexes,
of which 257 are novel, showing that PIN in S. cerevisiae has a modular organization (Gavin
et al., 2006). In addition, Stingl et al., (2008), have elucidated the urease interactome of H.
pylori. They combined the tandem affinity purification protocol with in vivo cross-link in
order to capture transient interactions, which represent an improvement to TAP–MS
method (Stingl et al., 2008).
The use of experimental orthogonal approaches has demonstrated that Y2H and TAP-MS
interaction data sets contain mostly highly reliable interactions. It has been suggested
that the integration of data from the two approaches can also serve to increase confidence
in either data set, and has provided support to derivate predictions from these approaches
(Cusick et al., 2005). Moreover, Venkatesan et al., (2009) have developed a framework
to estimate various quality parameters associated with currently used methods to identify
PINs. The combination of these quality parameters (screening completeness, assay
sensitivity, sampling sensitivity, and precision), has shown an estimate of the size of human
binary interactome and a path toward the completion of its mapping (Venkatesan et
al., 2009).
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Despite the technical or biological limitations (Cusick et al., 2005) of the aforementioned
methods, that does not preclude a reduction on their impact in PINs studies, instead they
are marking a paradigm change from one-gene/one-function reductionist approach to a
more systemic approach that can capture all potential interactions encoded in a genome or
proteome.
3.1.4 Protein interaction databases
The huge amounts of protein interaction data produced by high-throughput experimental
methods as Y2H and TAP-MS and analyzed by bioinformatics have led to the conformation
of several research groups aimed at conducting important efforts in designing and setting
up databases that include carefully analyzed information to provide useful scientific
knowledge about protein-protein interactions. Table 1 shows a summary of most significant
public databases of protein-protein interactions published to date. These databases contain
interactions obtained by direct submission from experimentalists, text-mining and other
data sources. Also, there are other online resources integrating information from several of
the databases that are listed in Table 1, or tools to browse and visualize such data; for
example resources like APID (Prieto and De Las Rivas 2006, Hernandez-Toro et al., 2007)
and PINA (Wu et al., 2009). The information deposited in these databases is verified using
automated algorithms or manual curation like in the DIP database (Deane et al., 2002).
Altogether, protein interaction databases are an invaluable resource to develop projects that
aims to analyze PINs of organisms ranging from viruses to humans.

Database Type of
data
DIP
MINT
IntAct
BioGRID
HPRD
APID
PINA

E,C,S
E,C
E,C
E,C
E,C
I
I

Number of
interactions

Website

71,589
235,635
275,144
282,005
39,194
322,579
221,702

http://dip.doe-mbi.ucla.edu
http://mint.bio.uniroma2.it
http://www.ebi.ac.uk/intact/
http://thebiogrid.org/
http://www.hprd.org/
http://bioinfow.dep.usal.es/apid/apid2net.html
http://cbg.garvan.unsw.edu.au/pina

Table 1. Most representative databases of protein-protein interactions. (E) high-throughput
experimental data; (S) structural data; (C) manual curation, and (I) integrative resource. The
number of interactions was updated on September 29, 2011.
3.2 Computational methods to predict protein interactions networks (PINs)
Parallel to the experimental methods, several computational methods have been designed to
predict protein-protein interactions. Initially, these methods were strictly limited to proteins
whose three-dimensional structures had been determined (structure-based methods). The
completion of genome sequences has provided large amounts of genomic information
enabling the analysis from a genomic context of a given gene. Thus, a number of
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computational methods and resources have been developed for the prediction of protein
interactions resulting from genomic information (genomic context-based methods), even in
those cases where the three-dimensional structures are unknown yet (Galperin and Koonin
2000, Huynen et al., 2000, Huynen and Snel 2000).
Hereinafter, we will describe computational methods and resources available for protein
interaction prediction that exploit the genomic and biological contexts of proteins for
complete genomes.
3.2.1 Genomic context-based methods
3.2.1.1 Gene neighborhood
The gene neighborhood method exploits the notion that genes which physically interact or
are functionally associated to the same process or functional pathway will be adjacent to
each other in the genome (Fig. 5a) (Tamames et al., 1997, Overbeek et al., 1999, Bowers et al.,
2004). For example, Dandekar et al. (2005), have shown that the neighborhood relationship
could be used as fingerprint, suggesting that the proteins encoded by these genes may
physically interact (Dandekar et al., 1998). The most representative example of this
phenomenon can be found in bacterial operons, where genes that work together are
generally transcribed as a unit. Furthermore, operons which encode for co-regulated genes

Fig. 5. Genomic context-based methods. (a) Gene neighborhood plots for four organisms,
showing a pair of genes (blue and magenta) which are in close proximity in all four
organisms. (b) Example phylogenetic profiles of four proteins from the three organisms. The
proteins 1 and 4 have the same patterns of co-occurrence in all three organisms, and may
physically interact based on this evidence. (c) A gene fusion event between two proteins
(green and magenta) in two organisms is shown. Thus, the proteins a y b from organism 1 is
predict to interact because they form part of a single protein in organism 2.
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are usually conserved. The neighborhood relationship tends to be more relevant when it is
conserved across different species (Tamames et al., 1997). Hence, the gene neighborhood
method, like many of the comparative genomics approaches, increases its robustness when a
larger numbers of genomes are used for the prediction. Since operons and genes
neighborhood are uncommon in eukaryotic species (Zorio et al., 1994, Blumenthal 1998, Liu
and Han 2009, Fitzpatrick et al., 2010), this method is principally applicable to bacteria
where such genome properties are relevant.
3.2.1.2 Phylogenetic profiles
The phylogenetic profile method is based on the co-occurrence of pairs of genes across
multiple genomes (Fig. 5b). Consequently, a pair of orthologous genes remains together
across many distant species representing a concerted evolution mechanism and indicating
that these genes need to be simultaneously present to participate in the same biological
process, pathway or physically interacting. A phylogenetic profile is commonly represented
as a vector for the presence or absence of a gene across multiple genomes (Fig.), where “0”
or “1” denoted the presence/absence at each position of a profile (Ouzounis and Kyrpides
1996, Rivera et al., 1998, Pellegrini et al., 1999).
The main drawbacks of this method are: it can only be applied to complete genomes; the
prediction robustness is dependent on the number and distribution of genomes used to
build the profile, thus, a pair of genes with similar profiles across many bacterial, archaeal
and eukaryotic genomes is much more likely to interact each other than those genes found
to co-occur in a small number of closely related species; its high computational cost since it
needs to compare many complete genomes; and, fails in homology detection between
distant organisms.
Like others genomic context methods, with the increasing number of completely sequenced
genomes, it is expected that the accuracy of these predictions will be improved over time.
3.2.1.3 Gene fusion
The gene fusion method is based on the fact that some interacting protein domains (termed
the rosetta stones) have homologs in other genomes that are fused into one protein chain
(Fig. 5c). Thus, gene fusion events have been proposed for the identification of potential
protein-protein interactions, metabolic or regulatory networks (Sali 1999, Galperin and
Koonin 2000). The information about gene fusion events can be combined with
phylogenomic profiling and identification of conserved chromosomal localization, to test
hypotheses leading to the characterization of proteins of unknown function (Marcotte et al.,
1999a, Marcotte 2000, Enright and Ouzounis 2001). Marcotte et al., (1999) found 6,809
potentially interacting pairs of non-homologous proteins in E. coli, revealing that, for more
than half of the pairs, both involved members were functionally associated. More
approaches with similar results have been used, including in eukaryotic genomes (Enright
and Ouzounis 2001).
The drawbacks of this method are related with the domain complexity of eukaryotic proteins,
the presence of promiscuous domains, and large degrees of paralogy (Enright et al., 2002).
Currently, there are excellent resources implementing the genomic context-based methods.
The most notable are the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins
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(STRING) and ProLinks. The STRING (URL: http://string-db.org) and ProLinks (URL:
http://prl.mbi.ucla.edu) resources provide a web interface giving comprehensive access to
gene context information in 1,100 and 900 complete genomes, respectively (Szklarczyk et al.,
2011, Bowers et al., 2004).
3.2.2 Interologs
The use of homology relationships is a key paradigm in molecular biology and genomics.
This approach has been extensively exploited to predict protein structure (Abagyan and
Batalov 1997, Brenner et al., 1998, Rost 1999), to study sub-cellular localization (Nair and
Rost 2002), enzymatic activity (Devos and Valencia 2001, Todd et al., 2001), and for
comparative genomics (Marcotte et al., 1999b, Pellegrini et al., 1999). Thus, interologs is
defined as a conserved interaction between a pair of proteins of a given organism which
have interacting homologs in another organism (Yu et al., 2004b). For example, the
experimental observation that two yeast proteins interact is extrapolated to predict that the
two corresponding homologs in human also interact in a similar way. Walhout (Walhout
and Vidal 2001b) and Vidal (2001) have used yeast experimental interaction data (Uetz et al.,
2000, Ito et al., 2001b) to infer similar interactions in worm (Fig. 6). Mika and Rost (2006)
suggested that the extrapolation of interactions between distant organisms has to be
undertaken with some caution. They found that the homology transfers are only accurate at
high levels of sequence identity, and it is more reliable for protein pairs from the same
species than for two protein pairs from different organisms (Mika and Rost 2006). Likewise,
Wiles et al., (2010) have developed a scoring schema to assess the confidence of interologs
prediction. They have predicted protein interactions across five species (human, mouse, fly,
worm, and yeast) based on available experimental evidence and conservation across species
(Wiles et al., 2010). Also, they developed the Interolog Finder (URL:
http://www.interologfinder.org) to provide access to these data.

Fig. 6. The Interlog method. The A and B are interacting proteins in worm, and A’ and B’ are
homologs in human of A and B proteins. Then A’ and B’ in human also interact in a similar
way.
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3.2.3 Integrative approaches
Currently, high-confidence PINs data sets are limited; however, they still provide a
framework onto which other types of biological information can be integrated. Thus, new
approaches that integrate other types of data, including protein-protein interactions, text
mining, homology-based, and functional genomics approaches (Lee et al., 2004, Chua et al.,
2007, Lee et al., 2008a, Pena-Castillo et al., 2008, Linghu et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2010, Wu et al.,
2010, Lee et al., 2011, Szklarczyk et al., 2011), have shown to be the most effective way to
assign function to uncharacterized proteins that are components of the network (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. General scheme for integrative approaches. N1, N2, N3 and N4 are networks
representing four data sources. Each node is a protein, while each edge is a binary
relationship. The edges are weighted into common weight that is consistent across different
data sources. N1, N2, N3 and N4 are then combined and re-scored to form the final high
confidence network N’.
The most representative example of these approaches is STRING which integrates
experimental as well as predicted interaction information, mostly from the methods
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aforementioned. STRING provides ease of access to explore this integrated information
(URL: http://string-db.org). Moreover, for each protein-protein interaction it provides a
confidence score, and supplementary information such as protein domains and 3D
structures, all within a stable and consistent identifier space. The version 9.0 of STRING
includes the information of more than 1,100 completely sequenced organisms, ranging from
bacteria and archaea to humans allowing to periodically execute interaction prediction
algorithms and update such data depending on genome sequence information (Szklarczyk
et al., 2011).
Similarly, several groups have integrated multiple networks to predict protein functions,
interactions and functional modules including data from multiple sources, ranging from coexpression patterns, sequence similarity to genomic context-based methods (Kemmeren et
al., 2002, Jansen et al., 2003, Lee et al., 2004, Lu et al., 2005, Chua et al., 2007, Lee et al., 2008a,
Pena-Castillo et al., 2008, Linghu et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2010, Wu et al., 2010, Lee et al., 2011).
For example, Marcotte´s group have shown the predictive power of an integrated functional
network for C. elegans (Lee et al., 2008a). Firstly, they computationally built an integrated
functional network covering approximately 82% of C. elegans genes. Second, they used this
network to predict the effects of perturbing individual genes on the organism’s phenotype,
identifying genes causing specific phenotypes ranging from cell cycle defects in single
embryonic cells to life-span alterations, neuronal defects, and altered patterning of specific
tissues. They select a set of candidate genes and their interactions associated to a phenotype
and used RNAi to test whether targeting these candidate genes suppressed such phenotype.
They found that 20% of such interactions suppressed the studied phenotype; instead, using
only an RNAi, at large-scale screening, inactivation of 0.9% of genes produces such effect.
Therefore, predictions arising from interactions of integrated network are 21-fold better than
those expected by chance. They suggested a network-guided schema to accelerate research
by using screening methods to identify genes and interactions for pathways of interest in
human diseases.
The main limitation of integrative approaches is related with the availability of functional
association data of genes/proteins. For example, these methods will not be able to make
extensive predictions if no associations are available, as in the case of a novel genome with
no known sequence or domain homology with known sequences, poorly studied genomes,
and lack of functional genomics studies.

4. PINs as a tool to prioritize drug targets of neglected-disease pathogens
4.1 Drug targets prioritization
Despite the advent of the high-throughput techniques sparked by the genomics revolution,
discovery and development of new drugs for neglected-disease pathogens has lagged in
recent years due to the serious problems such as high cost, poor compliance, low efficacy,
poor safety, evolution of antibiotic resistance, among others (Schmid 1998).
Target identification is the first step in the drug discovery process and such task can provide
the foundation for years of dedicated research in the pharmaceutical industry (Read et al.,
2001). As compared with all the other steps in drug discovery, this stage is complicated by
the fact that the identified drug target must satisfy a variety of criteria to permit progression
to the next step. For example, the target must be selectively present in the pathogen, i.e.
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target coding genes that are conserved across different pathogens and have no human
homologs represent attractive target candidates for new broad-spectrum drugs (Schmid
2006); relevant for the pathogenesis process (Galperin and Koonin 1999, Sakharkar et al.,
2004); and, the essentiality of the target to the pathogen's growth and survival (Koonin et al.,
1998, Thanassi et al., 2002, Galperin and Koonin 2004); suitability of the target for expression
and assayability, and the availability of structures or models to initiate rational drug design
(Aguero et al., 2008). Hence, the integrated uses of above-mentioned strategies are
considered as the basic schema in the drug target prioritization approaches. The criteria
values of this basic schema can be found by querying publicly available bioinformatics
resources and databases. For example, using metabolic pathway databases such as Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (Ogata et al., 1999, Kanehisa and Goto 2000),
protein classification sets such as Clusters of Orthologous Groups (COGs), Gene Ontology
(GO), and resources to evaluate the “druggability” of proteins (Hopkins and Groom 2002,
Russ and Lampel 2005, Hambly et al., 2006), like “Structure-based DrugEBIlity” online
service at EBI (URL: https://www.ebi.ac.uk/chembl/drugebility/structure). For drug
targets of neglected-disease pathogens, the TDR Targets Database (URL:
http://tdrtargets.org) is an extensive resource for neglected tropical diseases (Aguero et al.,
2008). This database includes extensive genetic, biochemical, and pharmacological data
related to tropical disease pathogens and computationally predicted druggability for
potential targets. The database contains the data on the tuberculosis pathogen M.
tuberculosis; the leprosy pathogen M. leprae; the malaria parasites Plasmodium falciparum and
P. vivax, the toxoplasmosis parasite Toxoplasma gondii; the trematode Schistosoma mansoni; the
filariasis helminth Brugia malayi and its intracellular symbiont bacterium Wolbachia; and the
kinetoplastid parasites Leishmania major, Trypanosoma brucei, and T. cruzi, which are
responsible for kala-azar and other forms of leishmaniasis, sleeping sickness, and Chagas
disease, respectively.
4.2 PINs, drug targets, and neglected-disease pathogens
Networks analysis is a broadly applicable tool for the drug discovery and development
process. Any type of association data linking one gene to another, a protein or a compound,
can be modeled, visualized and analyzed as networks (Lee et al., 2004, Chua et al., 2007, Lee
et al., 2008a, Linghu et al., 2009, Lee et al., 2010, McGary et al., 2010, Wu et al., 2010, Lee et al.,
2011). Hence, data from pre-clinical and clinical trial studies can be included in network
analyses (Nikolsky et al., 2005). Thus, networks could represent the standard for data
integration and analysis. Network analysis involving neglected-disease pathogens is a very
young area of research. Moreover, despite the availability experimentally PINs of model
organisms as S. cerevisiae, C. elegans, and D. melanogaster, and some bacterial pathogens like
H. pylori, C. jejuni, Treponema pallidum, the number of experimentally neglected-disease
pathogens PINs is limited. For example, LaCount et al., (2005) identified protein-protein
interactions of P. falciparum through a high throughput screening version of the yeast twohybrid system (LaCount et al., 2005). They found 2,846 unique interactions in more than
32,000 P. falciparum protein fragments. In order to determine clusters of interacting proteins
they used computational methods such as analysis of network connectivity, gene coexpression, and enrichment of Gene Ontology terms. The results of the network analysis
was the identification of two protein clusters, one of which related to the chromatin
modification, transcription, messenger RNA stability, and ubiquitination and the other
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implicated in the invasion of host cells. They suggested that the information provided
by this network may be relevant to understand the basic biology of the parasite and to
discover new drug and vaccine targets. Wang et al., (2010) built a PIN of the M. tuberculosis
H37Rv strain based on a high-throughput bacterial two-hybrid method. They found more
than 8,000 novel interactions and performed a cross-species PINs comparison, showing
94 conserved sub-networks between M. tuberculosis and several prokaryotic PINs (Wang et
al., 2010).
Additionally, even the lack of data, several computational studies aims to predict PINs of
neglected-disease pathogens and prioritize drug targets have been performed. Florez et al.,
(2010) built an in silico PIN of L. major by combining information of PSIMAP, PEIMAP,
iPfam databases, and using the interologs method (Florez et al., 2010). They predicted 33,861
interactions for 1,366 proteins, and also analyzed the PIN by calculating topology
parameters such as connectivity and betweenness centrality detecting 142 potential and
specific drug targets without human orthologs (Fig. 8). Pedamallu and Posfai (2010) have
developed a simple open source package module (OpenPPI_predictor) to predict putative
PIN for target genomes (Pedamallu and Posfai 2010). The package is based on interologs
method and uses experimental data from a related organism. Thus, they assayed
OpenPPI_predictor to infer a PIN for B. malayi using experimental PIN data from C. elegans.
They identified 118 and 143 clusters in B. malayi and C. elegans interactomes,

Fig. 8. Predicted PIN of Leishmania major by Florez et al., (2010). The nodes in color red
represent predicted essential proteins without human orthologs.
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respectively, and found that highly connected region contains 363 and 340 proteins in B.
malayi and C. elegans PINs. They suggests that core cellular functions of the two related
organisms have similar complexity and that further analysis of these highly connected
regions may provide clues about genes missing from a conserved pathway, or proteins
missing from a complex.
Similarly, computational studies have been developed in order to model host-neglecteddisease pathogens PINs. For example, Dyer et al., (2007) integrated public intra-species PINs
datasets with protein–domain profiles to predict a Human–P. falciparum PIN. They found
516 protein interactions between these two organisms, and showed that Plasmodium proteins
interacting with human proteins are co-expressed in DNA microarray datasets, associated
with developmental stages of the Plasmodium life cycle (Dyer et al., 2007). Dyer et al., (2008)
have analyzed the landscape of human proteins interacting with pathogens. They integrated
human–pathogen PINs for 190 pathogen strains from seven public databases and found that
both viral and bacterial pathogens tend to interact with proteins with many interacting
partners (hubs) and those that are central to many paths (bottlenecks) in the human PIN
(Dyer et al., 2008). Similar results were obtained by Navratil et al., (2011). They used a highquality dataset manually curated and validated of virus-host protein interactions to depict
the “human infectome” (Navratil et al., 2011). Additionally, they showed, by using
functional genomic RNAi data, that the high centrality of targeted proteins was correlated to
their essentiality for viruses’ lifecycle. Also, they perform a simulation of cellular network
perturbations and showed a stealth-attack of viruses on proteins bridging cellular functions,
which is a property that could be essential in the molecular etiology of some human
diseases (Fig. 9). Doolittle and Gomez (2011) have predicted interactions between dengue

Fig. 9. The human infectome by Navratil et al., (2011).
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virus (DENV) and its hosts, both human and the insect vector Aedes aegypti. They
implemented a protocol based on structural similarity between DENV and host proteins,
and also they supported a subset of the predictions via mining from the literature. They
predicted, after filtering and based on shared Gene Ontology cellular component, over 2,000
interactions between DENV and humans, as well as 18 interactions between DENV and the
A. aegypti vector (Doolittle and Gomez 2011). They suggested those specific interactions
between virus and host proteins are involved in interferon signaling, transcriptional
regulation, stress, and the unfolded protein response.
The most relevant outcome of such computational studies is the identification of human and
pathogen proteins to target experimentally for developing new drugs. It also provides
different roadmaps and emerging approaches to develop projects to model and analyze
PINs of neglected-disease pathogens. For example, novel therapies for human diseases
employ multi-target drugs (Borisy et al., 2003, Csermely et al., 2005) and compounds
targeted to inhibit protein-protein interactions (Emerson et al., 2003, Klein and Vassilev 2004,
Vassilev 2004, Vassilev et al., 2004).

5. Conclusions
Because of the development of massive analysis technologies in genomics and
computational biology, we can outline a trend to interplay and integrate the computational
and experimental techniques. Thus, the methods and resources to identify protein
interactions that combine both approaches will be used as a routine protocol in the future.
Even though the use of network biology approaches to drug discovery are in their initial
stages, they already contributed to meaningful drug development decisions by accelerating
hypothesis-driven biology, modeling specific physiologic problems in target validation or
clinical physiology and, providing rapid characterization and interpretation of diseaserelevant cell systems.
Despite the lack of experimental functional genomics and PINs data for neglected-disease
pathogens, computational approaches represent a starting point and complementary
approach to current high-throughput screening projects whose aim is to delineate the
complete genomes of neglected-disease pathogens. Moreover, integrative computational
approaches have shown to be a powerful tool as guide for large scale-studies improving and
facilitating the rational identication of therapeutic targets.
It is clear that for those organisms whose genome has not been sequenced yet, it will be
difficult to implement the aforementioned protocols. That is the case for some nematodes
and trypanosomal parasites as T. cruzi, S. mansoni, B. malayi, and O. volvulus, and the soiltransmitted helminthes (e.g., species of A. lumbricoides, and T. trichura). However, according
to NCBI Entrez Genome (URL:, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genomes/leuks.cgi; Sep 29,
2011), the status of most of them is in “assembly”stage. Once the genome of the neglecteddisease pathogen is available, we can use the information of experimental PINs of model
organism as C. elegans to model and predict PINs of such pathogens enabling the discovery
of those hubs and bottlenecks proteins that modulate the infectious process and prioritize
them as drug targets.
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While the computational approaches analyzed here are by nature probabilistic, i.e. it offers
the likelihood of association of a given pair of proteins, nevertheless it clearly indicates the
utility of inferring functionally relevant correlations from the available genomic databases
for systematic drug target identification. The further improvement of computational
approaches will help to increasing the availability of systematically collected biologic data
and will provide an easy schema for the integration of different types of data within
network analysis, thus enhancing the role of such approaches in drug discovery.
Finally, comprehensive repositories of functional genomic data for neglected-disease
pathogens will be created. Hence, as soon as large molecular datasets are processed with the
help of network analysis, a growing set of predicted pathways and PINs will emerge and
will offer a new paradigm for re-thinking about how to revolutionize the drug discovery
process.
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1. Introduction
One of the most important challenges that face medicinal chemists today is the design of
new drugs with improved properties and diminished side-effects for treating human
disease such as AIDS and others. Medicinal chemists began the process by taking a lead
structure and then finding analogs exhibiting the preferred biological activities. Next, they
used their experience and chemical insight to eventually choose a nominee analog for
further development. This process is difficult, expensive and took a long time. The
conventional methods of drug discovery are now being supplemented by shortest
approaches made possible by the accepting of the molecular processes involved in the
original disease. In this view, the preliminary point in drug design is the molecular target
which is receptor or enzyme in the body as an option of the existence of known lead
structure.
The lock-and-key concepts at present are considered in drug design. Samples of protein
targets were isolated and X-ray crystallography discovered their molecular structural
design. Molecules are conceived either on the basis of similarities with recognized reference
structures or on the basis of their complementarily with the three dimensional (3D) structure
of well-known active sites.
The techniques currently on hand provide widespread insight into exact molecular features
that are in charge for the regulation of biological processes: molecular geometries, electronic
features and others. All these structural characteristics are of crucial importance in the
understanding of structure-activity relationships and in rational drug design.
Rational drug design is based on the belief that the biological properties of drugs are related
to their actual structural features. What has changed along the years is the way molecules
are perceived and defined. In the past, medicinal chemists considered molecules as simple
two-dimensional (2D) entities with related chemical and physicochemical properties.
Quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR) concepts began to be considered and
became very accepted.
However, most of these properties have not been well represented by the basic numerical
parameters considered to characterize these features: the interactions between a ligand and
a protein require much more information than the ones included in substituent indexes
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characterizing the molecular properties. Now, it has shown that consideration of the full
detailed properties in 3D is necessary in allowing the understated stereochemical features to
be respected.
The effective design of chemical structures with the desirable therapeutic properties is
directed towards computer aided-drug design (CADD) a well established area of computer
aided molecular design (CAMD). These techniques cover new methodologies, such as
molecular modeling and quantitative structure-activity relationships (QSAR). Molecular
modeling can be simply considered as a range of automated techniques based on theoretical
chemistry methods and experimental data that can be used to predict molecular and
biological properties.
The main applications of CAMD are the clarification of the basic requirements for a
compound to obtain a determined activity, the simulation of the binding between a ligand
and the receptor, the discovery of new active compounds and the prediction of activities for
non-synthesised analogues. These applications convert CAMD to be used in drug design.
Computer aided molecular design (CAMD) is predictable to contribute to the discovery of
"bright" molecules conceived on the basis of exact three-dimensional details. Two major
modeling strategies right now used in the designing of new drugs. In the first strategy, the
three-dimensional features of a known receptor site are directly considered whereas in the
second strategy, the design is based on the comparative analysis of the structural features of
known active and inactive molecules that are interpreted in terms of their complementarily
with a supposed receptor site model.
The improvements in computer speed and capacity increased the number of lead
compounds available for further research. But not only the number of feasible drug
candidates increased, but also the costs and time devoted in various drug discovery
processes was reduced, improving the effectiveness of the drug development.
One of the initial approaches to decrease these costs were attempted by correlating the
biological function of a compound with its chemical structure, expressed in terms of molecular
structural descriptors, by means of QSAR techniques. This discipline was promoted by Hansch
and his group (Fujita, 1990). It was based on the determination of mathematical equations
expressing the biological activities as a function of molecular parameters.
QSAR believe that the biological activity of a compound is a result of its chemical structure.
Within the QSAR approach, the descriptor variable are not physically measured but
computed, therefore, they are easy and cheap to generate even for large molecular sets.

2. Quantitative structure activity relationships (QSAR)
QSAR is a way of finding a simple equation that can be used to calculate some property
from the molecular structure of a compound. QSAR attempt to correlate structural
molecular features (descriptors) with physicochemical properties such as biological
activities for a set of compounds, by means of statistical methods. As a result, a simple
mathematical relationship is established.
Applications of QSAR can be extended to any molecular design purpose, including
prediction of different kinds of biological activities, lead compound optimization and
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prediction of novel structural leads in drug discovery. The process of building a QSAR
model is similar, apart from what type of property is being predicted. It consists of several
steps which hopefully lead to the design of new compounds with the desired activity
profile.
The first step in building a QSAR model is to select a training set of compounds with their
experimental activities. Ideally, each of these activities should cover the range of possible
values for that activity. The next step is to compute descriptors that contain sufficient
relevant information about the biological phenomenon. However, it is difficult to predict in
advance which descriptor variables will be valuable. Once descriptors have been calculated,
it is necessary to pick which should be included in the QSAR model. A correlation
coefficient gives a quantitative measure of how well each descriptor describes the activity.
Thus, the descriptor with the highest correlation coefficient can be picked. Next step, a data
analysis is needed to calculate the best mathematical expression linking together the
descriptors and biological activities, in which information relating the essential features of
the chemical and biological data structure is obtained. In the final step, validation and
predictions for non-tested compounds will take place. However, the predictive capability of
the model first is verified experimentally. This is talented by biological testing of some
additional compounds (test set) in the same way as the training set and then comparing the
experimental finding with the values predicted by the QSAR model. If the QSAR predicts
within acceptable restrictions, it may be used for a more extensive prediction of more
compounds. An interpretation of results should be done for the proposal and design of new
compounds with the desired activity outline.
2.1 History of QSAR
Crum-Brown and Fraser expressed the suggestion that the physiological action of a
substance was a function of its chemical composition. Later, in 1893, Richet showed that the
cytotoxicities of a dissimilar set of uncomplicated organic compounds were inversely related
to their corresponding water solubility. After that, Meyer and Overton independently
recommended that the narcotic action of a group of organic molecules correlated with their
olive oil/water partition coefficients. The extensive work of Albert, and Bell and Roblin
established the importance of ionization of bases and weak acids in bacteriostatic activity.
In the physical organic border, great progress was being made in the clarification of
substituent effects on organic reactions, led by the influential job of Hammett. Taft invented
a way for separating polar, steric, and resonance effects and introducing the first steric
parameter, ES.
The contributions of Hammett and Taft together laid the mechanistic source for the progress
of the QSAR model by Hansch and Fujita. In 1962 Hansch et al. (Hansch et al., 1962)
published their bright study on the structure-activity relationships of plant growth
regulators and their dependency on Hammett constants and hydrophobicity. A Linear Free
Energy Relationships (LFER) related model published by Fujita et al. and Hansch et al.,
(Fujita et. al., 1964, Hansch et. al., 1964) considered to be the official beginning for QSAR.
Their fragment and additive group contribution idea added two things: the use of calculated
properties to correlate with biological activities and the detection that multiple properties
may influence the biological activity. For this purpose, they implemented the use of the
computer to fit QSAR equations.
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The so-called Hansch equation (Hansch, 1969) was developed to correlate physicochemical
properties (descriptors) with biological activities is given in a general form by:
log 1/C = a (log P) 2 + blog P + c + ... k

(1)

where C is the molar concentration that produces the biological effect; P is the
octanol/water partition coefficient and  is the electronic Hammett constant.
Besides the Hansch approach, other methodologies were also developed to deal with
structure- activity questions. The Free-Wilson approach (Free and Wilson, 1964) addresses
structure-activity studies in a congeneric series in which the contribution of each structural
feature was a parameter of interest. These parameters, also called indicator variables, codify
the presence or absence of particular structural feature. They are assigned the binary values
of 1 and 0, accordingly.
2.2 Descriptors
A common question in QSAR is how to describe molecules and their physicochemical
properties (descriptors). The nature of the descriptors used and the extent to which they
instruct the structural properties related to the biological activity is a critical part of a QSAR
study (Downs, 2004). It has been estimated that thousands of molecular descriptors are now
existing (Devillers and Balaban 1999; Karelson, 2000; Todeschini et. al., 2002). Most of them
can be calculated by using commercial software packages such as CODESSA (Katritzky et.
al., 2002), DRAGON (Todeschini et. al., 2002) and others. The various descriptors in use can
be largely categorized as being constitutional, topological, electrostatic, geometrical, or
quantum chemical.
Constitutional descriptors give a simple description of what is in the molecule. For example,
the number of heteroatoms, the number of rings, the number of double bonds, etc.
Constitutional descriptors often appear in a QSAR equation when the property being
predicted varies with the size of the molecule.
Topological descriptors are numbers that give information about the bonding collection in a
molecule. They are derived from graph representation of chemical structures; they attempt
to encode the size, shape, or branching in the compound by handling of graph-theoretical
aspects of the structures (Silipo and Vittoria, 1990). Some examples are Randic indices, Kier
and Hall indices, Weiner index (sum of the chemical bonds existing between all pairs of
heavy atoms in the molecule), the connectivity index and others.
Electrostatic descriptors are single values that give information about the molecular charge
division. Some examples are polarity indices and polarizability. One of the most commonly
used electrostatic descriptors is the topological polar surface area (TPSA), which gives an
indication of the portion of the molecular surface composed of polar groups against
nonpolar groups. Another deeply used descriptor is the octanol–water partition coefficient,
which is designated by a specific prediction scheme such as ClogP or MlogP.
Geometrical descriptors are single values that describe the molecule’s size and shape as well
as the degree of complementarity of a ligand and the receptor. They are developed from
three-dimensional models of molecules, and derived from molecular surface area
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calculations. Some examples are moments of inertia, molecular volume molecular surface
area, and other parameters that describe length, height, and width.
Quantum chemical descriptors give information about the electronic structure of the
molecule. They are obtained by molecular orbital calculations and they mainly describe
electronic interaction. These includes, the energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital,
EHOMO, which is a quantitative measure for the chemical reactivity of the compoundionization potential of a molecule, the energy of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital,
ELUMO, which accounts for the electron affinity, refractivity, and total energy. The EHOMO–
ELUMO gap or ionization potential can be important descriptors for predicting how molecules
will react.
New nodal angle quantum descriptors - the Frontier Orbital Phase Angles - suggested by
Clare (Clare, 1998) which considered as novel QSAR descriptors for benzene derivatives
will be discussed in the application part.
2.3 Statistical methods
Statistical methods are the mathematical basis for the development of QSAR models.
Chemometric methods (Eriksson et al., 2001) are used to extract information from QSAR
data using tools of statistics and mathematics. The applications of these methods are
combined with the important goal of explanation and prediction of non-synthesised test
compounds. Many different statistical methods are available in the literature and the
selection of the appropriate method is critical (Xu and Zhang, 2001).
Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) (Montgomery and Peck, 1992) can be considered as an
easy interpretable regression-based method. Regression analysis correlates independent X
variables or descriptors (physicochemical parameters) with dependent Y variables
(biological data). The regression model assumes a linear relationship between m molecular
descriptors and the response (biological activity) variable. This relationship can be
expressed with the single multiple-term linear equation:
Y = b0 + b1X1 + b2X2 + …. + bmXm + e

(2)

The MLR analysis calculates the regression coefficients, bi, by minimizing the residuals, e,
which quantify the deviations between the data (Y) and the model (Y'), as in the case of
simple linear regression.
Partial Least Squares (PLS) (World et al., 1993) which in turn decrease the information
content of data matrices. It projects multivariate data into a space of lower size, and
certainly providing insight to see and model huge sets of data. The Partial Least Squares
(PLS) regression method carries out regression using latent variables from the independent
and dependent data that are along their axes of most variation and are highly correlated. It
is applied when the numbers of independent variables are more than the number of
observations. Under these circumstances, it gives a more strong QSAR equation than
multiple linear regressions. Thus, PLS is able to examine complex structure-activity
problems and to examine data in a more realistic way. PLS gives a condensed statistically
strong solution and, in fact, it contains MLR as a special case when a MLR be present.
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Another way to reduce the dimensionality of the data set descriptors X is the so called
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) technique (Jolliffe, 1986). It seeks to find out a new
set of variables named Principal Components (PC) showing the data in order of decreasing
variance with the aim to state the main information in the variables by the principal
components of X. The primary Principal Component (PC1) describes the maximum
deviation in the whole data set. The subsequent principal component (PC2) describes the
maximum remaining variance, and so forth, with each axis linearly independent, to the
preceding axis. Some of the last components may be discarded to decrease the size of the
model and stay away from over-fitting.
The Principal Components Regression (PCR) method uses linear regression to generate a
model by means of the principal components as independent descriptors. PCR applies the
scores from PCA as regressors in the QSAR model. Therefore, a multiple-term linear
equation is generated and derived from a principal components analysis transformation of
the independent variables.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) method (Tetko, 1996; Novi et al., 1997; Duprat et al.,
1998) is non-linear technique inspired in the human brain, composed of many simple
processing units called neurons. This method is also recognized as learning algorithms. The
aim is to simulate the various shells of the neurones, where each neuron is connected to a
number of neighbouring neurones with variable coefficients of connectivity that signify the
strength of these associations. The learning process consists of adjusting the coefficient so
that the network provided as an output the suitable results. In neural networks, a training
set is used to train the network, and then the network is used to predict the property
(biological activity) that it was trained to predict. This technique can be associated with
principal components analysis in which it is referred as PC-ANN.
Support Vector Machine (SVM) can be applied to regression by the introduction of an
alternative loss function. In support vector regression (SVR) (Gunn, 1997), the basic idea is
to map the data X into a higher-dimensional feature space via a nonlinear mapping and then
to do linear regression in this space. Therefore, regression approximation addresses the
problem of estimating a function based on a given data set.
2.4 Validation of QSAR models
After the model equation is obtained, moreover the stability and the goodness of fit of the
model, it is also significant to estimate the power and the validity of the model before using
it to predict the biological activity. Validity is to establish the reliability and significance of
the method for a particular use. Therefore, validation of a QSAR model must be done. There
are two validation methods used for a QSAR model: internal and external validation
techniques to establish the confidence and strength of the model.
2.4.1 Internal validation
Internal validation uses the dataset from which the model is built and checks for internal
stability. Cross-Validation (CV) technique is widely employed as an internal validation
method of statistical models (Allen, 1974; World, 1978, 1991). Usually, one compound of the set
is extracted each time, and then the model is recalculated using as training set the n-1 (where
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n is number of compounds) remaining compounds, so that the biological activity value for the
extracted compound is predicted once for all compounds. This process is repeated n times for
all the compounds of the initial set, thus obtaining a prediction for each object. This process
referred as leave-one-out (LOO) method. Also an alternative method can be defined when
leaving out more than a compound of the data set at each time. This method is called leave nout or Leave-many-Out (LMO) CV method or sometimes it is referred as leave-group-out
(LGO). Calculation of the correlation coefficient of the cross-validation procedure, that is, the
coefficient of prediction q2 must be done and it is by definition smaller or equal than the
overall r2 (correlation coefficient) for a QSAR equation. It is used as an investigative tool to
estimate the predictive power of an equation obtained by using a regression method. Another
procedure to test the validity of the model is the randomization test. Even with a huge
number of compounds and a small number of descriptors, an equation can still have very poor
predictive power. One way to test for this is by randomization of the compounds. The set of
biological activity values is re-assigned arbitrarily to different compounds, and a new
regression is done. This process is repeated many times. If the random models' biological
activity prediction is analogous to the original equation within a given estimated selfconfidence level, this means that the original model was obtained by chance. The random test
analyses the ability of the model to derive actual structure-activity relationships.
2.4.2 External validation
A QSAR model with excellent goodness of fit and acceptable predictions may be deficient in
real relationship between structural descriptors and biological activity. The perfect validity
of the model is examined by external validation, which evaluates how well the model
generalizes. If a sufficiently huge series of compounds with known activity is obtainable, the
original data set can be divided into two subgroups, the training set and the test set. The
training or calibration set is used to derive a calibration model that will be used later to
predict the activities of the test or validation set compounds. On the other hand, an external
test set that has not been included in any stage of the building of the model can be used as
test set.
The obtained predictions of the new generated model for the test set determine the validity
of the model. The parameters quantifying the superiority of prediction of the external test
set may be the same used for the internal validation. The Sum of Squares Prediction Errors
(SSPE) is extensively used to account for the inconsistency.

3. Recent applications of QSAR in drug design
3.1 Nodal angle quantum descriptors and flip regression
When implementing QSAR on flat, symmetrical, usually aromatic molecules, symmetry
considerations often affirm that alternative orientations should be inspected. For
phenethylamines, for example, there are five substitution sites on the benzene nucleus. If
substituents with property Pi were introduced to site i (i = 2-6), an equation may be
formulated:

log A =  Ci Pi + C0
i

(3)
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where A is activity and Ci are constants to be determined by regression techniques (Clare
and
Supuran,
2005a).
Hence,
both
2-methoxyphenethylamine
and
6methoxyphenethylamine may be predicted to have the same activity for both molecules.
Apparently, it may appear that C2 must equal C6 and C3 must equal C5, but it can be shown
that this is not the case when considering 2,3,4-trimethoxyamphetamine and 2,4,5trimethoxyamphetamine. Equating the C values would predict the same activity for both
substances, but experimentally one of these is a potent hallucinogen and the other is inactive
(Shulgin et al., 1991).
At the molecular level, the flat aromatic molecule may lay in two ways on the receptor,
corresponding to the 5- or 6-membered rings swapping positions, or flipping. All
combinations of each drug flipped and unflipped must be considered. In the absence of
structural data the only way in which we can proceed is to carry out regressions with every
combination of each drug in both orientations and find which regression fits best. For the
case of N drugs, 2N regressions must be considered. A full treatment is possible only to the
smallest groups of compounds, so the approach used is to employ simulated annealing as a
method of combinatorial optimization. This problem was first addressed by Kishida and
Manabe (Kishida and Manabe, 1980), in perspective of QSAR of substituted
benzenedisulfonamides. In a study by Clare (Clare, 1998), a descriptor for QSAR
calculations on benzene derivatives was proposed, and shown to be highly effective in
correlating activities in humans of a large class of phenylalkylamine hallucinogens.
Moreover, in a number of studies (Clare, 1998; Clare, 2000; Clare, 2001; Clare, 2002; Clare
and Supuran, 2004), it has been shown that a small number of descriptors can account for
the activity of diverse aromatic drugs, and a method for dealing with the symmetry nature
in some groups of planar aromatic molecules has also been outlined. Particularly, it has been
verified that in most cases the orientations of nodes in π -like orbitals of aromatic molecules
are a significantly important feature in understanding their activity. This was first
established in phenylalkylamine hallucinogens (Clare, 1998), and then also in benzenoid and
heteroaromatic carbonic anhydrase, trypsin, thrombin and bacterial collagenase inhibitors
(Clare and Supuran, 2004), as well as in tryptamine hallucinogens (Clare, 2004).
The descriptors are based on the similarity of the frontier orbitals of the molecule in
question to those of benzene and involves an analytical least squares fitting of the molecules
frontier orbitals, calculated by any semiempirical or ab initio method to those carefully
calculated for unsubstituted benzene. Both the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of benzene are degenerate, and each
consists of two components that may be mixed in any proportion with normalization to
form an infinity of equally acceptable frontier orbitals. In benzene itself, each of these
mixtures is equivalent. When the benzene is substituted, the degeneracy is lifted, and each
of the resulting separate orbitals may be considered as being approximately derived from
one particular linear combination of the original two components.
The significance of orbital symmetry in the interactions of atoms to form molecules has been
known for a long time. It appears that this is directly transferable to the association of
molecules in pharmacology, at least insofar as π orbitals are involved. Many QSAR studies
on aromatic molecules have involved the HOMO and LUMO energies or their sum or
difference as descriptors. Consideration of the nodal angles, especially if the aromatic
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moiety is benzene could profit any of these studies. The π-like orbitals involved are standing
waves of probability of finding an electron in a given location in the field of the atomic
nuclei, and have no classical counterpart. Therefore, the dependence of activity on these
variables (Clare, 2000; Clare, 2001) is perhaps the best indication yet of the essential
quantum mechanical nature of drug-receptor interactions. Conventional 3D-QSAR
programs, which employ classical interactions, such as coulombic charge-charge forces and
empirical van der Waals interactions, may benefit from the incorporation of π orbital wave
mechanical interactions such as those discussed in (Clare, 2000; Clare, 2001).
The calculation of nodal orientation is performed with the program NODANGLE (Clare and
Supuran, 2005b). NODANGLE calculates the angle between the nodes in π -like orbitals and
a reference point on the aromatic ring. NODANGLE works by comparing the coefficients of
the pz atomic orbitals on a 5- or 6-membered ring with those of the cyclopentadienide anion
(for a 5-membered ring) or the benzene molecule (for a 6-membered ring), of known nodal
orientation.
3.1.1 QSAR of protein tyrosine kinase inhibitory activity of flavonoid analogues
Flavonoids are a group of low molecular weight plant (Wang and Wang, 2002; Cronin et al,
1998) products, based on the parent compound, flavone (2-phenylchromone) and have
shown potential for application in a variety of pharmacological targets. A large number of
natural and synthetic flavonoids are being tested as specific inhibitors of protein tyrosine
kinase (PTK). The flavonoid-inhibitory activity is expressed as log 1  IC50, which is the
molar concentration of the flavonoid necessary to give half-maximal inhibition compared to
the control assay carried out in the absence of inhibitor, but in the presence of dimethyl
sulphoxide carrier. Clare and Deeb in (Deeb and Clare, 2007) have investigated the
flavonoid-inhibitory activity of 54 analogues using the nodal angle descriptors (Clare, 2000;
Clare and Supuran, 2005b) and flipstep regression analysis (Clare, 2000; Clare, 2001)
mentioned above.
For the flavonoid, calculating the angles in the three rings can be accomplished by entering
the atom as numbered in Figure 1. The three rings are 6-membered rings numbered 1–6, 5–
10 and 11-16 for rings 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The angles calculated by NODANGLE (Clare
and Supuran, 2005b) are then 1, 2 and 3 in the figure, measured at atoms 1, 5 and 11
respectively. A problem arises from the symmetry of the parent molecule; therefore, the
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Fig. 1. Numbering of flavonoids skeleton used in MOPAC and NODANGLE calculations
and angles used in the interpretations. The angle subscript indicates the ring number.
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program FLIPSTEP, a component of the MARTHA statistical package (Clare and Supuran,
2005a) was used. This set of flavonoids separates into two parts (symmetry wise): the
chromone moiety and the phenyl ring. The chromone ring system has no vertical mirror
planes or axes. Hence, ring 1 cannot be flipped into ring 2. Thus for this part of the molecule
flip regression is not applied. The phenyl ring has C2v symmetry, so flip regression is
applicable to this. Thus only ring 3 should be flipped.
In the study carried out by Deeb and Clare (Deeb and Clare, 2007), it was demonstrated that
the charge on O10 proved to be the most important factor. Low charge on O10 was found to
be favourable to high activity. Furthermore, it was found that the charge on C7 and the mean
of absolute charge are significant variables. Moreover, it was shown that the orientation of
the nodes on ring 3 are significant factors which indicate the importance of the electrostatic
and quantum chemical descriptors for the interaction of flavonoids with the specific
enzymatic active site plays an important role. Exactly which rings are involved becomes
clear from the identity of the descriptors included in the regression equation:
log 1/IC50 = 7.4417 (±2.0652)  0.65265 (±0.1569) × HOP1 + 0.81601 (±0.1348) × SHOP1
+ 0.35316 (±0.1422) × HOP3  0.32482 (±0.0974) × S21H  0.21638 (±0.0778) × C21H
 0.00235 (±0.0008) × Vol  14.69500 (±6.1426) × QC7  27.77900 (±5.1297) × QO10
+ 14.14800 (±3.0611) × Qmean + 0.46973 (±0.1042) × C23H + 1.57150 (±0.1779) ×S23H
 0.26624 (±0.0889) × C43L  12.75700 (±1.6295) × S43L

(4)

N = 54, R2 = 0.8240, F = 14.403, S = 0.30537, Q2 = 0.6612
where HOP1 is the highest occupied π orbital on ring 1, SHOP1 is the second highest occupied
π orbital on ring 1, HOP3 is the highest occupied π orbital on ring 3, S21H is sin(2× the nodal
angle in the highest occupied π orbital in ring 1), C21H is cos(2× the nodal angle in the
highest occupied π orbital in ring 1), Vol is molecule volume, QC7 is charge on C7, QO10 is
charge on O10, Qmean is the mean absolute Mulliken charge, C23H is cos(2× the nodal angle
in the highest occupied π orbital in ring 3), S23H is sin(2× the nodal angle in the highest
occupied π orbital in ring 3), C43L is cos(4× the nodal angle in the lowest unoccupied π
orbital in ring 3), S43L is sin (4× the nodal angle in the lowest unoccupied π orbital in ring 3),
N is number of compounds, R2 is the coefficient of determination, F is Fisher variance ratio, S is
standard deviation and Q2 is the square of the multiple correlation coefficients based on the
leave-one-out residuals.The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors.
The work of Deeb and Clare (Deeb and Clare, 2007) demonstrated that the nodal orientation
terms have a powerful explanatory importance in that they account for more of the variance
in activity than is possible using the classical descriptors alone. However, a combination of
the classical descriptors and the nodal orientation term gives even better explanatory of
activity of the flavone analogues. The chromone moiety of the flavonoid structure is
envisaged to be a mixed region for hydrophobic and electronic interactions, while the
phenyl ring moiety, especially the substituents at the 3' and 4' position, are involved in
electronic interactions with the enzyme. S43L, that is cos (4 × the nodal angle in the lowest
unoccupied  orbital in ring 3), was identified to be an important descriptor.
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3.1.2 QSAR of EGFR inhibitory activity of quinazoline analogues
Epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) that has been identified as a kind of PTK and has
been demonstrated to be related to many human cancers such as breast and liver cancers,
leading many to believe that EGFR is an attractive target for anti-tumor drug discovery
(Yang et al., 2001).
Deeb and Clare in (Deeb and Clare, 2008a) have applied the flip regression procedure
applied on classical and quantum nodal oreinetation angles descriptors to investigate the
quinazoline-inhibitory activity of 63 analogues expressed as log IC50. IC50 is the effective
concentration of the compound required to inhibit by 50% the phosphorylation of a 14residue fragment of phosphorylase C-1 (prepared from A431 human epidermoid carcinoma
cells through immunoaffinity chromatography) by EGFR. For the quinazoline, calculating
the angles in the three rings can be accomplished by entering the atom as numbered in
Figure 2(a). The three rings are 6-membered rings numbered 1–6, 5–10 for ring 1 and 2,
respectively. Ring 3 is also a 6-membered ring numbered 12–17. The angles calculated by
NODANGLE are then 1, 2 and 3 in that figure, measured at atoms 1, 5 and 12
respectively.

Fig. 2. (a) Numbering of quinazolines skeleton and angles used in the interpretations. The
angle subscription indicates the ring number

Fig. 2. (b) HOMO orbitals for quinazolines.
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In this study (Deeb and Clare, 2008a) it is shown that the benzene rings of the quinazolines
are interacting with aromatic systems on the receptor and that alignment occurs between the
π orbital nodes on the pair. Exactly which rings are involved becomes clear from the identity
of the descriptors included in the regression equation:
log 1/IC50 =  8.7912 (2.80)  0.30044 (3.36) SHOP2
+ 1.1489 (7.10) LUP3
 1.2589 (8.19) SLUP3
 0.47012 (6.30) C21H  0.84000 (7.73) C41L
 0.27740 (3.07) S22H + 0.77819 (7.80) Pxx
 0.55845 (6.55) Pzz
 0.17269 (3.34) C23H + 0.03004 (0.57) S23H
 0.03340 (0.51) C43L + 0.5871 (11.27) S43L

(5)

N = 63, S = 0.49766, F = 38.21, R2 = 0.9017, Q2 = 0.8550
where SHOP2 is the second highest occupied π orbital on ring 2 (see Figure 2(b)), LUP3 is
the lowest unoccupied π orbial in ring 3, SLUP3 is the second lowest unoccupied occupied π
orbital on ring 3, C41L is cos(4× the nodal angle in the lowest unoccupied π orbital in ring
1), Pxx is diagonal components of polarizability in x-direction, Pzz is diagonal components of
polarizability in z-direction and S22H is sin(2× the nodal angle in the highest occupied π
orbital in ring 2). The numbers in parentheses are student's t values.
Equation (5) shows that the second lowest unoccupied π orbital on ring 3 was identified to
be an important descriptor. The only classical variables found to be significant were the
polarizability components. High polarizability in the highest inertia direction was found to
be favorable to high activity, while high polarizability in the lowest inertia direction was
detrimental.
3.1.3 QSAR of phenylisopropylamines MAO-inhibition: Comparison of AM1 and
B3LYP-DFT
Monoamine oxidase plays a critical role in the regulation of monoamine neurotransmitters
such as serotonin, noradrenaline, and dopamine. MAO isoenzymes are classified on the
basis of their substrate preference, sensitivity toward specific inhibitors, and tissue
distribution into MAO-A and MAO-B. Selective MAO-A inhibitors have been used clinically
in the treatment of depression and anxiety, while MAO-B inhibitors have been used in the
treatment of Parkinson's and Alzheimer's diseases. Many plant-derived and synthetic
compounds such as isoquinolines and xanthones have been identified as MAO inhibitors. In
(Deeb and clare, 2008b) the monoamine oxidase (MAO)-inhibitory activity of 46
phenylisopropylamines expressed as pIC50 is modeled with the orientations of nodes in πlike orbitals of the phenyl ring and some other descriptors using flip regression analysis. The
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authors aim to provide an initial clue regarding the scope and limitations of some state-ofthe-art methods in computational chemistry, including semiempirical (AM1) and density
functional theory (B3LYP), in the flip regression procedure applied to the inhibition of
phenylisopropylamines.
Calculating the angles for the aromatic ring in the each phenylisopropylamines can be
accomplished by entering the atoms as numbered in Figure 3. The ring is six-membered and
is numbered 1 to 6. The angle calculated by NODANGLE is then  measured at atom 1. The
flip regression is applicable to the phenyl ring of C2v symmetry.

Fig. 3. Ring substitution pattern of the phenylisopropylamines.
Again, it was found that a combination of the classical descriptors and the nodal orientation
terms gives better explanatory of activity of the phenylisopropylamines as it can be seen in
the following regression equation:
pIC50 = 14.961 (±2.2558) + 1.2957 (±0.28952) SHOP
 3.957 (±0.34587) LUP  7.4769 (±2.52) LDI
 1.8473 (±0.22595) C2H
 1.8104 (±0.18915) S2H
+ 0.75002 (±0.10146) C4L
+ 1.1693 (±0.13404) S4L

(6)

N = 32, R2 = 0.9309, F = 46.222, S = 0.28690, Q2 = 0.8587
where SHOP is the second highest occupied π orbital, LUP is the lowest unoccupied π orbital,
LDI is the local dipole index, C2H is cos(2* the nodal angle in the highest occupied π orbital),
S2H is sin(2* the nodal angle in the highest occupied π orbital) and S4L is sin(4* the nodal
angle in the lowest unoccupied π orbital).The numbers in parentheses are the standard errors.
From equation (6), it can be predicted that the phenyl moiety of phenylisopropylamines is
involved in electronic interactions with the enzyme. Lowest unoccupied π energy was
identified to be an important descriptor. Adding classical variables, improves the
correlation. The classical variables found to be significant are LUP and LDI which were
found to be favorable to high activity. This is based on the concept that the stability of
stacked aromatic systems is highly orientation-dependent, and is also dependent on the
energies of those orbitals in the two aromatic systems that resemble the degenerate HOMO
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and LUMO of benzene. Furthermore, the results show that the models established based on
DFT-B3LYP method are better than those based on AM1 method. The B3LYP model gives
more reasonable interpretation of phenylisopropylamines MAO inhibition activity.
3.2 Applications of QSAR using PC-ANN
3.2.1 Correlation ranking and stepwise regression procedures in principal
components artificial neural networks modeling with application to predict toxic
activity and human serum albumin binding affinity
A successful drug should be able to reach its target without generating toxic effects in
addition to possessing intrinsic activity. Considering the substantial failure rate of drug
candidates in late stage development and the expensive and time-consuming process of
measuring toxic effects, predictive tools that eliminate inappropriate compounds become
necessary. Prediction of toxicity from the structure of compounds can help in designing the
new beneficial compounds and hence, screening of large number of chemicals for toxic
effects as well as interpreting the mechanisms of toxicity. Development of QSARs relating
toxicity potency and structural properties can be an alternative that has the advantage of
high speed and low costs in comparison with experiments. Because most toxicology
predictions engage a diverse set of compounds belonging to different classes and multiple
toxic mechanisms, some nonlinear relations between the properties of compounds and their
toxicity parameters are expected and linear regression approaches may not be accurate and
can lead to imprecision.
Human serum albumin (HSA) is the most abundant protein in plasma. It is characterized by
its surprising capacity to bind a large variety of drugs. Extensive biochemical studies
resulted in the proposition of two main drug-binding sites in HSA, denoted as I and II. Site I
was shown to prefer large heterocyclic and negatively charged compounds, while site II was
the one for small aromatic carboxylic acids. When the crystal structures of HSA with ligands
were available, these sites were localized at subdomains IIA and IIIA. Analytical techniques
have been employed to measure drug-binding affinities to HSA. These techniques have low
throughput and they require relatively large quantities of both drug and protein. The recent
development of high-performance affinity chromatography (HPAC) columns with
immobilized HSA has allowed the medium-throughput determination of drug binding to
this protein in a way that requires small amounts of both drug and HSA. Developing a
model for predicting the drug-binding affinity based on molecular structure is very
important goal for medicinal chemist. Several studies aim to generate models that predict
drug-binding affinities to HSA such as QSAR and molecular modeling.
Two data sets were used in this study (Deeb, 2010). The first was an extensive toxicity data
set that contains 278 substituted benzenes (Feng et al., 2003). The logarithm of half maximal
inhibitory concentration (log IC50) toxicity to T. pyriformis is used as the toxicity end point.
Another data set of 95 HSA drug and drug-like compounds and their binding affinities were
reported by Colmenarejo (Colmenarejo, 2003). The 3D molecular structures of the
compounds were optimized by Hyperchem software using the semiempirical AM1 level of
theory. In this study, a total of 1233 and 698 molecular descriptors were calculated for each
molecule of the substituted benzenes and HSA drug and drug-like compounds, respectively.
These descriptors are belonging to 17 different types of theoretical descriptors (Table 1).
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Dragon software was used to calculate 1217 and 684 descriptors gathered into 16 groups for
the toxic compounds and HSA drug and drug-like compounds, respectively. A group of 16
and 14 quantum descriptors for the toxic and HSA drug and drug-like compounds,
respectively, describing the electronic properties of molecules were calculated by
Hyperchem software. SPSS Software was used for the simple principal component
regression (PCR) analysis. PCA and ANN regressions were performed in the MATLAB
environment.
J*

Descriptors

1
2

Quantum descriptors
Constitutional
descriptors
Topological
descriptors
Molecular walk
counts
Burden eigenvalue
(BCUT) descriptors
Galvz topological
charge indices 21
2D autocorrelations
Charge descriptors
Aromaticity indices
Randic molecular
profiles
Geometrical
descriptors
RDF descriptors
3D-MoRSE
descriptors
WHIM descriptors
GETAWAY
descriptors
Functional group
counts
Atom-centred
fragments

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
*

No. of descriptors calculated
for toxicity of substituted
benzenes
16

No. of descriptors
calculated for HSA
binding affinity
14

34

31

228

89

15

7

64

18

21

21

96
14
4

68
8
0

41

5

38

29

142

51

160

95

99

30

197

131

27

40

37

61

J is the index of the group of descriptors.

Table 1. Types of descriptors used in this study.
Aiming to test the final model performances, the data set was divided into training (60%),
validation (20%) and prediction (20%) sets based on descriptor spaces. For this purpose, the
data matrix containing the total descriptors was subjected to PCA and the first two PCs
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were plotted against each other. PCA was run twice, once by grouping of descriptors and
analysis of each group separately. This approach is referred to as the individual PCA
approach, PCA(I). And once, by analysis of the entire set of calculated descriptors
simultaneously. This approach is referred as the combined PCA approach, PCA(C). In
PCA(I) procedure, each group of descriptors was subjected to PCA separately and the
subset of PCs that explained 95% of the variances in the original descriptors data matrix
were extracted from each set. The PCs extracted from this approach are named in the form
“PCi–j” where “i” indicates the descriptors group and “j” indicates the PC number in the ith
group which is related to its ranked eigenvalue. In a similar manner, in PCA(C) procedure
all calculated PCs were collected in a single data matrix and the PCs were extracted. A feedforward neural network with back-propagation of an error algorithm was constructed to
model the structure–activity relationship. Our network has one input layer, one hidden
layer, and one output layer. The input vectors were the set of PCs, selected according to
PCA(I) and PCA(C) in combination with stepwise regression (SR) and correlation ranking
(CR) procedures. The number of nodes in the input layer is dependent on the number of
PCs introduced in the network. The number of nodes in the hidden layer is optimized
through a learning procedure. Fgure 4 illustrates the four ANN analyses carried out in this
study.

Fig. 4. PC-ANN approaches used in this study.
The results of modeling the toxicity data indicates that the residual plots for the training,
validation and test sets are not scattered and they do not warranty the stability of the
models. There is a strong relationship between the residual and actual values which reflects
that the obtained models have systematic error, therefore a correction scheme is done to
correct this issue. The cross-validation parameters for the chosen models before and after
correction are shown in Table 2. This table shows that the correction term improves the
cross-validation parameters by lowering the RMSE and increasing the R2CV values.
Considering the number of variables entered to the regression model for the SR-PC-ANN
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approach, PCA(I) based-model which has lower number of variables (3 variables) is
superior over the PCR(C) based-model which has 13 variables due to chance correlation
possibilities. It also shows that, after applying the correction scheme, model 3 obtained from
the SR-PC-ANN(I) explains 58.5% of the data variances and has a 0.471 RMSE of prediction.
This model has regression coefficients of 0.811 and 0.858 for the training and test sets,
respectively. The RMSE of prediction for the CR-PC-ANN(I) model is less than that of the
CR-PC-ANN(C) optimal model (0.571 and 0.590, respectively). The optimal model obtained
using the CR-PC-ANN (I) procedure has correlation coefficients of 0.817 and 0.866 for the
training and test sets, respectively and explains 53.4% of the data variances while the
optimal model obtained from the CR-PC-ANN(C) procedure explains 51.1% of the data
variances.
Approach used PCs entered in the model

SR-PC-ANN(I)

PC2-1 + PC17-3 + PC13-2

PC2 + PC5 + PC6 + PC30 + PC29 + PC8 + PC3
SR-PC-ANN(C)
+ PC48 + PC1 + PC24 + PC11 + PC10 + PC18

CR-PC-ANN(I) PC2-1, PC17-3, PC16-2

CR-PC-ANN(C)

PC2, PC1, PC3, PC12, PC4, PC5, PC45, PC34,
PC24, PC26, PC48, PC43, PC27

RMSEc

R2CVc RMSEp

0.657

0.496

0.668

0.498

0.585

0.471

0.618

0.558

0.619

0.404

0.734

0.451

0.691

0.443

0.691

0.525

0.534

0.571

0.682

0.452

0.643

0.551

0.511

0.590

Table 2. Cross validation parameters for the original models (grey background) and the
corrected ones (white background) for the optimal ANN models of the different approaches
used for modeling the toxicity data.
A randomization test was performed and the results obtained for five trails shows that the
probability of obtaining chance models (with high correlation coefficients) from the PCA(C)
approach is more than that for the PCA(I) approach. Furthermore, it is noticed that the
chance correlation coefficients obtained for the CR-PCANN( I) approach are lower than
those obtained for the SR-PC-ANN(I) approach. This indicates that model obtained from the
CR-PC-ANN(I) approach is more accurate than the other models.
Following the same procedure used for modeling the toxicity of substituted benzenes, the
SR-PC-ANN and CR-PC-ANN approaches were compared for modeling the HSA binding
affinity with the PCs extracted according to PCA(I) and PCA(C) approaches. The results of
this analysis are summarized in table 3.
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Approach used PCs entered in the model

RMSEc R2CVc RMSEp
0.361

0.441

0.245

0.258

0.509

0.077

PC4 + PC8 + PC1 + PC33 + PC9 + PC3 + PC22 +
SR-PC-ANN(C) PC12 + PC17 + PC31 + PC28 + PC7 + PC34 +
PC10 + PC46 + PC20 + PC26

0.282

0.642

0.419

0.270

0.747

0.388

PC17-1, PC2-3, PC2-2, PC7-1, PC4-1, PC15-1,
CR-PC-ANN(I) PC8-1, PC5-1, PC16-1, PC6-1, PC13-1, PC11-1,
PC1-1, PC14-1

0.339

0.414

0.545

0.419

0.583

0.586

PC4 , PC8 , PC1 , PC33 , PC9 , PC3 , PC22 , PC12 ,
CR-PC-ANN(C) PC17 , PC31 , PC28 , PC7 , PC34 , PC10 , PC46 ,
PC20 , PC26 , PC27 , PC6 , PC25

0.284

0.633

0.454

0.258

0.764

0.321

SR-PC-ANN(I)

PC16-1 + PC15-1 + PC6-1 + PC5-1 + PC4-1 +
PC14-1 + PC1-1 + PC8-1 + PC2-2 + PC11-1

Table 3. Cross validation parameters for the original models (grey background) and the
corrected ones (white background) for the optimal ANN models of the different approaches
used for modeling the HSA binding affinity.
It shows that the correction terms improve the cross-validation parameters by increasing the
R2CV and decreasing the RMSE values. This table shows also that the RMSE of prediction of
the model obtained from the SR-PC ANN(I) approach is smaller than those for of the models
obtained from the other approaches. The corrected model explains 50.9% of the data
variances and has a RMSE of prediction of 0.077, regression coefficients of 0.714 and 0.670
for the training and test sets, respectively. On the other hand, the corrected model obtained
from the CR-PC-ANN(I) approach explains 53.7% of the data variances and has a RMSE of
prediction of 0.586, regression coefficients of 0.733 and 0.675 for the training and test sets,
respectively.
In summary, the performance of the two novel QSAR algorithms, principal componentartificial neural network modeling method, named SR-PC- ANN and CR-PC-ANN,
combined with two factor selection procedures, named PCA(I) and PCA(C), is compared.
These methods are applied to predict the toxic activity of a large set of compounds (278
substituted benzenes) as well as HSA binding affinity (94 compounds). The optimal
model for the toxicity data set has a prediction RMSE of 0.471 while the optimal model for
the HSA binding affinity has a prediction RMSE of 0.077. Comparison of the models
shows that the results obtained by the CR-PC-ANN procedure are more accurate than
those obtained from the SR-PC-ANN procedure. Generally, the models obtained from the
PCA(I) approach are better than those obtained from the PCA(C) approach regardless
which approach was used to perform the ANN analysis. Both the external and crossvalidation methods are used to validate the performances of the resulting models.
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Randomization test is employed to check the suitability of the models and to investigate
the possibility of obtaining chance models.
3.2.2 Exploring QSARs of some analgesic compounds
Analgesics are a class of drugs used to reduce pain. The pain relief induced by analgesics
occurs either by blocking pain signals going to the brain or by interfering with the brain's
interpretation of the signals, without loss of awareness. There are essentially two kinds of
analgesics: non-narcotics and narcotics. Because of the potential to relieve pain, they play an
important role in medical therapy. The dose required to produce analgesia frequently does
not change the functions of central nervous system. Analgesia is believed to engage
activation of -receptors largely at supraspinal sites and k-receptors mainly within the
spinal cord. It has been demonstrated that log IC, where IC refers to the half maximal (50%)
inhibitory concentration of a drug, can be successfully used to predict analgesic activity. The
aim of this study is to apply PC-ANN with different molecular descriptors in the
development of new statistically validated QSAR models. This model will predict the
analgesic activity of the heterogeneous data set of different types of analgesics (narcotic,
opioid, and non-opioid) as a whole without splitting them into categorizes. The strength and
the predictive performance of the proposed models were verified using both internal (crossvalidation and randomization) and external statistical validations.
In this study (Deeb and Drabh, 2010), a data set of 95 analgesic compounds and their
analgesic activity (log IC) obtained from reference (Mathur, 2003) were used in this study.
HyperChem software was used to optimize the structure of the different compounds on
AM1 semi-empirical level. The optimization was preceded by the Polak-Rebiere algorithm
to reach 0.01 root mean square gradient. In this study, a pool of molecular descriptors
including constitutional, topological, chemical, quantum, and functional descriptors were
calculated using Hyperchem and Dragon software. A condensed set of 150 descriptors were
obtained by removal of highly intercorrelated (r > 0.95) descriptors in addition to
descriptors having constant values. Descriptors that have zero for almost all the cases were
also removed together with those descriptors that include outliers' values to enclose a set of
132 descriptors. This set was then declined to 24 descriptors by stepwise regression.
In the MLR analysis, different regression models were suggested in which the number of
descriptors in these models varied between 1 and 20. The best correlation coefficient
obtained is 0.760 for a regression model with 20 descriptors. The linear relationships
according to MLR analysis provide models with poor cross-validation parameters.
Therefore, ANNs algorithm was used to investigate non-linear relationships for the best
MLR models according to the cross-validation coefficient of determination (R2CV).
In PC-ANN, the inputs of the ANN were the subset of the descriptors used in different MLR
models. From the correlation data matrix for these descriptors, some of them represent
considerable degree of collinearity. Therefore, the PCA was performed first to classify the
molecules into training, validation, and prediction (test) sets. Performing PCA on the whole
data of 95 compounds, 132 descriptors and plotting the first and second principals (Figure
5), shows that 11 compounds behave differently (outliers) from other compounds with
respect to both molecular structure (descriptors) and analgesic activity. Therefore, these
compounds are not used in the future analysis (Figure 6).
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Fig. 5. First and second principal components for the factor spaces of the descriptors and
analgesic activity data.
Checking the structure of the outlier compounds shown in Figure 6 reveals that they all
morphine derivatives and belong to the same family of opiates analgesic.

Fig. 6. Structure of outliers suggested from principal component analysis.
According to the pattern of the distribution of the data in factor spaces (Figure 5), the
training, validation, and prediction compounds were selected homogenously, so that
compounds in different zones of Figure 5 belong to all three subsets. After removing the
outliers, the classified data were used as an input for the ANN. In this study, a three-layered
feed-forward ANN model with back-propagation learning algorithm was employed. At
first, non-linear relationship between the subset of descriptors selected by stepwise
selection-based MLR and analgesic activity was preceded by PC-ANN models with similar
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structure. The number of hidden layer's nodes was set to 8 for all models, and the number of
nodes in the input layer was the number of PCs extracted for each subset of descriptors.
After that, for the best models, optimization of the number of hidden nodes was done.
Cross-validation parameters show that the prediction ability is improved for model the best
model which has a relative standard error of prediction of 5.396% and the correlation
coefficient of 0.834 ands 0.846 for the training and test sets, respectively. The crossvalidation coefficient of determination is 0.656 which means that the six PCs selected by
eigenvalue ranking procedure can explain at least 63.6% variances in log IC for the
calibration. Consequently, the optimal performance occurs for the best model when using
nine hidden nodes. A randomization test was performed to investigate the probability of
chance correlation for the optimal model. The results of randomization test indicate that the
correlation coefficients obtained by chance are low in general, while the predicted error
values are high. This indicates that the model obtained from PCA-ANN is better than those
obtained by chance.
In summary, the results obtained by principal component-artificial neural network give
advanced regression models with good prediction ability using a relatively low number of
principal components. A 0.834 correlation coefficient was obtained using principal
component- artificial neural network with six extracted principal components.
3.2.3 QSAR Model of drug-binding to human serum albumin
In this study (Deeb and Hemmateenejad, 2007), a data set of 94 HSA drug and drug-like
compounds and their binding affinities reported by Colmenarejo (Colmenarejo, 2003) are
used in this study. HYPERCHEM software was used to optimize the structure of the
different compounds on AM1 semi-empirical level. The optimization was preceded by the
Polak-Rebiere algorithm to reach 0.01 root mean square gradient (298 K, gas phase). Esbelen
(compound number 8) was dropped from this set because Se is not parameterized for AM1
semiempirical method. In this study, a set of 60 molecular descriptors including
constitutional, topological, chemical, and quantum descriptors were calculated using
Hyperchem and Dragon software.
Multiple linear regression analysis with stepwise selection and elimination of variables was
employed to model the binding affinity (log K'hsa) relationships with different set of
descriptors. The number of descriptors in the suggested MLR models is varied between 1
and 25. The best correlation coefficient obtained is 0.912 for a regression model with 25
descriptors. The number of descriptors is large according to the rule of the thumb, whereas
the statistical parameters are not so high. Therefore, ANNs algorithm was used seeking for
better regression model.
In PC-ANN, the inputs of the ANN were the subset of the descriptors used in different MLR
models. The correlation data matrix for these descriptors indicated that some descriptors
represent high degree of collinearity. Principal component analysis groups together
descriptors that are collinear to form a composite indicator capable of capturing as much of
common information of those descriptors as possible. Application of PCA on a descriptor
data matrix results in a loading matrix containing factors or PCs, which are orthogonal.
These factors used as the inputs of ANN instead of the original descriptors.
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The procedure used in this study is similar to that used in the QSAR study of some
analgesics compounds. Performing PCA on the whole data of 94 compounds and 60
descriptors and plotting the first and second principal, shows that compounds 62 and 91 are
outliers. According to the pattern of the distribution of the data in factor spaces the training,
validation, and prediction molecules were selected homogenously. After removing the
outliers the classified data was used as an input for the ANN. A three-layered feed-forward
ANN model with backpropagation learning algorithm was employed. At the first, the
nonlinear relationship between the subset of descriptors selected by stepwise selectionbased MLR and drug HSA binding constant was proceeded by PC-ANN models with
similar structure. The number of hidden layer's nodes was set 3 for all models and the
number of nodes in the input layer was the number of PCs extracted for each subset of
descriptors. The results of PC-ANN modeling for MLR model numbers 15–25 shows that the
best model which has almost the highest correlation coefficient for the external test set
(0.8065) which indicates a high predictive power. This model has also a relatively low
PRESS/SST ratio (0.4485) compared with other models which make it the most reasonable
model among all. The R2 values for the cross-validation and prediction for this model are
0.5515 and 0.5100, respectively, which means that the six PCs selected by eigenvalue ranking
procedure can explain at least 55.2% and 51% variances in log K'hsa for the calibration and
prediction, respectively. In order to optimize the performance of the ANN model , we
trained the ANN using different number of hidden nodes starting from 1 hidden node to 20
hidden nodes. The results for the optimization indicate that an ANN with eight hidden
nodes resulted in the optimum network model. Using eight hidden nodes, we obtained
almost the highest correlation coefficient for both the training set (0.9218) and the prediction
set (0.8302). This model gives the lowest PRESS/SST ratio (0.2757) which makes it the most
reasonable. The results of the randomization test shows that the correlation coefficients
obtained by chance are low in general while PRESS and PRESS/SST ratio are high. This
indicates that the model obtained from PCA-ANN is better than those obtained by chance.
3.3 Exploring QSARs for inhibitory activity of non-peptide HIV-1 protease inhibitors by
GA-PLS and GA-SVM
Human immunodeficiency virus (HIV), the causative agent of AIDS infects millions of
people worldwide. Although a treatment has not been found yet for this serious disease,
rapid advances in molecular biology along with the 3-D elucidation of HIV proteins have
led to new drug-targeting approaches for designing antiviral agents that specifically bind to
key regulatory proteins that are essential for HIV replication. Thus, by developing new
inhibitors of HIV-1 protease activity, the treatment of AIDS can be advanced. Several
peptidic inhibitors are currently under clinical trials and significant efforts to improve their
pharmacology continues. In this study, we picked out small non-peptide HIV protease
inhibitors with potentially better pharmacological characteristics based on the structural
features of peptidic inhibitors bound to the enzyme, and performed QSAR study.
In this study (Deeb and Goodarzi, 2010), a data set of 46 non-peptide HIV-1 protease
inhibitors and their inhibitory activity reported by Tummino et al. (Tummino et al. 1996) are
used in this study. Molecular chemical structure was built using Hyperchem. AM1 method
was applied to optimize the molecular structure of the compounds. All calculations were
carried out at the restricted Hartree-Fock level with no configuration interaction. The
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molecular structures were optimized using the Polak–Ribiere algorithm until the root mean
square gradient was 0.01 Kcal mol.
One thousand four hundred eighty one descriptors belonging to eighteen different
theoretical descriptors were calculated for each molecule. The calculated descriptors were
first analyzed for the existence of constant or near constant variables. The detected ones
were then removed. Correlation among descriptors with the activity of the molecules was
examined and collinear descriptors (i.e. r > 0.9) were detected. Descriptors that contain a
high percentage (> 90%) of identical values were discarded to decrease the redundancy
existing in the descriptor data matrix. Among the collinear descriptors, the one presenting
the highest correlation with the activity was retained and others were removed from the
data matrix. The dataset was splitted into two sets based on activity range; training set (85%)
with activity ranges from 3.921 to 8.444 and test set (15%) with activity ranges from 4.538 to
8.208. In this work, genetic algorithm (GA) variable subset selection method (Leardi et al.,
1992) was used for the selection of the most relevant descriptors from the pool of remaining
descriptors. These descriptors would be used as inputs for PLS and SVM in the construction
of QSAR models.
In GA-PLS, model validation was achieved through leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO
CV) to find the best number of latent variables (Lv) to be used in calibration and prediction.
External validation (for a test set), and the predictive ability was statistically evaluated
through the root mean square errors of calibration (RMSEC) and validation (RMSECV). The
results indicate that four latent variables are the best number to make a model. The
following equation represents the best model achieved by GA-PLS:
pIC50 = -3.405737 (±1.447) + 0.525607 (±0.052) TE2
+ 0.911090 (±0.236)Ui
+ 2.586873 (±0.369) GATS5e
- 47.069316 (±8.558)Mor13e
- 0.207581 (±0.027) ATS7m
+ 13.338116 (±3.599 ) Ss
-0.001142 (±0.000) Mor27e
+ 49.494231 (±7.841) RDF035e

(7)

The best model shown above reveals that the most significant contribution comes from the
RDF035e. Table 4 gives brief description of these descriptors.
In GA-SVM, the quality of SVM for regression depends on several parameters namely,
kernel type k, which determines the sample distribution in the mapping space, and its
corresponding parameter σ, capacity parameter C, and -insensitive loss function. The three
parameters were optimized in a systematic grid search-way and the final optimal model
was determined. Six general statistical parameters were selected to evaluate the prediction
ability of the constructed model. These parameters are: root mean square error of prediction
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(RMSEP), relative standard error of prediction (RSEP), mean absolute error (MAE), square
of correlation coefficient (R2), F-statistical and t test. Table 5 shows the results of GA-PLS
and GA-SVM and the calculated statistical parameters. This table shows that the results of
the GA-SVM are better than GA-PLS.
No

Symbol

1

TE2

2

Ui

3

GATS5e

4

Mor13m

5

ATS7m

6

Ss

7

Mor27e

8

RDF035e

Class
Charge
descriptors
Empirical
descriptors
2D
autocorrelations
3D-MoRSE
descriptors
2D
autocorrelations
Constitutional
descriptors
3D-MoRSE
descriptors

Meaning
Topographic electronic descriptor(bond
resctricted)
Unsaturation index
Geary autocorrelation-lag5/weighted by atomic
Sanderson electronegativities
3D MoRSE-signal13/weighted by atomic masses
Broto-Moreau autocorrelation of a topological
structure- lag7/ weighted by atomic masses
Sum of Kier-Hall electrotopological States

3D MoRSE-signal27/weighted by atomic
Sanderson electronegativities
Radial Distribution function-3.5/weighted by
RDF descriptors
atomic Sanderson electronegativities

Table 4. Description of the selected descriptors in this study.
Parameters
NOCa
Q2 LOOb

GA-SVM

σ

ε
C
RMSEP
RSEP(%)
MAE(%)
R2
F statistical
T test
a
b

Training set
Test set
Training set
Test set
Training set
Test set
Training set
Test set
Training set
Test set
Training set
Test set

0.9672
0.5
0.06
8
0.2027
0.2751
3.1520
4.0216
6.5080
18.093
0.9800
0.9355
1815.2
72.481
42.606
8.5136

Number of components
Q2 Leave-one-out Cross-validation

Table 5. Results and statistical parameters of GA-PLS and GA-SVM.

GA-PLS
4
0.8259

0.3934
0.3962
6.1156
5.7928
8.9351
21.745
0.8935
0.8603
310.26
30.792
17.614
5.5491
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Figure 7A shows calculated pIC50 against experimental values, while Figure 7B shows their
residual values against the experimental pIC50 using GA-SVM.

Fig. 7. A) Calculated pIC50 against the experimental values using GA-SVM. B) Residual
values against experimental pIC50 using GA-SVM.
In summary, the support vector machine (SVM) and partial least square (PLS) methods were
used to develop quantitative structure activity relationship (QSAR) models to predict the
inhibitory activity of nonpeptide HIV-1 protease inhibitors. Genetic algorithm (GA) was
employed to select variables that lead to the best-fitted models. A comparison between the
obtained results using SVM with those of PLS revealed that the SVM model is much better
than that of PLS. The root mean square errors of the training set and the test set for SVM
model were calculated to be 0.2027, 0.2751, and the coefficients of determination (R2) are
0.9800, 0.9355 respectively. Furthermore, the obtained statistical parameter of leave-one-out
cross-validation test (Q2) on SVM model was 0.9672, which proves the reliability of this
model. Omar Deeb is thankful for Al-Quds University for financial support.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Atherosclerosis & cholesterol
The link between cardiovascular disease (CVD) and lipids has been appreciated for a long
time, but the individual role of specific lipids in predisposition to disease is constantly
under question. Cardiovascular disease, including myocardial infarction (MI), heart failure,
and stroke, represents the leading cause of mortality worldwide, accounting for half of the
total number of deaths in the developed world (World Health Organization, 2002). CVD will
result in 20.5 million deaths annually by 2020 (World Health Organization, 2002, Fig. 1),
(Revkin et al. 2007).

Fig. 1. Cardiovascular disease accounts for one third of deaths worldwide and half of deaths
in the developed world. Data from World Health Organization (2002).
Atherosclerosis, or "athero" as we call it, is a condition underlying most cardiovascular
diseases (Berliner et al. 1995) and results from an imbalance between uptake and efflux of
*
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cholesterol by macrophages in the wall of blood vessels. It is the progressive buildup of
plaque in the arteries over time causing narrowing of the vessels and severely limiting blood
flow in advanced cases. Rupture of the plaque and thrombosis may result in complete
occlusion of the vessel and, ultimately, myocardial infarction or stroke (Berliner and Glass).
For many of us, this plaque starts building up in our arteries in early adulthood and gets
worse over time (Fig.2, for illustrative purposes).

Fig. 2. Atherosclerosis; the progressive build up of plaque in arteries over time.
Cholesterol
Is a fatty substance, also called a lipid, which is produced by the liver. It is also found in
foods high in saturated fat, like fatty meats, egg yolks, shellfish, and whole-milk dairy
products. Since lipids are insoluble in blood, they are carried in association with proteins as
lipoproteins, which allows their transport around the body. Lipoprotein complexes present
in the serum have been the focus of much study in the etiology of cardiovascular disease
(Goldstein, 1990).
There are five types of lipoproteins, and this classification is based on their densities. Those of
lowest density, the chylomicrons, contain more lipids and less protein than those at the other
extreme, high-density lipoproteins (HDLs). Between these classes are the very low-density
lipoproteins (VLDLs), low-density lipoproteins (LDLs), and intermediate-density lipoproteins
(IDLs). Plasma cholesterol is carried from the intestine and the liver to peripheral tissues
largely in the form of LDLs. Most clinical studies concentrate on the relative abundance of
HDLs and LDLs in the serum. LDL cholesterol is considered "bad" because too much of it in
the blood stream can contribute to the progression of atherosclerosis, the buildup of plaque in
the arteries. HDL cholesterol, on the other hand, is considered "good", it appears to be
protective against cardiovascular disease (Miller, 2000), and this is generally considered to be
due to the efficiency by which HDL returns cholesterol to the liver for metabolism and
excretion, resulting in reduced serum cholesterol availability (Barter & Rye, 1994).
The elevated levels of the lipoprotein (LDL) and (VLDL) are usually associated with atheroma
formation. Therefore, defects in cholesterol metabolism are a major cause of cardiovascular
disease, this is apparent in patients with familial hypercholesterolemia, characterized by
grossly elevated levels of serum cholesterol, in particular LDL. Reduction of plasma LDL-
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cholesterol (in patients with elevated levels) is associated with a decreased incidence of
coronary heart disease (CHD) (Anderson; Boden; Farnier; Fruchart and Gordon). Also, there is
an increasing evidence that serum triglycerides (TGs) are strong risk factors in cardiovascular
disease in many patients with normal circulating LDL-cholesterol, but with high levels of
plasma TGs and concomitantly low levels of HDL-cholesterol (Cullen; Krauss and Rubins).
LDL-cholesterol has been well established as an independent risk factor since reporting of
the 1948 Framingham study (Gordon et al. 1977). HDL-cholesterol is recognized as being a
negative risk factor for CHD (Fruchart et al. 1998). While LDL cholesterol is a major health
factor, here are a few other factors that can contribute to the progression of athero.






Family history of early heart disease
Diabetes
High blood pressure
Cigarette smoking
Overweight/obesity

In a prospective follow-up study of 56 individuals with known CVD, a relationship between
progression of atherosclerosis in the left main coronary artery and coronary risk factors was
demonstrated (von Birgelen et al. 2004) (Fig. 3). In this study, the investigators applied three
different, commonly used cardiovascular risk scores to subjects (Anderson et al. 1991 &
Assmann et al. 2002, and Conroy et al. 2003) and demonstrated a positive linear relationships
between the calculated risk of CVD and plaque progression (Revkin et al. 2007).

Fig. 3. Relationships between cardiovascular risk factors and atherosclerosis progression in
the left main coronary artery. Data from von Birgelen et al. (2004). Reprinted from
Circulation 110:1579–1585.
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2. Biomarkers of atherosclerosis
Atherosclerosis as a disease characterized by low-level vascular inflammation is gaining much
attention recently. Some lipid parameters i.e. total serum cholesterol TC, LDL cholesterol, HDL
cholesterol and triglyceride contents and also, serum markers of inflammation are considered
as predictive biomarker for the prevalence of atherosclerotic disease.
Biomarkers: A biomarker is defined as a characteristic that is objectively measured and
evaluated as an indicator of normal biologic or pathogenic processes or as physiologic
response to a therapeutic intervention. In clinical medicine, biomarkers are routinely used in
disease diagnosis, prognostication, ongoing clinical decision-making, and follow-up to
assess effects of therapy.






Commonly used biomarkers: e.g. electrocardiogram, isotopic and ultrasound imaging
studies applied in multiple areas of disease management, bone densitometry in the
assessment of osteoporotic fracture risk.
Commonly used soluble biomarkers include low- and high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (LDL-C and HDL-C), triglycerides (TG), serum creatinine, and
hepatocellular enzymes, as well as a host of other routine clinical laboratory
measurements.
Surrogate endpoints are biomarkers that are predictors of clinical outcomes.. Typical
surrogate endpoints used to assess the clinical efficacy of cardiovascular drugs include
levels of LDL-C and blood pressure.

The need for more rapid drug development highlights the role that surrogate markers may
play in establishing the efficacy of drugs for managing CVD, and more specifically,
atherosclerosis (Revkin et al. 2007).
a.

Lipid markers of atherosclerosis:

Plasma levels of lipids and lipoproteins have been well established as strong predictors of
CHD. There is, also, a stronger positive correlation of apolipoproteins (apo) with
atherosclerosis and coronary events than that of the plasma lipoproteins, either cholesterol
carried by lipoprotein particles or their actual concentration expressed as apo B and apo A-I.
Lipoproteins are spherical molecules that transport different amounts of cholesterol and
triglycerides in the blood stream. LDL and HDL particles are rich in cholesterol, while
VLDL and chylomicron particles predominantly transport triglycerides The apo B is present
on the surface of LDL, VLDL and chylomicrons (one molecule at each particle), while apo AI resides on HDL particles (Fig.4). Lipoprotein (a) consist of two main components: lowdensity lipoprotein (LDL) and apolipoprotein (apo) (a) linked by a single disulphide bond
between the C terminal of apo B100 and apo(a) kringle (K) IV type 9.The LDL particles may
differ among individuals in the cholesteryl ester content of the lipid core that is surrounded
by a monolayer of phospholipids, unesterified cholesterol, and apo B100. Apo (a) is made of
10 different type IV kringles (1-10) followed by kringleV and a catalytically inactive protease
domain (P), (Angelo M. et al. 2008).
Conventional lipid tests determine the amount of cholesterol and triglycerides transported
by all particles within the lipoprotein classes or in total plasma. Thus, cholesterol and
triglycerides may be regarded as surrogate markers for their carrier-lipoprotein particles.
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of lipoprotein (a).
The level of apoB-containing lipoprotein particles is measured directly, mostly by
immunonephelometric analysis of the plasma, on empty stomach or postprandially,
whereas LDL cholesterol is mostly calculated indirectly as the difference of total cholesterol
minus HDL-cholesterol and VLDL-cholesterol. In that respect, apo B can be considered a
superior indicator of the global atherogenic risk over the sole quantification of LDL
cholesterol and triglyceride levels, particularly in conditions of hypertriglyceridaemia
characterized by high VLDL and low LDL levels. (JMB 2008, 27:148 –153).
Non-HDL cholesterol: Another approach to the measurement of atherogenic lipoproteins is
the use Non-HDL cholesterol which is easily calculated by deducting the HDL cholesterol
from the total cholesterol value, with no need for previous fasting of the patient. This is the
cholesterol contained in VLDL and LDL particles, atherogenic triglyceride-rich lipoproteins,
cholesteryl ester-enriched remnants of triglyceride-rich lipoproteins, and lipoprotein(a).
Consequently, the non-HDL cholesterol is essentially the cholesterol analogue to an apo B
level. The non-HDL cholesterol content is easily available within the primary screening of
the lipid profile, and according to the recommendations of NCEP ATP III it is identified as a
secondary therapeutic target after achieving the target levels of LDL cholesterol. (JMB, 2008,
27:148 –153).
b.

Circulating markers of inflammation and atherosclerosis:

Epidemiologic and prospective studies evaluating the predictive value of the variety of
circulating markers of vascular inflammation such as C-reactive protein (CRP), fibrinogen,
serum amyloid A (SAA), leukocyte count in peripheral blood, immunoglobulin, adhesion
molecules, cytokines and chemokines has been well established. Population studies
demonstrated a moderate elevation of serum fibrinogen and leukocyte count in peripheral
blood in individuals subsequently developed atherosclerotic disease. Increased fibrinogen
levels were identified as strong predictors of stroke (JMB, 2008, 27:148 –153).

3. Metabolic syndrome
The metabolic syndrome has emerged in recent years as a major public health concern. By
2002 it was estimated that as many as 24% of American adults suffer from the metabolic
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syndrome as defined by the ATPIII criteria*).Individuals suffer from the metabolic
syndrome have been demonstrated to be at increased risk of the development of
hypertension, atherosclerosis, type II diabetes and cardiovascular disease. The term
‘metabolic syndrome’ refers to a cluster of metabolic abnormalities associated primarily
with obesity including elevated plasma triglycerides (TG), low-density lipoprotein (LDLcholesterol), and very low-density lipoprotein (VLDL-cholesterol), reduced high-density
lipoprotein (HDL-cholesterol), and elevations in blood pressure and fasting glucose.

4. Dyslipidemia
Dyslipidemia is a disruption in the amount of lipids in the blood either by increase or decrease.
Most dyslipidemias are hyperlipidemias; that is, an elevation of lipids in the blood, often due
to diet and lifestyle. The increased type of dyslipidemia could be differentiated as:




Hyperlipidemia: increase in lipids; either increase in cholesterol (Hypercholesterolemia),
in glycerides (Hyperglyceridemia) or in triglycerides (Hypertriglyceridemia).
Hyperlipoproteinemia: increase in lipoproteins (usually LDL).
Combined hyperlipidemia: that is an increase in both LDL and triglycerides.

*Executive Summary of the Third Report of the National Cholesterol Education Program
(NCEP) Expert Panel on Detection, Evaluation, and Treatment of High Blood Cholesterol In
Adults (Adult Treatment Panel III; ATPIII) 2001, JAMA 285: 2486–97

5. Managing cholesterol
The elevated levels of the lipoprotein (high cholesterol level) may depend on the lifestyle of
the patient. Eating a lot of fats and not getting enough exercise can cause cholesterol levels
to rise. It's also, in part, a result of the genetic makeup. Some people inherit genes associated
with elevated levels of cholesterol. One type is called familial hypercholesterolemia. People
with this genetic makeup can eat a healthy diet and exercise, and still have high cholesterol.
Managing high cholesterol may be different for one patient to another depending on the
medical history and the health of the patient. Therefore, cholesterol test, also known as a
fasting lipid profile, and, along with complete medical background can work together to
manage cholesterol.

6. Cholesterol guidelines
National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP) guidelines recommend that all adults over
age 20 have their cholesterol checked at least once every 5 years. The guidelines below give
a better idea of where the cholesterol numbers of any person should be.
Total cholesterol level




Less than 200 mg/dL
200-239 mg/dL
240 mg/dL or higher

Desirable
Borderline high
High

Total cholesterol is based on your LDL cholesterol (LDL-C) and HDL cholesterol (HDL-C)
counts. Generally, a lower number is better.
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Triglycerides





Less than 150 mg/dL
150-199 mg/dL
200-499 mg/dL
500 mg/dL or higher

Normal
Borderline high
High
Very high

Triglycerides, like cholesterol, are another substance that can be dangerous to your health.
Like LDL-C, you want to keep your triglycerides low.
LDL-C






Less than 100 mg/dL
100-129 mg/dL
130-159 mg/dL
160-189 mg/dL
190 mg/dL or higher

Optimal
Near optimal /above optimal
Borderline high
High
Very high

LDL-C is considered the "bad" cholesterol because if you have too much LDL-C in your
bloodstream, it can lead to the buildup of plaque in your arteries known as atherosclerosis.
Generally, lower is better.
HDL-C



60 mg/dL or higher
Less than 40 mg/dL

High
Low

HDL-C is considered the "good" cholesterol because it helps return cholesterol to the liver,
where it can be eliminated from the body. Generally, higher is better.
Source: National Cholesterol Education Program (NCEP), Webmed October 27, 2008

7. Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor agonists
Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPARs) are a group of nuclear hormone
receptors which function as transcription factors in the regulation of genes involved in
glucose and lipid fatty acid metabolism and vessel wall function. Three PPAR subtypes
have been identified: PPAR α,  and δ.
PPARα is predominantly expressed in catabolically active tissues such as liver, heart,
kidney, and muscle. It is involved in the uptake and oxidation of fatty acids as well as in
lipoprotein metabolism. PPAR is mainly expressed in adipose tissue and regulates
insulin sensitivity, glucose and fatty acid utilization as well as adipocyte differentiation
(Hao Zhang et al. 2009). Recent studies have found that PPARδ is also a regulator of
serum lipids
There are many clinically useful drugs that produce their effects by acting on these
receptors. The clinically used PPARα agonists are the fibrate class of drugs (including
Fenofibrate and Gemfibrozil), which elevate HDL cholesterol levels and lower triglyceride
and LDL cholesterol levels. Fibrate drugs are ligands for the fatty acid receptor PPARα
(Fruchart et al. 1999).
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The clinically used PPAR agonists comprise the thiazolidinedione (TZD); class of antidiabetic drugs. The thiazolidinediones (TZDs) drugs are PPARγ ligands and these have
beneficial effects on serum lipids in diabetic patients. The fibrate class of drugs is agonists of
the PPARα isoform, and the thiazolidinediones (TZDs) that activate PPARγ isoform. This is
an area of great pharmaceutical interest concernining the dual α/γ agonists, which have the
potential to combine the benefits of the fibrates and the TZDs, are under development
(Helen V. et al. 2002).
It has been hypothesized that the combination of PPAR and PPARα agonist activities in a
single compound would result in synergistic improvements in insulin sensitivity and
normalization of glucose metabolism as well as amelioration of the dyslipidemia associated
with type 2 diabetes.
Currently marketed drugs targeting PPAR like rosiglitazone used for the treatment of type
2 diabetes. We have recently reported the design and synthesis of Muraglitazar a dual
PPARα/ agonist which has shown excellent efficacy in animal models of type 2 diabetes
and the associated dyslipidemia as well as in human clinical trial ( Fig. 5), (Xiang-Yang Ye
et al. 2008).

Fig. 5. Structure of PPAR agonists.

8. The antiatherosclerotic activity
The antiatherosclerotic activity is exerted via both cholesterol lowering and direct ACAT
inhibition in plaque macrophages.
Acyl-CoA: cholesterol acyl transferase (ACAT) catalyzes the intracellular formation of
cholesteryl esters (CE) in all mammalian cells. It has been implicated as a key enzyme
involved in cholesterol absorption, very low density lipoprotein secretion, and the
formation of lipid-laden macrophages. The accumulation of CE in macrophage-derived
foam cells is characteristic of the early step in the development of atherosclerosis. ACAT
inhibitors reduced TC levels without affecting HDL-C. This can be attributed to decreased
intestinal cholesterol absorption based on binding to bile acid (Turley SD. and Herndon
MW. 1994)
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Fig. 6. Chemical structure of ACAT inhibitor CS-505 (pactimibe sulfate) & CI1011(avasimibe).
Cholesterol esters (CE) are the main lipid components responsible for the development of
atherosclerosis; hence they are present in the foam cells and extracellular plaque matrix, and
susceptible to oxidation that could increase their atherogenic potential.
The treatment using novel ACAT inhibitor pactimibe sulfate (CS-505), avasimibe (CI-1011)
(Fig.6), and a potent bile acid binding resin cholestyramine directly affects macrophages in
atherosclerotic lesions. They would limit the increase in intracellular free cholesterol by its
TC-lowering effect. This would allow free cholesterol to excrete into HDL, restoring the
cholesterol influx/efflux balance, thus preventing foam cell formation. (Terasak N. et al.
2007).
Lipid lowering drugs (LLD)
Lipid-lowering drugs (LLD) or agents are a diverse group of pharmaceuticals that are used
in the treatment of hyperlipidemia; some may lower "bad cholesterol" (LDL) more so than
others, while others may prudentially increase (HDL), "the good cholesterol". Other studies
showed that elevating the high-density lipoprotein (HDL), as well as, lowering the lowdensity lipoprotein (LDL) and triglyceride levels (TGs) in the serum are accepted measures
in treating hyperlipidemia and atherosclerosis.
1.

Clinical trials

The lipid lowering in hyperlipidemia is achieved clinically using statins and fibrate drugs.
Since 1966, there have been 16 major trials investigating the efficacy of statin and fibrate
therapy, both as a single drug treatment and as part of a multi-drug regimen (Napoli C. et
al. 1997). These trials have involved the participation of some 30,000 patients, and have
considered both primary and secondary prevention of coronary heart disease (CHD),
myocardial infarction, stroke, and peripheral artery disease (Tylor, Faergeman, Boden).
Studies by Nagao et al. (1998), involved the use of fibrate gemfibrozil to reduce cholesterol
levels in hypercholesterolemia rats fed a cholesterol rich diet.
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Other studies have confirmed these results (Bruckert and Rustemeijer), while some trials
involving gemfibrozil, bezafibrate, and fenofibrate indicated that fibrates can reduce LDLcholesterol to a degree comparable with that observed with statins (Feussner; Guay and
Haffner). Most of the studies are of the general conclusion that statins are the drug of choice
where the major dyslipidaemia is high-baseline LDL-cholesterol and that fibrates are
particularly effective in the case of hypertriglyceridaemia (Farnier M. 1998). Other studies
have confirmed these results while some trials involving bezafibrate, gemfibrozil, and
fenofibrate indicated that fibrates can reduce LDL-cholesterol to a degree comparable with
that observed with statins (Guay DR. 1999).
2.
1.

The well-established lipid lowering drugs
Statins: Current ATPIII guidelines for the treatment of patients with the metabolic
syndrome encourage therapies that lower LDL-cholesterol and TG, and raise HDLcholesterol. Primary intervention often involves treatment with statins to improve the
lipid profiles of these patients. Statins act by competitively inhibiting 3-hydroxy-3methylglutaryl-coenzyme A, (HMG-CoA) reductase, the rate-limiting enzyme in the
cholesterol biosynthesis pathway in the liver (Fig.7), thus stimulates the LDL-receptors
resulting in an increased clearance of LDL from the blood stream and a decrease in
blood cholesterol levels. The first result can be seen after one week of use and the effect
is maximal after four to six weeks. Statins are particularly well suited for lowering LDL
in people at risk for cardiovascular diseases because of hypercholesterolemia .

(1)
Lovastatin, the first statin to be marked
Statins are Lovastatin (1), Mevastatin -naturally-occurring compound found in red yeast
rice, and Pravstatin. Statins exhibit action beyond lipid-lowering activity in the prevention
of atherosclerosis; i) Improving endothelial function ii) Modulate inflammatory responses ,
iii) Maintain plaque stability, and iv) Prevent thrombus formation.
Rosuvastatin is a new member of the statin family with higher efficacy in reducing LDL
cholesterol than other statins at comparable doses . Rosuvastatin has been shown to have an
increased number of binding interactions with HMG-CoA reductase, compared to other
statins. rosuvastatin also possesses a relatively long half-life and a high degree of selectivity
for liver cells (the main site of cholesterol synthesis) compared with non-hepatic cells.
Rosuvastatin (10 mg) has been shown to improve dyslipidemia in patients with the
metabolic syndrome (Naples M. et al. 2008).
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2.

Fibrates: Although fibrates ( e,g. clofibrate 2) are used clinically since the early 1970s,
the mechanism of action of fibrates remained unelucidated until, in the 1990s, it was
discovered that fibrates activate PPAR (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors),
especially PPARα. The PPARs are a class of intracellular receptors that modulate
carbohydrate, fat metabolism and adipose tissue differentiation (Staels B. 1998) ;
(Fruchart JC. et al. 1999). They typically lower triglyceride by 20% to 25%. The newer
generation fibrates: gemfibrozil (3) Bezafibrate (4) (Spieker LE. et al. 2000), and
Fenofibrate (5) afford significant protection from CHD; this might be due to the
agonistic effect of PPARα that inhibits inflammatory responses at the level of the
vascular wall. Finally, evidence that fibrates are able to reduce levels of plasma
fibrinogen, which, in turn, reduces the likelihood of thrombogenesis (Helen et.al.
2002).

HO
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Clofibrate (2)
Ethyl 2-(4-chlorophenoxy)-2methylpropanoic acid

Gemfibrozil (3)
5-(2,5-dimethylphenoxy)-2,2dimethylpentatonic acid

Bezafibrate (4)
2-[4-[2-[(4-chlorobenzoyl)amino]
ethyl]phenoxy]-2-methylpropanoic acid

Fenofibrate (5)
Isopropyl 2-[4-(4-chlorobenzoyl) phenoxy]2-methyl propanoate
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3.

Niacin: 3-pyridinecarboxylic acid . also know as nicotinic acid or vitamin B3, the name
niacin was derived from nicotinic acid + vitamin, it is also referred to as "vitamin PP", a
name derived from the absolute term "pellagra-preventing factor". Over the years,
niacin has gained recognition as an atheroprotective agent, in part because of its
capacity to lower the plasma levels of cholesterol, triglycerides by 20- 50%., and verylow- and low-density lipoproteins. It may lower LDL by 5-25% and to substantially
raise high-density lipoprotein. by 15-33%..In high doses, niacin has also been reported
to lower the plasma level of lipoprotein(a) (Angelo M. 2008).

CONH2

COOH
N

4.

5.

N

Niacin (6)
Nicotinamide (7)
3-pyridinecarboxylic acid
3-pyridinecarboxamide
Ezetimibe: (Zetia) is a selective inhibitor of dietary cholesterol absorption. In addition
to this decreased cholesterol absorption leads to an increase in LDL-cholesterol uptake
into cells, thus decreasing levels in the blood plasma (Rossi S, 2006).

Ezetimibe (8)
(3R, 4S)-1-(4-fluorophenyl)-3- ((3S)-3-(4-fluorophenyl)3-hydroxypropyl)-4-(4-hydroxyphenyl)-2-azetidinone
Bile acid sequestrants: e.g. Colesevelam hydrochloride (WelChol -- Sankyo) is a
nonabsorbed, polymeric, lipid-lowering agent that binds with bile acids in the intestine
and significantly reduces their reabsorption. As the bile acid pool becomes depleted,
there is an increased conversion of cholesterol to bile acids, thereby reducing cholesterol
concentrations. The mechanism of action of colesevelam is similar to that of
cholestyramine (e.g., Questran) and colestipol (Colestid). However, the new drug has a
greater binding affinity for bile acids, permitting the use of a lower dosage, and appears
to have a lower incidence of gastrointestinal (GI) adverse events and a lower potential
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for drug interactions. Colesevelam is indicated for use, alone or in combination with a
hydroxymethyl-glutaryl-coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase inhibitor (a "statin"), as
adjunctive therapy to diet and exercise for the reduction of elevated low-density
lipoprotein cholesterol (LDL-C) in patients with primary hypercholesterolemia
(Fredrickson Type IIa). In the clinical studies, colesevelam reduced LDL-C
concentrations by 15% to 18%, and increased high-density lipoprotein cholesterol
(HDL-C) concentrations by 3%. There were small increases in triglyceride
concentrations, but these were not statistically different from the results in those
receiving placebo.
Phytosterols: have cholesterol-lowering properties; reducing cholesterol absorption in
intestines, and may act in cancer prevention. Phytosterols naturally occur in small
amount in vegetable oils, especially soybean oil. Sterols can reduce cholesterol in
human subjects by up to 15% (Rossi S, 2006).

Ergosterol (9)
β-Sitosterol (10)
Thiazolidinediones: TZDs are now seen to fight several aspects of metabolic disease
within Type II diabetes. They reduce blood glucose while enhancing insulin sensitivity,
and also have a profound effect on lipid metabolism. Patients with Type II diabetes
commonly present with elevated plasma levels of TGs and low HDLs. TZDs increase
TG lipolysis in VLDLs, reducing the level of TGs and increasing HDLs. TZDs increase
TG lipolysis in VLDLs, reducing the level of TGs and increasing HDLs and have also
been shown to inhibit the progression of atherosclerosis in animal models (Schoonjans
& Auwerx, 2000).

The mechanism of thiazolidinediones (TZDs) drugs by which the change in serum lipid
profile occurs is not clear, but may involve increases in serum lipoprotein lipase and
increased lipid uptake by adipocytes and skeletal muscle (Burant and Park). It is also
possible that it results from direct effects of the drug acting on PPARα (Smith, 2001). It is not
clear, especially in humans, if PPARγ promotes lipid clearance in the liver in a manner
similar to PPARα.

9. Synthetic hypolipidemic agents
A continued research effort has been underway over the past several years in the area of
the development of hypolipidemic agents (Chapman JM. et al. 1979&,1983 & Wyrick SD.
et al. 1984).
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Chapman and co-workers initially reported the hypolipidemic activity of phthalimides and
N-substituted phthalimides including alkyl, methyl ketone, carboxylic acids, and acetate
esters of varying chain length were synthesized and tested for hypolipidemic activity in
mice, compounds (1), (2), and (3) were found to afford the most significant reduction in
serum cholesterol and triglyceride levels. Phthalimides, the parent compound, decreased
serum cholesterol and triglyceride levels by 43% and 56% respectively, in mice after 16 days
of dosing at an optimum dose of 20mg/kg/day (Chapman JM. et al. 1979)

O

O

N
C 4 H9

(1)

O

O

N

C2H4COOH

(2)

O

N

O

C2H4COCH3

(3)

The hypolipidemic effects of aromatic versus non aromatic imides were investigated. Thus,
a number of N-substituted phthalimides (4),1,8-naphthalimide (5), succinimide (6), and
glutarimide (7) derivatives demonstrated significant hypolipidemic activity at 20
mg/kg/day in male mice (25gm) after16 days of intrapretonially dosing. The dose of 20
mg/kg/day was selected for structure activity relationship SAR study because this dose
proved to be the optimum dose when testing phthalimides and 3-N-(1,8naphthalimide)propionic acid. Most of the derivatives at 20mg/kg/day demonstrated
improved activity over clofibrate at 150mg/kg/day. In general, 1,8-naphthalimide and
glutarimide derivatives appeared to be less active than phthalimides and succinimide.
Removal of phenyl ring of phthalimides resulting in succinimide led to less hypolipidemic
activity in general. The loss of aromatic system of 1,8-naphthalimide resulting in glutarimide
led to a slight loss of anticholesterolemic activity and only α-phenylglutarimide show slight
improvement of antitriglyceridemic activity (Chapman JM. et al. 1984).
The importance of rigid imide ring system for hypolipidemic activity was determined.
Therefore, two series of cyclic imides; diphenimide (8) and its open acyclic imides;
dibenzimide (9), and succimide (10), and diacetimide (11) were examined for hypolipidemic
activity in mice.
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R = C4H9 , CH2CH2COCH3 , CH2CH2COOH , CH2CH2COOC2H5
It was shown that the rigid imide ring system was not necessary for hypercholesterolemia
activity. However, the cyclic imide's structure was a necessary requirement for a good
hypotriglyceridemic activity (Voorstad. et.al. 1985).
A series of nitrogen substituted N-butan-3-one derivatives of cyclic imides; such as
phthalimides (12), o-benzosulphimide (13), 1,8-naphthalimide (14), and diphinimide (15)
were prepared (Chapman JM. et al. 1990).
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X= a) NNH-CO-NH2,

b) NNH-CS-NH2,

(15)

c)NNH-CO-CH3

Molecular modeling programs were used to compare the 3D structures of the some
derivatives of some cyclic imides with the already known Clofibrate (2) (ethyl ester of 2,2dimethylphenoxyacetic acid), These overlays were made with the aid of computer Accelry’s
soft wares at the Computer laboratory, Faculty of Pharmacy, KAU, KSA.
The Changes in the structure of phthalimide involving the imide's ring system led to the
preparation of new compounds with potent and significant antihyperlipidemic effect; this is
due to the good efficacy of their binding to the fatty acid receptor sites (Hall IH et al. 1986).
The promising hypolipidemic activity of certain cyclic imides derivatives in experimental
animals strongly potentiate and recommend more researches in this area (El-Zahabi MA et
al. 2010). Moreover; the newly synthesized compounds may be useful in the prevention of
cardiovascular disease in a growing population suffering from lifestyle-induced metabolic
dysfunction (Project 040/1428 H, Gad L M. et al.;funded by the Deanship of Scientific
Research, King Abdulaziz University, KAU, Jeddah, KSA).
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1. Introduction
Inhibitors are important elements of regulation of enzyme activity. They can be named
ubiquitous components in living organisms (Fan & Wu, 2005). There is a number of
inhibitors, such as protein and nonprotein. Among all inhibitors, the most significant are
inhibitors of hydrolytic enzymes. Hydrolases are enzymes that catalyze the hydrolysis of
chemical bonds. For example, proteolytic enzymes (peptidases or proteinases) hydrolyse the
peptide bond, glycosidic glycosidases, esterases hydrolytically cleave the ester bond (The
Enzyme List, 2010). The inhibitors of hydrolases was found in bacteria, plants, fungi and
animals (Rawlings et al., 2004).
In the homeostatic state the ratio of proteinases and their inhibitors in the tissues of animals
and humans is balanced, but at various pathological conditions, this equilibrium is
disturbed. For example, at carcinogenesis, seeking to destroy the tissue barrier, synthesized
mainly protease (Duffy et al., 2002).
Changes in the ratio of activity of proteases and their inhibitors are observed in the fungal
and bacterial skin lesions, traumatic lesions of the eye, burns, apoptosis and other
pathological processes (Garcia-Carreno, 1996; Bohm et al., 1998; Thorburn et al., 2003;
Wouters et al., 2008). Thus, some inhibitors are actively affected both the cellular
environment and on the cell proteome, changing its composition (Vincent & Zivy, 2007).
Most of them are used for medical purposes. For example, inhibitors of thrombin, a key
factor in blood clotting. Thrombin (clotting factor II) is the trypsin-like proteases, which
circulate in the blood in an inactive zymogen form. The search for new thrombin
inhibitors began long before receiving the full 3D structure of thrombin. Initially, were
synthesized short peptides containing the amino acid arginine, for example, H-Gly-ProArg-H or H-DPhe-Pro-Arg-H. Then were obtained effective non-specific serine protease
inhibitors – ketone-derivatives of 4-amidinophenylpyruvic acid and 4-aminopyridine
(Smith & Simons, 2004).
One of the key enzymes of hepatitis C virus replication is a trypsin-like serine protease NS3.
Obtained multiple protease inhibitors NS3, including macrocyclic and peptidomimetics
(Harper et al., 2009).
Inhibitors of hydrolytic enzymes also play an important role in plant protection. They are
widely used use in protecting plants from fungal and bacterial diseases as well as in insect
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control. Harvest losses associated with damage to plants by various pathogens, can reach
100%, leading to economic disaster (Mehrabadi et al., 2010). The Republic of Kazakhstan
is also concerned about the problem of protecting crops from pests because it is one of
durum wheat exporter. At this reason Kazakhstan is paying attention to the study of
inhibitors contained in wheat, barley and rice. Besides studies in agriculture sector,
studies in medicine sector are conducted, for example in the Scientific Centre for AntiInfectious Drugs were developed iodine-polymer complexes as inhibitors of HIV
integrase (Yuldasheva et al., 2011).

2. Serine proteinase inhibitors
Serine proteinase inhibitors long time were classified according to their characteristics, for
example, inhibits the enzyme (trypsin inhibitors, subtilisin, etc.) or source selection - the
chicken or ovomucoid pancreatic trypsin inhibitor or by the location of the amino acid
residue of lysine or arginine in the reactive centre (Laskowski Jr. & Kato, 1980). This
nomenclature is often confusing. One of the challenges ranges of inhibitors is the presence of
several homologous domains in a single polypeptide chain (Fan & Wu, 2005; Hejgaard et al.,
2005; Dunwiddie et al., 1989).
Typically, the inhibitors are divided by at least 10 families or types of proteinase inhibitors
(Laskowski Jr. & Kato, 1980). Among the most studied can be noted soybeans Kunitz
inhibitor. To the family of Kunitz inhibitors are proteins with a long polypeptide chain of
about 170 - 200 amino acids that contain one or two disulfide bonds and a rather
conservative N-site, and generally inhibit the activity of trypsin or chymotrypsin. One wellstudied is the soybean Kunitz inhibitor, which is a protein type globulin with a molecular
weight of about 21.5 kDa, contains carbohydrate residues, is stable over a wide pH range
1,0-12,0, at a temperature below 40oC. Inhibitor molecule consists of 198 amino acids at the
N-terminal aspartic acid is located on the C-terminal leucine. Reactive centre includes the
residue arginine-64 (Valueva & Mosolov, 2002). By the way, due to the high content of
inhibitor in soybeans, raw soybeans, and raw foods are warming, causing the digestive
system in mammals (Duranti M., et al. 2003).
Inhibitors of Bowman-Birk types are widely distributed in plants and significantly different
from the Kunitz inhibitor in their amino acid composition and are able to interact not only
with trypsin, but with chymotrypsin (Valueva & Mosolov, 2002; Rawlings et al., 2004).
Inhibitors of Bowman-Birk type characterized by the presence of two reactive centers on a
single polypeptide chain rich in cysteine (7 or more residues in one polypeptide), and the
lack of amino acid residues tryptophan and tyrosine. The molecular weight of such
inhibitors can vary from 8 to 16 kDa. Sometimes there are inhibitors that contain two
domains on one polypeptide chain and active only in relation to one type of enzyme
(Valueva & Mosolov, 2002; Yan et al., 2009; Mosolov & Valueva, 2008).
Kazal family inhibitors - the type of trypsin inhibitor-like proteinase, commonly found in
animals, including invertebrates. Molecules consist of one or more domains, and three
disulfide bridges. The sequence of many often conservative, but the site of binding to the
enzyme can be variable (Li et al., 2009; Rimphanitchayakit & Tassanakajon, 2010) Kazal
inhibitors are involved in various pathologies of the pancreas. In particular inhibitor Kazal
SPINK1 is expressed not only in normal cells of the pancreas, but also transformed. It is
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assumed that SPINK1 is able to stimulate proliferation of pancreatic cancer through
epidermal growth factor receptor / proteinkinase cascade. Inhibitor SPINK1 is also
expressed in other organs and tissues. Apparently, this indicates that the value of SPINK1 is
not only in preventing proteolysis non-secretory of proteinases in the gut, but he also has
some regulatory function (Ozaki et al., 2009).
Seprpins (serin proteinase inhibitors) group of proteins, which have inhibitory activity, but
it is not an inhibitor in the strict sense of the body and performs a different function. Among
the most studied serpin antithrombin may be noted, ovalbumin, cortisol binding globulin,
precursors of peptide hormones, etc. (Valueva & Mosolov, 2002; Rawlings et al., 2004).
Serpins widespread in the proteome, and despite the name, serpins inhibit also other
proteases, such as cysteine, aspartate etc.
The examples of classification and nomenclature of inhibitors, really confusing and
complicated. Therefore, the team (Rawlings et al., 2004) developed a classification system of
inhibitors based on sequence relationship and the relationship of protein fold on the inhibitory
domain. An inhibitor domain is defined as the segment of the amino acid sequence containing
a single reactive site after removal of any parts that are not directly involved in the inhibitor
activity. Their searches of the amino acid sequence databases led to the retrieval of 2500
sequences homologous to those of known peptidase inhibitors. On the basis of sequence
homologies of their inhibitor domain proteinase inhibitors been classified into 48 families. As
expected, the greatest numbers of inhibitors with a similar sequence were in the family serpin,
I4, with over 500 sequences. In turn, families are divided into clans. The study of inhibitors of
proliferation of living organisms found, only three families are known so far from Archaea,
two of which (I4 (serpins) and I42 (chagasin)) are present in all three superkingdoms. I4 is the
most widespread of all, being found even in viruses (Rawlings et al., 2004).

3. The use of protease inhibitors in medicine
The discovery, development, and registration of a pharmaceutical are an immensely
expensive operation and represent a rather unique challenge. For every 9000 to 10,000
compounds specically synthesized or isolated as potential therapeutics, one (on average)
will actually reach the market. Each successive stage in the process is more expensive,
making it of great interest to identify as early as possible those agents that are likely not to
go the entire distance, allowing a concentration of effort on the compounds that have the
highest probability of reaching the market (Das & Suresh, 2008).
Throughout most of history, humanity has used as medicines from natural sources, such as
medicinal plants, by-products of animals and insects, etc. After isolation of these active
substances and determine their molecular structure, drug manufacturing has become more
ambitious. This is confirmed by the fact that all 250 of the main structures of existing drugs,
as well as their prototypes, 60% were derived from natural sources or has a common
molecular structure (Spainhour, 2005; Molinari, 2009). Only a small number have been
developed and synthesized "from scratch" (Spainhour, 2005).
So, natural products have been the single most productive source of leads for the
development of drugs. Over a 100 new products are in clinical development, particularly as
anti-cancer agents and anti-infection (Harvey, 2008).
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Mainly drugs are protein-based categories namely, recombinant proteins and enzymes,
monoclonal antibodies and their derivatives, and synthetic peptides (Das & Suresh, 2008).
Although there are studies that propose to use protein inhibitors as drugs. One of the
problems of using proteins as drugs of instability in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT), and
intravenous administration response from the immune system (Das & Suresh, 2008).
To protect the protein drugs from cleavage by enzymes in the GIT using of encapsulation or
complexation with inhibitors. Some researchers propose to encapsulation with an inhibitor
aprotinin (Larionova et al., 1999a). Aprotinin – basic pancreatic trypsin inhibitor, which
inhibits trypsin and related proteolytic enzymes. By inhibiting kallikrein, aprotinin
indirectly inhibits the formation of activated factor XII, a biochemical reaction normally
amplified by inhibition of the contact system and of fibrinolysis by aprotinin. Aprotinin
inhibits the initiation of both coagulation and fibrinolysis induced by the contact of blood
with a foreign surface (Mannucci, 1998). Further studies have shown the effectivity
aprotinin for suppressing viral replication rhinotracheitis and adenovirus in vitro
(Larionova et al., 2000b).
Russian researchers (Valuev et al., 2001) have proposed as a protection from destruction of
proteins in the digestive tract ovomucoid inhibitor included in the hydrogel. In the hydrogel
also included insulin. As a result, the mechanism of action, this involves the inhibition of
proteolysis of insulin due to neutralizing proteolytic enzymes and increasing the rate of
diffusion of insulin from the particles through the small intestine. Rapid diffusion provided
by interaction of the carbohydrate bonds of the hydrogel and of the ovomucoid with of
lectins intestinal mucosa.
Inhibitors of serine proteinase can be used in the therapy of diseases associated with bowels
surgery. Under intestinal resection, as well as ulcerative colitis, a high activity of proteolytic
enzymes in the faeces are observed, which is highly undesirable (Bohe, 1987). Studies have
shown that inhibitors of serine proteinases from potato significantly reduce the depression
of the skin in the anogenital region in patients with intestinal resection, as well as healthy
children, in which the activity of proteinases in the feces is physiologically increased
(Ruseler-van Embden et al., 2004).
Proteinase inhibitors (aprotinin, ilomastat) can be used in the treatment of acute and chronic
damage to lung tissue (Anderson et al., 2009; Weinberger et al., 2011). Chronic lung disease
due to interstitial fibrosis can be a consequence of acute lung injury and inflammation. The
inflammatory response is mediated through the migration of inflammatory cells (neutrophil
granulocyte et al), actions of proinflammatory cytokines, and the secretion of matrixdegrading proteinases. The activation of circulating granulocytes was characterized by
increased production of serine proteinases and reactive oxygen metabolites. After the initial
inflammatory insult, successful healing of the lung may occur, or alternatively, dysregulated
tissue repair can result in scarring and fibrosis. On the basis of recent insights into the
mechanisms underlying acute lung injury and its long-term consequences, data suggest that
proteinases may not only be involved in the breakdown and remodelling that occurs during
the injury but may also cause the release of growth factors and cytokines known to influence
growth and differentiation of target cells within the lung (Neumann et al., 1999; Winkler &
Fowlkes, 2001).
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The effectiveness of proteinase inhibitors as anti-oxidants has been investigated on a model
venom-induced tissue damage in rats by Scorpion venom toxins (Fatani et al., 2006).As an
antioxidant was used inhibitor aprotinin. Aprotinin alone significantly reduces the venomelicited increase in glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase and lactate dehydrogenase activities
and the decrease in glutathione peroxidase levels. But the best results were obtained when
the joint application of extract of Gingko biloba leaves and aprotinin (Fatani et al., 2006).
As we see the role of proteinase inhibitors in the pathogenesis of disease is significant. In
our view, it is important to note the significance of inhibitors in tumours processes. Various
types of proteinases are implicated in the malignant progression of tumours and increase
oxidative stress (Koblinski et al., 2000; Aoshiba al., 2001). To be fair, it is not always
proteases have been associated with cancer progression (Lуpez-Otin & Matrisian, 2007).
Nevertheless, proteinase inhibitors may therefore be useful as therapeutic agents in antiinvasive and anti-metastatic treatment. Studies have shown that potato cysteine proteinase
inhibitor PCPI 8.7 inhibited invasion B16 mouse melanoma cell by 21% and serine
proteinase inhibitor reduced invasiveness by up to 24 % (Sever et al., 2005). Overexpression
of cathepsin B excessively associated with adenocarcinoma of the esophagus and other
cancers (Kos & Lah, 1998).
Trypsin inhibitor from soybean BBI 3 can suppress the growth of cancer cells (Armstrong et
al., 2000). Because of its inhibitory properties BBI3 can be used inside in the form of capsules
and tablets, dispersible in the gut, not worrying about what will be split by proteases of the
gastrointestinal tract.
A very interesting example may be the use of Bowman-Birk Inhibitor (BBI) from soybeans in
the treatment of multiple sclerosis. Proteases generated during inflammation are involved in
the induction of tissue damage during inflammatory demyelination in the central nervous
system. Both in vitro and ex vivo, BBI inhibited myelin basic protein-specific proliferation of
lymph node cells. BBI reduced the activity of matrix metalloproteinase-2 and -9 in spleen
cell supernatants and was detected in the central nervous system of treated rats.
BBI suppresses experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis, it can be administered orally,
and it is safe and relatively inexpensive. It may have a therapeutic role in patients with MS
(Gran et al., 2006).
Bifunctional inhibitor of xylanase and aspartic proteases from extremophilic microorganism
Bacillus sp. aspartic proteinase inhibits HIV-1 (Dash et al., 2001).
The Bowman-Birk trypsin-chymotrypsin inhibitor (BBI) from soybean has been proposed as
anticarcinogenic drugs. The BBI inhibited the growth of human colorectal adenocarcinoma
HT29 cells in vitro (Clemente et al., 2005).
The trypsin inhibitor from Peltophorum dubium seeds (PDTI), as well as soybean
trypsin inhibitor (SBTI), both belonging to the Kunitz family, have lectin-like properties and
trigger rat lymphoma cell apoptosis. It was shown that PDTI and SBTI induce human
leukemia Jurkat cell death. Induction of apoptosis was confirmed by flow cytometry
(Troncoso et al., 2009).
In our research studies the cytotoxicity of trypsin inhibitor extract (Islamov & Fursov, 2007)
from wheat seeds was evaluated by counting the cells at the time of harvest, with a
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haemocytometr. Cytotoxicity in treated cultures was assessed by Relative increase in cell
counts (Fellows & O’Donovan, 2007; Lorge et al., 2008). This study was made on L5178Y TK
+/- clone 3.7.2c mouse lymphoma cells which were obtained from American Type Culture
Collection. Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% heatinactivated horse serum, 200 U/ml penicillin, 50 µg/ml streptomycin, 2.5 µg/ml
amphotericin B, 200 µg/ml L-glutamine, 200 µg/ml sodium pyruvate and 500 µg/ml
pluronic acid. Cell cultures were grown in a humidied atmosphere with 5% CO2 in air at
37°C. Cells tested negative for mycoplasma contamination and were routinely passaged to
maintain exponential growth. Three concentration of trypsin inhibitor substance was tested
1/1000, 1/100, 1/10 (v/v). The exposure was 24-h and 0-h recovery. Utilizing exponentially
proliferating cells, 96 V-bottomed wells were seeded at a concentration of 6×104 cells per
well. Each concentration was performed in triplicate. At the end of treatment time 20 µl of
cells from each concentration was mix with trypan blue 1:1 (v/v). An aliquot of the cell
suspension was then transferred to a hemacytometer for cell counts. The cell counts were
used to determine Relative increase in cell counts. Representative results for trypsin
inhibitor extract are shown in Table 1.
Concentration of trypsin inhibitors
(µg/ml)
Negative control
500
50
5

% Toxicity RICC*
0
100%
91%
14%

*Relative increase in cell counts

Table 1. Cytotoxicity trypsin inhibitors from grain wheat
Our studies have shown the cytotoxic effect of trypsin inhibitors. Similar results were
obtained in cell culture H28 of malignant mesothelioma. When adding Bowman-Birk
protease inhibitor from soybeans at concentrations of 200-400 μg/ml Inhibition of cell
growth (Kashiwagi et al., 2011). Currently, research is continuing to explore mechanisms of
toxicity. Apparently, this may be related to the processes of apoptosis (Troncoso et al., 2009).
A completely different example of the serpin CrmA (cytokine response modifier A), which
expresses Cowpox virus. The targets of CrmA are members of the caspase family of
proteases that either initiate the extrinsic pathway of apoptosis (caspases 8 and 10) or trigger
activation of the pro-inflammatory cytokines interleukin-1β and interleukin-18 (caspase 1).
CrmA has the typical fold of a cleaved serpin, even though it lacks the N-terminal half of the
A helix, the entire D helix, and a portion of the E helix that are present in all other known
serpins. Thus, the inhibitory proteins can be not only drugs. They may also viral
countermeasures to host defenses against infection may contribute significantly to the
pathology associated with poxvirus infections (Renatus et al., 2000).
Such examples are very much (Polya, 2003). All this points to the crucial regulate the activity
inhibitors of proteinase activity. In addition, the study of mechanisms of interaction enzyme
with inhibitor can tell researchers how to develop new drugs - semi synthetic (including
modified) and synthetic (non-protein). So, after some modification of the reactive site serpin,
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they acquire the ability to block angiogenesis and induce tumor regression (Carrell, 1999).
Successfully completed Phase 2 clinical trials engineered protein inhibitor of human
neutrophil elastase (Dyax Corp. & Debiopharm). Human neutrophil elastase, an enzyme
produced as part of the inflammatory response, is implicated in the loss of lung function in
patients with cystic fibrosis and other clinical conditions. (Dyax Corp. & Debiopharm). The
inhibitor of human neutrophil elastase is derived from the Kunitz-type domain of inter-αinhibitor which is a natural inhibitor of human neutrophil elastase normally present in
plasma (Grimbert et al., 2003).
There is enough work, in which information about the protease inhibitors and their
application (Wenzel & Tschesche, 1995; Polya, 2003).

4. Inhibitors in agriculture
Considering the basic properties of inhibitors - inhibition of enzyme activity, they have
successfully used to control pests. It is known that plants are often damaged by many
different pathogens - fungi, bacteria and viruses (Selitrennikoff, 2001; Franco et al., 2002).
Also, insects and parasitic worms of plants are cause illness and death of plants frequently,
causing great agricultural economic losses. However, during infection of plants by
infectious agents, not all plants of one population or species ill. This is due to
phytoimmunity - the ability to resist pathogens (Valueva & Mosolov, 2002; Mosolov &
Valueva, 2008). Protective mechanisms were elaborated in the long process of co-existence
of host and parasite. The major components of the existing protection mechanisms are
substances of protein nature. These include enzymes - glucanase, chitinase and protease
inhibitors and α-amylase. For example, damage to tomato leaves (Licopersicon esculentum
Mill.) by insects or microorganisms induce the synthesis of more than twenty different
proteins, including inhibitors of serine, cysteine proteinases and aspartilnyh and α-amylase
(Valueva & Mosolov, 2002).
Inhibitors of trypsin and chymotrypsin from soybeans, beans and potato to suppress
proteinase from phytopathogenic fungus (Fusarium solani). Moreover, the inhibitors
belonging to the family of Bowman-Birk inhibit the growth of hyphae and conidia
germination of fungi Fusarium solani, F. culmorum and Botrytis cinerea, etc. (Loreti et al.,
2002). Along with trypsin and chymotrypsin inhibitors in plants and detected proteins that
inhibit proteases of microorganisms.
Quite interesting are bifunctional inhibitors. Bifunctional inhibitors - proteins that contain
two active sites, interacting as one of the enzymes, eg trypsin/trypsin, and various enzymes
- trypsin/chymotrypsin or proteinase/amylase (Sreerama et al., 1997; Valueva & Mosolov,
2002; Mosolov & Valueva, 2008).
Bifunctional (double-headed) inhibitors of proteases, traditionally, belong to the family
Bowman-Birk inhibitors. Bifunctional inhibitors are assumed to have arisen by duplication of
an ancestral single headed inhibitor gene and subsequently diverged into different classes and
with a network of highly conserved disulfide bridges (Odani et al., 1983; Qi et al., 2005).
However, interest bifunctional inhibitors active against both proteases and amylases (Table 2).
The first three bifunctional inhibitor (BASI, WASI and RASI) show significant similarities in the
structure and properties (Ohtsubo & Richardson, 1992; Franco et al., 2002; Nielsen et al., 2004).
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Inhibitors

Family or
subfamily

Source

Molecular
Isoelectric Residue
weight,
points numbers
kDa

Reference

-amylase/subtilisin I3A (Kunitz Hordeum
vulgare L
(plant)
(BASI)

19,879

7,2

181

(Nielsen et al.,
2004)

Triticum
-amylase/subtilisin I3A (Kunitz
aestivum
(plant)
(WASI)
L

20,5

7,2

187

(Mundy et al.,
1984)

-amylase/subtilisin I3A (Kunitz Orysa
sativa L.
(plant)
(RASI)

21

9,05

189

(Yamasaki et
al., 2006)

19,6

>7

180

(Zemke et al.,
1991)

14,0

10

-

(Islamov &
Fursov, 2007)

13,3

10

122

(Maskos et al.,
1996)

amylase/proteinase
К (PKI3)
-amylase/trypsin
(BIAT)
-amylase/trypsin
(RBI)

Triticum
aestivum
L
Triticum
I6 (cereal) aestivum
L
Eleusine
I6 (cereal) coracana
Gaertneri
-

Table 2. Bifunctional inhibitors of amylase/protease of cereals
Thanks to the "dual" activity, the bifunctional inhibitor of amylase/proteinase appears to
provide synergetic effect in protecting against pathogens. Bifunctional inhibitors of the
subject of many articles and studies (Konarev et al., 1999; Franco et al., 2002; Birk, 2003;
Salcedo et al., 2004; Pouvreau, 2004; Habib & Fazil, 2007).
The essential role of inhibitors in plant protection from insects and other pests inspired the
creation of transgenic plants. Transgenic plants with enhanced resistance to insects,
containing the genes of proteinase inhibitors. Trypsin inhibitor gene (SrTI) of cowpea (Vigna
unguiculata L.) was transferred into tobacco plants (Nicotiana tabacum L.). Plants content SrTI
reached 1% of total soluble protein, the defeat of the tobacco cutworm larvae plants
decreased by 50% (Valueva & Mosolov, 2002). Along with transgenic plants containing
genes of serine protease inhibitors were obtained plants expressing genes of inhibitors of
cysteine proteinases. Extracts of potato containing the gene of LS-1, effectively inhibited the
activity of proteinases from the digestive tract Colorado potato beetle (Leptinotarsa
decemlineata Say) (Mosolov & Valueva, 2008).
Differential expression of the CaMV proteinase inhibitor obtained the transfer of the
corresponding gene using Agrobacterium transformation into the genome of tobacco culture
(Solanum nigrum) and alfalfa (Medicago sativa). Expression was studied by measuring mRNA
levels in leaves of CaMV. It was also shown the accumulation of inhibitors in the vacuoles of
Solanum nigrum to 125 mg per 1 g of tissue, tobacco, 75 mcg / g, alfalfa 20mkg / g (Valueva
& Mosolov, 2002). In a similar way shape transgenic peas (Pisum sativum), which is
introduced into a plant α-amylase cDNA inhibitor I bean (Phaseolus vulgaris) and
"substituted" under a strong promoter of phytohemagglutinin. As a result, the inhibitor
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content increased to 3% of soluble protein, compared with the control (1%). Although I
inhibitor inhibits α-amylase man, his concentration was not sufficient to disrupt the
digestive proces (Schroeder et al., 1995).
Inhibitors of proteolytic enzymes may play an important role in plant protection not only
from harmful insects, but also other pests: nematodes, the nematodes. Many nematodes are
parasitic on plants and cause significant damage to agricultural production. In the gut of
nematodes contains active cysteine and serine proteases, including chymotrypsin and
kallikrein is similar. It is interesting that when infected with worms, among transcripts of
tomato were found proteins related to the family of Kunitz inhibitor (SBTI) (Valueva &
Mosolov, 2002; Schroeder et al., 1995).
Expression of proteinase inhibitor chimera-II-CAT in tissues of potato tobacco prevailed 50
times under the influence of 1% sugar (maltose, glucose and fructose) in the farmed
environment. Adding mannitol to the nutrient medium in place of these sugars does not
affect the synthesis inhibitor-II-CAT (Valueva &Mosolov, 2002). The resulting transgenic
plants from cell cultures of tobacco leaves revealed sensitivity to a 3% sucrose, which results
in increased synthesis inhibitor-II-CAT 3-fold (Mundy et al., 1986). In addition, a mechanical
failure of one of the leaves of the plant stimulates the transcription of genes encoding
proteinase inhibitors are not only damaged but also in intact tissues. Systemic induction of
gene expression was also observed with wounds or infected tomatoes (Valueva & Mosolov,
2002). Similar results, mostly on potatoes are presented in studies and reviews (Rolland et
al., 2002).
In the process of co-existence of plants and their vermins, every organism has developed a
protection system, and ways to overcome this protection. Plants synthesize a large number
of different inhibitors, which makes them not edible. In response, many vermin have
developed a system of protection against these inhibitors. Especially, began to secrete
enzymes are not susceptible to inhibition by inhibitors of the existing (Maarten & Jules,
2011). For example, instead of trypsin, which is actively suppressed by inhibitors of trypsin
and which are enriched with plants, insects began to synthesized chymotrypsin-like
enzymes (Valueva & Mosolo, 2002). So, in future research the question of the co-evolution of
insect proteases and plant inhibitors should be better approached from a systems level.
Apart from the use of inhibitors in the creation of transgenic plants resistant to certain
pathogens, they are also of interest as genetic markers to study diversity, evolution and
plant breeding. In many Compositae plants shows monogenic control, while interline
crosses, loci coding for many protein inhibitors, have demonstrated linked inheritance. For
example, the cyclic inhibitor, with a mass of 1.5 kDa and trypsin inhibitor, three groups of
sunflowers, which, according to the results of mating, gave the values of the recombination
frequencies for different pairs of loci from 0.23 to 0.40 in F2. Small molecule inhibitors of the
information on the TI better match the taxonomy of Asteridae, based on data for molecular
markers than the classical (Lawrence & Koundal, 2002).
A number of cereal caryopsis contains two clearly divided groups of inhibitors with a mass
of 12 and 24 kDa. A comparative study of intraspecific polymorphism of these proteins and
their components of different species showed that the evolution of the spectrum there is a
complication of inhibitors and most complete range of typical soft hexaploid wheat
(Schroeder et al., 1995).
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In the works of A. Konarev (Konarev et al. 1999; Konarev et al., 2004) shows in detail the
variability of inhibitors of trypsin-like proteinases in cereals due to resistance to various
grain pests. So in wheat trypsin inhibitors are represented by several genetically
independent systems of proteins controlled by the genome and B chromosomes 1D
(endosperm), 3Dβ (aleurone layer), 1DS and 3Aβ (leaf). Trypsin inhibitors of rye are
controlled chromosome 3R and barley 3H. The most complex structure of inhibitors was
wheat leaves, with the genomic formula AABBDD. In general, it is the sum of the spectra of
trypsin inhibitors from several tetraploid (T. turgidum) (ААВВ) and (Aegilops tauschii
Coss.) (DD) (Konarev, 1986; Konarev et al., 2004).
In addition to the trypsin inhibitors are very interesting inhibitors of chymotrypsin and
subtilisin, which are the most heterogeneous structure and variability of all species of wheat
and corn and barley, which are controlled by fifth chromosome, while the wheat and rye - I
homoeologous group of chromosomes of different genomes. In diploid wheat, a number of
species (T. timopheevii) identified the protein components capable of inhibiting both
subtilisin and chymotrypsin, which are characterized by low variability (Konarev et al.,
2004).
Investigation of the stability of different wheat varieties to pest insect (Rhyzopertha dominica
F) showed some dependence on composition of trypsin inhibitors and chymotrypsin.
Grades Kirghiz 16, Saratov 41 had low levels of trypsin inhibitors and demonstrated the
instability to the pest insect. Whereas grade Kalayan Sona, Saba, Diamond, Aurora 44,
Zernogardskaya 39 were resistant to grain pest insect. This is also confirmed by the fact that
part of the digestive enzymes R. dominica F. are trypsin-like proteases. In addition, a variety
Zernogardskaya 39 contained a number of specific inhibitors of α-amylase insects (Konarev,
1986; Konarev et al., 1999; Konarev, 2006).
As we see the potential use of inhibitors in agriculture and in particular, to protect plants
from pests wide. Such an approach to crop protection against loss of environmentally safer
and economically more advantageous. Since there is no need to conduct expensive
toxicological studies of new insecticides. The products of these plants are safe for humans
and animals. And the use of transgenic technology will accelerate the development of new,
resistant to insect pests, plant varieties.

5. Conclusion
Presented data from studies of protein inhibitors of serine proteases confirm their crucial
role in the regulation of proteolytic enzymes. Examples of their use as drugs, crop protection
agents, antioxidants, etc. are given in this chapter. No less interesting is the diversity of the
whole family of inhibitory proteins - Serpin. Nevertheless, there are several obstacles to
widespread use of inhibitors:
1.
2.
3.

Several inhibitors of serine proteases can cause allergies.
Intravenous application of inhibitors is extremely difficult because of their antigenic
properties.
Increased production of one of the inhibitor in the plant is inefficient, since most
vermins are able to quickly adapt to it.
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At the same time, there are positive aspects for the development of research inhibitors. It
should also be noted.
1.
2.
3.

Studying the mechanisms of interaction of natural protein inhibitors of enzymes
provides an opportunity to develop approaches to the preparation of synthetic, small
molecule inhibitors.
The prevalence of proteinase inhibitors in all kingdom, from viruses to eukaryotes, and
indicates their important role in the regulation of proteolysis.
The use of two or more inhibitors at the same time to protect plants from pests,
reducing the ability of pathogens to adapt.

So, enzyme – inhibitor interactions are very important process into living organisms. To
date, a variety of genetic and biochemical methods exist for studying enzyme - inhibitor
interactions and identifying of such interactions.
As mentioned earlier, of methods of the quantum chemistry, not only managed to learn in
detail about HIV integrase, but also to develop an algorithm for obtaining drugs based on
organic complexes of iodine. The next step is to study the inhibition of organic complexes of
iodine with HIV proteinase.
Quite promising direction is also in search of new plants, small inhibitors. Examples of the
serpin showed that any protein can potentially be an inhibitor that expands the range of
functional significance of the proteome.
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1. Introduction
The heritability of cancers is usually affected by complex interactions between carcinogens
and the host's genome. New aspects of the genetics of cancer pathogenesis, such as DNA
methylation, and micro RNAs are increasingly recognized as important events.
Chemotherapeutic drugs interfere with cell division in different ways, e.g. with the
duplication of DNA or the separation of newly formed chromosomes. Most forms of
chemotherapy target rapidly dividing cells and are not specific for cancer cells, although
some degree of specificity may come from the inability of many cancer cells to repair DNA
damage. Hence, chemotherapy has the potential to harm healthy tissues, especially those
tissues that have a high replacement rate (e.g. intestinal lining). These cells usually repair
themselves after chemotherapy.[1] DNA has long been considered a favored target for cancer
chemotherapeutic agents. Indeed many of the most effective clinical agents, such as
alkylating and interactive agents, are DNA interactive. Achieving the desired sequence
specificity with DNA-interactive agents is considered to be one of the most formidable
hurdles in the development of new agents to achieve therapeutic invention.[2]
Certain structural features of the alpha helix are particularly important when considering
drug-DNA interaction. Double helical DNA is not a uniform structure, there are places where
the strands are further apart, and where they are closer together, these are known as major and
minor grooves. In B-DNA, the major groove is wider (12 versus 6 Å) and deeper (8.5 versus 7.5
Å) than the minor groove, making it more accessible to interacting molecules. The base pair
arrangement for each groove is very specific, each containing certain hydrogen bond donors
and acceptors. In addition, the major groove will also contain the methyl group of thymine
and drug molecules or proteins bind at these sites. More importantly the difference between
the donor and acceptor groups in each groove, this makes it possible for drug molecules to
selectively distinguish between the different bases as well as sequences of bases.[3,4]

2. DNA groove binders
Drugs that bind to DNA may occur on the major groove face, minor groove face or a
combination. The grooves are excellent sites for sequence specific recognition since there are
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many potential hydrogen bond donor and acceptor atoms unique to each base pair
combination along the base edges. The greater width associated with the B-DNA major
groove makes the major groove a somewhat more preferable binding groove. Groove
binding can be via the major or minor groove and covalently or non-covalently. Most DNA
interactive proteins bind in the major groove, while small molecules of less than 1000 Da,
including many antibiotics, bind in the minor groove.

Fig. 1. Hydrogen bonding betweeb adenosine/thymine (left) and guanosine/cytosine base
pairs of DNA.
The minor groove represents a vulnerable site of attack in that it is normally unoccupied,
and this is presumably the reason for the evolution of antibiotics that attack the DNA of
competing organisms. Thus, although at first sight minor groove binders are less attractive
as probes in that they target the less information rich minor groove nevertheless, they may
prove to have several advantages compared with major groove ligands. The development of
sequence-specific probes based on naturally occurring DNA groove-binding agents is,
therefore, an alternative and complementary approach to the antisense oligonucleotide
strategy. The main motive for synthesizing a large number of analogues and conjugates of
naturally occurring minor groove-binding agents, is to generate new lead compounds with
potential anticancer properties and specific DNA sequence recognition.[5]
2.1 Covalent binding in the minor groove of DNA
Drugs which bind covalently to DNA are used to either add substituents onto base residues,
or to form cross-links between different sections of DNA. The first mechanism results in a
base-pairing mismatch during DNA replication, and the DNA is ultimately fragmented by
the enzymes which try to repair it. The second mechanism binds together the two strands of
DNA helix, preventing separation during the replication process. Electrophilic functional
groups such as epoxides, aziridines, carbinolamines, imines and cyclopropanes are found in
a variety of synthetic and natural products capable of covalent interaction with DNA;
examples include mitomycin, saframycins and pyrrolobenzodiazepines (anthramycin).[6]
Non-covalent binding compounds are typically isohelical with B-DNA and fits snugly
within the minor groove, held in a position by a combination of hydrogen bonds, van der
Waal forces and electrostatic interactions; examples include distamycin,[7] netropsin,[8]
lexitropsins and bis-benzimidazole (Hoecht 33258).[9]
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2.2 Pyrrolo[2,1-c][1,4]benzodiazepines (PBDs) as DNA binding agents
Binding of low molecular weight ligands to DNA causes a wide variety of potential
biological responses. In this context pyrrolo[2,1-c][1,4]benzodiazepines (PBDs), a group of
potent naturally occurring antitumour antibiotics isolated from various Streptomyces species,
are one of the promising type of lead compounds. They differ in the number, type and
position of substituent in both their aromatic A-ring and pyrrolidine C-ring, and in the
degree of saturation of the C-ring which can be either fully saturated or unsaturated at
either the C2-C3 (endocyclic) or C2 (exocyclic) positions. There is either an imine or
carbinolamine methylether moiety at the N10-C11. Position, which is an elecrophilic centre
responsible for alkylating DNA. To date, thirteen structures isolated, include compounds
like anthramycin,[6] mazethramycin,[10] porothramycin,[11] prothracarcin,[12] sibanomycin,[13]
tomaymycin,[14] sibiromycin,[15] chicamycin A,[16] neothramycin A, B[17] and DC-81[18]
(Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Naturally occurring PBDs.
The PBD interactions with DNA are unique since they bind within the minor groove of
DNA forming a covalent aminal bond between the C11-position of the central B-ring and the
N2 amino group of a guanine base.[19] The cytotoxic and antitumour activity of PBDs are
attributed to their ability to form covalent DNA adducts. Molecular modeling, solution
NMR, fluorimetry and DNA foot printing experiments have shown that these molecules
have a preferred selectivity for Pu-G-Pu sequences[14,20] that are oriented with their A-rings
pointed either towards the 3' or 5' end of the covalently bonded DNA strand (as in case of
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anthramycin and tomaymycin). The PBDs have been shown to interfere with the action of
endonuclease enzymes on DNA[21] and to block transcription by inhibiting DNA polymerase
in a sequence specific manner,[22] processes which may be relevant for the biological activity.
The known PBD natural products have a (S) configuration at the C11a-position, which
provides them with a right-handed twist when viewed from the C-ring towards the A-ring.
This has given the appropriate three-dimensional shape for isohelicity with the minor
groove of DNA, leading to a snug fit at the binding site. Recemization at C11a can
significantly reduce both DNA binding affinity and in vitro cytotoxicity. A synthetic PBD
with the (R)-configuration at C11a was shown to be devoid of both DNA binding affinity
and in vitro cytotoxicity.[23] The N10-C11 imine moiety may exist in the hydrated form
depending upon precise structure of the compound and the method of isolation or synthetic
workup. Imines and methyl ether forms are interconvertable by dissolution of imine in
methanol or by several cycles of refluxing the methyl ether in chloroform followed by
evaporation of the solvent in vacuum (Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Carbinolamine-methylether-imine interconversions in the PBDs.
The mechanism of action of the PBDs is associated with their ability to form, an adduct in
the minor groove, thus interfering with DNA processing. After insertion in the minor
groove, an aminal bond is formed through nucleophilic attack of the N2 of a guanine base at
the electrophillic C11 position of PBD. X-Ray diffraction studies on crystals of anthramycin
methylethers have shown that the molecule is twisted 0-50° from one end to the other along
the axis, and this might fit into one of the grooves of DNA. In the CPK models, the drug fits
snugly within the narrow groove without distortion of the DNA helix. The structure of the
anthramycin DNA adduct was initially studied independently by Hurley and Kohn using
indirect techniques,[24] but more recently fluorescence spectroscopy, high field NMR and
molecular modeling have been employed (Figure 4).
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Fig. 4. Proposed mechanism for formation of the anthramycin deoxyguanosine adduct in
DNA, showing formation of an aminal bond betweeb the C11 position of the PBD and
exocyclic N2 of guanine base.
2.3 Preparation of PBDs
Biosynthesis of the naturally occurring PBDs have been extensively elucidated by Hurley
and co-workers. The first total synthesis of a carbinolamine containing PBD of anthramycin
has been reported by Leimgruber in 1968.[25] Extensive reviews of the synthetic literature of
the PBDs have appeared in 1994, 1998 and 2002.[26] Various approaches to the synthesis of
PBD antibiotics have been investigated, including hydride reduction of seven-membered
cyclic dilactams,[27] reductive cyclization of acyclic nitroaldehydes,[28] iminothioether
approach[29] cyclization of aminothioacetals,[30] deprotective cyclization of the
diethylthioacetals via N10 protected precursors,[31] oxidation of cyclic secondary amines,[32]
reductive cyclizations[33] and solid phase approaches.[34] Various synthetic methods for the
synthesis of the PBDs have been reviewed extensively. The N10-C11 carbinolamine, or its
chemical equivalent, is a prerequisite for antitumour activity. Several research groups have
designed new PBDs with potential DNA binding affinity.[35-39]
A novel method for the oxidation of PBD secondary amine to the corresponding imines is
developed in this laboratory32. Although PBDs with either a secondary amine or amide
functionality at N10-C11 are readily synthesized, the introduction of imine or carbinolamine
at this position is problematic due to the reactivity of these functional groups. As described
in the literature, the cyclic secondary amine precursors have been readily prepared from
corresponding nitroaldehydes. This upon oxidation with DMSO/(COCl)2 or TPAP (tetra-npropyl ammonium perruthenate) gives the corresponding imines in good yields (Scheme 1).
The same group has carried out another interesting study on the enzymatic reduction of aryl
azides to aryl amines by employing baker's yeast. This biocatalytic reductive methodology
has been applied to the chemoenzymatic synthesis of PBDs via the reductive cyclization of
arylazido aldehydes.[33,40]
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Scheme 1. Reagents and conditions: (i) Pd/C; (ii) Raney Ni; (iii) swern/TPAP.

3. Structure activity relationship studies
The naturally occurring PBDs namely anthramycin, tomaymycin, sibiromycin, neothramycin
and DC-81 have different type of substitutions. The electron-donating substituents are
required in the aromatic A ring for biological activity. Bulky substituent like a sugar moiety at
C7 position enhances the DNA binding affinity and cytotoxicity. It is interesting to note that C
ring modified PBDs appear to provide both greater differential thermal stabilization of DNA
duplex and significantly enhance kinetic reactivity during covalent adduct formation.
Similarly, the C2-substituted naturally occurring PBDs exhibit more cytotoxicity compared to
their unsubstituted counter parts as shown in Figure 5. Based on these considerations a
structure activity relationship has been derived by Thurston and co-workers.

(g) Electron-donating
substituents required
at position 7,8 or 9
of A-ring

(h) Bulky substituents at N10
(eg. acetyl) inhibit DNAbinding and cytotoxicity

(a) An imine, carbinolamine
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Fig. 5. Structure activity relationship of PBD ring system.

(d) Endocyclic or exocyclic
unsaturation at C2 enhances
cytotoxicity and in vivo
antitumour activity. Fully
unsaturated C-ring leads to
complete loss of DNA-binding
and cytotoxicity
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3.1 PBD A-ring modifications
Baraldi and co-workers[41] have investigated heterocyclic analogues of pyrrolo-[2,1c][1,4]benzodiazepine (PBD) by replacing A ring with pyrazolo[4,3-e]-pyrrolo[1,2c][1,4]diazepinone ring system. Some of these ring pyrazole PBD analogues exhibited
interesting profile of cytotoxicity. Similarly, Thurston and co-workers[42] have synthesized
some other A-ring heterocyclic PBDs and evaluated their DNA binding affinity. In this
study pyrazine and pyrimidine A-ring analogues of PBDs have been prepared and
evaluated for their cytotoxic potential. It is observed that the aromatic A-ring has a modest
influence on thermal denaturation of DNA. They have also synthesized some tetracyclic
PBD analogues like dioxolo[4,5-h]-pyrrolo[2,1-c]benzodiazepine-5-one and dieoxano[2,3h]pyrrolo[2,1-c]benzodiazepine-5-one and they have observed that the addition of dioxazole
or dioxazine rings to existing A ring of DC-81 significantly reduces DNA binding affinity
(Tm = 0.1 to 0.5 ºC) and cytotoxicity [IC50 = 0.26-3.4 M] compared to DC-81.

3.2 B-ring modifications
There are reports on B-ring modifications and one of them describes the synthesis and
antitumour activity of pyrrolo[2,1-c][1,4]benzodiazepine derivatives and these compounds
exhibit moderate antitumour activity. To investigate the role played by the non-covalent
interactions Robba and co-workers[43] have synthesized a series of PBDs having N10-C11
amidine functionality and evaluated the DNA binding through thermal denaturation
studies. It is observed that some of these compounds cause a significant increase in melting
of calf thymus DNA comparable to the naturally occurring DC-81.

3.3 C-ring modifications
A number of naturally occurring PBDs namely anthramycin, tomaymycin, sibiromycin and
neothramycin have different type of substitutions in the C ring. It is interesting to note that
these C ring modified PBDs appear to provide both greater differential thermal stabilization
of DNA duplex and significantly enhance kinetic reactivity during covalent adduct
formation. Similarly, the C2 subistituted naturally occurring PBDs exhibit more cytotoxicity
compared to their unsubstituted counter parts. Thurston and co-workers[44] have
synthesized a series of C2-exo unsaturated PBDs, and C2-C3-endo unsaturated PBDs C-ring
enhances both DNA-binding reactivity and in vitro cytotoxic potency. Recently the same
group has reported the synthesis of novel C2-aryl 1,2/2,3-endo unsaturated
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pyrrolobenzodiazepines as potential antitumour agents and synthesized novel C2-C3
unsaturated PBD analogues containing conjugated acrylyl C2 substituents, these analogues
possess not only significant cytotoxicity (in the NCI 60-cell line screen with surprisingly
potency equivalent to anthramycin) but als better DNA binding ability. [45]
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Recently, a series of C2-fluorinated PBDs[46] have synthesized and they have been screened
for in vitro cytotoxicity against a number of cancer cell lines. The C2-fluorinated PBDs
significantly increase the thermal stability of the calf thymus DNA duplex and also these
compounds shows 550 fold increase in activity against the CH1 cell line when compared to
the unsubstituted PBDs. A ring substituted C2-fluorinated monomers of PBD and DC-81
dimers have also been synthesized in this laboratory.[47] These compounds have shown
good DNA binding ability when compared to A-ring unsubstituted C2-fluorine compounds.
Moreover, such fluorinated compounds possess in vitro anticancer activity in a number of
human cancer cell lines (Figure 6).

Fig. 6. Structure of fluorinated PBD monomer derivatives shown in a significant increase in
melting for calf thymus dna comparable to the naturally occuring DC-81
3.4 PBD conjugates
The research of antineoplastic agents is based on the fact that a single molecule of PBD
exhibits higher DNA binding affinity as well as more anticancer activity, if it contains more
than one pharmacophore, each with different mode of action and capable of recognizing
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heterogeneous DNA sequences. For this reason, several research groups developed new
PBD conjugates, such as cyclopropylbenzindole, distamycin, and netropsin. Synthesis of
PBD conjugates has been carried out employing mainly pyrrolobenzodiazepine DC-81, that
is linked mostly at C8 position to different moieties; rare examples of C2 linkage were
described in literature these last years.48
The PBDs have also been used as a scaffold to attach ethylenediamine tetraacetic acid
(EDTA),[49] epoxide,[50] polyamide[51] and oligopyrrole moieties[52] leading to novel hybrids of
PBD, which have exhibited sequence selective DNA-cleaving and cross-linking properties.
EDTA moiety has been linked to the PBD skeleton (DC-81) to study the covalent binding to
DNA and its sequence selectivity.[53] Detailed analysis of the cleavage sites by laser
densitometry suggested that the results are best explained by two major modes of
binding/cleaving for (EDTA/DC-81)FeII. The EDTA-PBD conjugate covalently binds to
DNA at 5′-PuGPu sequences leading to site specific cleavage.
Confalone and co-workers[54] have synthesized a PBD analogue with an epoxide group
substituted at C11a position with the objective of producing a PBD monomer with DNA
cross-linking ability, whereas no DNA binding data has been reported. Since attachment at
C11a position could sterically hinder the DNA binding, interstrand guanine-guanine crosslinking C8 epoxide containing PBD has been designed and synthesized. It has been
considered that the attachment of the epoxide through the C8 position could retain the
isohelicity with the contour of the minor groove of the host DNA molecule.[55]
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Baraldi and co-workers[56] have designed and synthesized distamycin-PBD and netropsinPBD conjugates as novel sequence selective C8-linked PBD hybrids. These hybrids
containing 1 to 4 pyrrole units have been investigated for the sequence selectivity and
stability of DNA drug complexes.
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Lown and co-workers[57] have also reported the synthesis of a series of PBD-lexitropsin
conjugates linked through the C8 position with a suitable linker. The conjugation has been
achieved by amidic linkage to amine of the lexitropsin unit with the acid moiety of the
linker attached to the PBD system. These compounds have been synthesized in view of the
effect of their sequence selective binding in DNA duplex.
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Hurley and co-workers[58] have synthesized novel DNA-DNA interstrand adenine-guanine
cross-linking UTA-6026 compound. Preliminary in vitro tests showed that UTA-6026 has
remarkable potent cytotoxicity to several tumour cell lines (IC50 = 0.28 nM in human breast
tumour cell line MCF-7, IC50 = 0.047 nM in colon tumour cell line SW-480 and IC50 = 5.1 nM
in human lung tumour cell line A549).
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Denny and co-workers[59] have designed and synthesized unsymmetrical DNA cross-linkers
by linking the seco-1,2,9,9a-tetrahydrocyclopropa[c]benz[e]indo-4-one (seco-CBI) to PBD
moiety. These compounds have anticipated cross-linking between N3 of adenine and N2 of
guanine in the minor groove of DNA.
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Recently, Wang and co-workers[60] have synthesized indole and enediyne PBD conjugates as
potential antitumor agents and explained the correlation between antitumor activity and
apoptosis.
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In the past few years, this research group prepared different type of conjugates, in which a
known antitumor compound or some simple active moiety tethered to PBD have been
designed, synthesized and evaluated for their biological activity (Figure 7).[61-73] A series of
PBD conjugates by linking different DNA interacting ligands such as benzimidazoles,
benzothiazoles, naphthalimides, aryl substituted naphalens, chalcones and poly-aromatic
hydrocarbons (pyrene amine, chrysene amine and phenanthrinephenyl) by using varying
linker length to enhance the DNA binding affinity and antitumour activity. PBDmorpholine, N-methyl piperizine and N,N-dimethyl amine hybrids have been prepared in
an attempt to improve the water solubility and cytotoxicity of the PBD compounds.

G O
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H
N

H3CO
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DC-81
T m 0.3-0.7 oC
The DNA binding ability of these novel PBD conjugates is usually investigated by thermal
denaturation studies using calf thymus (CT) duplex DNA at pH 7.0 employing the protocols
reported in the previous studies.[67,74] All the PBD conjugates showed better melting
temperature of CT-DNA compared to the naturally occurring DC-81. The DNA melting
temperature studies indicate that these PBD conjugates exhibit significant DNA binding
affinity. The PBD conjugates are effective as DNA binding agents particularly at G-rich
sequences.[75] Additionally when the restriction enzyme digestion assay (RED assay) was
carried out for some representative compounds along with the DC-81. This study clearly
indicated that most of the conjugates effectively bind at G-rich region of the minor groove of
DNA even at lower concentrations. These studies clearly indicate that the linking of the PBD
scaffold with other conjugate partners not only enhances the binding potential significantly
but also increases the base pair sequence selectivity. With regard to the PBD scaffold it is
well established that it forms a covalent linkage at the N2 position of a guanine base of the
DNA while the other subunit of this new conjugate is likely to interact within the DNA
through the non-covalent interactions.[63,76] This aspect has been investigated in detail in case
PBD–naphthalimide and benzimidazole conjugates examine their sequence selective
binding ability.

All the PBD–naphthalimide conjugates also showed promising anticancer activity with GI50
values of less than 0.1 to 0.5 M against human cancer cell lines. One of the conjugate
0 C. The DNA
exhibited significant DNA binding affinity, that is the ∆Tm is 25.9 at
binding of this conjugate to d(AACAATTGTT)2 was studied by a combination of highresolution 1H and 31P 2D NMR spectroscopy and restrained molecular dynamic calculations
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Fig. 7. Some representative PBD conjugates.
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in explicit solvent. The bifunctional hybrid binds with its PBD moiety covalently linked
within the minor groove to a guanine with an S stereochemistry at its covalent linkage site at
C11 and a 5’-orientation of its A-ring carrying the linker with the naphthalimide ligand. The
latter inserts from the minor groove between an A–A. T–T base pair step resulting in an
opposite buckling of the base pairs at the intercalation site and duplex unwinding at
adjacent internucleotide steps. There is NMR spectroscopic evidence that the naphthalimide
undergoes a ring-flip motion with exchange rates slow to intermediate on the chemical shift
time scale at ambient temperatures (Figure 8).[77]
PBD-benzimidazole conjugates also binds in the DNA minor groove with a preference for
(A,T)4G sequences. Whereas the binding of both ligands is enthalpy-driven and associated
with a negative entropy, the benzimidazole hybrid exhibits a less favourable binding
enthalpy that is counterbalanced by a more favourable entropic term when compared to the
naphthalimide hybrid.[78]

a

b

c

Fig. 8. a. Final energy-minimized structure of the PBD-naphthalimide-(AACAATTGTT)2
complex; view into the minor groove illustrating the position and orientation of the drug (in
yellow) and the naphthalimide intercalation site. b. Close up viwe into the minor groove of
the PBD-naphthalimide-(AACAATTGTT)2 complex residues G8 and T9 as well as A14 and
A15 positioned on the H11a and H11 side of the covalently bound (11s, 11aS) PBD moiety
are highlighted. c. Top view of the intercalation site with the naphthalimide, adenine and
thymine bases colored in orange, yellow and white, repectively; base pair A5 T16 shown on
top.

4. PBD dimers and trimers
A very original and interesting development for the PBD alkylating agents was obtained
upon synthesis of bifunctional compounds. Suggs and co-workers have linked the two PBD
moieties through the A-ring at C7/A-C7’ positions by alkanediyldioxy linker (1) and
investigated the DNA binding properties. These molecules have been rationally designed as
DNA cross-linkers and they bind reversibly to DNA and protect DNA against the action of
certain restriction enzymes.[79,80] Lown and co-workers have designed and synthesized PBD
dimers, joined tail to tail (C-ring) at C2 position through alkylamido linker unit (2). A series
of these dimers have been evaluated for their cytotoxicity against 9 panels containing 60
human cell lines. It is observed that these compounds exhibited moderate to promising
cytotoxic potency against different cancer cells,[81] some of the dimers are shown in Figure 9.
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Thurston and co-workers have synthesized homologous series of C8 diether-linked PBD
dimers (3, DSB-120) that span approximately six base pairs of DNA and in which sequence
selectivity also increased (e.g., purine-GATC-pyrimidine).[82,83] DSB-120 exhibits potent in
vitro cytotoxicity and enhances DNA binding affinity and sequence specificity as compared
to the natural occuring DC-81. This improvement in biological activity has been attributed to
the ability of these compounds to link to DNA irreversibly via guanine residues on opposite
strands because of the presence of two active sites (i.e., two imine functionalities).[84] The in
vivo studies of this compound were not encouraging, and the low therapeutic index
observed was partly due to the reaction of this compound with cellular thiol-containing
molecules before reacting at the tumor site.[85] Recently, another new cross-linking PBD
dimer (4, SJG-136) having C2/C2‘-exo unsaturation (that exhibits high DNA binding
affinity) has been prepared by the same group.[86] This investigation has highlighted the
effect of C2 unsaturation on the in vitro and in vivo cytotoxic activity. Interestingly, the
comparison of this PBD dimer with its tetralactam analogue demonstrates that for
maximum cytotoxicity an electrophilic imine or carbinolamine moiety is essential at the
N10−C11 position of the PBD units.

Fig. 9. Some of the PBD dimers.
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SJG-136 (4) is a sequence-selective DNA-interactive agent that is about to enter phase II
clinical trials for the treatment of malignant disease. Previous studies on the pyrrolo[2,1c][1,4]benzodiazepine (PBD) dimers, typified by SJG-136 and DSB-120 (3), have shown that
these planar ligands react with the exocyclic NH2 groups of two guanine bases in the base of
the minor groove of DNA to form an irreversible interstrand cross-linked sequence-specific
adduct. Using high-field NMR, we have characterized and modeled the previously
predicted interstrand duplex adduct formed by SJG-136 with the self-complementary 5′d(CICGATCICG)2 duplex (4). This SJG-136 NMR-refined adduct structure has been
compared with previous high-field NMR studies of the adducts of the closely related PBD
dimer DSB-120 with the same duplex and of the adduct of tomaymycin formed with 5′d(ATGCAT)2. Surprisingly, the SJG-136 duplex adduct appears to be more closely related to
the tomaymycin adduct than to that of DSB-120 adduct with respect to the orientation and
depth of insertion of the ligand within the minor groove. The intrastrand duplex adduct
formed
in
the
reaction
of
SJG-136
with
the
noncomplementary
5′d(CTCATCAC)(GTGATGAG) duplex (4) has also been synthesized and modeled. In this
duplex adduct, the nature of the cross-link was confirmed, the central guanines were
identified as the sites of alkylation, and the stereochemical configuration at C11 at both ends
of the SJG-136 molecule was determined to be S. The NMR-refined solution structures
produced for the intrastrand adduct confirm the previously proposed structure (which was
based solely on mass spectroscopy). Both the inter and intrastrand SJG-136 duplex adducts
form with minimal distortion of the DNA duplex (Figure 10). These observations have an
impact on the proposal for the mechanism of action of SJG-136 both in vitro and in vivo, on
the repair of its adducts and mechanism of resistance in cells, and, potentially, on the type of
pharmacodynamic assay to be used in clinical trials.[89-93]

Fig. 10. Stereoview of the 5′-d(CICGATCICG)2–SJG-136 intrastrand adduct. DNA strands are
colored blue, and SJG-136(4) is shown in atom colors. Watson–Crick base pairing has been
maintained, and there is minimal distortion to the β-helical structure of the DNA backbone.
Models were produced in the SYBYL modeling suite and images produced using UCSF
Chimera.[94]
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4.1 Noncross-linking PBD dimers
This laboratory has been involved in the structural modifications of the PBD ring system and
development of new synthetic strategies. It is been observed in the literature that no effort has
been made to prepare and investigate PBD dimers with one imine functionality alone for
exploring their cytotoxicity as noncross-linking agents (5a-d and 6a,b). These type of PBD
dimers were prepared to understand the contributions from the non-covalent interactions by
one of the subunit in such dimers. It was observed that by incorporation of a non-covalent
component surprising the DNA-binding afnity signicantly enhances in such mixed type of
PBD dimers.[47] One of these dimer with five alkane spacer (5c) elevates the helix melting
temparature of CT-DNA remarkably to 17.0 ºC after incubation for 18 h at 37 ºC.
The binding affinity of the compounds was also measured by restriction endonuclease
digestion assay based on inhibition of the restriction endonuclease BamHI. This study
reveals the significance of noncovalent interactions in combination with covalent bonding
aspects when two moieties of structural similarities are joined together. This allows the
mixed imine-amide PBD dimer with a five carbon chain linker to achieve an isohelical fit
within the DNA minor groove taking into account both the covalent bonding and the
noncovalent binding components. This has been supported by binding studies (Figure 11),
which indicate that the PBD dimer with a five carbon chain linker (5c) gives rise to
maximum stabilization of the complex with DNA at the minor groove as compared to the
other PBD dimers with three (5a), four (5b) and eight (5d) carbon chain linkers. The energy
of interaction for all of the complexes studied was in correlation with the ΔTm values. Mixed
imine–amine pyrrolobenzodiazepine (PBD) dimers that are comprise of a DC-81 and
secondary amine (N10) of DC-81 subunits tethered to their C8 positions through
alkanedioxy linkers (comprised of three and five carbons) was also studied. These noncrosslinking unsymmetrical PBD dimers exhibit significant DNA minor groove binding ability
and one of them that was 6b linked through the pentanedioxy chain exhibits efficient DNA
binding ability (ΔTm = 11.0 °C) in compared to naturally occurring DC-81, (ΔTm = 0.7 °C).
4.2 PBD trimers
The unsymmetricalbis-1,2,3-triazolo-PBD trimers have been designed and synthesized by
employing ‘click’ chemistry process. Interestingly, by using this ‘click’ chemistry protocol
the solubility aspects have been improved that facilitated the purification and isolation of
the target compounds. These new PBD trimers have shown significant DNA-binding ability.
Molecular modelling studies substantiate the formation of three covalent bonds with the
PBD trimer and guanine. One of the representative compound 3c appears to be the optimal
binder as further increase in linker or chain length decreases the binding strength of these
compounds with DNA (Figure 12).[95]
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Fig. 11. Projection diagram showing the DNA-5c and 5b complexs. (a) Side on view and (b)
down the helix axis.
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Fig. 12. Covalent bonding of PBD trimer 3c with DNA (guanine residues involved in the
bonding are written in red color, C-atom of PBD and N-atom of guanine are shown in CPK).

5. Concluding remarks
In conclusion, synthesis of imine containing pyrrolobenzodiazepines (PBDs) has often posed
practical problems towards its isolation and preparation. Based on the biological importance
of these pyrrolobenzodiazepines (PBDs) enhance the selectivity as well as anticancer
activity. The design of hybrid ligands has provided a basis for modulating the sequenceselective binding behavior and/or tailoring the hybrid ligands for mixed-sequence
recognition. This has also allowed to demonstrate that the design of such hybrids enhances
anticancer activity as well as stability of drug-DNA complexes. Further some of these
compounds exhibiting apoptosis inducing ability. Some of the new compounds, PBDbenzimidazole hybrids and piperazine-linked PBD dimers are undergoing preclinical
studies. SJG-136 is currently undergoing Phase II evaluation in both the United States
(through the NCI) and United Kingdom (through Cancer Research United Kingdom). The
design of mixed dimers has allowed to illustrate the important role played by the noncovalent interactions in the enhancement of DNA-binding affinity. Interestingly, new PBD
trimers have shown significant DNA-binding ability, binding and molecular docking
studies substantiate the formation of three covalent bonds with the PBD trimer and guanine.
Todate, a large number of PBD best molecules have been synthesized, highlighting that this
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area of research is extremely important for achieveing considerable importance in the
recognition of DNA sequences.
However, this serch for new molecules with enhanced selectivity is in progress inorder to
recognise about 15 bp for DNA sequences within the human genome.
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1. Introduction
Obesity is closely linked to a variety of metabolic disorders, including insulin resistance,
atherosclerosis and type 2 diabetes (Eriksson, 2007). Recent studies have indicated that
adipose tissue is not only an energy store but also produces and secretes various bioactive
molecules called adipocytokines, such as adiponectin, tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α),
plasminogen activator inhibitor type 1 (PAI-1) and monocyte chemoattractant protein-1
(MCP-1) (Hotamisligil & Spiegelman, 1994; Shimomura et al., 1996; Berg et al., 2002; Havel,
2004). TNF-α is a major inflammatory adipocytokine that decreases the phosphorylation of
insulin receptor substrate-1 (IRS-1), and this event leads to insulin resistance (Hotamisligil et
al., 1993). Moreover, because it is well recognized that TNF-α increases the adhesion
molecules such as vascular cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), intercellular adhesion
molecule-1 (ICAM-1) and MCP-1, all of which are key mediators involved in atherogenesis,
over secretion of TNF-α may induce and accelerate atherosclerosis. On the other hand,
adiponectin is a major anti-inflammatory adipocytokine that plays a pivotal role in the
improvement of glucose and lipid metabolism and the prevention of atherosclerosis
and inflammation (Yamauchi et al., 2002). Further, it has been clarified that adiponectin not
only increases insulin sensitivity, but also has anti-atherosclerosis properties which decrease
the expression of VCAM-1 and ICAM-1 (Ouchi et al., 1999) and suppresses the proliferation
of vascular smooth muscle cells (Arita et al., 2002). In patients with insulin resistance,
obesity or type 2 diabetes, serum adiponectin levels are reduced (Arita et al., 1999; Hotta
et al., 2000). Further, previous studies showed that TNF-α and intracellular reactive oxygen
species (ROS) decrease adiponectin expression (Kim et al., 2005; Soares et al., 2005; Simons
et al., 2007). On the other hand, increases in adiponectin expression have been reported
during adipocyte differentiation and transcriptional factors associated with adipogenesis,
including CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein-α (C/EBP-α) and peroxisome proliferatoractivated receptor-γ (PPAR-γ), have been shown to up-regulate adiponectin expression
(Adachi et al., 2009).
Adipose tissue has been found to suffer chronic hypoxia during the development of obesity
(Brook et al., 1972; Helmlinger et al., 1997), and these conditions may lead to metabolic
disorders. Hypoxic conditions can be induced by the addition of certain chemicals called
‘hypoxia mimetics’, such as the carcinogenic transition metal cobalt (Vincent et al., 1996). It
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has been suggested that cobalt stabilizes transcriptional factor, hypoxia-inducible factor-1α
(HIF-1α), from proteasomal degradation by inhibiting the activity of prolyl hydroxylases
(PHDs) through Fe2+ substitution (Schofield & Ratcliffe, 2004). In these hypoxic conditions, it
has been recognized that accumulated HIF-1α increases a wide variety of genes including
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1), erythropoietin (EPO)
and cytochrome p450 (CYP) 3A6 to ensure adaptation to low-oxygen tension (Levy et al.,
1995; Lee et al., 1997). On the other hand, the expression of CYP1A2, 2B and 2C are
decreased by the activation of HIF-1α (Olsvik et al., 2006; Fradette et al., 2007). Further, it
has been reported that both hypoxia and hypoxia mimetics increase ROS generation and
dysregulate adipocytokines, and these conditions lead to and/or promote metabolic
disorders (Schuster et al., 1989; Hosogai et al., 2007).
To protect cells from oxidative stress, mammalian have anti-oxidative enzymes such as
superoxide dismutase (SOD), catalase and glutathione peroxidase (Amstad & Cerutti, 1990;
Cerutti et al., 1994). SOD is a major antioxidant enzyme that protects cells from the
damaging effects of superoxide by accelerating the dismutation reaction of superoxide by
approximately 10,000 times (Faraci, 2003). As shown in Table 1, there are three SOD
isozymes in mammals; copper and zinc-containing SOD (Cu,Zn-SOD), manganesecontaining SOD (Mn-SOD) and extracellular-SOD (EC-SOD) (McCord & Fridovich, 1969;
Keele et al., 1970; Marklund, 1982; Faraci, 2003). Among of three SOD isozymes, EC-SOD is
secretory, tetrameric glycoprotein, whereas Cu,Zn-SOD and Mn-SOD are intracellular
enzymes found predominantly in the cytoplasm and mitochondria, respectively. EC-SOD is
a major SOD isozyme in the extracellular space but is distributed mainly in blood vessel
walls (Ookawara et al., 1998). After secretion, EC-SOD slowly diffuses and binds to the
heparan sulfate proteoglycans in the glycocalyx on the surface of most cell types in the
vascular wall. The EC-SOD content is very low in the liver, heart, brain and other organs,
with the exception of the lung, thyroid gland, and adipose tissue (Marklund, 1984). It was
found that the plasma EC-SOD levels in type 2 diabetic patients were significantly and
inversely related to the body mass index, homeostasis model assessment-insulin resistance
index, but positively related to adiponectin levels (Adachi et al., 2004). Recently, we
reported that cobalt chloride (CoCl2) decreases EC-SOD in green monkey kidney COS7 cells
via intracellular ROS generation and p38-MAPK, a mitogen-activated protein kinase

Molecular mass

EC-SOD

Cu,Zn-SOD

Mn-SOD
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85,000
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a2
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Rate constant (M−1s −1)
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Table 1. The properties of SOD isozymes
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(MAPK), signaling cascade (Kamiya et al., 2008); however, the mechanisms of EC-SOD and
adiponectin reductions during hypoxia remain unclear. Because the EC-SOD content in
adipose tissue is comparably high, it is important to elucidate the regulation of EC-SOD may
contribute to the control of cytotoxicity induced by intracellular ROS during hypoxia.
In order to address these issues, we studied the regulation of EC-SOD expression by CoCl2
and examined the role of ROS, inflammatory cytokine such as TNF-α and MAPK signaling
cascades in these processes. Moreover, we also studied the regulation of adiponectin
expression by CoCl2, because we hypothesized that the expression of EC-SOD might be coregulated with adiponectin in 3T3-L1 cells treated with CoCl2, leading to aggravate
metabolic disorders.

2. Methods
2.1 3T3-L1 cell culture
3T3-L1 mouse pre-adipocytes culture and their differentiation into adipocytes were
carried out as described in previous report (Adachi et al., 2009). Briefly, pre-adipocytes
were maintained in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supplemented with
10% foetal calf serum (FCS) until 2 days after confluence; then, their differentiation into
adipocytes was induced by treating cells for 2 days with 5 μg/mL insulin, 0.5 μM
dexamethasone and 0.5 mM isobutylmethyl-xanthine in DMEM, and then for 2 days with
insulin (5 μg/mL) in the same medium. The cells were returned to the basal medium,
which was replaced every other day. The effects of CoCl2 and hypoxia on gene expression
were investigated using 8-day differentiated adipocytes. The induction of hypoxia (1% O2)
was carried out in a culture chamber which controls O2 concentrations by supplying N2
gas together with 5% CO2. After the cells were treated with CoCl2 or incubated with
hypoxia (1% O2) for 24 h, RT-PCR and measurement of intracellular ROS generation were
carried out.
2.2 Oil red O staining
Differentiation of 3T3-L1 mouse pre-adipocytes into mature adipocytes was confirmed by
Oil red O staining as described previously (Sakaue et al., 2002). Briefly, the cells were
washed twice with ice-cold PBS, and then the cells were fixed with 10% paraformaldehyde
for 10 min at room temperature. After fixation, the cells were washed twice with ice-cold
PBS and incubated with 60% isopropanol for 1 min followed by incubation with 1.8 mg/mL
Oil red O solution for 20 min at room temperature. After the cells were washed twice with
ice-cold PBS, Oil red O staining was monitored by microscope.
2.3 Measurement of cellular protein
We measured the cellular protein as an index of cell injury. After 3T3-L1 adipocytes were
treated, the medium was aspirated and the cells were washed twice with ice-cold PBS and
then scraped in 1 mL PBS. The cell suspension was homogenized using an ultrasonic
homogenizer. The total protein in the supernatant was assayed using a Bio-Rad protein
assay reagent (Bio-Rad Lab., CA, USA).
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2.4 Reverse transcriptional polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)
After 3T3-L1 adipocytes were treated, the medium was aspirated and the cells were washed
twice with ice-cold PBS. The cells were lysed in 1 mL TRIzol® reagent (Invitrogen, CA,
USA). cDNA was prepared and RT-PCR performed using the methods described in our
previous report (Adachi et al., 2009), with minor modifications. Densitometric analysis of
the PCR products was performed with Multi Gauge V3.0 (Fuji Film, Japan).
2.5 Measurement of intracellular ROS
After the adipocytes were treated, the medium was aspirated and the cells were washed
twice with PBS and incubated with fresh culture medium without serum containing 3 μM 5(and-6)-carboxy-2',7'-dichlorodihydrofluorescein diacetate (carboxy-H2DCFDA) for 20 min
at 37°C in 5% CO2/95% air. The cells were then washed twice with ice-cold PBS and then
scraped in 1 mL PBS and centrifuged at 2,300 × g for 5 min at 4°C. The pellet was
homogenized with 1 mL PBS using ultrasonic homogenizer and centrifuged at 2,300 × g for
10 min at 4°C. The DCF fluorescence of the supernatant was measured using a fluorometer
(excitation at 493 nm and emission at 527 nm). Total protein concentrations were measured
using a protein assay reagent.
2.6 Western blotting
Whole cell extracts were prepared in lysis buffer as described previously (Kamiya et al.,
2008). Extracts containing 20 μg protein were separated by SDS-PAGE on 12% (w/v)
polyacrylamide gels followed by transferring electrophoretically onto PVDF membranes.
Subsequently, the membranes were incubated with the respective specific primary
antibodies (C/EBP homologous protein (CHOP) and Actin). The blots were incubated with
biotin-conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (for CHOP) or -mouse IgG (for Actin) antibody
followed by incubating with ABC reagents (Vector Laboratories, Inc., Burlingame, CA,
USA). Finally, the bands were detected using SuperSignal® West Pico (Thermo Scientific,
Rockford, IL, USA), and imaged using an LAS-3000 UV mini (Fuji Film).
2.7 Statistical analysis
The data shown are the mean ± SD of three separate experiments. Statistical significance was
estimated using ANOVA followed by post hoc Bonferroni tests. A P-value less than 0.05 was
considered significant.

3. Results
3.1 Differentiation of 3T3-L1 mouse pre-adipocytes into mature adipocytes
We first investigated the differentiation of 3T3-L1 pre-adipocytes into mature adipocytes
using Oil red O staining. As shown in Fig. 1A, the staining was not observed in 0 day, but
observed in 8 days differentiated cells. Further, we measured the expression of adiponectin
as an index of differentiation by RT-PCR. The expression of adiponectin was not observed in
0 day, but drastically increased in the 8 day differentiated-adipocytes (Fig. 1B). From these
observations, we considered that the cells were differentiated into mature adipocytes, and
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we therefore investigated the effect of CoCl2 on the expression of EC-SOD, other SOD
isozymes, adiponectin and transcriptional factors.

A

0 day

B

8 day

0 day

8 day

Adiponectin
β-actin

Fig. 1. Differentiation of 3T3-L1 mouse pre-adipocytes into mature adipocytes. 3T3-L1 preadipocytes were differentiated by the method described above. After 8 day differentiation,
the differentiation degree was evaluated by Oil red O staining (A) and RT-PCR analysis (B).
3.2 Effect of CoCl2 and hypoxia on the protein content

Protein content (fold)

In order to elucidate the cytotoxicity of CoCl2 and hypoxia (1% O2), we measured the
protein content of 3T3-L1 adipocytes treated with 0.3 mM CoCl2 or incubated under hypoxia
for the several hours. As shown in Fig. 2, the protein content was not affected by CoCl2 and
so from this we determined the concentrations of CoCl2 (0 to 0.3 mM) to use in this study.
Moreover, the protein content was not affected under hypoxic condition.

1.5
1
0.5
0

0

6

12 24
CoCl2

6

12 24 (hour)
Hypoxia

Fig. 2. Effect of CoCl2 and hypoxia on the protein content. 3T3-L1 adipocytes were treated
with 0.3 mM CoCl2 (closed column) or incubated under hypoxia (1% O2: gray column) for
the indicated hours. After the cells were treated, protein contents were measured by using a
Bio-Rad protein assay reagent.
3.3 Effect of CoCl2 on the expression of SODs, adiponectin and transcriptional factors
We next investigated the effect of CoCl2 on the expression of SODs, adiponectin and
transcriptional factors such as C/EBP-α and PPAR-γ by RT-PCR. As shown in Fig. 3, 4,
treatment with CoCl2 decreased the expression of EC-SOD mRNA in a CoCl2 dose- (Fig. 3)
and time-dependent manner (Fig. 4). On the other hand, the other SOD isozymes (Cu,ZnSOD and Mn-SOD) were not affected when the applied concentration of CoCl2 was 0.3 mM
for 24 h. It has been reported that adiponectin is suppressed in mRNA and protein levels
during hypoxia; however, the expression of adiponectin during hypoxia induced by CoCl2
was not fully elucidated. Treatment with CoCl2 markedly suppressed the expression of
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adiponectin in a CoCl2 dose- and time-dependent manner. Additionally, the expression of
C/EBP-α and PPAR-γ, well recognized as master regulators of adipogenesis and
adiponectin, was similar to that of EC-SOD and adiponectin.
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Fig. 3. Dose-dependent effect of CoCl2 on the expression of SODs, adiponectin and
transcriptional factors. 3T3-L1 adipocytes were treated with the indicated concentrations of
CoCl2 for 24 h. After the cells were treated, RT-PCR was carried out and these data were
normalized using β-actin levels. (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 vs. vehicle).
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Fig. 4. Time-dependent effect of CoCl2 on the expression of SODs, adiponectin and
transcriptional factors. 3T3-L1 adipocytes were treated with 0.3 mM CoCl2 for the indicated
hours. After the cells were treated, RT-PCR was carried out and these data were normalized
using β-actin levels. (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 vs. untreated cells).
3.4 Effect of hypoxia on the expression of SODs, adiponectin and transcriptional
factors

mRNA expression
(fold)

We further investigated the effect of hypoxia (1% O2) on the expression of SODs,
adiponectin and transcriptional factors. Hypoxia decreased the expression of EC-SOD,
adiponectin and C/EBP-α similar to CoCl2 treatment (Fig. 5); however, Cu,Zn-SOD, MnSOD and PPAR-γ were not changed during hypoxia.
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Fig. 5. Effect of hypoxia on the expression of SODs, adiponectin and transcriptional factors.
3T3-L1 adipocytes were incubated under normoxia (20% O2: open column) or hypoxia (1%
O2: closed column) for 24 h. After the cells were treated, RT-PCR was carried out and these
data were normalized using β-actin levels. (** p<0.01 vs. normoxia).
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3.5 Involvement of ROS in CoCl2-induced reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin
We previously reported that intracellular ROS are generated under hypoxic conditions
induced by CoCl2 and lead to decrease the expression of EC-SOD in COS7 cells (Kamiya et
al., 2008). Moreover, it has been reported that the expression of adiponectin is also decreased
by the accumulation of intracellular ROS in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (Soares et al., 2005). As
described in the previous reports, it was speculated that the reduction of EC-SOD and
adiponectin was regulated by intracellular ROS-derived signaling. We therefore
investigated the involvement of intracellular ROS in these reductions in this study.
Treatment with H2O2 decreased the expression of EC-SOD and adiponectin, and
pretreatment with antioxidant, trolox, partially, but significantly suppressed these
reductions (Fig. 6A). We further investigated that generation of intracellular ROS during
CoCl2-treatment using carboxy-H2DCFDA. As shown in Fig. 6B and C, treatment with CoCl2
significantly increased intracellular ROS generation in a time-dependent manner and
pretreatment with trolox attenuated CoCl2-triggered ROS generation. However,
surprisingly, pretreatment with trolox did not attenuate the reduction of EC-SOD and
adiponectin (Fig. 6D), suggesting that the expression of EC-SOD and adiponectin were not
regulated by intracellular ROS-derived signaling.
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Fig. 6. Involvement of ROS in CoCl2-induced reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin. (A)
3T3-L1 adipocytes were pretreated without (−) or with (+) 0.2 mM trolox for 2 h, and then
the cells were treated without (−) or with (+) 0.5 mM H2O2 for 24 h. (B) The cells were treated
with 0.3 mM CoCl2 for the indicated hours. (C, D) The cells were pretreated without (−) or
with (+) 0.2 mM trolox for 2 h, and then the cells were treated without (−) or with (+) 0.3 mM
CoCl2 for 24 h. After the cells were treated, RT-PCR (A, D) and assay of intracellular ROS
generation (B, C) were carried out. All RT-PCR data were normalized using β-actin levels.
(** p<0.01 vs. vehicle (A, C and D) or untreated cells (B), ## p<0.01, N.S.: not significant vs.
H2O2-treated cells (A) or CoCl2-treated cells (C, D)).
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3.6 Involvement of TNF-α in CoCl2-induced reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin
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It is well recognized that the inflammatory adipocytokines including TNF-α are increased
during adipocytes hypertrophy and hypoxic conditions (Ye et al., 2007). Moreover, we
previously reported that exposure to TNF-α decreased EC-SOD in several kinds of cells
(Adachi et al., 2006, 2009) and adiponectin in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (Adachi et al., 2009).
Accordingly, we next investigated the involvement of TNF-α in the reduction of EC-SOD
and adiponectin by CoCl2. Treatment with CoCl2 increased the expression of TNF-α at the
mRNA (Fig. 7A), and pretreatment with actinomycin D, an inhibitor of mRNA synthesis,
blocked the CoCl2-triggered reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin (Fig. 7B). Further,
pretreatment with infliximab, a chimeric monoclonal antibody against TNF-α, partially, but
significantly, suppressed the CoCl2-triggered reduction of these genes (Fig. 7C), indicating
that TNF-α plays an important role in the CoCl2-induced suppression of EC-SOD and
adiponectin.
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Fig. 7. Involvement of TNF-α in CoCl2-induced reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin. (A)
3T3-L1 adipocytes were treated without (−) or with (+) 0.3 mM CoCl2 for 24 h. (B, C) The
cells were pretreated without (−) or with (+) 1 μg/mL actinomycin D (ActD) for 1 h (B) or 10
μg/mL infliximab for 1 h (C), and then the cells were treated without (−) or with (+) 0.3 mM
CoCl2 for 24 h. After the cells were treated, RT-PCR was carried out. All RT-PCR data were
normalized using β-actin levels. (* p<0.05, ** p<0.01 vs. vehicle, # p<0.05, ## p<0.01 vs.
CoCl2-treated cells).
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3.7 Involvement of MAPK in CoCl2-induced reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin
In mammalian, there are three types of MAPK, such as c-jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), p38MAPK and extracellular regulated kinase (ERK) (Kyriakis & Avruch, 2001, Pearson et al.,
2001), and play several physiological roles including cell proliferation, differentiation and
death. Additionally, we and others reported that activation of MAPK plays important roles
in the TNF-α-induced reduction of EC-SOD in vascular smooth muscle cells (VSMCs) and
adiponectin in 3T3-L1 adipocytes (Adachi et al., 2006, Kim et al., 2005). We, therefore,
investigated the effect of MAPK inhibitors, such as SP600125 (for JNK), SB203580 (for p38MAPK) and U0126 (for ERK) on the reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin. Pretreatment
with SP600125, SB203580 or U0126 did not affect the basal expression of EC-SOD and
adiponectin (data not shown), and SP600125 significantly suppressed the CoCl2-triggered
reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin, but others had no effects (Fig. 8), indicating that the
expression of EC-SOD and adiponectin are regulated by JNK signaling cascades.
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Fig. 8. Involvement of MAPK in CoCl2-induced reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin. 3T3L1 adipocytes were pretreated without (−) or with 50 μM SP600125 (SP), SB203580 (SB) or
U0126 (U) for 30 min, and then the cells were treated without (−) or with (+) 0.3 mM CoCl2
for 24 h. After the cells were treated, RT-PCR was carried out. All RT-PCR data were
normalized using β-actin levels. (** p<0.01 vs. vehicle, # p<0.05, ## p<0.01, N.S.: not
significant vs. CoCl2-treated cells).
3.8 CoCl2 did not induce ER stress in 3T3-L1 adipocytes
It is well recognized that hypoxia is associated with endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress,
which induces metabolic disorders (Ozcan et al., 2004). Because the inhibitory effect of
infliximab and actinomycin D on the reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin by CoCl2 was
partial, it was speculated that the involvement of other mechanisms, such as ER stress.
Therefore, we finally investigated the involvement of ER stress in the reduction of EC-SOD
and adiponectin. Treatment with ER stress inducer, thapsigargin, significantly increased the
expression of ER stress markers, glucose regulated-protein 78 kDa (GRP78) and CHOP;
however, treatment with CoCl2 did not affect the expression of these genes (Fig. 9A, B),
suggesting that CoCl2 decreased the expression of EC-SOD and adiponectin through ER
stress-independent mechanisms.
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Fig. 9. Effect of CoCl2 and thapsigargin on the expression of GRP78 and CHOP. (A) 3T3-L1
adipocytes were treated with 0.3 mM CoCl2 or 1 μM thapsigargin (Tg) for 24 h. (B) The cells
were treated with 0.3 mM CoCl2 (Co) or 1 μM Tg for the indicated hours. After treatment,
RT-PCR (A) and western blotting (B) were carried out. RT-PCR data were normalized using
β-actin levels. (** p<0.01 vs. vehicle).

4. Discussion
It is well known that obesity, especially visceral fat accumulation, is closely related to a
variety of metabolic disorders, including insulin resistance, atherosclerosis and type 2
diabetes (Fox et al., 2007). Further, it has been shown that inflammatory adipocytokines,
such as TNF-α, interleukin (IL)-1 and IL-6, are increased, while anti-inflammatory
adipocytokines, such as adiponectin, are decreased during adipocyte hypertrophy (Ye et al.,
2007), all of which might lead metabolic disorder exacerbation. Additionally, it has been
reported that adipose tissue suffers chronic hypoxia during above process (Brook et al.,
1972; Helmlinger et al., 1997), and lead to disturb adipose homeostasis by excessive
production of ROS and TNF-α, or decrease of adiponectin. In this study, chemical hypoxia
mimetic, CoCl2, decreased the expression of adiponectin and adipogenic master regulators,
including C/EBP-α and PPAR-γ, in a CoCl2 dose- and time-dependent manner (Fig. 3, 4),
and these observations were similar to hypoxia (1% O2 incubation), except for PPAR-γ (Fig.
5). From these observations and previous reports, we speculated that hypoxia mimetic
decreases adiponectin via C/EBP-α and/or PPAR-γ signaling cascades, similar to hypoxia.
On the other hand, it has been well known that both hypoxia and hypoxia mimetics increase
intracellular ROS generation through mitochondria-dependent and –independent
mechanisms, respectively (Agani et al., 2000, Chandel et al., 1998). Similar to previous
reports, we confirmed the intracellular ROS accumulation during CoCl2 treatment (Fig. 6B),
suggesting that hypoxic adipocytes suffered from oxidative stress. To protect cells from the
damaging effect of ROS, mammalian have several kinds of anti-oxidative enzymes, such as
SOD, catalase and glutathione peroxidase. EC-SOD is the major SOD isozyme in
extracellular fluids and protects cells from superoxide. We previously reported that the
expression level of EC-SOD through the differentiation of 3T3-L1 adipocytes changes in a
similar manner to adiponectin, C/EBP-α and PPAR-γ, and down-regulation of these
proteins might induce and/or promote the pathogenesis of metabolic syndrome and
atherosclerosis. In fact, it was found that the plasma EC-SOD levels in type 2 diabetic
patients were significantly and positively related to adiponectin levels (Adachi et al., 2004).
Because, the EC-SOD content of adipose tissue was relative highly expressed compared to
other organs, such as liver, heart and brain, it might be important to elucidate the regulation
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mechanism of that gene during hypoxia for the control of metabolic disorders. Recently, we
reported that CoCl2 decreases the expression of EC-SOD in COS7 cells via intracellular ROS
generation. In this study, treatment with CoCl2 (Fig. 3, 4), hypoxia (Fig. 5) and H2O2 (Fig.
6A) significantly decreased the expression of EC-SOD and adiponectin, but not of Cu,ZnSOD and Mn-SOD. However, interestingly, an antioxidant, trolox, did not affect the
reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin by CoCl2 in spite of suppressing the effect of H2O2 on
these genes (Fig. 6A). From these observations, it is speculated that CoCl2 decreases EC-SOD
and adiponectin by intracellular ROS-independent, but another mechanisms.
So far, it has been reported that the expression of EC-SOD was regulated by several kinds of
cytokines, such as TNF-α, transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), IL-4 and interferon-γ (IFNγ) (Marklund, 1992, Strålin & Marklund, 2000). Among of them, it has been well recognized
that TNF-α is one of the most important adipocytokines involved in metabolic disorders,
including insulin resistance, atherosclerosis and type 2 diabetes by decreasing the
phosphorylation of IRS-1 and inducing adhesion molecules, such as VCAM-1, ICAM-1 and
MCP-1. Moreover, we and others showed that TNF-α decreases EC-SOD and adiponectin in
VSMCs and 3T3-L1 cells, respectively (Adachi et al., 2006, Kim et al., 2005). Accordingly, we
investigated the involvement of TNF-α in the reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin by the
addition of CoCl2. Treatment with CoCl2 significantly increased TNF-α expression (Fig. 7A),
and infliximab partially, but significantly, attenuated the reduction of EC-SOD and
adiponectin by CoCl2 (Fig. 7C). Additionally, an inhibitor of mRNA synthesis, actinomycin
D, blocked the reduction of these expressions (Fig. 7B). These results suggested that CoCl2
decreases EC-SOD and adiponectin via TNF-α; however, because the inhibition rate of ECSOD and adiponectin reductions by infliximab is partial, we speculated that the mechanisms
of these reductions by CoCl2 involve other factors. Recently, it has been well known that
hypoxia induces ER stress, which induces the apoptotic process (Kuznetsov et al., 1996). To
assess the induction of ER stress by CoCl2, we measured the expression of ER stress marker,
GRP78 and CHOP. Treatment with ER stress inducer, such as thapsigargin, drastically
increased the expression of GRP78 and CHOP at mRNA and protein levels, but treatment
with CoCl2 did not induce the ER stress (Fig. 9), suggesting that CoCl2 decreased the
expression of EC-SOD and adiponectin through ER stress-independent mechanisms.
We finally investigated the role of MAPK in the reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin.
There are three major subfamilies: JNK, p38-MAPK and ERK. Moreover, we previously
reported that the expression of EC-SOD was regulated by p38-MAPK signaling cascades in
CoCl2-treated COS7 cells (Kamiya et al., 2008). However, in this study, pretreatment with a
JNK inhibitor, SP600125, suppressed the reduction of EC-SOD and adiponectin but others,
SB203580 and U0126, did not affect these reductions, indicating that CoCl2 decreases ECSOD and adiponectin through JNK signaling cascades. In our previous report, we showed
the involvement of ROS and p38-MAPK in the regulation of EC-SOD in COS7 cells (Kamiya
et al., 2008); however, in this study, we did not observe the involvement of intracellular ROS
and p38-MAPK in the reduction of EC-SOD by CoCl2. From these observations, we
speculated that the difference of signal molecules leads the activation of different MAPK
involved in the regulation of EC-SOD. It has been shown that the expression of mouse ECSOD is regulated by transcriptional factors such as Sp1, Sp3, Ets, Kruppel-like and myeloid
zinc finger-1 those bind to the corresponding cis-element in the promoter region (Zelko et
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al., 2003, 2004, 2008). According to previous reports, we hypothesized that the regulation of
EC-SOD might be also mediated by these transcriptional factors.

5. Conclusion
The EC-SOD content is very low compared to other SODs in parenchymal cells. However,
because it is known that adipose tissue has a moderately high content of EC-SOD, EC-SOD
might have an important protective role as an anti-inflammatory factor. In this study, we
demonstrated that the expression of EC-SOD was co-regulated with adiponectin through
TNF-α and JNK signaling cascades. From these observations, it is speculated that the
reduction of EC-SOD by hypoxic conditions is similar to adiponectin and leads to a decrease
in the resistance to oxidative stress. Overall, it is speculated that the reduction of EC-SOD
leads to decreased resistance to oxidative stress and accelerates ROS-derived diseases, and
prevents the reduction of EC-SOD, contributing to the control of redox homeostasis under
hypoxic conditions.
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1. Introduction
William S. Tillett (1930) discovered that C-Reactive Protein (CRP) is an acute-phase serum
protein that reacts with the C polysaccharide of Pneumococcal cell wall. CRP is present in
human serum and its level increases during systemic inflammation. Therefore, CRP
represents a sensitive marker of systemic inflammation and tissue damage; precise
determination of CRP levels has proven to be useful in the screening of various diseases,
monitoring treatment response, and detection of concomitant infections1).
In recent years, studies have indicated that arteriosclerosis may be due to vascular
inflammation, and that CRP concentration in the blood correlates with the degree of
functional disorder of the vascular endothelium. High CRP serum levels have been shown
to be a risk factor for anginal damage or myocardial infarction-induced stroke2-4). Therefore,
a highly sensitive and accurate method of measuring CRP is clinically significant.
We conducted a sensitive quantification of CRP concentration using latex turbidimetric
immunoassay (LTIA). This method measures turbidity changes in the latex
immunoagglutination reaction using a latex reagent containing an antibody or antigen
conjugated to latex particles5-8). LTIA is a simpler, more rapid, and more highly sensitive
assay of CRP compared with radioimmunoassay (RIA) and enzyme immunoassay (EIA).
LTIA can measure CRP concentrations at levels between 10-10–10-11 mol/l of serum, and can
be performed using automated systems for high throughput immunoassay analysis.
In this study, we investigated a latex reagent containing an amino acid spacer to measure highsensitivity CRP. We measured serum CRP levels in healthy individuals, people with liver
disease, and diabetics. We report that this method is highly useful and clinically beneficial.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 CRP antigens
We used two kinds of whole CRP and five forms of CRP fragments. The first C-Reactive
Protein High Control (human serum), termed Human CRP, was purchased from Dako
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(Glostrup, Denmark) for use as an immunogen and standard. The second whole CRP
protein, termed recombinant CRP (rCRP), was purchased from Oriental Yeast (Tokyo,
Japan). This was used in the screening of hybridoma cells for the production of monoclonal
antibodies. Five CRP fragments were prepared by the production of recombinant CRP
fragments a method described below for epitope analysis.
2.2 Production of monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs)
Two 6 to 8-week-old BALB/c female mice (Oriental Yeast) were immunized biweekly with
Human CRP. The CRP was injected in complete Freund’s adjuvant (Sigma-Aldrich, St.Louis,
MO) or incomplete Freund’s adjuvant (Sigma-Aldrich) and sterile saline subcutaneously at
multiple sites on the ventral area of the mouse. One week following the fifth booster
immunization, tail blood was collected, and the ability of the antibody present in the serum
to bind rCRP was determined by ELISA. Splenocytes were prepared 3 d after final
immunization, and were used in cell fusion experiments.
The cell fusion experiments were described previously.9) Briefly, immune spleen cells and a
1:5 ratio of P3U1 myeloma cells cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)
supplemented with 10% v/v FetalClone Ⅱ (Thrmo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) were
fused using 50% w/v polyethylene Glycol 1500 in 75 mM Hepes (pH 8.0; Roche, Basel,
Switzerland). The fused cells were then suspended in RPMI 1640 medium containing HAT
Supplement (HAT medium, Invitrogen), and cultured in 96-well plates (10 cells/100
l/well) under standard 5% CO2 culture conditions at 37°C. After approximately 10 d in
culture, the hybridoma supernatants were screened by ELISA. Antibody-secreting
hybridomas were then expanded in HAT medium, cloned by limiting dilution, and cultured
for a further 10 d. The hybridomas were then subjected to two further rounds of selection by
ELISA screening and cloning by limiting dilution. Selected hybridomas were cultured in
RPMI 1640 medium. The resulting supernatants were used in MoAb characterization.
MoAbs were isotyped using the IsoStrip Mouse Monoclonal Antibody Isotyping kit (Roche).
Antibodies were also prepared on a large scale, as ascitic fluid, by inoculating the relevant
hybridoma cells into 10-week-old pristane-treated male BALB/c mice. The MoAbs included
in the ascitic fluid were purified by ammonium sulfate precipitation at 50% and by protein
A or protein G chromatography.
Care and treatment of the experimental animals conformed to the Nihon University
guidelines for the ethical treatment of laboratory animals.
2.3 Detection of antibodies in serum and culture medium by enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA)
rCRP diluted in 100 mM carbonate buffer (pH 9.6) was added to 96-well plates and
incubated for 2 h at 25°C. After three washes with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)
containing 0.05% v/v Tween 20 (PBS-T), the wells were blocked for 1 h at 25°C with 5.0%
w/v skim milk (Becton, Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) in PBS, and washed 3 times with
PBS-T. The antibody diluted in mouse serum or hybridoma supernatant was appropriately
diluted in PBS and added to the wells, and this was incubated for 1 h at room temperature.
PBS in place of the antibody solution served as a negative control. After three washes in
PBS-T, 100 l of HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody (diluted 1:4,000
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in phosphate buffer) was then added to the wells, and this was incubated for 1 h at room
temperature. The wells were then washed with TBS-T, and peroxidase activity was
measured colorimetrically using 100 l of substrate solution containing 0.4% ophenylenediamine dihydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich) in a solution of 0.1% citric buffer (pH
5.0), and H2O2 added at a final concentration of 0.015% immediately prior to use. Following
incubation for 20 min at room temperature, the reaction was stopped by the addition of 2N
H2SO4, and the absorbance at 492 nm was determined using a microplate reader (Spectra
Max M2, Molecular Devices, Ontario, Canada).
2.4 Production of recombinant CRP fragments
2.4.1 Amplification of the CRP gene
Genomic DNA was extracted from whole blood using the GFX Genomic Blood DNA
Purification kit (GE healthcare, Buckinghamshire, England). Using the extracted genomic
DNA as template, seven forward primers containing the CACC sequence and one reverse
primer (Table 1) were used to amplify five different CRP gene fragments, named CRP 01,
CRP 02, CRP 03, CRP 04, CRP 05, CRP a F, CRP a F and CRP b R, CRP b R by polymerase
chain reaction (PCR).
Primer

Sequence (5′3′)

Tm (°C )

CRP-01
CRP-02
CRP-03
CRP-04
CRP-05
CRP-R
CRP-a-F
CRP-a-R
CRP-b-F
CRP-b-R

5′-CACCATGTCGAGGAAGGCTTTTG-3′
5′-CACCTCGTATGCCACCAAGAGACA-3′
5′-CACCAGGGTGAGGAAGAGTCTGAAG-3′
5′-CACCGAAGGAAGCCAGTCCCT-3′
5′-CACCACCATCTATCTTGGCGGG-3′
5′-TCAGGGCCACAGCTGGGGTTT-3′
5′-CACCGACATGTCGAGGAAG-3′
5′-TCAGGACTCCCAGCTTGTACA-3′
5′-CACCGGGTACAGTATTTTC-3′
5′-TCAGTTAATCTCATCTGGTGA-3′

70.5
71.1
70.1
76.6
71.3
73.9
64.5
64.7
56.9
57.2

Length
(bp)
612
465
276
183
105
300
375
-

Table 1. Forward and Reverse primers for Recombinant CRP
2.4.2 Expression of recombinant CRP fragments
Amplified CRP gene fragments were separated by agarose gel electrophoresis containing 0.8
g/ml of crystal violet. Separated DNA fragments were then extracted and purified using
WizardSV GEL and PCR Clean-up System (Promega, Madison, WI).
pET100/D-TOPO vector (Invitrogen) was used to express the CRP fragments. pET100/DTOPO vector and purified DNA were mixed, and the mixture incubated for 5 min at room
temperature to complete ligation. Escherichia coli TOP10 competent Cells (Invitrogen) were
then added to the mixture on ice, which was incubated for 15 min and transformed by the
heat-shock treatment method for 30 s at 42°C. Transformed colonies were then identified by
colony PCR. The recombinant plasmids were purified using the Wizard SV GEL and SV
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Miniprep DNA Purification Systems (Promega), and were transformed into E. coli BL21 Star
(DE3) (Invitrogen) by heat-shock treatment for 30 s at 42°C . S.O.C. medium (Super Optimal
broth with Catabolite repression) containing 2% Tryptone, 0.5% Yeast Extract, 10 mM
sodium chloride, 2.5 mM potassium chloride, 10 mM magnesium chloride, 10 mM
magnesium sulfate, and 20 mM glucose was then added, the mixture was incubated for 1 h,
and the culture solution was transferred to Luria-Bertani broth containing ampicillin (100
μg/ml) and cultured for a further 20 h at 37°C. When an optical density (O.D, λ = 600 nm) of
0.7 was achieved, isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to a final
concentration of 1.0 mM. Following 1.5 h incubation, the cells were separated from the
culture supernatant by centrifugation (5 min at 14,000 × g) and the E. coli pellet was lysed
with lysis buffer containing 3 mM potassium dihydrogenphosphate, 47 mM dipotassium
hydrogenphosphate, 0.4 M sodium chloride, 0.1 mM potassium chloride, 10% v/v glycerine,
0.5% v/v Triton X-100, and 1 mM Imidazole. The suspension was then subjected to three
rounds of freeze-thawing, and was divided into soluble and insoluble fractions by
centrifugation (5 min at 14,000 × g). The proteins in each fraction were then analyzed by
sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE).
2.5 Epitope analysis by western blotting
Expressed CRP fragments were separated by SDS-PAGE on a 12.5% acrylamide gel and
transferred to PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) using the iBlot Gel
Transfer Device and iBlot Transfer stacks mini (Invitrogen) at 20 V for 6 min. A PVDF
membrane was then submerged in methanol and ultra pure water and sandwiched in the
iBlot Transfer stack mini system. The membrane was blocked for 1 h at 25°C in 5.0% w/v
skim milk in PBS-T and washed 3 times in PBS-T. The membranes were then incubated with
4 MoAbs, numbered 4, 5, 7, and 8, for 1 h at room temperature, followed by alkaline
phosphatase (AP)-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG for 1 h at room temperature. Finally,
protein bands were visualized using a substrate solution prepared by diluting BCIP/NBT
(Moss, Pasadena, MD) 1:10 in buffer (pH 9.8) containing 50 mM 2-amino-2-hydroxymethyl1,3-propanediol, Tris, 50 mM sodium chloride, and 25 mM magnesium chloride
hexahydrate.
2.6 Preparation of anti-CRP latex reagents using monoclonal antibodies (MoAbs)
The binding of antibody to latex particles was performed using the water-soluble
carbodiimide (WSC) method10) with 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethyl-aminopropyl) (EDAC; Dojindo
Laboratories, Kumamoto, Japan). In this method, carbodiimide activation of carboxylate
groups on the surface of latex particles (under acidic conditions) produces an unstable
reaction intermediate, O-acylisourea. O-acylisourea subsequently reacts with Nhydroxysuccinimide (NHS; Acros Organics, Antwerp, Belgium) to produce a stable NHS
ester (Fig. 1).
Briefly, 0.1 ml of 10% polystyrene latex particles, 0.225 mm in diameter (G1225; JSR, Tokyo,
Japan), was added to 1.9 ml of buffer A containing 0.05 mol/l 2-morpholinoethanesulfonic
acid monohydrate (MES) buffer (pH 5.6). The mixture was then centrifuged at 22,600 × g for
20 min, and the precipitate was resuspended in 1.0 ml of buffer A. This suspension was then
added to 2.0 ml of 20 mg/ml EDAC and 0.23 ml of 50 mg/ml NHS, both dissolved in buffer
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A; the mixture was stirred for 30 min at room temperature to form the NHS ester. After
production of the NHS ester, the suspension was washed twice with buffer A and the
precipitate was resuspended in 1.0 ml of buffer A. The suspension was then added to 2.0 ml
of 0.133 mmol/ml amino acid, and the mixture was stirred for 30 min at 37°C and
centrifuged at 22,600 × g for 20 min. The precipitate was then washed with buffer A by
centrifugation. Similarly, anti-C-reactive protein (anti-CRP) antibody (100 μg/ml in 1.0 ml of
buffer A) (Immuno Probe, Saitama, Japan) was conjugated to the latex particles with an
amino acid spacer. The latex-conjugated anti-CRP antibody was resuspended in 1.0 ml of
buffer A, and the suspension was added to 1.0 ml of 1.0% w/v denatured bovine serum
albumin (dnBSA). The suspension was then stirred for 30 min at 25°C and washed with
buffer B, containing 0.1 mol/l Tris buffer (pH 8.2) by centrifugation at 22,600 × g for 20 min.
The precipitate was then suspended in buffer B.

Fig. 1. Conjugation of antibody to Carboxyl Modified (CM) latex by carbodiimide.
2.7 Reaction conditions and evaluation of latex reagents using monoclonal antibodies
(MoAbs) and polyclonal antibobies (PoAbs)
Latex agglutination due to the antibody-antigen reaction was measured by the automated
latex photometric immunoassay system (LPIA-S500; Mitsubishi Kagaku Iatron, Tokyo,
Japan).6) To obtain calibration curves for CRP ranging from 0.5 to 200 ng/ml, 30 μl of
standard CRP solution at various concentrations was diluted with 0.1 M Tris-BSA buffer
(pH 8.2) containing 0.1 M Tris, 0.1% w/v EDTA•2Na, 0.8% w/v sodium chloride, 1% w/v
BSA, and 0.1% w/v sodium azide following the manufacturer’s directions. Thirty μl of
sample and 50 μl of 0.1 M Tris-BSA buffer (pH 8.2) were then transferred to a plastic cuvette,
and 40 μl of 0.25% latex reagent solution and 180 μl of 0.1 M Tris-BSA-PEG buffer (pH 8.2)
containing 1% w/v PEG20000 were added. The rate of the latex agglutination was
calculated by recording the absorbance at 800 nm at 12-s intervals, as reported previously.6)
Latex reagents prepared using the 4 MoAbs were evaluated for sensitivity, linearity, and
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stability of latex agglutination. Specimens were properly diluted and measured for CRP
concentration.
2.8 Anti-CRP polyclonal antibody and the F(ab’)2 fragment
Anti-CRP polyclonal antibody was produced by Immuno Probe (Saitama, Japan) The
specific F(ab’)2 fragment was prepared by pepsin digestion, as previously described.11)
2.9 Clinical samples
We tested CRP levels in serum samples of 62 healthy individuals, 263 patients with liver
disease, and 230 diabetic patients. Fifty diabetic patients had type 2 diabetes and were not
under insulin treatment. All patients were examined in the Surugadai Nihon University
Hospital, Tokyo, between April 2005 and March 2007. The study was approved in advance
by the Ethics Committee of the hospital, and was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki
Declaration. All study participants provided written informed consent prior to participation
in this study.

3. Result and discussion
3.1 Characterization of monoclonal antibodies produced by established hybridomas
MoAbs produced from hybridoma cells were screened by ELISA, and seven MoAbs were
subsequently established as stable hybridoma cells. Examination of MoAb reactivity
revealed that hybridoma clone 5 had the highest sensitivity. Clonal sensitivity was ranked in
the following order: clone 5 > clone 8 > clone 7 > clone 9 > clone 3 > clone 4 > clone 1. These
isotypes and subclasses were then analyzed using the IsoStrip kit. The MoAb 1 produced
from hybridoma clone 1 and clones 3, 5, 7, 8, and 9 were IgG1κ, while clone 4 was IgG2aκ. In
addition, the specificity of the MoAbs was confirmed by western blotting using Human
CRP. The MoAbs recognized a protein band at a molecular weight of approximately 11,500
Da. These results suggest that the MoAbs reacted specifically with CRP.
3.2 Epitope analysis
Protein epitopes are generally present in the areas of a protein that exhibit specific
characteristics, including hydrophilicity,12,13) solvent accessibility,14) mobility,15,16) and the
presence of protrusions.13) In addition, epitopes are commonly 5–10 amino acid residues
containing loops and/or protruding regions.17,18) The hydrophilicity plot for the prediction
of protrusions from the protein sequences can be measured by a simple method.13)
Hydropathy analysis of CRP in this study was performed by the SOSUI system WWWbased tool (http://bp.nuap.nagoya-u.ac.jp/sosui/),19) since it was anticipated that
hydrophilic epitopes would be present in CRP.
We mapped epitope locations using the seven CRP fragments. CRP-01 was 203 amino acid
residues in length and was translated from the second exon (amino acid sequence positions
4 to 206); CRP-02 was 155 amino acid residues in length (amino acid sequence positions 52
to 206); CRP-03 was 91 amino acid residues in length (amino acid sequence positions 116 to
206); CRP-04 was 60 amino acid residues in length (amino acid sequence positions 147 to
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206); CRP-05 was 34 amino acid residues in length (amino acid sequence positions 173 to
206); CRP-a was 100 amino acid residues in length (amino acid sequence positions 4 to 103).
and CRP-b was 125 amino acid residues in length (amino acid sequence positions 49 to 173).
The seven recombinant CRP peptide fragments were then expressed in E. coli and their
relative molecular weights were observed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie Brilliant Blue
staining (Fig. 2). In each case, the relative molecular weight corresponded to the predicted
size of the recombinant peptide fragments.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(A) Molecular weight marker (lane 1), CRP-01 of recombinant CRP fragment (lane 2), CRP-02 (lane 3),
CRP-03 (lane 4), CRP-04 (lane 5), and CRP-05 (lane 6) were separated by SDS-PAGE and stained with
Coomassie Brilliant Blue. Recombinant CRP fragments for CRP-01, CRP-02, CRP-03, CRP-04, and CRP05 correspond to molecular weights of 26.3, 19.9, 11,7, 6.8, and 4.0 kDa respectively. (B) Recombinant
protein CRP-a, Lane 1-5: Add IPTG to culture pellet 0-5h, Lane 6-10: Culture pellet 0-5h. (C)
Recombinant protein CRP-b, Lane 1-5: Add IPTG to culture pellet 0-5h, Lane 6-10: culture pellet 0-5h.
M: Low range molecular weight marker (Wako Pure Chemical Industries)

Fig. 2. SDS-PAGE Analysis of Recombinant CRP Fragments Expressed in E. coli.
The results of epitope analysis using Western blot are presented in Table 2. MoAbs 4, 7, and
8 were found to react with all fragments, while MoAb 5 reacted with CRP-01, CRP-02, CRP-
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03, and CRP-04. This suggests that the C-terminal fragment (positions 173 to 206, Fig. 3B)
contains the epitope for MoAbs 4, 7, and 8 while the fragment containing amino acid
residues 147 to 172 (Fig. 3A) contains the epitope for MoAb 5. It is not a hydrophilicity
epitope. However, these epitope regions include helix and loop structures, and there have
been only a few reports of cross-reaction with these epitopes.20,21) Hence, we hypothesized
that these epitopes represent specific antigen sites.
Monoclonal
antibody

Isotype

No. 4

IgG2aκ

No. 5

IgG1κ

CRP01
+
+

No. 7

IgG1κ
IgG1κ

No. 8

Reactivity with Recombinant CRP
CRPCRPCRPCRPCRP-a
02
03
04
05
+
+
+
+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

CRP-b
+

+

+

+

–
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Table 2. Reactivity of the Anti-CRP Monoclonal Antibody with CRP Fragments by Western
Blot Analysis

The C-terminal fragment from positions 173 to 206 (B) might contain the epitopes for MoAbs 4, 7, and 8,
while the fragment spanning positions 147 to 172 (A) is thought to contain the epitope for MoAb 5.
※Cross-reactive site with heat shock protein 60.20)
※※ Site similar to pentraxins in other species.21)

Fig. 3. Hydrophobicity Plot of the CRP Amino Acid Sequence.
3.3 Reactivity of anti-CRP latex reagents using polyclonal antibody (PoAb)
3.3.1 Optimization of amino acid spacer concentration
First, bond concentrations of the amino acid spacers were examined. Preparation of latex
reagent with amino acid spacers was synthesized using glycine at concentrations of 1.0–20
mg/ml, and the reagent produced binding antibody using latex synthesized at each glycine
concentration. The examination of reactivity was performed to react CRP antigen with the
binding antibody using the synthesized reagent. As seen in Fig. 3, the examination of
reactivity improved as glycine concentrations increased. The optimum glycine concentration
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was 10 mg/ml, and the excess glycine bond was decreased by the reactivity of latex reagent.
Thus, latex responsiveness was improved by the combination of the amino acid and latex at
a concentration of 0.26 mmol.
The result of each reagent using glycine (Gly), alanine (Ala), valine (Val), leucine (Leu),
and peptide synthesized by Fmoc solid phase (5 molecule bond of glycine: Gly5) are shown
in Fig. 4. The rank order of reactivity was Gly5 > Gly > Ala > Leu > Val. Each amino acid
produced a gentle sloping curve, and Gly5 produced a good reaction curve.
The accuracy of each amino acid is shown in Table 3. CV was about 0.5 or less and the
stabilizing reagent was synthesized. Gly sensitivity is shown in Fig. 5. We demonstrated that
it was possible to measure up to 500 ng/dl by calculating mean ± 3 SD values.
This study demonstrates that a latex reagent made by using 5 types of amino acid spacer
molecules increased reactiveness by 40% as compared to using only 1 glycine molecule. It is
possible that the long amino acid spacer reduces steric hindrance in the antigen-antibody
reaction with the latex and thus reactiveness to the antibody is increased. Because the
reactiveness is examined by using the amino acid, the position of the carboxyl group is the
same as the amino group necessary for the peptide bond formation. Therefore, the length of
the latex particle and antibody is constant. Because the alkyl group of the amino acid used is
aliphatic, the hydrophobe of the amino acid, and the volume of the molecule are chiefly
different (Table 4), the difference in reactiveness may be due to the side chain of the amino
acid. As seen in Fig. 6, there was a 70% or greater increase in reactivity for all amino acids
when the bonding amounts of the amino acid were compared, and a significant difference
was not seen in the amount of antibody binding. Therefore, it is suggested that the
reactiveness is due to the interaction of the aliphatic amino acid spacer with the
hydrophobe.

100
80
60
40
20
0
0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0
CRP Concentration (ng/ml)
Gly 0.0 mg/ml
Gly 1.0 mg/ml
Gly 5.0 mg/ml
Gly 10 mg/ml
Gly 15 mg/ml
Gly 20 mg/ml
Fig. 4a. Comparison of reactivity in various concentration of glycine spacer
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Fig. 4b. Comparison of reactivity in various types of amino acid spacers
Glycine
Concentration
(μg/dl)
Mean (absorbance)
SD
CV(%)
Alanine
Concentration (μg/dl)
Mean (absorbance)
SD
CV(%)
Valine
Concentration (μg/dl)
Mean (absorbance)
SD
CV(%)
Leucine
Concentration (μg/dl)
Mean (absorbance)
SD
CV(%)
Gly5
Concentration (μg/dl)
Mean (absorbance)
SD
CV(%)

0

1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

0.058
0.007
12.70

0.288
0.009
3.22

0.430
0.022
5.18

0.481
0.018
3.68

0.542
0.029
5.40

0.583
0.015
2.56

0
0.021
0.010
49.44

1.0
0.107
0.012
11.24

2.0
0.171
0.021
12.26

3.0
0.224
0.030
13.53

4.0
0.258
0.033
12.92

5.0
0.288
0.041
14.06

0
0.070
0.006
8.74

1.0
0.268
0.016
5.89

2.0
0.380
0.022
5.85

3.0
0.446
0.026
5.81

4.0
0.380
0.022
5.85

5.0
0.446
0.026
5.81

0
0.191
0.029
15.18

1.0
0.389
0.064
16.54

2.0
0.515
0.069
13.33

3.0
0.550
0.078
14.10

4.0
0.604
0.080
13.22

5.0
0.603
0.089
14.81

0
0.051
0.05
15.54

1.0
0.302
0.081
10.95

2.0
0.505
0.083
7.32

3.0
-

4.0
-

5.0
0.896
0.093
7.96

Table 3. With in-run precision
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Fig. 5. Detection sensitivity
Amino
acid
Glycine

MW

The solubility of
amino acid in H2O
14.18
（ 0°C）
24.99
（ 25°C）
12.73
（ 0°C）
16.51
（ 25°C）
ー
（ 0°C）
8.34
（ 25°C）
2.27
（ 0°C）
2.19
（ 25°C）

pI

75.07

5.97

Alanine

89.09

6.00

Valine

117.15

5.96

Leucine

131.18

5.98

Table 4. Amino acid spacers
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amino acid（%)
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Fig. 6. Amount of conjugated amino acid and antibody
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3.3.2 Immunoreactivity of prepared latex reagent
The latex reagent was produced by the method previously described using F(ab′)2 antibody,
and the reactivity was compared with the conventional reagent. The F(ab′)2 reagent and
conventional reagent were used to draw calibration curves from standard CRP samples
and CRP levels derived from the 263 clinical samples from patients with liver disease.
As seen in Fig. 7, the F(ab′)2 reagent correlated with a conventional reagent (r2 = 0.746,
y = 0.4879, and x + 1.77). Moreover, when CRP concentration was between 0.030 and 2.0
mg/dl, the correlation was r2 = 0.829, y = 0.909, and x + 0.6073, indicating that there was a
significant correlation at low concentrations. However, at high latex concentrations, this
method was less sensitive.

4.0
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

8.0

10.0

CRP concentration using standerd
CRP reagent (mg/dl)
Fig. 7. Comparative study of CRP latex reagent
3.3.3 LTIA for titration of the MoAb and oligoclonal antibody
Three latex reagents with MoAb were used to quantify the CRP antigen by LTIA. The
immunoreactivity curve of the latex agglutination rates using the various antibodies is
shown in Fig. 8. We found that the reaction rates increased with the concentration of CRP
antigen in an approximately linear fashion. The reactivity of these reagents was ranked in
the following order: MoAb 5 > MoAb 8 > MoAb 7. This order of reactivity observed for the
latex agglutination tests was found to be the same as that for the ELISA tests. The detection
limit, which was calculated as the concentration equivalent to 3 standard deviations above
the mean signal from 10 replicates of the zero standard, was calculated at 10 ng/ml.
Further, we prepared two types of latex reagent. First we mixed the two above-mentioned
latex reagents together to form “mixed latex reagents,” and combined these suspensions
with CRP (Fig. 9). Then latex reagents were prepared using two MoAbs at a total antibody
concentration of 100 μg/ml, and the latex reagent with two antibodies as the oligoclonal
antibody were reacted with the CRP antigen (Fig. 10). The sensitivity of the latex reagents
containing MoAb 5 was found to be the highest, and the latex reagents with the oligoclonal
antibody were more sensitive than the mixed latex reagents. The lower limit of CRP antigen
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The latex reagent containing MoAb 5 (○) was found to have the highest activity, while the latex reagent
containing MoAb 7 (●) was found to have the lowest activity. The latex reagent containing MoAb 8 (△)
was found to have an intermediate level of activity.

Fig. 8. Comparison of Reactivity between Latex Reagents.
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Three types of mixed latex reagents were prepared using MoAb 5 latex reagent and MoAb 7 latex
reagent (○), MoAb 5 latex reagent and MoAb 8 latex reagent (●), and MoAb 7 latex reagent and MoAb 8
latex reagent (ᇞ). The mixed latex reagents containing MoAb 5 were found to have higher activity than
the others.

Fig. 9. Comparison of Latex Reagent Reactivity Following Mixing of Two Types of Latex
Reagents Containing Different MoAbs.
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Three types of latex reagents with oligoclonal antibody were prepared with a combination of MoAb 5
and 7(●), MoAb 5 and 8(ᇞ), and MoAb 7 and 8(○). Two types of latex reagents sensitizing MoAb 5 were
found to have higher sensitivity than the rest.

Fig. 10. Comparison of Reactivity Among Latex Reagents Containing Two Kinds of MoAbs.
detection, which was defined by the mean ± 3 SD method, was calculated as 10 ng/ml for
the mixed latex reagents and 5 ng/ml for the latex reagent containing the oligoclonal
antibody. When MoAbs for two different epitopes were used, the resulting latex reagent
exhibited higher sensitivity than the MoAbs for two nearby epitopes. We suggest that latex
reagents can be further increased in sensitivity through the use of MoAbs directed against
remote epitopes.
3.4 Examination of clinical significances for quantification of CRP level in normal,
hepatic disease, and diabetic subjects
The CRP level of sera in normal, hepatic disease, and diabetic subjects were measured by
latex reagents prepared using glycine spacers (Fig. 11). Normal subjects (n = 62) showed a
CRP average value of 0.03 mg/dl (maximum, 0.12 mg/dl; minimum, 0.01 mg/dl). These
CRP levels in sera were 0.02 mg/dl lower than reference healthy individuals .
Patients with liver disease (n = 263) caused by hepatitis B and C had an average CRP level of
0.14 mg/dl (maximum, 2.7 mg/dl; minimum, 0.04 mg/dl) in sera.
Type 2 diabetes mellitus subjects (n = 230) had an average CRP level of 0.07 mg/dl
(maximum, 1.9 mg/dl; minimum, 0.01 mg/dl).
Furthermore, CRP level in hepatitis B and C patients sera was compared with hepatic
disease subjects classified as having hepatitis, hepatic cirrhosis, and hepatic cancer (Fig. 12).
CRP levels tended to increase with the advancement of the disease.
This new method of assaying CRP, which uses a latex reagent made with a glycine spacer,
shows that there is a tendency for CRP levels to increase with age. We were able to get CRP
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readings at low concentrations (0.020 mg/dl) in a subset of healthy volunteers (n = 63) who
were between 20–30 years of age. This method was also used to measure CRP levels in patients
with liver disease, and the levels were correlated with disease advancement. In traditional
CRP assays, small changes are not usually detected owing to viral infection. Moreover,
because the liver produces CRP, the decrease of CRP production has been linked to hepatic
infection. However, the change in such CRP level due to liver disease was confirmed by this
new highly sensitive CRP density measurement. Our data indicate that CRP is produced by
the inflammatory response of the liver in patients with hepatitis B and C.
We also measured CRP levels in patients with diabetes. Chronic high blood sugar in diabetic
patients increases the risk of arteriosclerosis. Recent studies indicate that insulin-resistant
diabetes is especially correlated with arteriosclerosis and that heightened level of CRP in
type 2 diabetes may be a sensitive marker of arteriosclerosis.
This study indicates that CRP levels are not only elevated in people with particular
infectious diseases, cardiac infarction, and arteriosclerosis, but also in the sera of people
with liver disease and diabetes. These findings indicate that assaying CRP level will become
more important for diagnosing multiple diseases and may be used to measure the
effectiveness of therapies for patients with liver disease. Additionally, this newly developed
method can detect even small changes in CRP levels and thus is much more sensitive than
traditional methods.

P = 0.000006

CRP concentration (mg/dl)

1.60

P = 0.004 P = 0.0004

1.40
1.20
1.00
0.80
0.60
0.40
0.20
0.00
Normal Hepatic Diabetes
subjects disease subjects
subjects

Fig. 11. Box and whisker plots in CRP measurement of normal subjects and patients
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Fig. 12. Box and whisker plots in CRP measurement of various types of hepatic disease

4. Conclusion
We developed four novel MoAbs directed against CRP (MoAb 4, 5, 7, and 8), and classified
these antibodies into two major groups. The epitopes for MoAbs 4, 7, and 8 were located
between the amino acids residing at positions 173 to 206 of the CRP sequence. The epitope
for MoAb 5 was located between the amino acids residing at positions 147 to 172 of the CRP
sequence. These MoAbs were used in the preparation of latex reagents. The latex reagents
constructed using these MoAbs were found to be highly sensitive. Moreover, the latex
reagents, containing a cocktail of MoAbs specific for different epitopes, were also found to
be highly sensitive. The lower limit of detection of CRP antigen, which was defined using
the mean ± 3 SD method, was calculated to be 5 ng/ml for the latex reagents containing
oligoclonal antibodies. Furthermore, the latex reagents that were prepared using three kinds
of MoAbs reacted specifically with CRP-present patients with type-2 diabetes. In Fig. 12, the
obtained CRP value, appear to be indicated the hepatitis disease situation with the extreme
increased of CRP values in transition of disease phase from the point of these clinical
evaluations. We concluded that high sensitive CRP measurement should be usable in the
diagnosis of metabolic syndrome, such as diabetes and cardiac disease, early prediction of
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infection disease, and clinical follow-up of infection of neonates that show low
concentrations of CRP.
We suggest that latex reagents can be increased in sensitivity and specificity through the use
of MoAbs directed against remote epitopes. The results from this study might also prove to
be applicable to additional substances such as interleukin, etc.
This study presents a new CRP reagent with an amino acid spacer. In this method, the latex
particles contain a glycine spacer, the anti-CRP antibody can be supported, and the
orientation can be given to the antibody. As compared with other methods, this method
allows for quick, efficient, and highly sensitive measurement of CRP levels even in low
concentrations.
Additionally, we determined the serum CRP levels in a clinical sample of healthy subjects,
people with liver disease, and diabetic subjects to be 0.1374 mg/dl, 0.0332 mg/dl, and 0.0704
mg/dl, respectively. There was a significant difference in the CRP levels between patients
with type B and type C hepatitis. We also detected small differences in CRP levels between
type 1 and 2 diabetic patients.
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1. Introduction
Infectious, cancer and allergic diseases have always been scourge for humans and. disease
prevention through immunization has been the most cost-effective health-care intervention
available. Immunization has been a great public health success story. As immunization
helps to inhibit the spread of disease, many people can be protected from illness and death.
It has been proved beyond doubt that with the exception of pure drinking water, no other
human endeavor rivals immunization in combating infectious diseases. Millions of lives
have been saved, with considerably reduced mortality rates, millions have the chance of a
longer healthier life. The purpose of prophylactic vaccination is to generate a strong
immune response providing long term protection against infection. Vaccines have been
described as weapons of mass protection as they mainly capitalize on the immune system’s
ability to respond rapidly to pathogens and eliminate them. The considerable success
achieved in the eradication of smallpox and the reduction of polio, measles, pertussis,
tetanus and meningitis, were among the most notable achievements of the 20th century
(Wack and Rappuoli 2005). Unfortunately, for today’s societal dreadful diseases which are
major causes of morbidity and mortality, there are no effective vaccines. Some of the
existing vaccines do not induce complete protection and therefore, the development of
effective vaccines towards these diseases is needed. In this chapter, an attempt has been
made to explain the role of pattern recognition receptors (PRR)based immune adjuvants for
the development of safe and effective vaccines. We have also discussed the recent advances
in the therapeutic and prophylactic application of PRR agonist and antagonists for the
treatment of infectious diseases and cancer,. This topic was extensively studied in last one
decade and thousands of high quality publication and high quality reviews are reported in
the literature.

2. Need for immune adjuvants
Traditional vaccines mainly consisted of live attenuated pathogens, whole inactivated
organisms, or inactivated bacterial toxins. Many traditional vaccines based on pathogen
whole cells often contain components that can cause toxicity related side effects. As a result
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of these safety limitations of conventional vaccines, several new approaches to vaccine
development have emerged that may have significant advantages over more traditional
approaches. These approaches include 1) recombinant protein subunits 2) synthetic peptides
and 3) protein polysaccharide conjugates. By contrast, these vaccines although offering
considerable advantages over traditional vaccines in terms of safety and cost of production,
in most cases they have limited immunogenicity and therefore are use less as prophylactic
or therapeuticvaccines on their own. These pitfalls have intensified the search of external
agents that can synergistically boost the immune response of otherwise weakly
immunogenic subunit vaccines. Such molecularly defined immune boosters, popularly
known as adjuvants, ideally should constitute a non-immunogenic entities, however, able to
stimulate humoral and cellular immunity in presence of a vaccine antigen and most
importantly, being non toxic, suitable for animals and humans use.

3. Immune system: Innate and adaptive
The immune system in higher animals can be broadly classified into the innate and the
adaptive immune systems(Janeway 2001; Janeway and Medzhitov 2002). The innate
immune system was long thought to be a non-specific inflammatory response generated
during exposure to foreign antigen. However, studies conducted in recent years indicate the
innate immune response is able to discriminate between pathogen classes and direct innate
and adaptive immune responses toward elimination of the invading pathogen(Akira,
Uematsu et al. 2006; Hoebe, Jiang et al. 2006; Sansonetti 2006). The discovery of pathogenassociated molecular patterns (PAMPs) and pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) and the
role they play in elimination of pathogen and activity as adjuvant has renewed interest in
the importance of the innate immune system(Hopkins and Sriskandan 2005). Improved
understanding of innate immunity in recent years, has led to the identification of immune
pathways and adjuvant formulations more suitable for clinical advancement. The 2011
Noble Prize for Medicine was awarded to three scientists who have done more than anyone
to lay bare the two-tier structure of the immune system. One area of particular interest is the
discovery of agonists that target the PRRs. Adaptive immune responses are essential for the
control of pathogens that escape elimination by the innate immune response(Schwartz
2000). Because of its role in immune memory, the adaptive immune systems contributions to
pathogen elimination and vaccine development have been widely studied. Adaptive
immunity mediates a delayed, specific response to foreign antigen while innate immunity is
not antigen specific and develops immediately following exposure to immune stimuli i.e.,
pathogens.

4. Pattern recognition receptors
The Pattern Recognition Receptors (PRRs) of the innate immune system serve an essential
role in recognition of pathogen and directing the course as well as type of innate immune
response generated following exposure to foreign antigen. PRRs are differentially expressed
on a wide variety of immune cells(Iwasaki and Medzhitov 2004). Engagement of PRRs
invokes the cascades of intracellular signaling events that further induce many processes
such as activation, maturation and migration of other immune cells and the secretion of
cytokines and chemokines(Hoebe, Janssen et al. 2004; Medzhitov 2007; Kumar, Kawai et al.
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2009; Blasius and Beutler 2010; Kawai and Akira 2010; Takeuchi and Akira 2010). This
creates an inflammatory environment in tandem, that leads to the establishment of the
adaptive immune response(Iwasaki and Medzhitov 2004). PRRs consist of non-phagocytic
receptors such as toll-like receptors (TLRs) and nucleotide-binding oligomerization
domain (NOD) proteins and receptors that induce phagocytosis such as scavanger
receptors, mannose receptors and β-glucan receptors. In last decade, several natural,
natural derived (PAMPs) and synthetic ligands of PRR belonging to the diverse structural
class have been identified(Kumar, Kawai et al. 2011) and reported in the literature
possessing potential immunomodulatory properties. In spite of thousand of molecules
identified as potential PRR agonist properties, a hand full number of these are now in
clinical or late preclinical stages of development as immune adjuvant for vaccines(Kanzler,
Barrat et al. 2007; Makkouk and Abdelnoor 2009; Mbow, Gregorio et al. 2010; Basith,
Manavalan et al. 2011). Various vaccine R&Ds and research group around the world are
currently exploring the use of natural ligands or synthetic ligands as well-defined PRRs as
adjuvants, either alone or with as formulations with other ingradients for various subunit
vaccines being developed against cancers, infectious and allergic diseases. Furthermore,
TLR antagonists derived from the modifications of natural ligands also appear quite
promising for a number of inflammatory and autoimmune diseases.
4.1 Toll like receptors
Vaccine adjuvants are perhaps the most extensively explored applications for TLR agonists.
In last decade, efforts an increasing focus has been to use natural ligands or synthetic
agonists for well-defined TLRs as adjuvants, either alone or with various formulations. A
number of these are now in clinical or late preclinical stages of development for multiple
applications and have been the subject of research to clarify the basis of their adjuvant
activity. TLR are type I membrane glycoproteins, characterized by a cytoplasmic
Toll/interleukin-1 receptor homology (TIR) signaling domain and an external antigen
recognition domain comprising 19–25 tandem leucine-rich repeat (LRR) motifs(Rock,
Hardiman et al. 1998). TLRs were initially discovered in fruitfly, Drosophila melanogaster, and
have been defined as factors involved in the embryonic development (Lemaitre, Nicolas et
al. 1996; Hoffmann 2003)and resistance of the fly Drosophila to bacterial and fungal
infection. Bieng a major component in innate immunity TLRs are known to play a
significant role in innate-adaptive cross talks(Pandey and Agrawal 2006; Rezaei 2006;
Kanzler, Barrat et al. 2007; Romagne 2007). First human TLR was discovered in 1997 by
Medzhitov et al. and after that research in this filed has exploded so rapidly that all TLRs
have been cloned and many of their ligands (PAMPs) and associated signaling pathways
have been identified. TLRs recognize broad classes of PAMPS and are emerging as a central
player in initiating and directing immune responses to pathogens. Till date, ten TLR (TLR1–
10) are reported in humans and subdivided according to their localization in cell
compartments. TLR1, 2, 4, 5, 6 and 10 are expressed on the cell surface and recognize
PAMPs derived from bacteria, fungi and protozoa. TLR3, 7, 8 and 9 are expressed in
intracellular compartments with the ligand-binding domains sampling the lumen of the
vesicle and recognize nucleic acid PAMPS derived from various viruses and
bacteria(Janeway and Medzhitov 2002; Akira and Hemmi 2003; Akira, Uematsu et al. 2006).
Generally, natural lignads of TLR fall into three broad categories: lipids and lipopeptides
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(TLR2/TLR1; TLR2/TLR6; TLR4), proteins (TLR5) and nucleic acids (TLR3, 7, 8, 9). TLRs
forms both homo- and heterodimers to enable functioning and downstream signaling
activation resulting in ligand recognition (PAMPS) of diverse structure from various
sources. TLR2 preferentially forms heterodimers with either TLR1 or TLR6, whereas the
other TLRs appear to associate as homodimers. Various natural (microbial) and synthetic
ligands of functional TLRs as well as cellular localization of TLRs are discussed in Table 1.
PRR
(Cellular localization)
TLR1/TLR2 (Cell
surface)
TLR2/TLR6
(Cell surface)

TLR3
(Endosome)
TLR4
(Cell surface)

TLR5
(Cell surface)
TLR7
(Endolysosome)

Microbial Ligands

Synthetic Ligands

Triacyl lipopeptide
(Pam3CSK4)
Diacyl lipopeptides
(Pam2CSK4), Lipoteichoic
acid,
Zymosan, porins,
MALP2,
Bacterial peptidoglycan,
Lipoarabinomannan
ssRNS and dsRNA virus,
Respiratory syncytical virus,
Mmurine cytomegalovirus
LPS;
Mannan;
Phospholipids;
Envelope proteins (MMTV,
RSV)
Flagellin

Pam2CSK/Pam3CSK4
analogues
Pam2CSK/Pam3CSK4
analogues

ssRNA (viral), RNA from
bacteria from group B
streptococcus

TLR8
(Endolysosome)

ssRNA (viral)

TLR9
(Endolysosome)
TLR10
(Cell surface)

DNA (bacterial/viral)
Unknown

Poly I:C;
poly A:U
Monophosphoryl lipid A and its
analogues

--GU-rich oligoribonucleotides;
Loxoribin;
Imiquimod;
Resiquimod;
Adenosine and Guanosine
derivative
GU-Rich oligoribonucleotides;
Adenosine and
Guanosine derivative;
Resiquimod
Deoxynucleotides with
unmethylated CpG motifs
----

Table 1. Pattern Recognition Receptors and their ligands
Ligand binding to TLR appears to result in conformational changes and possibly
dimerization, leading to recruitment of crucial adaptor proteins. These Toll/interlukin-1
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receptor homology(TIR) domain–containing molecules include myeloid differentiation
primary-response protein 88 (MyD88), used by nearly all TLR, TIR domain–containing
adaptor protein (TIRAP), TIR domain–containing adaptor protein inducing interferon (IFN)β (TRIF), and TRIF-related adaptor molecule (TRAM). Engagement of these adaptors
activates a series of signal transduction molecules including interleukin (IL)-1R–associated
kinases (IRAKs), tumor necrosis factor receptor (TNFR)-associated factor 6 (TRAF6),
transforming growth factor (TGF)-β–activated kinase (TAK1), and the inhibitor of nuclear
factor-κB (IκB)-kinase complex. These events lead ultimately to activation of mitogenactivated protein (MAP) kinases and nuclear translocation of the transcription factor NF-κB,
key regulators of many inflammatory response pathways. A second discrete pathway, used
by intracellular TLR, leads to activation of IFN regulatory factors (IRF), particularly IRF-7,
leading to high levels of type I IFN production. Differential adaptor use by different TLR
and cell type–specific signaling pathways leads to many variations on this theme. Thus, the
response to TLR signaling can include cell differentiation, proliferation or apoptosis, as well
as induction of many secreted mediators, prominently IFNs, TNF-α, IL-1, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12,
and many different chemokines. The responses produced by activation through a TLR are
determined by many factors specific to individual cell types, as well as to quantitative and
qualitative parameters of the TLR-ligand interaction itself.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of human Toll-like receptors showing adaptors, cellular
orientation and complimentary ligands. Source: Holger Kanzler et al. Nature Medicine 2007,
13, 552.
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Fig. 2. Stimulation of innate immunity and induction of adaptive immunity by PAMPs or
PAMP-related adjuvants.
Redundant and non-redundant functions of TLRs are responsible for the adjuvant activity
required to t immune responses both in natural infection and in vaccine responses(Lien and
Golenbock 2003). They have a distinct function in pathogen recognition and constitute good
targets for rational adjuvant development. Table 1 shows, TLR recognize groups of widely
distributed and structurally similar molecules, in contrast to the highly selective molecularlevel recognition of T- and B-cell receptors. Synthetic ligands with varying degrees of
similarity to natural ligands have been described for most of the TLR. Therapeutic
applications to date have used either native or synthetic versions of natural TLR ligands
with optimized pharmacologic properties(Kanzler, Barrat et al. 2007; Makkouk and
Abdelnoor 2009; Basith, Manavalan et al. 2011).
4.2 Small molecules TLR agonists and antagonists derived from PAMPs
A number of TLR agonist and antagonists are currently under investigation are either
PAMPS or PAMPS derived molecules such as DNA motifs analogs, monophosphoryl lipid
A analogs, muramyl dipeptide analogs, nucleic acid analogs etc. Here, we have presented
brief description of representative clinically potential agonists and antagonists and their
pharmacophores responsible for stimulating immunological response.
4.2.1 Lipopolysaccharide, lipid A and monophosphoryl lipid A
The adjuvant effect of lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or endotoxin was described in 1956(Johnson,
Gaines et al. 1956). LPS or endotoxin component of gram negative bacteria has a hydrophilic
polysaccharide and lipophilic phospholipids which is responsible for adjuvant
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activity(Gupta, Relyveld et al. 1993). The active agent of LPS has been shown to be lipid A a disaccharide composed of two glucosamine units, two phosphate groups and five or six fatty acid
chains (generally C12 to C16 in length). Lipid A 1 is a potent adjuvant for both protein and
carbohydrate antigens, and can lead to marked increases in both humoral and cell-mediated
immunity(Azuma 1992). Although LPS as a component of whole cell vaccines against
pertussis, cholera and typhoid has been used in humans for many years, its extreme toxicity
precludes its use as an adjuvant in humans(Johnson, Keegan et al. 1999). Attempts have
been made to detoxify LPS and lipid A without affecting its adjuvanticity. The most
promising derivative of lipid A is monophosphoryl lipid.
Monophosphoryl lipid A (MPLA, Fig 3) 1a has been shown to exhibit potent adjuvanticity,
without exhibiting significant toxicity. Structural activity relationship of the MPL shown
that a hexaacylated β(1→6)-diglucosamine having three 3-n-alkanoyloxytetradecanoyl
residues or six fatty acid groups is required for adjuvanticity. Careful structure examination
of lipid A analogs suggests that the type and length lipid play a very crucial role in
determining the activity towards stimulation (agonist) or inhibition (antagonist). Lipid A
analogs having β-alkanoyl lipid having longer chain length shown agonist activity and lipid
A analogs with shorter chain length shown antagonist activity. Both LPS and MPL exhibited
adjuvant activity by triggering a signaling through TLR4(Kaisho and Akira 2002; Re and
Strominger 2002), but MPLA leads to downstream signaling only through the TRIF adaptor,
whereas the LPS leads to TLR4 activation through both the TRIF and MyD88 pathways, the
latter pathway resulting in the high level of inflammatory cytokines, prominently TNF-α.
On the other hand, MPLA activation leads to the induction of IFN-β and regulation of
CD80/CD86, which is a key aspect of adjuvanticity. Three MPLA and its analog containing
vaccine formulations have already been approved (Kanzler, Barrat et al. 2007; Makkouk and
Abdelnoor 2009; Basith, Manavalan et al. 2011)for various diseases such as Fendrix (by GSK)
for Hepatatis B, Cervarix (by GSK) for cervical cancer and Pollinex quattro (by Allergy
Therapeutics) for allergic rhinitis and have proven to be both safe and effective. Similarly
another synthetic lipid A mimetics structure known as aminoalkyl glucosaminide
phosphates (AGPs) also entered clinical studies and one of the AGPs known as RC-529 (1c,
structure shown in Fig 3) developed by Dynavax Technologies has been approved for
hepatitis B vaccine Supervax. Similarly, CRX-675 (Aminoalkyl-glucosamine-4- posphatide of
unknown structure; may be identical or similar to RC529, Table 4) developed by Corixa also
find clinical application and currently in phase-I for allergen rhinitis. Other lipid A analogs
as TLR4 antagonists such as CRX-526 and others are in preclinical studies for inflammatory
diseases. Many lipid A analogs containing vaccine formulations are in preclinical and
different stage of clinical trial for cancer, infectious and allergic diseases as given in Table 2,
3, 4. Merck has developed an innovative cancer vaccine known as Stimuvax containing MLP
as adjuvant along with MUC1 a protein antigen to treat cancer because it is widely
expressed in common cancer, and is currently undergoing phase-III clinical trial. Researcher
also developed lipid A analog as TLR4 antagonists which find important application for the
treatment of various autoimmune and inammatory diseases. E-5564 (Eritoran) is a lipid A
mimics developed by Eisai Pharmaceuticals and currently in phase-III trial for severe sepsis.
From this discussion, it is evident that different lipid A analogs act differently and find
useful in the treatment of hepatitis B, cancer, allergic and inflammation diseases(Kanzler,
Barrat et al. 2007; Makkouk and Abdelnoor 2009; Basith, Manavalan et al. 2011).
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Fig. 3. Structure of Lipid A and their synthetic analogs as TLR4 agonist and antagonists
4.2.2 Imidazoquinolines and guanosine containing compounds
Guanosine- and uridine-rich ssRNA were first identified as natural agonists for TLR7 and
and 8 and because of their degradation by RNases limited their uses as immune adjuvants.
In search of stable and robust small molecule TLR7 and 8 agonists lead to the discovery of
imidaquinolines and guanosine and adenine analogs(Fig 4). Imidazoquinolines such as
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imiquimod 2a, resiquimod 2b are synthetic low-molecular weight TLR7/8 agonists are
structural mimics of DNA or RNA oligonucleotides(Gibson, Lindh et al. 2002; Stanley 2002;
Lee, Chuang et al. 2003). Imiquimod activate TLR7 while resiquimod activate either TLR7,
TLR8 or both. Imiquimod represent the most promising TLR7 agoinst and 3M Pharma
developed formulation containing imiquimod as 5% cream(AldaraTM) approved for the
treatment of genital warts, superficial basal cell carcinoma, actinic keratoses and lentigo
malinga and also been used for the treatment of human papilloma virus(HPV)associated
lesions and cutaneous melanoma. Another structurally related compound, R-848
(Resiquimod, 3M Pharma), is currently in Phase II (Bishop, Hsing et al. 2000)clinical study
for the treatment of hepatitis C virus(HCV) and other viral infections(Pockros, Guyader et
al. 2007). Similarly guanosine containing compound 2c and other nucleoside analogs also
find promising application for the number of diseases e.g., ANA975 (oral prodrug of
isatoribine) was developed as an antiviral HCV treatment, shown promising activity in
preliminary level but clinical studies for this were discontinued by Anadys Pharma due to
indicated toxicity in the long-term animal studies(Pockros, Guyader et al. 2007).

Fig. 4. Structure of imidazoquinolines and other small synthetic compounds
4.2.3 Lipoproteins and lipopeptides
Lipoproteins are part of the outer membrane of gram negative bacteria, gram positive
bacteria, Rhodopseudomonas viridis and mycoplasma. Bacterial lipoproteins have no shared
sequence homology but are characterized by the N-terminal unusual amino acid S-(2,3dihydroxypropyl)-cysteine acylated by three fatty acids. Synthetic analogues of the Nterminal lipopentapeptide (sLP) 3 of the lipoprotein of E. coli proved to be as active as the
native lipoprotein(Fig 5). They activate B-cells, monocytes, neutrophils and platelets and act
as potent immunoadjuvants in-vivo and in-vitro(Seifert, Schultz et al. 1990; Wiesmüller, Bessler
et al. 1992; Berg, Offermanns et al. 1994; Bessler, Cox et al. 1998; Hoffmann, Heinle et al. 1998).
Synthetic lipopeptides with the RR stereoisomer (N-palmitoyl-S-[2,3-bis(palmitoyloxy)-(2R)propyl]-[R]-cysteine), showed higher B-cell mitogenicity and protective activity when
introduced into vaccines than the mixture of other stereoisomers(Wiesmüller, Jung et al.
1989; Wiesmüller, Bessler et al. 1992).
Lipoproteins and lipopeptides induce signaling in immune cells through toll-like receptorTLR2/TLR1 and TLR2/TLR6 heterodimers. Diacyl lipopeptides like macrophage activating
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lipopeptide from Mycoplasma fermentans (MALP-2, Pam2Cys-GNNDESNISFKEK) contain
the diacylated lipoamino acid S-[2,3-bis(palmitoyloxy)-(2R)-propyl]-[R]-cysteine require
TLR2 and TLR6 for signalling, whereas the triacylated synthetic compound like Pam3CysSK4 require TLR2/TLR1 heterodimers for signalling. Structure–activity relationship study
supports the fact that the immune modulating activity of lipopeptides is strongly
dependent on the fatty acid length and the presence of the natural amino acid S-2(R)dihydroxypropyl-(R)-cysteine.
Lipopeptide vaccinations have been carried out in all relevant animal models and so far no
toxic side effects have been observed. The safety, reproducible production and ease of
storage and handling of lipopeptide vaccines suggest that they have significant potential for
the development of vaccines for humans and domestic animals. Moreover, several
researcher conjugated MHC class-I restricted peptides with Pam3Cys-Ser-Ser resulting in
efficient priming of virus-specific cytotoxic T-cells and Tn antigen epitopes.

Fig. 5. Structure of lipopetides
4.3 Nucleotide-binding and oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptor (NLR) proteins
Nucleotide-binding and oligomerization domain (NOD)-like receptor (NLRs) (Fritz, Ferrero
et al. 2006; Werts, Girardin et al. 2006; Franchi, Park et al. 2008) represent another family of
PRR that received great attention in recent decade and their role in linking host innate
immunity to microbes and regulation of inflammatory pathways (Carneiro, Magalhaes et al.
2008)has been extensively studied. In humans the NLR family is composed of 22
intracellular pattern recognition molecules and composed of three different types of
domains, a C-terminal LRR domain for ligand binding, a nucleotide binding oligomerization
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domain (NOD domain) and an N-terminal effector binding domain for the initiation of
signaling. Among all the NLRs, NLRP, NOD1 and NOD2 were extensively studied towards
their role in the treatment of inflammatory diseases and in the development of improved
vaccine. PAMPs, PAMPs-derived and synthetic ligands that recognize these receptors are
presented in Table 1. NOD1 recognizes a molecule called meso-DAP, that is a peptidoglycan
constituent of the only gram negative bacteria(Chamaillard 2003; Girardin 2003). NOD2
proteins recognize intracellular MDP (muramyl dipeptide),]-a peptidoglycan constituent of
both gram ositive and gram negative bacteria.. Whereas NALPRs have been known to
detect a range of PAMPs(Hsu; Martinon, Agostini et al. 2004; Boyden and Dietrich 2006;
Kanneganti 2006; Kanneganti 2006; Mariathasan 2006; Martinon, Petrilli et al. 2006; Petrilli
2007; Franchi and Nunez 2008; Li, Willingham et al. 2008)

.
Fig. 6. Nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain (NOD) proteins receptors
4.3.1 Natural and unnatural NOD agonists/antagonists: Muramyl dipeptides
Two major class of compounds viz., bacterial cell wall preparations containing
peptidoglycan and inorganic crystals such as aluminium hydroxide (now identified as
ligands of NLrs pathway) were extensively used for vaccination strategies throughout the
twentieth century represented the strength of this pathway for vaccine and adjuvant
development. Furthermore, in recent studies, it has been found that the interaction of NLRs
and TLRs are crucial for the adaptive immunity and therefore researchers are looking for the
combination strategy by using the ligands of two pathways for the designing of more potent
and efficacious immune adjuvants for poor imunogenic vaccines. Although this area is
relatively new, but many PAMPS, PAMPs derived and synthetic ligands as well as the role
of their receptors in various diseases condition have been identified that will provide very
useful inputs for vaccine and adjuvant development.
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Eversince the identification of monomeric peptidoglycan subunits in 1970s as minimal
structural responsible for the adjuvanticity of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA) a mixture
of NOD1, NOD2 and TLR ligands, which play a central role in the adjuvant action of CFA
and therefore their ligands will be explored for the development of effective vaccines.
Similarly, N-Acetyl muramyl-L-alanine-D-isoglutamine (muramyl dipeptide, MDP) 4 is
another component of a peptidoglycan extracted from Mycobacteria possessing promising
imunostimulatory properties and recently has been found to activate NOD2(Adam,
Ciorbaru et al. 1974). Muramyl dipeptide (MDP) is the minimal unit of the mycobacterial
cell wall complex that generates the adjuvant activity of complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA).
MDP has a variety of physiological effects, including adjuvanticity, pyrogenicity and
leucocytopoietic activity and extensive research has been done on these molecules to
understand their role and activation pathway. Despite extensive research on MDP, the
molecules was found to be pyrogenic and autoimmunogenic to be used as adjuvants in
human. Furthermore, MDP have potent in-vivo adjuvant activity when administered as
water-in oil emulsions, but MDP itself is a poor adjuvant, due to its rapid excretion in the
urine when administered as an aqueous solution. Therefore, efforts towards the synthesis of
less pyrogenic derivatives without compromise on their immune stimulatory activity has
been attempted. . And as a result, a number of lipophilic derivatives of MDP have been
prepared, and their bioactivities have been reviewed(Azuma and Seya 2001). Several MDP
derivatives and related compounds such as murametide 4a, murabutide 4b, threonyl- MDP
4c, murapalmintine 4d and glycoyl-MDP 4e have host-stimulating activities against bacterial
infections in experimental models. Moreover, MDP as well as other muropeptides
(tripeptides and disaccharide tripeptides and tetrapeptides) have been found to work in
synergy with TLRs and enhance the effect of immunomodulatory factors such as IFNγ, IL-

Fig. 7. Structure of MDP and its analogs
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1β, IL-32 and GM-CsF. All these factors are crucial for the recruitment and activation of
effector cells as well as for evoking the inflammatory processes which eventually lead to the
establishment of an appropriate adaptive immune response, that leads to the increase in the
therapeutic potential of NOD2 molecules(Geddes, Magalhaes et al. 2009).
On the other hand, NLRPs recognize wide range of ligands of natural sources but some
recent studies shown that some NLRP particularly NLRP3 is an essential component of the
inflammasome, it is possible that the activation of NLRP3 as part of the inflammosome is a
common event in response to several adjuvants or more generally to particulate compounds
such as chitosan (a polysaccharide derived from chitin) and Quil A (a saponin extracted
from the bark of Quillaja saponaria) as well as silica and asbestos. However, how NLRP3
activation contributes to adjuvanticity is not fully understood. The steadily growing
knowledge on NLRs will have a crucial impact on our understanding of the mechanisms of
action of immune adjuvants, as well as the pathogenesiss and will help direct the
development of potent and efficacious immune adjuvants in the near future(Geddes,
Magalhaes et al. 2009).
4.4 Endocytic pattern-recognition receptors: Mannose receptors

Fig. 8. Mannose receptor-A type 1 transmembrane protein
The mannose receptor (MR) is a PRR primarily present on the surface of macrophages and
dendritic cells (Stahl and Ezekowitz 1998)which belongs to the multilectin receptor protein
group and, provides a link between innate and adaptive immunity like the TLRs, It is a type
I C-type lectin receptor with a long extracellular portion including a N-terminal cysteinerich domain, a fibronectin type II (FNII) domain, a series of eight C-type lectin-like domains
and the carbohydrate–recognition domains (CRDs), which is endowed with the capability to
recognize mannosyl-, fucosyl- or N- acetylglucosamidyl-terminal glycoconjugates and
sulfated sugars(Taylor and Drickamer 1993). Mannose receptor endocytoses mannosylated
motifs for processing and presentation to T cells by MHC class II. Mannosylation of antigen
enhances the efficiency of its presentation to T cells. In a variety f antigen delivery
approches, the MR has demonstrated effective induction of potent cellular and humoral
immune responses. Therefore, MR-targeted vaccines are likely to be most efficacious in-vivo
when combined with agents that elicit complementary activation signals.

5. Importance of Th1 immune modulators
The basic knowledge of adjuvant action is very important for developing suitable vaccines
for newly emerging cancer and infectious diseases. In the last one decade, much progress
has been made on understanding the molecular basis for action of adjuvants, the role of
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cytokines and different types of cells involved in immune response and a better
understanding of the correlates of immunity to various diseases(Moingeon, Haensler et al.
2001). The induction of Th1 responses is highly desirable for vaccines (Moingeon, Haensler
et al. 2001)against chronic viral diseases, infections linked to intracellular pathogens such as
M.TB, Malaria or cancer (therapeutic vaccines). This leads to the development of adjuvants,
which can selectively modulate the immune response and even evoke selective T-cell
response alone. Due to limitations of potential adjuvants to elicit cell mediated immune
responses such as cytotoxic T-cell responses, there is a need for alternative adjuvants,
particularly for diseases in which cell mediated immune responses are important for
eliminating intracellular pathogens.

6. Plant based immune adjuvants
The toxicity, adverse reactions, pyrogenicity and reactogenicity associated with synthetic as
well as bacterial products limited their development as immunoadjuvants and therefore, in
this direction, plants can provide potent, safer and efficacious alternatives. Crude extracts
derived from plants have been used as immune-potentiators from the time immemorial in
various traditional medicines(Alamgir and Uddin 2010). A traditional Indian system of
medicines like Siddha and Ayurveda suggested that various plants derived Rasayanas possess
potential immunostimulatory activity(Thatte and Dahanukar 1997). The extracts and
formulations prepared from Ayurvedic medicinal plants such as Withania somnifera,
Tinospora cordifolia, Actinidia macrosperma, Picrorhiza kurroa, Aloe vera, Andrographis paniculata,
Asparagus racemosus, Azadirachta indica, Boswellia carterii, Chlorella vulgaris, Emblica officinalis,
Morinda citrifolia, Piper longum, Ocimum sanctum etc demonstrated significant
immunostimulatory activity particularly at humoral level in experimental
systems(Patwardhan 2000; Kumar, Gupta et al. (2011). QS-21 a plant based saponin present
the finest example of alternate immunoadjuvants isolated from the crude extracts of Quillaja
saponaria which was known for immunostimulatory properties(Jacobsen, Fairbrother et al.
1996). Similarly, several others single molecules based immune potentiators have been
isolated and characterized from the plant sources. Even though these molecules may not
operate through the similar mechanism as various PAMPS, the adjuvant effect owing to
such amphilic natural products is undisputed possibly with low toxicity `unlike those
derived from PAMPS. There is a major unmet need for a safe and efficacious adjuvant
capable of boosting both cellular and humoral immunity. The evaluation and development
of plant based immunomodulators, as the alternate adjuvants for providing maximum and
lasting protective immune responses with existing vaccines, is justified due to proven safety
aspects in comparison with their synthetic counterparts along with excellent tolerability,
ease of manufacture and formulation.
6.1 Plant based products currently under investigation
In the last few decades, improved understanding of the mechanism of action of traditional
plant based crude extracts and formulations, lead to the discovery of various class of
compounds as potential immunostimulators viz., alkaloids, saponins, polysaccharide,
triterpenoids, iridoids, organic acids, etc(Alamgir and Uddin 2010). Several plant based
products are currently under investigation for use as vaccine adjuvants. Enriched fractions
of iridoid glycosides has been isolated from Picrorhiza kurroa (a high altitude Himalayan
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perennial herb) employed for medicinal purpose from time immemorial to relieve immune
related diseases(Puri, Saxena et al. 1992). Several polysaccharides such as mannan and β 1-3
glucan 5 isolated from many plant sources such as Chlorella sp, Tinospora cordifolia etc. have
been known for stimulating and targeting APCs to up-regulate Thl responses and used as
vaccine adjuvants either mixed with or conjugated to immunogen. Picrosides 6 isolated
from Picrorhiza kurroa, Cardioside 7isolated from Tinospora cordifolia possesses potential
immunostimulatory activity(Panchabhai, Kulkarni et al. 2008). Cannabidiol 8 and
tetrahydrocannabinol 9 isolated from Cannbis sativa significantly attenuated the elevation of
IL-2, IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 and represent the potential therapeutic utility.

Fig. 9. Structure of plant based immunopotentiators
Despite the long term human use of secondary metabolite enriched fractions of Picrorhiza
kurroa as potential immunomodulator in traditional medicines, there had been no report
regarding the adjuvant activity of the molecular constituents of this valuable plant. While
exploring the novel immunoadjuvants derived from Picrorhiza kurroa , it was found that
many glycoconjugates such as picroside-I, picroside-II and catalpol, possess promising dose
dependant immune potentiation ability as indicated by B and T cell proliferation. The single
molecules derived from these fractions revealed varying degrees of adjuvant activity. The
enriched fractions [RLJ-NE-299A, a mixture of picroside-I (PK-I) and picroside-II (PK-II)]
derived from this plant exhibited promising adjuvant activity(Khajuria, Gupta et al. 2007)
without significant sustained immune memory or depot formation properties, which
restricted their use as plant based immune-adjuvants. In order to develop more potent,
efficacious and alternate plant based immune adjuvant, recently acylated analogs of
picroside-II viz. PK-II-2, PK-II-3 and PK-II-4 were synthesized and tested for immuneadjuvant activity in the presence of weak antigen ovalbumin. Among the acylated analogs
PK-II-3 and PK-II-4 were found to stimulate anti-OVA IgG titer, neutralizing antibody (IgG1
and IgG2a) titer as well as the production of soluble mediators of a Th1 response (IL-2 and
IFN-γ) and Th2 response (IL-4) and proliferation of T lymphocytes sub-sets (CD4/CD8).
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These results support the use of acylated analogs particularly PK-II-3 and PK-II-4 as potent
enhancer of antigen-specific Th1 and Th2 immune responses and thus are promising
immune-adjuvant candidate for vaccines(Kumar and Singh 2010)

Fig. 10. Picroside II and its lipidated derivatives as immune adjuvants
Based on the traditional system of medicine, plant based products can be attractive
candidates for use as safe vaccine adjuvants.
6.2 Saponins, Quil-A and QS-21
Saponins are triterpene glycosides isolated various plant sources. Crude extracts of Quillaja
saponoria –a bark tree native of Chile, have long been known as an immunostimulator
(Dalsgaard 1974). Crude extracts of plants containing saponin enhanced potency of foot and
mouth disease vaccines. However, these crude extracts were associated with adverse side
effects when used as vaccine adjuvants. Dalsgaard et al. partially purified the adjuvant
active component from crude extracts by dialysis, ion exchange and gel filtration
chromatography. The active component known as Quil A exhibited enhanced potency and
reduced local reactions when compared to crude extracts.
Quil A is widely used in veterinary vaccines but its hemolytic activity and local reactions
made it unsuitable for human vaccines. Further analysis and refining of Quil A by high
pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) revealed a heterogenous mixture of closely related
saponins and led to discovery of QS-21( 10) a potent adjuvant with reduced or minimal
toxicity. QS-21 is a quillaic acid-based triterpene with a complex acylated 3, 28-Obisglycoside structure (Jacobsen, Fairbrother et al. 1996). Unlike most other
immunostimulators, QS-21 (Fig 8) is water-soluble and can be used in vaccines with or
without emulsion type formulations. In a variety of animal models, QS-21 has augmented
the immunogenicity of protein, glycoprotein and polysaccharide antigens (Singh and
O'Hagan 1999). QS-21 has been shown to stimulate both humoral and cell-mediated Th1 and
CTL responses to subunit antigens. Clinical trials are in progress with QS-21, alone or in
combination with carriers and other immunostimulants for vaccines against infections
including influenza, HSV, HIV, HBV and malaria and cancers including melanoma, colon
and B-cell lymphoma. Several structural analogs of QS21 derived from wholly synthetic or
semi synthetic route have resulted in improved understanding of the mechanism of action
of this saponin molecule. Now it is imperative that the mode of action of this molecule is
through the action of formyl group on the triterinoid moiety of the saponon with the T-cell
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receptor that leads to to strong TH1 response. Thus it hardly needs to emphasize that
development of more plant based adjuvants are highly desirable for developing vaccines
against today’s societal dreadful diseases like cancer and other infectious diseases.

Fig. 11. QS-21, a saponin isolated from Quillaja saponaria

7. Current clinical status of potent immune adjuvants
As reviewed in the above sections, the use of PRR ligands particularly TLR and NLR agonists
as vaccine adjuvants has been extensively explored with the new generation vaccines which
contains defined antigens, These PRR ligands function as immune adjuavants and provide safe
and even more effective alternate to live attenuated/dead whole organism based vaccines
which induces strong Th1 and T-cytotoxic responses need to treat various cancer as well as
infectious and allergic agents. In-fact, these PRR based immune adjuavnts not only enhances
the immunological response of vaccine candidates/formulations but perform many functions.
A number of ongoing clinical trials with PRR ligands in prophylactic as well as therapeutic
vaccines against infectious agents, cancer and allergic agents are presented in Table 2, 3 and 4.
Various small molecules derived from lipid A and RNA/DNA oligonucleotides activate TLR4
and TLR7/8 respectively represents potential class of immune adjuvants and vaccine
encompassing these agonists finds application in the area of infectious and allergic diseases
including cancer as shown in Table 2, 3 and 4. As discussed in section 4.3 and 4.3.1, the
discovery of and understanding of functioning of NLRs as well as identification of their
ligands such as DAP-containing peptidoglycan (FK156 and FK565), MDP and its lipidated and
less pyrogenic analogs, chitosan, Quil A etc. are in preclinical studies also represent important
classes of future’s immune adjuvants and might find clinical applications along either alone or
in combination with TLRs agonist against infectious and other disease conditions. Apart from
the small molecules, several proteins such as flagellin (TLR5 agonists), oligonucleotide such as
polyI:poly C RNA (TLR3 agonist) and several CpG (or CpG ODN) based ligands (TLR9
agonists) also find very promising results in various phase of clinical trials. Among these three,
only unmethylated cytosine-phosphate-guanine-oligodeoxynucleotides (CpG ODN) and its
analogs find applications against infectious, cancer and allergic diseases as shown in Table 2, 3
and 4. The analogs of CPG stabilized by a phosphorothioate backbone and based on
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nucleotide sequence and length, CpGs are classified into class A, class B, and class C, and
activate a predominantly strong Th1 response, a property which has been harnessed for
oncological clinical trials (shown in Table 3). CpG ODNs can also be used as an adjuvant in
vaccines and could be considered for the treatment of Th2-mediated Type I allergic
disorders(Kanzler, Barrat et al. 2007; Basith, Manavalan et al. 2011) (Table 4).
Target TLR agonist as adjuvants Vaccines/antigens Indication Status (Company)*
TLR3 Synthetic, mismatched
Ampligen
HIV
P-II (H)
double-stranded poly
I:poly C RNA
Fendrix
Hepatitis B Approved in
TLR4 MPL adjuvant
EU(GSK)
MPL adjuvant
Cervarix
Human
Approved (GSK)
papillomavi
rus
Synthetic MPL RC-529
Supervax
Hepatitis B Approved in
Argentina (DT)
TLR5 Fusion proteins of flagellin Matrix Protein-2
Influenza
P-I (V)
to hemaglutinin
Aldara
Papilloma- Approved (3MP)
TLR7/8 Imiquimod cream 5%
induced
genital
warts
ANA975; oral prodrug of
Hepatitis C P-I on hold (A/N)
isatoribine (nucleotide
analog)
Resiquimod (R-848)
HCV
P-II (3MP)
(TLR7/8)
Herpes
P-III suspended
simplex
(3MP)
virus
R851 (topical treatment)
Human
P-II (3MP/T)
papillomavi
rus
TLR9 CpG-ODN 1018 ISS
Heplisav
Hepatitis B P-III (DT) on hold
CpG C class ODN:
Hepatitis C P-II discontinued
CpG10101,
(CP)
CpG B class ODN:
VaxImmune
Anthrax
P-I (CP)
CpG7909,
CpG-ODN
Influenza antigens Influenza
Preclinical (DT)
CpG-ODN
Remune
Human
P-I/II (IP/IRC)
(inactivated HIV-1 immunodefi
virus) with YB2055 ciency virus
*Full name of developing company/institutes: H – Hemispherx; GSK – GlaxoSmithKline; DT-Dynavax
Technologies; V – Vaxinate; 3MP – 3M Phrama; A – Anadys; N – Novartis; CP – Coley Pharmaceuticals;
IP – Idera Pharmaceuticals; IRC - Immune Response Corporation.

Table 2. TLR agonists in clinical development for infectious diseases
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Target
TLR3
TLR4

TLR agonists as
Vaccine/antigens
Indication
adjuvants
Breast cancer
IPH 31XX (structure not
disclosed)
MPL (enclosed in
Stimuvax/BLP25
Non-small-cell
liposomal vehicle)
(Synthetic cancer- lung cancer
associated MUC1
protein)

TLR5
TLR7/8 Imiquimod (used as
5% cream)
Imidazoquinoline 852A
TLR9 CpG B class ODN
CpG7909 or PF3512676
CpG B class ODN
:1018ISS
CpG-ODN : HYB2055
or IMO-2055 or
IMOxine
CpG motif containing
circular ODN
CpG B class ODN
CpG-ODN 7909 in
incomplete Freund
adjuvant
Immunodrug carrier
QbG10

Aldara

Basal cell
carcinoma
Melanoma
Along with
Non-small-cell
chemotherapy
lung cancer
Along with Rituxan Non-Hodgkin’s
lymphoma
Renal cell
carcinoma
dSLIM
Along with
chemotherapy
Melan-A peptide
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Status
(Company)
Preclinical (InP)
P-II (B/M)

Approved (3MP)
P-II (3MP)
P-III (CP/P)
P-II (DT)

P-II (IP)

Metastatic
P-I/II (M)
colorectal cancer
Colorectal cancer P-I (DT)
Melanoma

CYT004-MelQbG10 Melanoma
vaccine containing
Melan-A/MART-1
protein

P-I (CP/GSK)

P-II (CB)

*Full name of developing company/institutes: InP – Innate Pharma; B – Biomera; M – Merck; P – Pfizer;
M - Mologen; GSK – GlaxoSmithKline; DT-Dynavax Technologies; CB – Cytos Biotechnology; 3MP –
3M Phrama; CP – Coley Pharmaceuticals; IP – Idera Pharmaceuticals.

Table 3. TLR agonists in Clinical development for cancer
Like agonists, TLR antagonist showing promiscuous results in the clinical trial for the
treatment of number of inflammatory and auto-immune diseases. These TLR antagonists
have been mostly developed as structural analogs of agonists which bind to the receptor but
fail to induce signal transduction, thus preventing the agonistic action of TLR ligands
responsible for the induction of the inflammatory/autoimmune cascade. Two lipid A
analogs such as E5564 and Tak 242 developed by Eisai and Takeda Pharma (derived from
SAR studies during design of agonists) acts as potent antagonists of TLR4 and currently are
in clinical trials for the treatment of sepsis or septic shock (inflammatory disorder)(Kanzler,
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Barrat et al. 2007; Basith, Manavalan et al. 2011). Similarly, CpG ODN analog such as
DV1079 (developed by collaborative efforts of Dynavax and GSK) act as potent TLR7/9
antagonists and is currently in preclinical study for the treatment of autoimmune disorder.
Despite the development of many small immune adjuavnts, still there is a need for more
efficacious and potent immune adjuavants for poorly immunogenic antigenic based vaccine,
while going through the structural features of many PAMPs based and synthetic adjuvants
as well as understanding their role in vacccine formulation, the molecules become ideal
immune adjuavnts when they qualifies the parameters as discussed in section 9.
Furthermore, while designing immune adjuvant, we should keep certain structural features
in mind as discussed in section 10 which might give direction for the generation of potent,
efficacious and ideal immune adjuvants. Moreover, in recent years, the co-crystal structure
of PRRs(Kanzler, Barrat et al. 2007; Basith, Manavalan et al. 2011) particularly TLRs with
their ligands have been identified, therefore their bio-informatics model system would be
developed which further provide very useful inputs towards the designing of potent and
ideal immune adjuvants.
Target
TLR4

TLR9

TLR agonists as
adjuvants

Vaccines/antigens

Indication

Status
(Company)

MPL

Pollinex Quattro
(modified allergens)

MPL

Ragweed SC/Pollinex
Allergic rhinitis P-II (AP)
Quatro;
(ragweed)
Ragweed/Pollinex R
(ragweed pollen extract

CRX-675

Ragweed allergen

Allergic rhinitis P-I (GSK(C))
(ragweed)

Covalently linked CpG Tolamba (Amb a 1
B class ODN: 1018 ISS ragweed allergen

Allergic rhinitis P-II/III (DT)
(ragweed)

Immunodrug carrier
QbG10

Allergen extract (
CYT005-AllQbG10)

Allergic rhinitis P-II (CB)
(dust mite)

CpG B ODN

Amba 1

Asthma

P-II (DT)

Asthma

P-I (DT/AZ)

Asthma

P-I (CP/SA)

Second generation
CpG-ODN
CpG-ODN

AVE0675

Allergic rhinitis Marketed
(multiple
(EU)
allergens)

*Full name of developing company/institutes: AP – Allergy Therapeutics; GSK – GlaxoSmithKline; DT Dynavax Technologies; N – Novartis; CP – Coley Pharmaceuticals; IP – Idera Pharmaceuticals; CB –
Cytos Biotechnology; AZ – Astra Zeneca; SA – Sonafi-Aventis.

Table 4. TLR agonists in clinical development for allergic diseases
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Target
TLR4

TLR7 and
TLR 9

TLR antagonists
TAK-242

Indication
Severe sepsis
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Status (Company)
P-III (TPC)

E5564 or Eritoran: a lipid A Severe sepsis
derivative

P-III (E)

Immunoregulatory
sequence IRS 954

Preclinical (DT)

Lupus

Full name of developing company/institutes: TPC – Takeda Pharmaceutical Company; E- Eisai.

Table 5. TLR antagonists in clinical development for anti-inflammatory and auto-immune
diseases

8. Role of adjuvants in the immune responses
Precisely, how adjuvants enhance the immune response is yet unknown, but they appear to
exert different effects to improve the immune response to vaccine antigens, as such they:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
v.
vi.
vii.

Immunomodulation- This refers to the ability of adjuvants to activate the immune
response either to Th1 or Th2.
Targeting- Improve antigen delivery to antigen presenting cells (APCs), increase cellular
infiltration, inflammation, and trafficking to the injection site.
Activation of APCs by up-regulating co-stimulatory signals, major histo-compatibility
complexes (MHC) expression and inducing cytokine release.
Antigen Presentation- Enhance antigen processing and presentation by APCs and
increase the speed, magnitude and duration of the immune response.
Antigen Depot formation
Induction of antibody-modulation of antibody avidity, affinity as well as the magnitude,
isotype or subclass induction.
Stimulate cell mediated immunity and lymphocyte proliferation nonspecifically.

9. Characteristics of an ideal adjuvant
It is likely that the “ideal” adjuvant does not and will not exist, because each adjuvant and its
targeted antigen will have their unique requirements. Nevertheless, the generic characteristics
summarized below would be desirable. To date, no adjuvant meets all of these goals.
i.
ii.

It must be safe, including freedom from immediate and long-term side effects.
It should be biodegradable or easily removed from the body after its adjuvant effect is
exhausted to decrease the risk of late adverse effects.
iii. It should elicit a more robust protective or therapeutic immune response combined
with the antigen than when the antigen is administered alone.
iv. It must be defined chemically and biologically, so that there is no lot-to-lot variation in
the manufactured product, thereby assuring consistent responses in vaccines between
studies and over time.
v. Efficacy should be achieved using fewer doses and/or lower concentrations of the
antigen.
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10. Requirement for adjuvants
While going through the structure of various immune adjuvants of diverse classes, we
conclude that following are few chemical traits molecules should ppossess to become more
efficious and potent immue adjuvants. Furthermore, following chemical traits should also
be considered for the chemical modifications of PAMPS or other natural derived molecules.
Following are the structural requirements for a molecule to act as an efficient adjuvant:
i. Hydrophilic-lipophilic balance.
ii. Presence of micellar structures to facilitate depot formation.
iii. Lipophilic structure enveloping the antigen to preserve the structure required for its
immunogenicity.
iv. Lipophilic structures capable of effective cytosol trafficking.
v. Presence of functional groups to activate/substitute co-stimulatory signals for effective
Th1 immunity.
vi. Overall structural design to stimulate Th1 and Th2 balance.
vii. Structure to be ligand for T cell or DC surface receptors.

11. Conclusion and future prospects regarding the use of immune adjuvants
towards design of new breed potent vaccines
The literature discussed here present a wide variety of pathogen derived natural and synthetic
PRR agonist and antagonists, among these some of these molecules already which find
potential application as immune adjuants in various vaccine formulations to treat dreadful
cancer, infectious and allergic diseases. Furthermore, various plant derived immune are also
discussed here which are now in very preliminary stages and also present the potential
starting points and need serious efforts first towards the understanding of their mechanism of
action and further development. For TLR agonists to achieve further recognition in the clinic it
will be critical to undertake side-by-side comparisons against the same antigen using selected
immune monitoring assays that measure the quantity and quality of responses (e.g. avidity,
memory cell generation, durability) as well as further refinement in their chemical structure
(wherever need) keeping in mind the above motioned points required for molecules to become
ideal immune adjuavants. Furthermore, the potential immune adjuvant candidates either in
the preclinical or in various clinical phases discussed here represent only a fraction of the
current efforts to clinically translate our current understanding of some of the exploited PRR
and innate immunity. Many other strategies and tactics to stimulate or inhibit others PRR are
being developed and these studies are just beginning. Understanding the role of different PRR
for different pathological conditions are growing rapidly and this will surely continue to be
more productive and fruitful field for the development of more efficacious and potent vaccine
candidates for various unmet cancer and infectious diseases.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Motivation of microarray development
Microarrays play important roles in Medicinal Chemistry and Drug Discovery. In the Premicroarray era, scientists used to study one gene at a time. This approach is costly and time
consuming. Quite often, many genes that interact with each other would be ignored.
Therefore, the discovery of candidate drug targets is challenging, requiring the rapid
development of techniques to identify the difference genomic profiling in disease and
normal conditions, which will facilitate the understanding of the disease mechanism and the
development of potential drugs for disease treatment.
1.2 Examples of microarray in biomarker identification
Microarray has been successfully applied to the comparison of genomic profiling for human
tissues. One advantages of microarray is that it can find some potential drug targets which
have been ignored previously. The example for this is the study by Heller et al in rheumatoid
tissues. (Heller et al, 1997) They found around 100 genes known to be involved in
inflammation. (Heller et al, 1997) However, additional genes such as interleukin-6 and matrix
metallo-elastase are also found to be overexpressed remarkably, which is not anticipated a
priori, since matrix metallo-elastase is thought to be distributed only within alveolar
macrophages and placental cells.(Debouck and Goodfellow, 1999). Beside human, microarray
has also been successfully applied to model organisms such as mouse. (Debouck and
Goodfellow, 1999) Animal models play important roles in discovering therapeutic targets and
potential drug development. Although the genome for the animals does not agree completely
with the human genome, they are more easily to be manipulated. By careful design of the
experiments, the treatment effect can be seen more clearly with less noisy background.
Moreover, genes can be either knocked down or overexpressed to study the influence on
phenotype. People used to use techniques such as differential display PCR to discover genes
that are differentially expressed in the animal models and achieved some success. (Wang et al,
1995) However, this technique is much slower compared with microarray.
Quite often, drugs can bind to specific targets within cells and potentially influence different
pathways.(Windle & Guiseppi-Elie, 2003) The genes that are differentially expressed
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between drug-treated and untreated conditions are typically known as biomarkers. Such
biomarkers not only help to identify patients at risk, but they also may lead to
breakthroughs in understanding the mechanism for different diseases.(Ko et al., 2005)An
example is the review by Chen that summarized the recent microarray research in
biomarker identification in atherosclerosis and in-stent stenosis.(Chen et al., 2011)
1.3 Diagnosis using microarray
Microarray has greatly advanced the biology field and the biomarkers identified can be
further used to form classifiers for prediction in clinical studies. For example, Gulob et al
used the gene expression pattern from microarrays to classify acute myeloid leukaemia
(AML) and acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (ALL) without other information. (Gulob et al,
1999) Therefore, this field draws the attention not only from biologists but also statisticians
and bioinformaticians. Through their collaborative efforts, there are many successful
instances. We will introduce some of them in section two later.
The rapid development of this technique also resulted in several FDA approved test.
AmpliChip CYP450 test is a clinical test to find specific genetic variation of two cytochrome
P450 genes CYP2D6 and CYP2C19 genes including deletion and duplications. (de Leon,
2006) These two enzymes account for the variability of drug metabolism for each patient
and offers enriched information for the doctors during prescription of psychiatric drugs. (de
Leon, 2006) CYP2D6 can be divided into four categories: Poor Metabolizer, Intermediate
Metabolizer, Extensive Metabolizer, and Ultrarapid Metabolizer. (de Leon, 2006) Similarly,
for CYP2C19, only two categories are found: Poor Metabolizer and Extensive Metabolizer.
(de Leon, 2006) The assay works as follows: First, the gene is amplified by PCR and then the
amplified product will be fragmented and labelled. Subsequently, these fragments will be
hybridized to the microarray chip and the chip is scanned for further analysis. (de Leon,
2006) For further information of this FDA approved test, please see the website at
http://molecular .roche.com/assays/Pages/AmpliChipCYP450Test.aspx.
Another FDA approved diagnosis test is MammaPrint to assess the risk of breast tumor and
this will help to decide the effectiveness of chemotherapy on the patients. (van’t Veer et al,
2002) The assay uses the fresh tissue to study the Amsterdam 70-gene breast cancer gene
signature by microarray analysis. (van’t Veer et al, 2002) Readers interested in this test can
also obtain more information about the MINDACT trial (Microarray In Node negative and
1-3 positive lymph node Disease may Avoid Chemo Therapy) in the paper by Cardoso et
al.(Cardoso et al, 2008)
In general, identification of biomarkers by microarray greatly speeds the progress of
research by enabling the simultaneous monitoring of the expression of thousands of genes.
However, there are many potential pitfalls in analyzing the output from these arrays.
(Verducci, et al., 2006) Due to importance of proper analysis, we will give a brief
introduction to the statistical methodology underlying proper analysis.

2. Mechanisms and processing of microarrays
Medicinal chemistry has increasingly employed microarrays to identify both key target
genes and gene networks that can regulate the effectiveness of drugs. The basic scheme is
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illustrated in Figure 1.1. Two cell strains (one is drug treated and one is non-treated) are
harvested and the whole RNA from each strain is then extracted. This is followed by reverse
transcription of RNA and the resulted cDNA is labelled with either of the two fluorescence
dyes (Cys-3 or Cys-5). Then the mixed cDNA from both samples is hybridized to the
probesets on the microarray chip. The probesets are the small oligonucleotides that have the
complementary sequence of the cDNA attached to the array at each spot. After intensive
washing, the intensity from the fluorescence of the dye labelled on cDNA at each spot is
measured and recorded. These data will be used for further analysis.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the microarray process. RNA is extracted from treated (treatment) and
untreated (control) cell lines, followed by reverse transcription. The reversely transcribed
cDNA is then labelled with the fluorescence dye and hybridized to the probes containing
complementary fragments. After unbounded cDNA is washed away, the binding at each
probe is then quantified based on the fluorescence intensity of the bounded cDNA.
The above method is referred to as a two channel array because a mixture of cDNA from
two treatments is measured directly. In contrast, a one channel array will only have cDNA
from one sample to be hybridized to the probesets. In this case the fluorescence intensity
from each sample is measured separately. For either type of array, processing and analyzing
the data present both statistical and biological challenges. Fortunately, many such
approaches have been integrated in the freely distrubuted statistical software R
(http://www.r-project.org/) and the software Bioconductor (http://www. bioconductor.
org/). Typically the data processing step includes four steps: image analysis, quality
assessment, pre-processing and statistical inference.(Tibshirani et al., 2005)
2.1 Image analysis and quality assessment
In the image analysis step, each spot is quantified and then converted to intensity
afterwards. The method of quantification depends on the brand of the arrays. Quality
assessment is usually performed at two levels: array level and probe level. On the array
level, fingerprint smudges or washed out corners, are generally recognized. Other problems
such as defects of the array, errors in RNA extraction also belong in this category. One
common criterion is that if the percentage of spots without any signal is higher than 30%,
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the expression array will fail in the quality control step.(Tibshirani et al., 2005) Poor quality
at probe level will include errors like faulty printing, uneven distribution, contamination, or
poor level of signal to noise ratio. In addition, several parameters can be used to determine
the quality of the array: uniformity, which is minimal variation in pixel intensity within a
spot; and the brightness, which is the foreground to background ratio.(Tibshirani et al.,
2005) Normally, researchers will ignore the spots of poor quality in subsequent analysis.
2.2 Pre-processing
Two types of errors usually happen at this stage: (1) systematic error, which influences all
measurements within one microarray chip with similar effect -- this error may be corrected
by estimation; and (2) random error that cannot be explained or corrected, which is typically
known as noise. Such errors are totally stochastic and have different influence on different
probes.(Tibshirani et al., 2005) Typically, the pre-processing stage contains three steps:
background correction, normalization and summarization. For the widely used Affymetrix
chips, many Bioconductor routines are available in R for pre-processing. These require
creation of an AffyBatch object based on raw Affymetrix data (in a .cel file). The first step is
the background adjustment. In this step, one tends to subtract the control intensity from the
treatment, to ‘denoise’ the intensity. However, direct subtraction of uncertain quantities can
increase the level of noise and possibly result in negative intensity values for certain spots.
Various methods to circumvent these problems are available as method parameters in the
bg.correct function in R:
a.

b.

RMA method: which is based on the assumption that the observed signal is a mixture of
Gaussian background noise (N) with meanμvariance 2 and exponential signal (S) with
mean α. Thus the fluorescence intensity O we observe is the addition of the signal and
noise. Assuming the above, E(S|O), which is the conditional expectation of the signal
based on the observed intensity will be used as the background corrected values.
However, the disadvantages for this are: only the PM(perfect match) values are used
and MM(mismatch) values, which contains useful information for background noise are
discarded.(Tibshirani et al., 2005) and the results may not be robust if there are gross
deviations from the model assumptions. These assumptions may be checked visually
via different plotting methods.
MAS 5.0 method: due to the above disadvantages, RMA may not produce optimal
result. Therefore, MAS 5.0 is sometimes used instead. Here, the whole array can be
partitioned as k rectangular grids.(Tibshirani et al, 2005) The probeset, with lowest
intensity for the grid, is used as the noise value to calculate the background corrected
intensity within a particular rectangle. The intensities of these probes are further
adjusted according to the weighted average of the background intensity of all grids
according to the following formula:
Wk(x,y)=1/(d2k(x,y)+S0)

(1)

In the above formula, the weight is determined by the Euclidean distance from (x,y) to the
centroid of the space k and the smoothing coefficient represented by d2k and S0,
respectively.(Tibshirani et al, 2005) Irizarry et al. (2003) compare RMA and MAS 5.0 in detail.
c.

Ideal mismatch: Neither of the above methods uses mismatch information. Although
direct subtraction of the mismatch intensity from the perfect match intensity creates the
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problems of added noise and negative intensity, ideal mismatch adjusts the observed
mismatch so that it will never be higher than the PM intensities. The detailed formula of
this is available in (Tibshirani et al., 2005) for further reading.
The next step is normalization of scores across different microarrays so that they can be
compared fairly with each other. A variety of methods available in the normalize function of
Bioconductor will be introduced:
a.
b.

c.

d.

Scaling normalization: All the arrays are normalized using the same selected baseline.
This is almost identical to fitting linear regression without the intercept.(Tibshirani et
al., 2005)
Non-linear transformations: Although linear regression is simple and easy to implement,
in microarray study, the relationship may be more complicated and thus non-linear
methods are developed including include cross-validated splines and loess
smoothers.(Yang et al., 2001) The “invariantset” method developed by Li and Wong is
very robust and is thus recommended.(Li & Wong, 2001) First an “invariantset” is
identified. This gene set is composed of non-differentially expressed genes (sometimes
called “household function genes) across the arrays and the expression values (or the
rankings) of these genes can be used to construct the baseline for normalization (Li &
Wong, 2001) However one challenge for this method is the identification of the
“invariantset”, which may not be available a priori.
Quantile normalization: The purpose of this method is to adjust the empirical distribution
on all arrays so that they could be the same. The algorithm in R works as follows: First
the columns of expression data matrix X are properly ranked (dimension p × n, p:
number of the genes on the array; n: the number of the arrays). Suppose v is the pdimensional vector of row means of the sorted data matrix and V is the p × n matrix
whose columns are all equal to v, sort each column of V by the inverse permutation. The
obtained matrix is then quantile normalized.(Tibshirani et al., 2005) The basis for this
method is that the total energy that cells exert for gene expression remains fairly
constant, although the choice of which genes get expressed may differ widely.
Cyclic loess normalization: An MA plot is used for this normalization procedure: M
(which stands for “multiple”) is the difference of two log intensities, while A is the
average of the two log intensities. Subsequently, a loess curve is fitted for the MA plot
and M is predicted by this curve.(Tibshirani et al., 2005) Each intensity value is adjusted
based on the difference between the real and predicted M value. The process is iterated
until all the arrays or probesets converge. However, the drawback of this method is
that it is computationally expensive and time consuming.(Tibshirani et al., 2005) In R,
the above two steps can be integrated. It has advantages like using all the information
across arrays for normalization, and is thus, theoretically, more reliable. The “vsn”
package in R is a representative and can perform the above two steps
seamlessly.(Tibshirani et al., 2005)

The final step of preprocessing step is the summation, which is trying to integrate intensity
values from multiple probes of a particular gene and obtain its expression value. The R
routines expresso and threestep offer great flexibility in deciding how much to weight each
probe. (Tibshirani et al., 2005) Summation completes the pre-processing step, and we are
now ready to begin proper analysis.
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2.3 Statistical methods for biomarker identification in microarray analysis
2.3.1 Introduction to basic microarray analysis
Since microarray can be viewed as high-dimensional dataset with fewer replicates.
Traditional variable selection procedures like stepwise selection cannot identify the
biomarkers effectively; modifications or new procedures are developed to accommodate
this.
a.

Shrinkage Methods: One particular drawback from stepwise selection of genes that
distinguish treatment from control is its poor performance when the variables (gene
expression levels) are highly correlated. However, this is exactly what happens on for
microarray data since many genes on the array typically are involved in the same
pathway. This inspired the development of the shrinkage methods, which can be
viewed as constrained optimization. One advantage of shrinkage methods is they are
more continuous than the subset selection and do not exhibit high variance. (Hastie et
al., 2001) Theoretically, shrinkage methods do not minimize the residual sum of
squares; instead, they impose a penalty on the residual sum of squares. Nowadays,
different forms of penalty are proposed and some of the most commonly used ones are
introduced here.

Ridge Regression: Ridge regression introduces a penalty on the size of the coefficients, thus
leading to the shrinkage of the regression coefficients.(Hastie et al., 2001) Mathematically,
 ridge solves the following:
N

p

i 1

j 1

2

p

 ridge  arg min{  ( yi  0   xi j  j )     j2 }


j 1

(2)

Here, λ (the regularization parameter) is greater than or equal to zero and controls the
amount of shrinkage towards zero. When the regularization parameter is zero, this
approach is converted back to ordinary least square (OLS) estimation. The penalized
formulation (2) has an equivalent formulation in terms of constrained optimization, which
may be achieved using convex programming methods:
N

p

i 1

j 1

 ridge  arg min  ( yi  0   xi j  j )


p



j 1

 j2

2

(3)

s

Ridge estimation is suitable for situations when many correlated variables are present in the
model.(Hastie et al., 2001) In these cases, the least squares estimator may be poorly
determined, since the large positive coefficients may cancel out the negative coefficients on
the correlated variables.(Hastie et al., 2001) Ridge regression can effectively prevent this
from happening. As the unique solution to (2), the ridge estimator has explicit form:
ridge

( X t X   I )1 X tY

(4)
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where I is the identity matrix. Hence, adding a positive constant to the diagonal of XtX
allows a singular matrix to be inverted, effectively reducing the dependencies among the
estimated coefficients. This was the original motivation. (Hoerl & Kennard, 1970)
Lasso Regression: Lasso regression is similar to ridge regression, simply replacing the L2 norm
ridge penalty in (2) by an L1 norm penalty. The lasso form of (3) becomes
N

p

i 1

j 1

 lasso  arg min  ( yi 0   xi j  j )


p

 j

2

(5)

t

j 1

Changing from an L2 to an L1 penalty results in a estimator that is nonlinear in y.(Hastie et
al., 2001) In this case, nonlinear programming is needed to get the lasso solution
iteratively.(Hastie et al., 2001) The algorithms of the least angle regression (LARS) can be
simply modified to implement the lasso.(Bradley et al., 2004) A special feature of the lasso is
the “sparseness” of the solution: some of the coefficients become exactly zero the constraint t
becomes sufficiently small. If t is large enough, then no shrinkage is performed. For the case
of orthonormal columns of X, the lasso has a simple form in terms of the OLS coefficients
and the penalty :

sign( ˆ j )( ˆ j   )

(6)

Bridge Regression: Both ridge and lasso regressions are very popular. They can be generalized
to bridge regression to achieve the some of the benefits of both.(Ildiko & Friedman, 1993) In
bridge regression, people try to find β that satisfies the following, where 1 ≤ q ≤ 2:
N

p

i 1

j 1

  arg min  ( yi 0   xi j  j )


p

 j

2

q

(7)

s

j 1

SCAD Regression: Despite the good theoretical properties lasso/ridge regression, these
penalties do not achieve the following desired properties simultaneously: unbiasedness (the
estimator is close to the true parameter when the true parameter is large), sparseness
(irrelevant predictors are automatically removed), and continuity (estimator is continuous,
preventing the instability of hard thresh holding estimators).(Fan & Li, 2001) The new
penalty is defined for a parameter  as

 a   

p ' (
)   I     
I     
a
1







(8)

This penalty, known as the Smoothly Clipped Absolute Deviation (SCAD) penalty (Fan &
Li, 2001) helps to improve the properties of L1 and hard thresh holding penalties such
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p ( )   2       I      . The SCAD penalty can also be viewed as a quadratic spline
2

function, with knots at λ and aλ.(Fan & Li, 2001) Also, it does not extremely penalize large
values of θ and the solution is continuous.(Fan & Li, 2001) Fan gave the solution to SCAD in
the context of wavelets.(Fan, 1997) The SCAD estimator has the following form:
sign  z   z    when z  2 
ˆ 

ˆ  ( a  1)z  sign( z)a /( a  2) when 2  z  a

(9)

ˆ z when z  a

One feature of this penalty is the oracle property: when some variables are not present in the
true model, these corresponding coefficients tend to be estimated as zero when the sample
size gets large.(Fan & Li, 2001) Asymptotically, it provides as good estimation of the
coefficients as if the underlying model were known beforehand.(Fan & Li, 2001) Selection
and estimation of the variable coefficients is automatic and simultaneous.(Fan & Li, 2001)
Among the many instances where SCAD has been applied to microarrays for biomarker
selection, the study by Wang et al. (2007) successfully discovered 71 potential transcriptional
factors (TF) in the cell cycle of yeast. These included 19 out of 21 known and experimentally
verified TFs related to the cell cycle. Additional TFs showed periodic transcriptional effects
and thus were biologically important and worth further study.(Wang et al., 2007)
b.

Methods Involving Derived Inputs: Principal Components Regression: When a large number
of correlated inputs (e.g. potential biomarkers) are available, instead of keeping all these
inputs in a regression model, it may be beneficial to consider just a few linear
combinations of them. A logically justifiable choice for the coefficients used in the linear
combination is the normalized vector a that gives the largest sample variance of all
possible normalized linear combinations of the input variables. (Hastie et al., 2001) This
is called the first principal component. The first p principal components are found
sequentially, with each successive component maximizing input variation subject to
being orthogonal to previous ones. When all the principal components are used, the
method becomes the usual least square estimation. However, when fewer principal
components are used, this method is similar to ridge regression.(Hastie et al., 2001) As
an example, Tan et al. (2005) used total principal component regression to classify the
tumors into different categories.

Partial Least Squares: In contrast to principal component regression, which uses linear
combination only of the input variables, partial least square(PLS) also allows for some
information from the response variable y in the linear combinations.(Hastie et al., 2001) The
algorithm is as follows: Assume y is centered and each xj is properly standardized. PLS first
regresses y on each xj to obtain the corresponding coefficient ˆ1 j . Subsequently, we can
define the first partial least square direction as z1   1 j x j . (Hastie et al., 2001) Then Y is
regressed on z1 to obtain the corresponding coefficients which is followed by
orthogonalizing x1…xp in reference to z1.(Hastie et al., 2001) This process is repeated until
the desired number of directions is reached. As with principal component regression, using
all p directions results in the usual least square estimation.(Hastie et al., 2001) Differently
from principal component regression, PLS seeks input that is in the direction of high
variation and high correlation with y.(Hastie et al., 2001) In addition, when the inputs are
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orthogonal to each other, the PLS will coincide with the least square estimates after the 1st
step, setting the coefficients to be zero for the subsequent steps.
Because of its good properties with small sample sizes and many predictors, PLS has been
applied to high-dimensional genomic data.(Boulesteix & Strimmer, 2006; Aaroe, et al., 2010)
Moreover, PLS regression can also be used to impute missing data. For example, Bras and
Menezes (2006) impute missing values using PLS regression with all the genes as predictors.
Huang et al. (2004) use a penalized version of PLS, which removes genes with poor power of
prediction, in order to predict LVAD (left mechanical ventricular assist device) support
time. In this case, the shrinkage parameter and the number of latent components are
obtained using cross-validation. After proper shrinkage, some genes have coefficient zero,
thus removing them from the model.(Huang et al., 2004) This reduces the complexity of the
model, and serves as an example for combining both shrinkage and PLS.
c.

Bayes Variable Selection Methods: Bayesian approaches use knowledge across genes for
further inference.(Nott et al., 2007) For example, George and Foster (2000) adopted a
binomial prior for the number of the differentially expressed genes (i.e. biomarkers) and a
normal prior for their corresponding coefficients, assuming known and constant variance
parameter. With informed choice of the hyperparameters, the authors ranked the genes
according to the posterior probability that the gene belonged to the differentially expressed
gene set or not. Interestingly, the gene ranking agreed with the ranking obtained by other
criteria such as AIC (Akaike, 1973) or BIC (Schwartz, 1979; Nott et al., 2007) When the
variance parameters were unknown, different priors were assumed for effects of the genes
and variance of the genes. Lonnstedt and Speed used a normal prior for effects of the
differentially expressed genes and an inverted gamma prior for the corresponding
variance.(Lonnstedt & Speed., 2002) Thus, after choosing the hyperparameters properly,
people derived an explicit expression for the log odds of differentially expressed genes,
which was known as B-statistic. (Lonnstedt & Speed, 2002) In contrast, Nott et al considered
a double tailed exponential prior for effects of the differentially expressed genes and an
inverted gamma for the corresponding variance.(Nott et al., 2007) The motivation was that
double tailed exponential was heavier on the tails and was related to lasso.(Nott et al.,
2007) The proposed linear model was as follows:
Mgj=μg+εgj

(10)

Mgj is the expression value of gene g for array j. μg is the gene specific mean expression
value. εgj is N(0, σg2) where σg2 is the gene specific variance. All the σg2 are independent.
Except the situation where we have infinite sample size, we can only conclude gene g is
differentially expressed when |μg|>k and gene g is not differentially expressed when |μg|≤
k.(Nott et al., 2007) As a predefined cutoff value, k depends on the purpose of the
experiment and other conditions. Correspondingly, B-statistic is then defined as follows to
explore whether gene g belongs to the set of differentially expressed gene or not:
B( k )  log


Pr  


 k M

Pr  g  k M
g

(11)

The above represents the log odds ratio of the posterior probability given the data M. To
implement this hierarchical Bayes procedure, calculation of the posterior probability is
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necessary. A modified version of MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) algorithm was
proposed, and details of the computation of the above B-statistic when the prior
distributions are given is discussed by Nott et al. (2007). When k is chosen to be 0 and a
proper prior allows μg to be exactly 0, an explicit form of B(0) can be developed
accordingly.(Lonnstedt & Speed., 2002) People usually use this statistic to rank genes
instead of making inferences.(Nott et al., 2007; Lonnstedt & Speed., 2002)
d.

Hypotheses Testing as a Variable Selection Methods: The t-statistic has already been widely
used for hypothesis testing for a long time. Therefore, people try to apply this to
microarray study to select appropriately biomarkers on microarray. However, the
traditional t-statistic will not work in this situation due to the following reasons: First,
hundreds or thousands hypotheses are being tested simultaneously; therefore, the
multiple comparison issue exists. However, Bonferroni correction is too conservative
and sometimes no gene can pass this vigorous criterion. Thus, suitable adjustment
methods need to be developed to further control the overall error. Second, during the
microarray analysis, large outliers are frequently observed, and they tend to drive the tstatistic to be large. Similarly, due to large number of tested genes and small number of
replicates, the estimated variance for each gene is usually small, which tends to drive
the t-statistic to be large.

To meet the first challenge, a new method known as false discovery rates (FDRs) has been
proposed. (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995; Tusher et al., 2001) False discovery rate is defined
as the expected proportion of type I error using the available decision rule.(Benjamini &
Hochberg, 1995) This method, readily available in R, is especially useful for microarray
study, since it is easy to compute and not as overly conservative as is Bonferroni adjustment.
The second challenge requires a robust modification to the current version of t-statistic. One
of them is known as ad hoc modification, which defines the modification by the data. Efron’s
90% rule is in this category.(Efron et al., 2000) The modification is to add a constant term to
the denominator to prevent the variance in the t-statistic from being too small.(Efron et al.,
2001) The constant a0 is defined as the 90th percentile of all the standard errors of the
genes.(Efron et al., 2000) Thus the ordinary t-statistic has the following format:
Sg  M g . /(s g  a0 )

(12)

Mg. denotes the average expression value for gene g, and sg denotes the corresponding
standard deviation. Another example belonging to ad hoc modification is the SAM
(Significance Analysis of Microarrays).(Tusher et al., 2001) For each gene, the SAM method
assigns a score relative based on the changes in expression relative to the standard deviation
for the repeated experiments. For genes with scores higher than certain thresholds, a
permutation distribution is used to estimate the FDR.(Tusher et al., 2001) This method may
be viewed as an empirical Bayes procedure, simply adding a constant each set of genes
levels when estimating individual variances. This avoids difficulties when variances are
computed from a small number of observations for each gene.(Tusher et al., 2001) This
method showed great improvement in gene identification both FDR-wise and fold-wise in
terms of the human cell response to the ionizing radiation.(Tusher et al., 2001) Despite of its
robustness to individual outliers, the use of this ad hoc modification is still limited, and it is
challenging to derive and study its theoretical properties.
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Accordingly, a penalized likelihood version of t-statistic has been proposed and
implemented. For example, Wu (2005) proposed another modified t-statistics, taking
advantage of both SAM and lasso methods. The method works as follows: assume the
linear regression situation,
xij=β0+ yj+εj

(13)

where xij represents the expression of gene i on array j; yj is the indicator, whether the jth
sample belongs to the control or treatment group. A t-statistic or F-statistic can be
developed.(Wu, 2005) The test statistic involves ordinary between/within group sum of
squares, both of which can be penalized like in lasso regression.(Wu, 2005) The test statistic
in this scenario can be derived as:

ti* sign  xi 1  xi 2 

Fi* 

 xi 1  x i 2

 



n /(n1n2 )si2   2 /(n  2)

(14)

2

( x i 1  x i 2   2 )

n /( n1n2 )si2   2 /(n  2)

(15)

Tusher’s SAM statistic is as follows:

di 

xi 1  x i 2
s0  s1 n ( n1n2 )

(16)

Comparing the formulas (14—16), we can see that the penalized F or t statistic can be
viewed as a special version of SAM, since the term λ2/ (n-2) coincides with the constant s0 in
SAM statistic, which helps to stabilize the variance.(Wu, 2005) Furthermore, Wu showed
that FDR can be calculated by permutation and then a cutoff can be put on the test
statistic.(Wu, 2005) What makes the penalized SAM statistic superior to the ordinary SAM
statistic is that penalized SAM statistic is derived rigorously from the situation of linear
model and thus easier to develop its theoretical properties.(Wu, 2005) Through applications,
this statistic also shown good performance.(Wu, 2005)
Another modified t-statistic is refined for a statistical model assuming both multiplicative
and additive errors.(Ideker et al., 2000) The parameters within the model are subsequently
estimated using maximum likelihood method with all the observations.(Ideker et al., 2000)
Subsequently, a traditional maximum likelihood ratio test for each individual gene is carried
out to identify the significance of the intensities.(Ideker et al., 2000) In some examples, this
method can be shown superior to the simple fold approach.(Ideker et al., 2000) However,
this method is naïve and has potential limitation as follows: first, the author does not use
any multiple comparison adjustment techniques when performing multiple tests on
thousands of genes simultaneously; this may be corrected by introducing the traditional
FDR. Second, the author used chi-square as the distribution of -2*ln(likelihood ratio), which
may not hold for small sample size.(Ideker et al., 2000) A more suitable distribution needs to
be derived accordingly.
One more example of a “modified” t-statistic is derived from a Bayesian approach, which
has become popular in statistics. For example, the B-statistic, the log odd ratio of the
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posterior probability can be viewed as a Bayesian version of t-statistic.(Lonnstedt & Speed,
2002) Another example of “moderated” t-statistic is proposed by Smyth.(Smyh, 2004) It
assumes a scale inverse chi square prior for the variances of the genes.(Smyh, 2004)
Additionally, the parameters can be estimated using Bayesian method and the ‘moderated’ t
statistic is obtained by substituting the corresponding variance with their estimate.(Smyh,
2004) Cui et al propose another modified t-statistic using similar approach.(Cui et al., 2005)
First, they performed a simulation from a chi-square distribution, whose degrees of freedom
depends on the sample size to estimate the variance. Then they derive a bias-corrected Stein
estimator on the log scale.(Cui et al., 2005) Thus, this estimator is more robust since the
shrinkage in the variance makes the estimator of variance more robust.
As we can see, the main drawback of “moderated t” is that it depends on a particular type of
distribution. When the distribution assumption is not satisfied, these estimators will be
inefficient and often lead to false inferences. This inspires the birth of the distribution free
‘shrinkage t’ statistic.(Opgen-Rhein & Strimer, 2007) The main idea behind this is shrinking
the empirical variance of each gene towards the common median of all the variance.(OpgenRhein & Strimer, 2007) For each group, the ordinary variance is replaced by the
corresponding shrinkage variance in the test statistic:
tk* 

xk 1  xk 2
vk* 1 vk* 2

n1
n2

(17)

For the above formula, n1 and n2 are sample size for group 1 and 2, respectively. v* stands
for the corresponding shrinkage variance estimator. Here, each empirical variance is
shrinking towards the median, which is shown to be more efficient or robust than shrinking
towards the mean or zero.(Opgen-Rhein & Strimer, 2007) We can also view the “shrinkage
t” as a combination of a standard t statistic and the fold change statistic.(Opgen-Rhein &
Strimer, 2007) Another feature is that the “shrinkage t” belongs to the James-Stein estimator,
not relying on any explicit prior distribution assumption and its theoretical property will be
easily derived. Furthermore, this method is computationally efficient and the corresponding
gene ranking is consistent with other tests.(Opgen-Rhein & Strimer, 2007)
Shrunken centroid method and SCOOP: From a different point of view, Tibshirani developed
the shrunken centroid method for biomarker identification.(Davies & Bromage, 2002;
Tibshirani et al., 2005) For each gene within each group (i.e. treatment group or control
group), the overall mean and the group means are calculated. The group means are shrunk
toward the overall mean iteratively for each gene.(Davies & Bromage, 2002; Tibshirani et al.,
2005) The shrunken values are used to rank the genes and the cutoff is chosen by crossvalidation. (Davies & Bromage, 2002; Tibshirani et al., 2005) The shrunken values can be also
used to form a classifier and the authors used this method to classify the cancer conditions.
(Davies & Bromage, 2002; Tibshirani et al., 2005) Despite the successes this method has
achieved, it has one potential drawback: information about correlation among genes is
distorted or lost during successive shrinkage, and, therefore, the identified genes may
appear falsely to be independent of each other. Based on this method, Liu et al. (2009)
developed an improved version of shrinkage centroid method: SCOOP (Shrunken Centroid
Orthogonal Ordering Projection) to extend to the cases with correlation variables. Instead of
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shrinking along the natural axes (Tibshirani et al., 2005), which ignores the potential linkage
between variables, SCOOP rotates the axis and shrinks the group means in the direction
preserving the least correlation information of variables. The algorithm of SCOOP is as
follows: With the input of group information and the gene expression values from
microarrays, two matrices are further identified: Between Epoch Covariance Matrix,
containing all the variation between different groups, and Within Epoch Covariance Matrix,
containing the variation originating from replication. Then, the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors for both Between Epoch Covariance Matrix and Within Epoch Covariance
Matrix are calculated by spectral decomposition. Since we have small number of samples
and large number of variables (i.e. the genes) for microarray studies, both Between Epoch
Covariance Matrix and Within Epoch Covariance Matrix are going to be highly singular.
The union of the eigenvectors of the Between Epoch Covariance Matrix and Within Epoch
Covariance Matrix with nonzero eigenvalues will form the basis functions of the new space
(known as the Augmented Discriminant Space). For each gene, the group mean expression
is shrunk towards the overall mean along the direction orthogonal to the Augmented
Discriminant Space until the group means coincide, at which point that gene is eliminated
from consideration. The amount of shrinkage needed for each gene is considered as its
measure of importance. The above algorithm is carried out individually for each gene,
producing a ranking of genes according to the importance measure. SCOOP has been
successfully applied to identify biomarkers responsible for female rainbow trout
reproductive cycle.(Liu, 2009, 2011)
2.3.2 Introduction to basic microarray time course analysis

Due to the decreasing cost of microarrays, their use in time course analysis has become ever
more popular. The corresponding analysis is more challenging statistically than the two
sample microarray situation. The time course may be longitudinal (where the mRNA
samples for different time points are taken from the same individual), or cross-sectional
(where the mRNA samples are extracted from different individual).(Tai & Speed, 2005) As a
result, gene expression tends to be correlated for the longitudinal study or a design used for
the cross-sectional study using a common reference. In addition, usually only 5-10 time
points are available. Therefore, the traditional time series model cannot deal with such small
series. This will require the development of new methods for analysis.
Typically, researchers are interested in identifying the genes whose expressions change over
time. In the one-sample problem, some genes’ patterns vary according to a common pattern.
In the two-sample problem, we need to identify genes whose temporal changes differ under
two or more biological conditions.(Tai & Speed, 2006)
One popular method typically used is a regression model. As an example, maSigPro belongs
to this category and is available in R. (www.bioconductor.org) To find significantly different
genes for two or more biological conditions, maSigPro first builds a global regression model
with different experiment conditions acting as dummy variables.(Conesa et al., 2006) Then
the significance of the estimated parameters in the model was tested to assess the significant
differences between gene time course profiles.(Conesa et al., 2006)
Another method for microarray time course analysis is via ANOVA and the F-statistic. The
classical ANOVA and mix-effect ANOVA models are used for cross-sectional and
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longitudinal study, respectively.(Diggle et al., 2002; Neter et al., 1996; Tai & Speed, 2005) For
the one-sample problem, time is treated as one factor. Thereafter, the corresponding
F-statistic is calculated.(Tai & Speed, 2005) Moreover, this method can be extended to the
situation with multiple experiment conditions. Time, experiment condition and potentially
their interaction are included for this model. An example of the classical ANOVA in time
course study is available in (Wang & Kim, 2003). Also the multiple comparison adjustment
for testing error is discussed for this method.(Ge & Speed, 2003)
Later, a robust version of ANOVA approach was proposed by Park et al, since it does not
require the normality assumption.(Park et al., 2003) Similar to a two-way ANOVA model
which includes time, biological conditions and their interaction as factors, genes that are
concluded insignificant in this model will be reanalyzed in the same ANOVA model
without the interaction term. (Park et al., 2003) Genes that are concluded significant in both
models are chosen.(Park et al., 2003) Another modified ANOVA method is the ANOVASCA (analysis of variance-simultaneous component analysis), which takes into
consideration about the correlation structure of the measured variables.(Nueda et al., 2007)
Basically, principle component analysis is used to the estimated parameters of each source
of variation in the ANOVA model.(Nueda et al, 2007) One advantage of this method is that
it utilizes information from the experiment design and takes into consideration about
correlation among the each source of variability associated with experimental factors. To
identify the differentially expressed genes, the authors proposed another criterion for
ANOVA-SCA: the mixture of leverage and SPE (square prediction error).(Nueda et al., 2007)
Leverage quantifies how much a particular gene contributes to the multivariate ANOVASCA model, while SPE evaluates the goodness of fit of the model to a particular
gene.(Nueda et al., 2007) The potential test statistic is and its p-value are obtained with
reference to a weighted χ2 distribution.(Box, 1954) Nonetheless, the drawback of this method
is that it does not use the actual time scale and direct smoothing cannot be applied. Besides,
this method cannot be used when the time course points are irregular.
In summary, the ANOVA and the corresponding modified versions offer substantial
advantages: they can separate variation due to each different factor, therefore, removing the
non-random effects and reducing the potential noise within the data.(Box, 1954) However,
there are two innate limitations: First, it assumes independent among different time points
ignoring the potential correlation; second, the small number of replicates leads to unstable
estimation of gene-specific variance, leading to big value of within time F-statistics even for
genes with just small amount of changes. This leads to high false positive rates.(Tai & Speed,
2005) In addition, some differentially expressed genes may have outliers which tend to
cause low F-statistic, resulting in false negative rates.(Tai & Speed, 2005) Thus, the idea of
moderation is introduced.
To reduce the false positive rate or false negative rate, the gene-specific variance is shrinking
towards a common value estimated from the whole gene set, known as moderation.(Tai &
Speed, 2005) One example about the application of moderation to microarray time course is
performed by Tai and Speed.(Tai & Speed, 2006) They derived the MB- and T 2 -statistic for
one-sample or two-sample problem in the scenario of longitudinal microarray time course
study, taking into consideration about the correlation across times. In detail, MB-statistic is
the log 10 of the posterior odds whether the null or alternative hypothesis is true. When the
number of replicates is equal for all genes, the MB-statistic under the null hypothesis is
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supposed to have the expected profile equal to 0 in one-sample case or equal expected
profiles in two-sample scenario.(Tai & Speed, 2006) Then the form of MB-statistic becomes a
monotonic increasing function in T 2 . T 2 -statistic is t ' t where t is the moderated
(n  1)S  
multivariate t-statistic in the form of t  n1/2S 1/2 X .(Tai& Speed, 2006). S 
n  1 

where S represents the gene-specific variance-covariance matrices, X is the gene-specific
average time course vector. n represents the number of replicates. The other two parameters
ν and Λ can be estimated from all the genes. Both of the two statistic are derived when we
assume independent and identical inverse Wishart priors to the gene-specific covariance
matrices.(Tai & Speed, 2006) The advantage of this method comes from the incorporation of
the information about the correlation structure, moderation and replication.(Tai & Speed,
2006) In addition, this statistic outperforms the ordinary F-statistic, due to moderation in
empirical Bayes framework.(Tai & Speed, 2006) This procedure is shown to be very
effective in false positive or negative rate reduction.(Tai & Speed, 2005) Thus, this procedure
is incorporated in the Bioconductor “timecourse” package in R. (http:/ /www.
bioconductor.org/packages/2.3/bioc/vignettes/timecourse/inst/doc/timecourse.pdf). The
drawback of this method is modeling each gene independently, ignoring the latent genes
pathway network and making no use of the actual time scale.
Another method that is used similar idea to estimate the unstable variance robustly and
incorporate correlation in the study is based on the likelihood-based approach. Guo et al.
develop a test based on the Wald statistic for one-sample longitudinal data.(Guo et al., 2003)
This method adds a positive number to each diagonal element in the denominator matrix to
incorporate the idea of moderation and stabilize the estimation of the variance.
w(i )  [Lˆ (i )]T [LVˆs (i )LT   I r r ]1[Lˆ ( i )]

(18)

In the above formula, L represents a matrix with dimension r X p, ˆ represents the p X 1
regression parameters estimation and V̂s is the corresponding estimated variancecovariance matrix.  is an estimated positive scalar to prevent inverting a highly singular
matrix.(Guo et al., 2003) However, the limitation of this method is that it is only suitable for
one-sample problem and using the asymptotic theory will not be suitable for small number
of replicates.
Despite of the popularity of the above method, they all ignore one important fact in time
course study: They do not make use of the time points dynamically. This is the reason to
introduce B-splines or wavelets to model the gene temporal expression profiles. Natural Bsplines are piecewise cubic polynomials, which are smoothly connected at knots. It can
describe the complicated gene expression patterns over time, since the linear combination of
a series of basis functions can mimic any temporal profiles for genes. Each basis function can
be thought as the potential expression pattern locally (i.e. the basis function will be zero
outside certain time range). Comparing with methods that do not utilize time scale directly,
B-splines have many advantages: reduce the noise, assuming only smoothing changes occur
with time; use the actual time taken for the samples, easy to adapt for schedules with
irregular time points; As an example, Bar-Joseph et al. present an algorithm to characterize
the expression pattern of each gene by a continuous curve fitted by B-splines.(Bar-Joseph et
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al., 2003) They constrain the spline coefficients of genes within the same class so that their
expression profiles can vary similarly. Thus, the gene expression pattern can be viewed
dynamically. Comparing with previous methods, the reconstruction of the gene timecourse
has 10-15% less error for those points that are not observed.(Bar-Joseph et al., 2003) Another
approach proposed by Hong and Li is to solve the two-sample problem with B-splines
adaption.(Hong & Li, 2006) In details, to identify biomarkers whose expression profiles are
different under multiple biological conditions, linear combinations of basis functions are
used to create smooth gene expression timecourse. The Markov chain Monte Carlo EM
algorithm (MCEM) can be used to estimate the gene-specific parameters and
hyperparameters from the hierarchical model. The genes are chosen using the empirical
Bayes log posterior odds and the posterior probability based FDR.(Hong & Li, 2006) As a
result, this method outperforms the traditional ANOVA model and is suitable for long time
course data. Another example developed by Storey et al. and denoted as EDGE (Extraction
of Differential Gene Expression) is also widely used for microarray timecourse
study.(Storey et al., 2005) It estimates the coefficients of a B-spline function to fit the
timecourse for each gene, and test whether all the coefficients are zero or not by an Fstatistic. If all the coefficients are zero, the genes are not differentially expressed. Q-value
based on false discovery rate(FDR) is calculated for each individual gene to offer a suitable
cutoff value.(Storey et al., 2005) This method is an example to combine B-splines with the
hypothesis testing, using FDR to control the error rate. Therefore, this method is superior to
other methods. However, this method does not use the correlation information between
variables (i.e. genes) and needs improvement. Thus SCOOP in combination with B-spline
offers an alternative for biomarker identification for microarray timecourse study. (Liu,
2009, 2011)
When the situation of multiple biological condition in microarray timecourse study is
encountered, Yuan et al. develop a hidden Markov model approach.(Yuan & Kendziorski,
2006) For this method, the authors consider all possibilities of equality and inequality for all
the means among the different biological conditions and the expression pattern process is
modelled as a Markov chain.(Yuan & Kendziorski, 2006) These biological conditions are
referred as states. Thus, the observations are conditionally independent given the state of
the chain. In summary, this method can monitor the expression pattern for each gene and
the observations at different time points may be dependent on each other. The differentially
expressed genes are then selected based on the posterior probabilities of states of
interest.(Yuan & Kendziorski, 2006) Moreover, it is suggested that the associated posterior
probability is useful to cluster genes.(Yuan & Kendziorski, 2006)
2.3.3 What is next?

Although the microarray technology has lead to big breakthroughs in biology, there is one
innate drawback in this technique: since all the sequence information about genes
incorporated into the probes needs to be known a priori, the microarray can only obtain
fixed and partially information about gene variants within the cell. This limitation requires
the development of new techniques to gain the information for all the gene alleles
simultaneously. Therefore, the next generation sequencing technique gains popularity and
may be consequently lead to more informative microarrays. The first generation sequencing
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is accredited to Frederick Sanger in 70s. (Sanger et al, 1977) Before the development of
Sanger’s chain-terminator method, Maxam and Gilbert used toxic chemicals to modify the
bases, inferring the sequence of DNA fragment.(Maxam & Glibert, 1977) Sanger’s chainterminator method gained popularity since the method involved less toxicity. The key of the
chain-terminator method is the dideoxynucleotide triphosphates(ddNTPs) to terminate the
DNA chain elongation. To sequence a particular DNA fragement, the DNA template,
primer, DNA polymerase and deoxynucleotidephosphates(dNTPs) is split into four separate
reactions with the addition of only one of the four radioactively or fluorescently labelled
dideoxynucleotides (ddATP, ddGTP, ddCTP or ddTTP) in the four reactions.(Sanger et al.,
1977) Therefore, during the elongation, ddNTPs are incorporated into some of the strands,
leading to DNA fragments that have varying length. These fragments can be separated
using gel electrophoresis and the relative position of the band on the gel be used to
determine the base identity.(Sanger et al., 1977)

Fig. 2. The Sanger’s chain-terminator method. For a fragment of DNA, the sample is split
into four reactions containing dNTP, polymerase. Each reaction is supplemented with one
type of ddNTP, serving as the chain terminator. In the above figure, we show only one
reaction: the dNTP is depicted as tubes and ddCTP is depicted as triangles. The ddCTP
terminates the reaction upon the addition of the ddCTP. The other three reactions form
similar ladders and the sequences can be detected based on their relative position on the gel
after gel electrophoresis.
In recent years, instead of using one fluorescence dye and four reactions, four different
fluorescence dyes with unique emission wavelength will be used in a single reaction. Then
the dye reader can automatically read the base identity after capillary electrophoresis.
Readers interested in this technique can read the user’s manual for ABI PRISM® 373 DNA
Sequencer manual available at http:/ /www3.appliedbiosystems.com /cms/groups/ mcb_
support/documents/generaldocuments/cms_041831.pdf.
Therefore, the previous sequencing technique is laborious and time consuming. The current
biological studies require more efficient ways to sequence. This is the motivation for next
generation sequencing development.
The first step for the high-throughput sequencing is to prepare a template. In this step,
genomic DNA is randomly split into small pieces to construct fragment template.(Metzker,
2010) When the genomic DNA is first circularized by ligation and then split into small
fragments, this is known as mate-pair template, which has advantages over fragment
template in alignment.(Metzker, 2010) However, due to the reason that single fluorescence
event is hard to detect, the templates need to be amplified. Emulsion PCR by Roche and
bridge PCR by illumina are introduced here. The sheared genomic DNA will be ligated with
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adaptors containing the same fragment.(Metzker, 2010) This allows the amplication of the
DNA fragment using common PCR primer. For emulsion PCR, the water droplet containing
the bead-DNA complex, primer, polymerase, and dNTP will be used to perform PCR
amplification. Numerous droplets are created by emulsifying the oil-aqueous mixture,
allowing all the genomic DNA fragments to be amplified simultaneously.(Metzker, 2010)
Another popular amplification method is bridge PCR. Bridge PCR has two steps: initial
priming and extension of the template. The genomic DNA fragments with adaptors at both
ends will be immobilized and bent over to form a bridge. Subsequently, the DNA molecules
will be amplified to form clusters.(Metzker, 2010) Despite the great success, the
amplification procedure is time consuming and complicated. Moreover, AT or GC-rich
sequences may be biased during the amplification. (Metzker, 2010) Therefore, singlemolecule templates technique which involves the immobilization of primer, template, or
polymerase has become popular.(Metzker, 2010) The readers interested in this can obtain
more details about this technique in Metzker 2010.

Fig. 3. The illustration of the emulsion PCR and bridge PCR. For emulsion PCR, the aqueous
droplets can be created by emulsion in the oil water mixture. Then the template can be amplified
with the primers within the bead. In the end, thousands of DNA fragments containing identical
sequences to the template will be available within one bead for each aqueous droplet. For bridge
PCR, the template is immobilized and bridge amplified to form a cluster.
Sequencing and imaging step follows the above amplification step. The four colour reversible
termination method by illumina is introduced here. Right after the template clusters are
obtained, the four nucleotides labelled with distinct fluorescence dye will be incorporated
according to the template sequence and the elongation step halts upon the addition of
fluorescence labelled nucleotide. Upon total internal reflection fluorescence imaging, TCEP
(tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine) will be used to cleave the fluorescence dye and 3’-inhibitor to
allow the next cycle of elongation. This process is iterated until the identities of all the
nucleotides are known.(Metzker, 2010) The sequencing process for Roche/454 is called
pyrosequencing, which uses a different mechanism for sequencing: following the emulsified
PCR, the DNA-amplified beads are loaded into PTP (PicoTiterPlates) wells. Subsequently, this
method allows the polymerase to add only one particular type nucleotide with the release of
pyrophosphate. The pyrophosphate will then be converted with the emission of light by a
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series of reactions.(Ronaghi et al., 1998) This is further recorded by a charge-coupled device
camera. The order of the light emission will be used to induce the sequence. This mechanism is
totally different from the reversible termination method and it does not require the use of
modified dNTP to halt the elongation process.(Metzker, 2010)

(b) Pyrosequencing

enzymatic reaction
dATP

PPi

light

polymerase

light detected by camera

Fig. 4. The illustration of the reverse terminator sequencing and pyrosequencing. For reverse
terminator sequencing, different dNTP is labelled with different fluorescence dye. Upon
addition of each dNTP, the reaction halts and the fluorescence is the recorded. Then the
terminator and fluorescence dye of dNTP is cleaved. Subsequently, the next dNTP is
incorporated and the whole process is iterated. For pyrosequencing, one single dNTP flows
through with the addition of the nucleotide in the corresponding position. The release of the
pyrophosphate will undergo enzymatic reaction to produce light. Therefore, the camera will
record which of the fragments has this dNTP at its current position.
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The next generation sequencing reads will subsequently need to be aligned to the reference
genome or assembled de novo.(Chaisson et al., 2009; Pop & Salzberg, 2008; Trapnell &
Salzberg, 2009) There are several challenges for the genome assembly and alignment besides
cost and effort: First, some reads may not be aligned to reference genome due to the
structural variant (e.g. deletion or insertion).(Metzker, 2010) Second, some reads are difficult
to align to the highly repetitive regions.(Metzker, 2010) de novo assembly will be complicated
for large genome although some successes are reported.(Butler et al, 2008; Hernandez et al.,
2008; Zerbino & Birney, 2008)
Although there are so many challenges, this field is still undergoing rapid development and
will play a main role in the personal genome era and personalized medicine field. The
gigantic information from the next generation sequencing studies will require the
collaboration between biologists, bioinformaticians, and biostatisticians. What we envision
are more and more big breakthroughs in the field of life science.

3. Conclusion
In summary, we presented a detailed overview of microarray studies. We introduced the
mechanism, the associated statistical analysis, and the potential substitution for microarraynext generation sequencing. Several examples of microarray studies to identify biomarkers
are also presented. We hope this chapter can serve as a guide for beginners in the field of
biomarker identification and drug discovery.
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1. Introduction
Ensuring analgesia both intraoperatively and postoperatively by the administration of
local anesthetics or opioid through epidural catheter is a widespread method. On the
other hand, after thoracic and major abdominal surgery, optimal perioperative anesthesia
and analgesia can be provided through thoracic epidural analgesia and thus,
postoperative morbidity and mortality can be decreased specifically by blocking
sympathetic nerve fibers (1). In spite of the availability of epidural technique, in cases of
the inadvertent administration of nonepidural medications into the epidural space,
serious morbidity and mortality can be caused by a direct drug or drug-additive
neurotoxic, pH, or osmolality effect (2).
In literature, there are several reports of various substances infused through epidural
catheter inadvertently (2-10). However, there have been no reports describing inadvertent
administration of dopamine through epidural catheter as in the case we present here. We
present, review and discuss this case in the light of literature.

2. Case report
A 54-year-old man who was 1.68 m tall and weighed 70 kg, was admitted to cardiovascular
surgery intensive care unit after 3 vessel coronary by-pass surgery. All hemodynamic data
were within normal limits with the help of inotropic support. The weaning from the
ventilator was uneventful. It is our policy to use thoracal epidural anlgesia for all patients
following open heart surgery. The catheter is placed a night before the operation after
getting informed consent. The infusion liquid that is administered through the epidural
catheter in order to ensure analgesia in the patient in the postoperative period in intensive
care unit is prepared as 100 mg of mepedrine in 50 mL of isotonic solution and according
to the clinical status of the patient, the infusion speed of the infusion device is adjusted as
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0.1-0.3 mg/kg/hour. The patient in question was receiving 0.2 mg/kg/hour of meperidine
through thoracal epidural catheter by the help of an infusion device.
After 10 hours following the operation, while there was no instability regarding his
hemodynamical status, he suddenly started to complain of severe abdominal pain and
dizziness followed by vomiting with intervals of two or three seconds. The evaluation of
vomited matter showed no abnormal material. He developed a supraventricular tachycardia
(with normal ORS complex and no discernible P waves) that reached up to 180 bpm. His
blood pressure was monitored as 200/120 mmHg during the constrained period. His
physical findings were evaluated as normal except tachycardia and high blood pressure. He
had no abnormal abdominal findings and there was no reason for projectile vomiting. All
consultations were done and an emergency abdominal ultrasound was performed. Both of
them, besides laboratory findings, revealed no positive answer to what caused all these
suddenly developed symptoms.
The constrained period lasted for about 20 minutes until it was recognized that a nursing
mistake had been made while transferring the meperidine mixed solution into
microperfusion device. Dopamine solution had been placed into perfusion device instead of
meperidine solution and the patient had received 5 μg/kg/min of dopamin through
epidural catheter for 20 minutes. As soon as it was understood, the infusion was
discontinued. The intravenous infusion liquid that contains dopamine is prepared as 200 mg
of dopamine in 50 mL of isotonic solution and the infusion speed is adjusted according to
the clinical status of the patient. Once the nursing mistake was discovered, the records were
studied and it was understood that the patient’s complaints had started about 7 minutes
after the onset of the infusion of dopamine through epidural catheter.
The patient’s complaints started to improve 3 minutes after the discontinuation of the
infusion and eventually all the symptoms disappeared. The patient’s follow-up was
uneventful during his stay in intensive care unit and he was discharged from the hospital in
the 5th post-operative day. A long-term follow-up including all laboratory evaluations
revealed no abnormal findings. Besides, there were no pathological findings in the
neurological examination of the patient during the 6-month-period following the operation.

3. Discussion
Thoracic epidural anesthesia which is followed by postoperative epidural analgesia is
increasingly being used for abdominal, major vascular and cardiothoracic surgery. The main
merit of thoracic epidural postoperative analgesia is the optimal analgesia which it provides
for several days and its minimal side-effects without the need for rescue medication (11).
Segmental sympathetic block and analgesia are among the potential mechanisms for
thorasic epidural analgesia that may influence mortality and myocardial infarction after
coronary artery bypass graft surgery in a favorable way (12). It has been reported that the
use of local anesthetics in thoracic epidural analgesia may reduce myocardial oxygen
demand by way of decreasing heart rate, inotropy, and systemic vascular resistance (13). It
has also been reported that thoracic epidural anesthesia may improve myocardial oxygen
supply by dilating stenotic coronary arteries (14). Fewer arrhythmic episodes and
postoperative myocardial infarction were reported, and patients could be extubated earlier
with the aid of thoracic epidural analgesia. The risk of pulmonary complications is
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decreased by optimized pain control and early mobilization, and this results in a shortened
stay in intensive care units. When combined with early enteral nutrition, thoracal epidural
analgesia ensures an earlier return of gastrointestinal function. It has been reported that
patients treated with thoracic epidural anesthesia and analgesia have a better health-related
quality of life (1). However, apart from all these advantages, in patients who have
undergone full anticoagulation for cardiopulmonary bypass, the risk of spinal hematoma
associated with central neuraxial analgesia is still unknown (12).
Many comparisons of local anesthetic alone, opioid alone or the combination of both have
been made in order to ensure thoracic epidural analgesia (11). In cases where opiates are
combined with local anesthetics and given either epidurally or spinally, the opiate action is
at receptors mediating pain in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, whereas the action of the
local anesthetic is at the dorsal root ganglion. Thus, the effect of combining the two
produces a better quality of analgesia and a less risk of systemic toxicity or any other
undesirable side effects than when compared with the use of the same degree of analgesia or
anesthesia achieved with a single agent (15,16).
Various substances belonging to different pharmacological classes are used as adjuvant in
regional anesthesia as they are known to enhance and prolong analgesia of local anesthetics
and opioids. The dose requirements of local anesthetics and opioids may be lowered by use
of such substances, and thus the dose-dependent side effects of local anesthetics and opioids
(e.g. motor block, nausea) may be reduced. Such drugs may also produce analgesia
themselves. The list of adjuvants studied during the review period includes adrenaline,
clonidine, ketamine, neostigmine, nondepolarizing muscle relaxants, and nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs (17).
Although continuous infusion is the most popular means of administration, it is generally
associated with sensory block regression, notably with local anesthetic alone. The time to
first analgesic rescue is increased by addition of opioid. The long-known popularity of
infusion is the result of the perception that the cardiovascular and respiratory side-effects of
it are less when compared to with bolus alone (11).
The following data were obtained as the result of a review on drug error in anesthetic
practice: The rate of administration errors was 14%, only four of which were pre-errors. The
most common errors were inadvertent arterial injection, subcutaneous injection due to
tissued intravenous catheter and inadvertent intravenous injection when performing
epidural and peripheral nerve blocks. The most common contributing factors cited were
fault of technique (19%), haste (16%) and error of judgement (14%). In the same study, the
most frequently cited factors to minimize the incident were prior experience or training
(32%) and skilled assistance (11%) (18).
In another study performed, the main sources of inadvertent administration of nonepidural
medications into the epidural space were found to be “syringe swap’’, ‘‘ampoule error’’, and
epidural/intravenous line confusion, and it was reported that in spite of all measures that
are currently undertaken, accidents would occur inevitably (2).
A literature review on human medicine identified numerous drugs that were inadvertently
injected epidurally, and these included thiopental, methohexital, vecuronium, midazolam
with fentanyl, morphine with dextrose, ephedrine, cefazolin, gentamicin, amoxicillin
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clavulanic acid, potassium chloride, magnesium sulphate, total parenteral nutrition,
intralipid infusion, phenol containing ranitidine, ether, and paraldehyde (2). Respiratory
depression with remifentanil (3), sensory blockade, muscle spasms, and hypertension with
potassium chloride (4), and a significant decrease in blood glucose level with insulin (5) are
among the complications which were reported in humans as a result of accidental epidural
drug administration. Accidental epidural injections of vecuronium, atracurium,
cisatracurium, and rocuronium were reported to have no neurological or cardiovascular
side effects or other symptoms of local or systemic toxicity (6-8,10). Again, in a reported
case, the inadvertent injection of a mixture of rocuronium and morphine into the caudal
epidural space in awake patient showed miosis without any neurological abnormality (9). In
our case, on the other hand, dopamine was administered inadevrtently through epidural
catheter and following the onset of administration, clinical symptoms such as abdominal
pain, dizziness, supraventricular tachycardia, hypertension and vomiting were observed.
In cases of inadvertent epidural injection, some practitioners flush the epidural space with
distilled water or saline in order to dilute the concentration of the drug. Some others use
epidural or intravenous corticosteroids in order to reduce the inflammatory response
(2).These attempts were speculative, however, and because of the upward spread of the
drugs, they could potentially worsen the situation (10).
In a related study on animals, it was reported that methylprednisolone sodium succinate as
a treatment for acute spinal cord injury is a commonly used but controversial practice (19).
Again in other studies on animals, it has been reported that it can be used as a
neuroprotective agent as it decreases lipid peroxidation (20) that may contribute to free
radical formation after acute spinal cord injury (21). In a study performed by O’Kell ve
Ambros (22) on animals, the authors were concerned that secondary to vasoconstriction,
acute inflammation and ischemia could occur, and therefore, to minimize these potentially
detrimental effects, methylprednisolone sodium succinate was administered. In our case,
where dopamine was administered inadvertently through epidural catheter, no pathological
findings were observed as a result of the examination performed as soon as the error was
discovered and in the following 6-month clinical follow-up period.
The first studies on the spread of analgesic solutions in the epidural space and penetration
into the neuraxis were performed by Bromage et al (23). These studies have shown that
local anesthetic appeared in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) very soon after epidural
injection and reached a peak concentration in about 10 to 15 minutes. Plasma venous
levels of epidurally administered agents are reached quickly and much sooner than after
spinal anesthesia. In another study, it was reported that following lumbar epidural
injection of 75 mg lidocaine (3.75 ml of a 2% solution), the drug became detectable in 1 to
2 minutes and it reached a concentration of 0.3 mcg/ml within 5 minutes (24). The rich
internal vertebral venous plexus forming four extensive, longitudinal channels in the
posterior and anterolateral locations constitutes the ground for rapid absorption from the
epidural space. These are thin walled veins without valves. Therefore, the epidural drugs
are exposed to a large vascular surface (23).
A large proportion of patients who undergo anesthesia and surgery suffer from nausea and
vomiting afterwards. This may be peripheral or central in origin, vomiting may arise either
from stimulation of the chemoreceptor trigger zone (CTZ) or by activation of labyrinthine
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reflexes. Anti-emetic drugs are known to act centrally either at the CTZ by antagonism of
dopamine receptors or at the vomiting center by antagonism of muscarinic cholinoceptors
or histamine receptors, or both (25). The CTZ is situated in the area postrema near the base
of the 4th ventricle and, although it is found within the brain, it is not protected by the bloodbrain barrier. The capillary endothelial cells are not bound tightly and therefore, they allow
for relatively free passage of large and small molecules into this area. This is an important
afferent limb of the vomiting reflex and when this area is stimulated by toxins or drugs in
the blood or CSF, vomiting often occurs as a result. Many antiemetics are known to act at
this site (26).
In the CTZ, dopaminergic fibres are found, and the stimulation of this area causes nausea
and vomiting. Dopaminergic and sympathomimetic receptors have been identified in the
coronary, renal, cerebral and mesenteric vessels. Dopamine receptors are also found on the
presynaptic membrane of postganglionic sympathetic nerves (27). Dopamine is not only the
immediate metabolic precursor of norepinephrine and epinephrine, but also a central
neurotransmitter and has important intrinsic pharmacological properties. While specific
dopaminergic receptors are found in the central nervous system, injected dopamine does
not readily cross the blood-brain barrier and therefore, it usually has no central effects (28).
In our case where dopamine was administered through epidural catheter, thus, dopamine
had an influence on CTZ not through blood but through CSF, and caused the patient to
vomit.
Dopamine stimulates both α- and β-adrenoceptors as well as specific dopamine receptors in
renal and mesenteric arteries. In low dosage (2-5 mcg/kg/min), dopamine reduces regional
arterial resistance in renal and mesenteric vascular beds by an action on specific dopamine
receptors. Besides, dopamine receptors are found in basal ganglia, the substantia nigra,
corpus striatum and the limbic system. In basal ganglia, dopamine is antagonistic to
acetylcholine. Dopaminergic system connects the limbic cortex, basal ganglia and
hypothalamus and it is known to be concerned with behaviour (27).
In cases of overdose, adverse effects are generally attributable to excessive
sympathomimetic activity. Nausea, vomiting, tachycardia, anginal pain, arrhythmias,
headache, hypertension, and vasoconstriction are among effects that may be encountered
during infusion of dopamine. These effects usually disappear quickly when the infusion is
slowed or discontinued as the drug has an extremely short half-life in plasma (28). In our
case also, symptoms such as abdominal pain, dizziness, tachycardia, hypertension and
vomiting disappeared once dopamine administered through epidural was discontinued.
In a previous study, Jensen et al (29) collected related recommendations using reports of
drug errors. In that study, one general and five specific strong recommendations were
discussed: in order to decrease the number of drug administration errors in anesthesia,
systematic countermeasures should be used; prior to the injection of a drug, the label on the
drug ampoule or syringe should be read carefully; the legibility and contents of labels on
ampoules and syringes should be optimized according to agreed standards; syringes should
(almost) always be labeled as convenient; drug drawers and workspaces should be
organized formally; before a drug is drawn up or administered, its label should be doublechecked with a second person or a device.
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According to Abeysekara et al (18), the reasons for drug errors in anesthetic practices
include inattention, haste, drug labeling error, communication failure and fatigue. They
reported that in order to minimize such events, prior experience and training, rechecking
equipment and monitors capable of detecting the incident were necessary.
It is reported that with respect to epidural management, in order to detect the early signs
of permanent neurological damage such as epidural hematoma or abscess and immediate
life-threatening events such as respiratory and cardiovascular depression, protocols should
be strictly followed by trained nurses who should also take records on an hourly basis (11).
Consequently, in order to prevent inadvertent injection of drugs, nameplates or labels
should be found on syringes for both test doses and drugs, and doctors and nurses should
double-check before the administration of drugs (10).

4. Conclusion
The area where a thoracic epidural catheter is placed has a distinctive property as it is close
to heart innervation. For this reason, injection of any drug through thoracic epidural bears
great importance. The drug injected through epidural directly affects the plexus in
that region. If thoracic region is in question, the drug injected through epidural directly
affects the sympathetic nerves innervating the heart. The drug then passes on to CSF
affecting the spinal cord, and the administered drug then enters the systematic cycle and
thus shows its effects.
We believe that drugs given through epidural, specifically thoracic epidural, should be used
very carefully, and the name of the drug should be written on the syringe carefully. In order
to prevent inadvertent administration of drugs through epidural, as the case is for all
catheters used, the epidural catheter should also bear its name clearly.
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1. Introduction
1.1 The idea of the reaction mechanism
The idea of mechanism of a catalyzed (e.g. enzymatic) and/or uncatalyzed reaction requires
understanding and enough experience on the reaction intermediates, their sequence,
structures and energetic interactions in drawing all necessary kinetic steps without chemical
ambiguity. (Κnowles, 1976).
1.2 How essential is the investigation and identification of a reaction mechanism?
The investigation and identification of a reaction mechanism is essential in the sense that it
provides information as to the molecular species of the reaction, and it is strongly based on
the number and types of the phases involved; however, this discrimination is not always
sharp (Vaimakis & Papamichael, 2002). Additionally, the kinetic mechanisms of enzymatic
reactions provide evidence of how these biocatalysts could bind with their substrates to
accomplish catalysis; thus the molecular machinery of enzyme action can be explained
(Papamichael & Theodorou, 2005).
1.3 The importance of an enzymatic hydrolysis mechanism in science and technology
The importance of an enzymatic hydrolysis mechanism in science and technology is now well
documented. The third class of enzymes plays an important role in the enzymatic scientific
and industrial processes so far, as about 80% of the working enzymes are hydrolases
catalyzing the cleavage of C-O, C-N, C-C and some other bonds, including P-O bonds in
phosphates (Liese et al., 2000). Numerous hydrolases are now known, and they have been
classified into many sequentially and structurally unrelated clans and families. Hydrolases are
found in all living organisms, performing functions from simple digestion to regulation of the
immune response, blood coagulation and glucose homeostasis (Bachovchin, 2001). Most of
hydrolases are used in processing reactions, degrading proteins, carbohydrates and lipids in
*
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many scientific and industrial disciplines. “How these enzymes work?” is a question that has
attracted big attention over past decades (Henrissat, 1991, 1995).
1.4 Enzyme kinetics
The section of biochemistry, which deals with enzymes, is termed “Enzymology”, whose a
branch is known as “Enzyme kinetics” relevant to the study of enzyme mechanisms, their
reaction rates and the conditions which affect these rates. Enzyme kinetics is a particular
case of chemical kinetics as enzymes are acting as catalysts, i.e. they increase the rate of a
reaction without modifying its overall standard Gibbs-energy change (NC-IUB, 1983). The
rate of an enzymatic reaction is expressed as the change in concentration of one of its
substrates or products versus time, and it may be the function of several parameters
including enzyme and substrate concentrations, time, pH-value and temperature of the
reaction medium, as well as of others, affecting the reaction rate. The study of various kinds
of models of enzymatic reactions attain of great interest in research, as well as in industrial
applications of these biocatalysts, enhancing our knowledge about these processes and/or
estimating the values of useful variables and parameters of these systems (Hogan &
Woodley, 2000). The rate equation of an enzymatic reaction is a mathematical expression
illustrating the catalysis in terms of rate constants and reactant concentrations, and it should
best fit the experimental data. Additionally, an enzymatic kinetic mechanism provides
evidence of how enzymes and their substrates could be combined in order to accomplish
catalysis, as well as it explains the molecular machinery of enzyme action; its knowledge is
required in order to be understood how enzymes perform catalysts as well as how their
catalytic function could be regulated, and thus to provide information on the nature of the
transition states, the geometry of the enzyme’s active site, the substrate specificity, the acidic
and/or basic groups associated with catalysis, the possible allosteric properties, the mode of
regulation, etc.

2. Prerequisite knowledge
2.1 Catalysis by proteases, amylases, lipases, and their generally accepted
mechanisms
2.1.1 Catalytic motifs and sequences of two, three, etc, subsites, substrate specificity,
example mechanisms and oxyanion hole
Although the catalytic motifs of several specific hydrolases, which are discussed in this
context, may be regarded as generally being similar in structure, however a deeper
observation reveals that their functional reality is unambiguously completely different, even
though similar groups of two, three, etc residues constitute their catalytic sites. Moreover,
with respect to catalysis by hydrolases, the term “subsite” was largely brought into general
use from proteases (Schechter & Berger, 1967) whose substrates are composed by amino acid
residues whose side chains is assumed to interact with specific subsites, i.e. parts of the
active site of protease. The conceptual idea of subsite as fundamental mechanistic feature of
the enzymatic hydrolysis originated from glucoamylases; quantitative theoretical and
experimental kinetic measurements were applied firstly in Rhizopus glucoamylases whose
binding modes of substrates and their analogues, as well as the subsite interactions were
elucidated and important parameters were estimated and reported in a series of inspired
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works (Hiromi, 1983). But, how subsites could function? Dynamic and mechanistic
manipulations take place within the active sites due to the reorganization of important
residue side chains related to the structures of subsites (Buckle & Fersht, 1994). An
enzymatic active site comprises a dual role, i.e. the binding of substrate onto subsite, and the
reaction performed by the catalytic residues, while the effectiveness of these roles
determines the specificity of enzyme towards its substrate. Let’s start this journey with
proteases (EC 3.4.x.x), which are distinguished in endopeptidases or proteinases (EC 3.4.1199.x) and exopeptidases (EC 3.4.21-99.x) (Rawlings & Barret, 1994). The most of
endopeptidases are classified into four groups: serine proteases (EC 3.4.21.x), cysteine
proteases (EC 3.4.22.x), aspartic proteases (EC 3.4.23.x), and metalloproteases (EC 3.4.24.x)
(Rawlings & Barrett., 1993). Furthermore, glycosidases hydrolyze the glycosidic bonds; the
enzymes of -amylase, -(1→4)-D-glucan-4-glucanohydrolase, family catalyze the
hydrolysis and/or trans-glycosylation at the -1,4- and -1,6-glucosidic linkages.
Furthermore, lipases (triacylglycerol acylhydrolases, EC 3.1.1.x) have not completely
defined, as lipolysis takes place at the lipid–water interface of biphasic systems. The
example in figure 1 represents the active site of a papain.
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Fig. 1. Illustration of papain catalytic site, which is composed of seven "subsites" i.e. S1 - S4 and
S1΄ - S3΄, located on its both sides; positions P, on substrate are numbering similarly as the
subsites that they occupy, and are counted from the point of cleavage. When a hexapeptide
binds onto papain, then, in (a) are formed two tripeptide molecules, while in (b) one
tetrapeptide and another dipeptide are formed (modified from Schechter &. Berger, 1967).
Additional examples could be referred about the subsites of trypsin where an aspartylcarboxylate group improves the binding of a lysine side chain. More specific examples of
subsites could be found in matrix and other Zn2+-dependent metalloproteinases, whose
subsite function is facilitated by three histidines chelating the metal cation; the metal cation
behaves as oxyanion hole where a glutamate residue (E202 - thermolysin numbering)
resembles to a subsite as appeared in figures 2(a) and 3(b) (Auld, 1997; Pelmenschikov &
Siegbahn, 2002).
It has been reported that the active site of -amylases comprises 5–11 subsites, each
interacting with one glucose unit of the substrate, and they were designated from A to K,
while the reducing end of the -glucose chain is located towards K subsite (Muralikrishnaa
& Nirmala, 2005). However, in amylase-like glycosidases, we should understand a subsite
noticeably differently, as these enzymes break more than one glycoside bond without
dissociation of the E-S complex due to multiple or repetitive attack mechanism, where the
enzyme is moving along the polysaccharide chain (sliding), as illustrated in figure 3
(Muralikrishnaa & Nirmala, 2005; Mazur & Nakatani, 1993).
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1997, and Pelmenschikov & Siegbahn, 2002, respecively).
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Fig. 3. Complexes of -amylase with a polysaccharide substrate: (a) is the initial and (b) the
same complex after a bond break (O and Ø are glucose and reduced glucose residues,
respectively) (modified from Mazur & Nakatani, 1993).
The catalytic motifs of lipases are similar to those of serine proteases, and are expected
analogous effects in the case of subsites. Although this is true, however it should be taken
into account that: (a) the natural substrates of lipases are lipids, (b) lipolysis takes place at
the water/lipid interface of biphasic (heterogeneous) systems, and (c) lipases should be
equipped with the appropriate structural tools as it is the lid domain which plays an
essential role in substrate selectivity towards triglycerides, and along with other structural
features of lipases undergo a local reorganization to allow free access of substrate onto the
subsites. Hence, in heterogeneous reaction media, where a physical adsorption of enzyme
on the lipid interface occurs including activation by the lid opening, lipases catalyze
reactions by different enzyme-substrate binding modes (Van Tilbeurgh et al., 1993). It
should be underlined that the hydrolytic effectiveness of catalytic motifs varies among
hydrolases even within the same family. On the other hand, a huge variety of substrates
have been synthesized for hydrolases providing complete maps specificity and allowing the
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detection of interactions between substrate subsites; casual examples of synthetic substrates
for different hydrolases can be found in the literature (Gosalia et al., 2005; Papamichael et al,
1999; Dune et al, 1986; Ohtaki et al, 2001).
An enzymatic reaction proceeds to its accomplishment through several sequential steps
comprising the formation of intermediates; this course of action could be designated as a
mechanism. The series of sequential step-reactions is likely to be accelerated by the
functional groups found in the active site of enzymes. Thus, in enzymatic reactions, the
catalysis is moved on due to conformational changes in the enzyme and/or the substrate
molecule (Palfey, 2004); during the catalysis, hydrolases change the molecularity of the
reaction, which although starts with two reactants (E and S, i.e. bimolecular), however, after
the formation of the ES-complex, the reaction continues as unimolecular (Buckle & Fersht,
1994). Fundamental in serine proteases (chymotrypsin-like) is that they maintain one serine
(S) residue in their catalytic motif which is commonly complemented by two more residues
(aspartic acid D, and histidine H). It is generally accepted that the alcoholic oxygen of S
plays the role of nucleophile. A functional example could be the triad D102, H57, and S195
(chymotrypsin numbering) (Auld, 1997; Bachovchin, 2001). In cases of more specific
substrates a negative charge is spread all over the catalytic motif of these enzymes,
designated as “Charge Relay System”, whose a structural characteristic is the uncharged
imidazole aromatic ring of the catalytic H. In cases of less specific substrates, the negative
charge is localized on the alcoholic oxygen of S195 (the nucleophile) while the imidazole ring
of catalytic H remains positively charged (general acid-base catalysis) (Hunkapiller et
al.,1976); in both cases the development of an “oxyanion hole” is a prerequisite for catalysis
by serine proteases. At a first glance, cysteine proteases perform catalysis similarly as serine
proteases do, while one cysteine (C) residue is fundamental in their catalytic motif;
regularly, cysteine (C) residue forms an ion-pair along with a histidine (H) residue (C25-S+
/H159-Im H - Papain numbering ion-pair) (Rawlings & Barret, 1993,1994). In cysteine
proteases, acylation proceeds through the formation of an anionic tetrahedral adduct, the
enzyme-substrate (ES) complex, while an oxyanion hole may be developed although it is
not a prerequisite for catalysis by these enzymes (Theodorou et al., 2001). However, cysteine
proteases do not perform catalysis via a catalytic dyad but through more complicated ways
whose the main feature is the development of a hydrogen bond (Theodorou et al, 2007a).
These latter are shown in figure 4.
Aspartic proteases (EC 3.4.23.x) have a long and perplexed history in Enzymology; the most
of aspartic proteases perform catalysis by means of two eponymous aspartyl residues,
which are found in opposite states of protonation. Both catalytic aspartyl residues are
located in deep clefts formed at the interface of two lobes (e.g. porcine pepsin) (Polgár,
1989). It has been reported that a water molecule attacks the carbonyl carbon of the scissile
bond, serving as a third catalytic component along with the active aspartic carboxyl groups,
in the catalysis by aspartic proteases (Rebholz & Northrop, 1991); two catalytically active
aspartate residues are in either a right or wrong protonic state, involving general basecatalyzed attack by a water molecule on the carbonyl carbon of the scissile bond. Recent abinitio molecular dynamics simulations on HIV-1 protease were focused on the catalytic D25
and D25/, and resolved all the uncertainties within a unifying hypothesis, as illustrated in
figure 5 (Piana & Carloni, 2000).
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Fig. 5. (a) illustration of the catalysis by pepsin, where D32 was protonated before first
turnover, while one proton is transferred from D215 to D32; (b) the catalytic aspartates of
HIV-1 protease in a coplanar arrangement where a LBHB joins the   oxygens and the H2O
and the   oxygens are normally hydrogen bonded (modified from Northrop, 2001).
A variety of methods were applied in studying zinc or other matrix thermolysin-like
metalloproteases (EC 3.4.24.x), focusing on how protein modulates the properties of zinc
cation to achieve specificity and catalytic efficiency. It is well known that bivalent zinc
allows many ligands and coordination geometries, and it is unaffected by oxidant or
reductive reagents. Nitrogen, oxygen and/or sulfur donors form complexes with the zinc
cation; additional ligand to the catalytic zinc cation may be considered one water molecule
whose ionization and polarization provides hydroxide ions at neutral pH, while its
displacement leads to acid catalysis by the zinc cation (Auld, 1997; Pelmenschikov &
Siegbahn, 2002). By means of molecular dynamics, a novel catalytic mechanism has been
reported for the metalloproteases, as based on the formation of an anhydride intermediate
where a E-residue, also, chelates the zinc cation as part of the catalytic motif of these
enzymes. Both cases are illustrated in figure 6. The important with metalloproteases is that
although two apparently contradicting mechanisms have been suggested, however, both
they share common features; the zinc cation is penta-coordinated and it behaves also as the
oxyanion hole (Manzettia et al, 2003; Pelmenschikov & Siegbahn, 2002).
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Fig. 6. Matrix metalloproteases: initially,
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E-residue (modified from Pelmenschikov & Siegbahn, 2002).
Zn2+

Amylase-like glycosidases perform catalysis by hydrolyzing glycosidic bonds either with
net inversion of the -anomeric configuration or with net retention. Glycosidases, either
retaining or inverting, catalyze the same overall reaction both by employing acid-base
catalysis while the former employ also the covalent catalysis; they are equipped with four
highly conserved sequence regions containing all the catalytic residues and most of the
substrate binding sites. Although retaining glycosidases perform catalysis by either a
glutamate or aspartate, functioning as possible nucleophiles (Svensson, 1994), however,
another set of catalytic residues is found in -amylases, and other related enzymes. It is a
triad of carboxylic acids (D197, E233, D300 - porcine pancreas -amylase numbering) (Qian,
1994), where two of them (E233, D300) are most probably involved in acid catalysis and D197,
the putative nucleophile providing further electrostatic stabilization of the transition state
(Mc Carter &Withers, 1994). In more details, the hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds by
glycosidases proceeds by means of a general acid catalysis requiring a proton donor
(electrophile) and a nucleophile (the base). In both cases the position of the electrophile is
closer to the glycosidic oxygen, and although the nucleophile is closer to the anomeric
carbon, in the retaining mechanism, however, it is more distant in the inverting mechanism
(Davies & Henrissat, 1995). Oxyanion holes have not been identified in the mechanism of
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action in these enzymes, so far. Examples of the retaining and inverting mechanisms are
shown in figure 7 (Kirby, 2001).
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Lipases hydrolyze carboxylic ester bonds, and mainly convert tri-glycerides into diglycerides or mono-glycerides, and fatty acids and glycerol. Additionally, lipases behave as
esterases catalyzing also esterification, interesterification and transesterification reactions in
nonaqueous media. The reaction course followed by a lipase in its catalytic function
depends on the medium (aqueous or nonaqueous) in which reaction takes place. In media of
low water content or in non-aqueous systems, lipases catalyze synthetic reactions (e.g.
esterification etc) provided that water should be continually removed (Salleh et al, 2006). It
is generally accepted that lipases carry out catalysis via a catalytic triad consisting of the
residues S162, H263 and D176 (porcine pancreas lipase numbering) (De Caro et al, 1981),
though there are cases where an E has replaced the D residue. Although, there is little
homology among the known sequences of lipases, however, there are evidences indicating
the convergent nature of the catalytic motifs of serine proteases and lipases (Ollis et al,
1992). Another feature of lipases which has been identified as essential for hydrolysis in
nonaqueous media, is a surface loop, the lid domain, which covers the active site of lipases
(Aloulou et al, 2006). Mechanistic features, similar to those of serine proteases, have been
reported also for lipases, as it is the oxyanion hole, although its development differs in these
enzymes due to their structural particularities (Aloulou et al, 2006). Recently, a full
mechanism of action for the lipase from bovine pancreas (PPL) has been reported and it is
analogous to this reported for serine proteases (figure 4a) (Kokkinou et al., 2011). However,
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it is essential to show that the mechanism of fatty acid ester hydrolysis by lipases in micelles,
small aggregates or emulsion particles is noticeably different. It should be emphasized that
Michaelis-Menten kinetics is applied only in isotropic reaction media, and thus alternative
models have been suggested comprising two steps, i.e., a physical adsorption of lipase at the
aqueous/lipid interface leads to its activation (opening of the lid) and the formation of the
enzyme-substrate complex, and then, the hydrolytic reaction give the products and the
adsorbed free enzyme (Aloulou et al, 2006; 1994; Verger & de Haas, 1976). Actually, a twodimensional Michaelis-Menten catalytic step occurs when the soluble lipase (E) is adsorbed
on the aqueous/lipid interface (E*) and binds a substrate molecule resulting the
development of the E*S complex; then, the soluble product P* is immediately diffused in the
water layer (P). All these are illustrated in figure 8.

S
E*

Interface
k1
k-1

E*S

kcat

E* + P*

kp k d

E

Water

P

Fig. 8. Illustration of a water soluble lipase catalyzing an interfacial reaction, acting on an
insoluble substrate; the asterisk denotes species onto the lipid/water interface, and E, S,
E*S, and P are the free enzyme, free substrate, enzyme-substrate complex and product,
respectively, while kp and kd are constants associated with the adsorption/desorption of
enzyme between aqueous and lipid/water interface (modified from Aloulou et al, 2006).
Overall, the concept of the catalytic motif was not presented as a steady but rather as a
dynamic ontologic entity in this context, independently of the number of contributing
residues. Thereupon, it seems as more accurate that serine as well as cysteine proteases
perform catalysis not by means of the routinely known catalytic triad and or dyad but
through extraordinary manipulation of up to five catalytic residues. A similar treatment is
worth for aspartic proteases and metalloproteases (Auld, 1997; Rawlings & Barret, 1994;
Rebholz & Northrop, 1991; Svensson, 1994) showing that in general, the viewing of an
enzymatic mechanism should not be focused only on the markedly referred catalytic
residues. The concept of the catalytic sequence gets of special interest, when we have to do
with -amylase-like enzymes as it is illustrated in figures 3(a) and (b), where what
extraordinary happens is that each monomer of polymeric substrates acts as catalytic
residue! Is not it amazing?

2.1.2 Intermediates and acyl-enzymes
A significant selection of reports has been published, which deals with the mechanisms of
action of specific enzymes. The idea of an enzymatic reaction mechanism has been already
introduced, herein, where the knowledge of possible intermediates, their sequence, and
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structure was underlined. Therefore, understanding enzymatic catalysis it means to predict
pathways and rates of enzyme-catalyzed reactions, i.e. to study reaction intermediates and
to investigate enzyme structures. Enzymatic reactions which can be described by the
Michaelis-Menten model equation they can be also properly divided into steps. For
example, in homogeneous reactions at least three main steps may be distinguished, i.e.
enzyme-substrate binding, main reaction, and splitting to products and free enzyme; within
the latter may occur more than one elementary steps proceeding by means of additional
intermediates. Therefore, the term “intermediate” does not comprise a unique notion, and
some examples have been already given within this text. An inspection in figures 3 - 7 is
enough to show a diversity of ES intermediates and structures; anionic intermediates are
shown in figures 3(a,b) which are breaking down through transition states, where heavy
atom reorganizations and proton transfers occur, and/or covalent intermediates precede the
formation of the reaction products in figures 6 and 7. In case of glycosidases (figure 8), the
intermediates have the form either of complicated covalent molecular species or of cationic
structure (Hiromi, 1983; Ishikawa et al, 2007). By taking into account the concept of the
intermediate, it is easier to understand the importance of acyl-enzymes and how these
molecular species contribute in the overall catalysis. Nevertheless, an acyl-enzyme is
developed, and destroyed (within an enzymatic mechanism) through a nucleophilic attack
in most cases, and this is a matter of specific treatment comprising complicated series of
extraordinary techniques (Papamichael et al.,2009; Theodorou,2001,2007a).

2.1.3 The low-barrier hydrogen bond (LBHB)
Before closing this topic, an emphasis should be given in the important role and the catalytic
contribution of hydrogen bonding within the mechanism of action, in all cases of hydrolytic
enzymes, which should provide optimization of the binding energy in the transition state;
this latter can be achieved by hydrolases through their functional groups which extend
ionic, hydrogen-bond and other interactions. Hydrogen atoms that are bonded to heavy
electronegative atoms, being at a short distance from a Lewis-base, may form hydrogen
bonds which are mostly ionic in character (Gosalia et al, 2005). Generally, there are certain
structural and environmental prerequisites for the development of a hydrogen bond;
indicative examples could be (a) the shell of solvent-water, which surrounds and stabilizes
the bio-molecules in aqueous solutions, (b) subtle conformational changes due to enzymesubstrate binding interactions, (c) interactions between catalytic residues (e.g. between C25
and H159 in papain-like proteases), which form nucleophilic species, (d) significantly altered
pKa-values of side chains of important residues, and so forth. Nevertheless, the dominant
characteristics of a hydrogen bond depend upon the corresponded pKas of the
electronegative atoms sharing the hydrogen and some structural examples could verify the
previous sentences (Northrop,2001); a network of hydrogen bonding is contributing
significantly in the catalysis either by proteases and lipases, in figure 5, 6(b), 7(a), and 8,
including the development of the oxyanion hole, whose hydrogen bonds are stabilized due
to a short-lived negative charge on the carbonyl oxygen of the substrate. However, an
outstanding type among hydrogen bonds is the low-barrier-hydrogen-bond (LBHB) which
has been proved a useful tool in understanding enzymatic catalysis. LBHBs in transitionstates or in transient intermediates are originating form ground state weak hydrogen bonds,
while the energy released in forming a LBHB is used to help the reaction to be accomplished
by lowering its activation barrier (Cleland, 2000).
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2.2 Inhibition and enzymatic inactivation
2.2.1 Transition-state analogues
It is generally accepted that the completion of a chemical reaction is passing through unstable
short-lived structures, the so-called transition states, whose structures are balanced between
ground and product states, while their lifetimes equal approximately that for a single bond
vibration (Schramm, 1998). Enzymatic reactions are chemical catalytic reactions which take
place in the microenvironment of the enzyme-substrate complex, and hence, our
understanding of the enzymatic catalysis should take into account both the structure of the
unbound enzyme and its complexes with substrates, inhibitors, intermediates and products;
enzymes alter the electronic structure of these latter reactants by protonation, proton
abstraction, electron transfer, geometric distortion, hydrophobic partitioning, and interaction
with Lewis acids and bases (Schramm, 1998). Herein, we have already commented the
substrate binding onto enzymes, as well as the structural role of subsites in the catalysis by
specific hydrolases. The transition state inhibitors support the transition state stabilization
hypothesis in enzymatic catalysis, and this information helps in comparing transition states, in
design transition state inhibitors, as well as in providing a basis for predicting the affinity of
enzymatic inhibitors. However, transition state properties cannot always be predicted, as
direct information on their structure is available from kinetic isotope effect studies. In this way,
enzyme and inhibitor, and/or other transition state analog ligand, should share geometric and
electronic similarity as both being necessary in order to provide correct distance to the catalytic
site, and to correct hydrogen or ionic and/or hydrophobic bonding in the transition state
interactions. The reversible inhibitors are analogs with some minimum structural features of
substrates, and thus they get of great theoretical importance in the elucidation of enzyme
mechanisms. At least some serious chemical insight into the catalytic mechanism of the
enzymatic reaction, and substantial skill, is required for the design and identification of
reliable inhibitors. Similar and useful phenomena are the substrate inhibition and activation
whose systematic study may identify more pathways and complexes; but it should pointed
out that these phenomena are not due to multiple active sites and/or cooperativity effects
(Taylor, 2004). In figure 9 are illustrated three hypothetical free energy diagrams
corresponding to three distinct cases of reactions, one non-catalyzed and two catalyzed by an
enzyme, where G‡, G‡uncat, G‡cat, G‡M, E, ES, and P are the free energy of activation of an
uncatalyzed or catalyzed reaction, their free energy difference, the free enzyme, the enzymesubstrate complex, and the products.

Fig. 9. (a) Non enzymatic reaction, (b) enzymatic reaction where enzyme is complementary
to substrate, and (c) enzymatic reaction where enzyme is complementary to transition state.
When enzyme is complementary to the substrate (b), the ES complex is more stable,
resulting an increase in the energy of activation (modified from Taylor, 2004).
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2.2.2 Stable acyl-enzymes
It has been reported that stable peptidyl acyl-enzymes of elastase may be formed at low pH,
while the carbonyl oxygen of the scissile bond occupies the oxyanion hole; moreover, the
tetrahedral adduct has a planar structure in the case of ester substrates. The stability of these
acyl-enzymes is more likely due to the protonation of H57 at low pH-values of the reaction
medium (Wilmouth et al, 2001). On the other hand, numerous compounds can be found
which inactivate hydrolases through the development of stable acyl-enzyme intermediates;
this latter stability is owed to several factors. Firstly, an intrinsic reactivity of the acyl group
is experimentally obvious and for ester substrates (especially in proteases and lipases) is
reduced due to an increased electron density of the carbonyl group of the scissile bond as
substituents become more and more electron-donating; similar effect has been reported in
cases where heteroatoms have substituted -carbons of the amino acid residues of synthetic
substrates (e.g. azapeptides) (Gupton et al, 1984). Besides, leaving groups of synthetic
substrates, as it is p-nitrophenol could be offset the effects on acylation. A second reason
contributing in the stability of acyl-enzyme intermediates is that they do not interact with
the oxyanion hole (conversion of 3sp2 hybridized carbonyl carbon to 4sp3 in the tetrahedral
intermediate) (Wilmouth et al, 2001), while a third explanation could be the protonation of
H57 which disrupts the catalytic triad and cannot activate the nucleophilic water. More
reasons of the stability of acyl-enzymes have been reported and they are related to reversible
inhibitors, as transition state analogs. More examples could be those reported on the
synthesis and the effectiveness of specific peptide reversible inhibitors and/or peptide
“sticky” substrates, as useful probes for the investigation of the mechanism of action of
particular hydrolytic enzymes (Bieth et al, 1989; Papamichael & Lymperopoulos, 1998).

2.3 Issues in the function of the catalytic motifs
2.3.1 Particular role of several catalytic residues, and one-proton vs. two-proton
mechanisms
As we have previously discussed, the active sites of enzymes are equipped with a number of
amino acid residuals whose side chains can act as both proton donors and acceptors,
allowing proton transfers, and providing catalysis; proton transfers are the most common
biochemical reactions. In this section we will be concentrated on the catalytic residues of the
enzymes under consideration, and let it be as first example the charge relay system
encountered for serine proteases, and under certain circumstances for lipases; the general
features of the charge relay system are widely accepted, although the issue of whether the
proton is located on the H57 or D102 (chymotrypsin numbering) has been particularly
arguable. Proton transfers have been reported from S195 to H57 and from H57 to D102
involving a tetrahedral intermediate formation, as well as neutral D102 and H57; this latter
requires a two-proton-transfer mechanism which in turn demands that the pKa of H57
should be lower than that of D102, as it is depicted in figure 5(a) (Bieth,1978). In this way, a
different mechanism designated as “His flip” has been proposed in an attempt to resolve the
problem “one or two protons are transferred” during the acylation process in serine
proteases (Bieth, 1989); according to “His flip” mechanism, after the formation of the
tetrahedral intermediate, the positively charged histidine flips and place its N1 proton near
to the leaving group, although it seems quite unlikely because it violates the principle of
least motion (Kidd, 1999). Additional experimental results showed that the charge relay
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system operates most likely through the mechanism of figure 4(a,i), in cases of more specific
substrates (tetrapeptides or larger) occupying more subsites in the active site of the
hydrolase under consideration (Stein et al, 1987; Theodorou et al, 2007a,2007b). Different
kinds of ambiguities have been brought up in the case of cysteine proteases, mainly arguing
both on the number of catalytic residues, and on how catalysis is accomplished. In
conclusion, cysteine proteases are equipped with four catalytic residues, i.e. C25, H159,
D158/N157 and N175 (papain/bromelain numbering - bromelain lacks a N175 residue vs.
papain), which may be regarded as a “double catalytic triad”, as appeared in figure 4(b).
The mechanism of action of cysteine proteases, of the papain family, has been most likely
completely elucidated and all uncertainties have been resolved (Theodorou et al,
2001,2007a). The proposed catalytic mechanisms for aspartic proteases comprises two
catalytically competent carboxyl groups constituting a functional unit which transfers one
proton from the attacking water molecule onto the nitrogen atom of the leaving group. The
main issue of these mechanisms requires a coplanar arrangement of the catalytic aspartates
where a LBHB joins their  oxygens, and it involves proton transfer from the water onto
aspartic dyad which is followed by another proton transfer from the dyad onto carbonyl
oxygen of the scissile bond; then, the formed intermediate breaks down to products by
concerted general acid-base catalysis (Northrop, 2001). Then again in the case of
metalloproteases there are certain ambiguities, since two main mechanisms of action have
been suggested comprising similarities as well as differences. The similarities include a
penta-coordinated Zn++ cation, linked with two H2-nitrogens and one P1/-carbonyl oxygen
of the scissile amide bond, while among differences should be mentioned a third H2nitrogen ligand, two oxygen atoms of a catalytic E-residue, and that no water is present in
the transition state, as they are depicted in details in figure 6. Despite the differences
between retaining and inverting mechanisms it is noteworthy that both of them employ a
pair of carboxylic acids at the active site with different roles; additionally, both classes of
these enzymes operate via transition states with substantial oxocarbenium ion character. A
variation on the retaining mechanism involves an ion pair rather than a covalent
intermediate (McCarter & Withers, 1994). A general acid, in inverting enzymes, provides
one proton for the leaving glycoside oxygen, while a general base supports the nucleophilic
attack by a water molecule; on the contrary, in retaining glycosidases a covalent glycosyl
intermediate is formed (figure 7).

2.3.2 The hydrolytic water
So far in this text, it has been obvious to a certain extent that water molecules play important
roles in the catalysis performed by the hydrolytic enzymes. The hydrolysis of synthetic
peptide substrates by serine proteases offers informative examples; the hydrolytic water
molecule seems that approaches the acyl-enzyme from the leaving group side and although
it should be hydrogen bonded to H57, however it is found in an unfavorable angle relatively
to the carbonyl carbon of the scissile bond (Dixon & Matthews, 1989). Inverse solvent
isotope effects, found for the reaction governed by the kcat/Km parameter when several
proteases catalyze the hydrolysis of synthetic peptide substrates, seems more likely that they
originate from two contributing exchangeable hydrogenic sites in the ground and the
transition state. A working example is referred in papain, whose reactive thiolateimidazolium ion-pair is likely to be in equilibrium with its tautomer neutral thiol-imidazole
form, or alternatively, a low barrier hydrogen bond (LBHB) may exist between them; both of
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these latter hypotheses are equally likely displaying an effective ground state as a value of
G = 0.17 was found by proton inventories (figure 4b) (Theodorou et al, 2001). Similar results
were found for the ground state of free enzyme and substrate in case of thiolsubtilisin
(Papamichael et al, 2004), and although similar proton inventories were obtained in the case
of PPL, in hydrolyzing the ester substrate p-nitrophenyl laurate (L-p-ONP) in aqueous
media, however, the value of G was found greater than 0.2 arguing for a different way of ES binding mode. However, in glycosidases the catalytic role of water is profoundly different
between retaining and inverting mechanisms, while its effect depends strongly on the
ionization of the catalytic acidic residues of the enzyme (figure 7).

3. A step-by-step procedure
3.1 Synthetic part
The art to design and synthesize either a particular single substrate or a series of specific
and/or non-specific substrates possessing special binding or interaction properties, it is
based on the knowledge of the specificity of subsites, of the enzymes under consideration; as
a matter of fact we are dealing with a feedback procedure, where it dominates the logic of
“trial and error”. In this field of research it could be an advantage the working with
proteases; their synthetic substrates are peptides, whose synthesis has found an increased
interest due to their huge applications. For example, it has been reported that the active site
of papain comprises seven subsites, where the interactions of the S1΄ - P1΄ and S2 - P2
character have been found as the more important ones (Kim et al, 1992; Patel et al,1992).
Later, by based on the previous experience, the S1 - P1 and S3 - P3 interactions between
purified papain and four newly synthesized peptide substrates were investigated
(Papamichael et al, 1999; Theodorou et al, 2001). The logic behind this research was based on
the need to elucidate the mechanism of action of cysteine proteases of the papain-C1 family,
and although the common substrate Cbz-FR-pNA was convenient for activity assay
measurements however, it was experienced as insoluble at higher concentrations so that its
Michaelis-Menten parameters were always estimated without reaching the saturation of the
used enzyme; the latter is unacceptable by enzyme kineticists, and therefore novel
substrates should be synthesized. Finally, we synthesized the substrates X-FYpNA/ONPh/NMec, where X={Suc, Pht, Cbz} and Y={F, R}. More instructive examples and
practices will be provided, herein, which they are referred to different needs and
experimental conditions, as well as to the synthesis of both substrates and transition state
analog reversible inhibitors for serine proteases (elastase from porcine pancreas – PPE). The
conception behind these synthetic probes was based on the need of a serious contribution to
the elucidation of mechanism of action of serine proteases; our first results were from
suitable 13C NMR studies on the side chain motions of three specifically 13C-labeled
trifluoro-acetyl peptide reversible inhibitors bound on PPE (e.g. the CF3CO|U-13C|-AA-mPh-CF3) (Dimicoli et al, 1987). Later, and in this way we synthesized more series of
substrates and transition state analog reversible inhibitors for PPE, which were found
suitable also, for other serine proteases. Although the most of substrates showed MichaelisMenten kinetics, however some of them showed substrate inhibition and others substrate
activation and along with the synthetic inhibitors led to significant contribution in the
elucidation of the mechanism of action of PPE (de la Sierra et al, 1990).
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3.2 Computing part: Specific non-linear algorithms and computer programs for
experimental data fitting, and suitable tools for statistical analysis (parametric, nonparametric, and experimental design)
It is always the case among enzyme kineticists to have to fit their experimental data with a
mostly nonlinear model equation in order to both optimize experimental procedures and to
estimate the values of precious parameters (Papamichael, 1987). These procedures may be
carried out by using specific nonlinear curve fitting packages, usually equipped with
gradient algorithms and requiring from the experimenter a set of initial parameter guessing
values; then the package either converges or not, depending on certain factors, whose more
important is the continuity of the parameter derivatives, the awkwardness of the model
equation, the presence of outliers, and the choice of the fitting algorithm and criterion of
convergence (Cornish-Bowden, 1995). In many cases the response of an enzymatic reaction
is described by a multi-parametric model-equation which may possesses a more or less
awkward character (e.g. multi-substrate kinetics, equations of non competitive and/or
substrate inhibition, the Hill equation, etc). Furthermore, the discontinuity of the parameter
derivatives of model-equations, which are commonly encountered in enzyme kinetics, is
another annoying difficulty, though the relatively high incidence of outliers constitutes a
real problem when only few replicates could be obtained as it is the common practice in
enzyme kinetic measurements; this latter strongly affects also the choice of the criterion of
convergence, as influencing the error distribution (Mannervik, 1982). Therefore, a number of
solutions could be suggested to overcome these problems which may include the use of
search algorithms instead of the gradients ones, where no need of parameter derivatives is
required, as well as non-parametric curve fitting methods where initial parameter guessing
values are not required. Likewise, a variety of search algorithms and non-parametric curve
fitting methods have been reported, and more or less have been employed successfully
(Fletcher, 1965; Papamichael & Evmiridis,1988,2000) on the other hand it is not surprising
that enzyme kineticists were involved in such a kind of research trying to provide
reasonable solutions to intrinsic problems which often are raised in enzyme kinetics.
Independently of the employed algorithm and/or the curve fitting method further robust
statistical analysis is necessary for accomplishing a best fit of any nonlinear multiparametric equation to a series of experimental data (Cleland, 1979). Thus, three additional
issues should be taken into account namely the errorless and unbiased estimation of the
involved parameter values, as well as the application of suitable information criteria for the
discrimination among model-equations, which in several situations employ the same
number of parameters (Cleland,1979 ); the third issue is due to the inborn problem of
enzyme kinetics where statistically few experimental data supplied with few replicates
impose for an optimal experimental design in order to minimize error and maximize the
precision of the parameter estimates (Box, 1971, Kafarov, 1976). Then again, a variety of
relative works and methods may be suggested whose application will surmount these three
additional requirements (Evmiridis &. Papamichael, 1991; Papamichael, 1995; ComishBowden & Eisenthal, 1974).

3.3 Experimental – Kinetic part
3.3.1 Evidence for Michaelis-Menten and/or other type of kinetic behavior
Mathematical model-equations along with computer techniques are valuable tools in
searching for optimal experimental conditions and effective enzymatic action. The study of
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various model-equations incorporates the information concerning each particular enzymatic
reaction or system, it attains of great interest in the basic research and applications of these
biocatalysts and they have been proved as effective tools in estimating the process variables.
The rate equation of an enzymatic reaction illustrates the catalytic process in terms of rate
constants and reactant concentrations; the initial rate of an enzymatic reaction is directly
proportional to the concentration of enzyme preparation, and it is increased nonlinearly
with increasing the substrate concentration up to a limiting maximum value. The well know
Henri-Michaelis-Menten equation (1) is based on reasonable assumptions associated with
the quasi-steady-state approximation (QSSA) (Michaelis & Menten, 1913), where the
relations [Ε]t=[Ε] + [ES] and [S]t  [S] are valid ([Ε]t, [Ε], [S]t, and [S], are the total and free
enzyme, and the total and free substrate concentrations, respectively); the physical meaning
of its two parameters Vmax and Km is familiar among enzymologist. Currently, any nonlinear model equation as the Henri-Michaelis-Menten (H-M-M) one can be used for fitting
enzymatic experimental data and obtaining parameter estimates due to the available
computers and software. Not often, the H-M-M equation cannot fit experimental data from
enzymatic reactions; then, it is not uncommon to assume some reasonable modifications of
equation (1) to succeed the best fit. It is recommended to use rational equations having the
general form of equation (2), where n  m, whereas the meaning of parameters a1, a2,…an,
and b1, b2,…bm, depends on the reaction itself and the experimental conditions (NC-IUB,
1983). A specific case of equation (2) is equation (3) known as the Hill equation (Hill, 1913),
and it is valid when polymeric enzymes extend positive cooperativity, consisting of more
than one subunits, comprising n equivalent binding sites (a single substrate molecule is
bound per subunit). In equation (3), the parameter KH no longer equals the substrate
concentration that yields half-maximal velocity except for n = 1. In equation (3)  = - ln(KH),
 = n (n is the Hill coefficient and KH is the Hill parameter which is similar to Km), and
x = ln([S]).
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The rate of any reaction, including the enzymatic ones, depends on the number of contacts
between the different kinds of molecules, and in isotropic systems is proportional to the
product of concentrations of reactants. When the reactive species belong to macromolecular
systems, as they are the enzyme molecules, the evaluation of the average number of their
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contacts should take into account all different conformations of these macromolecules. This
latter is rarely taken into account in enzymatic reactions, which are handled as
homogeneous because experimenters use to keep always valid the relation [S]t >> [E]t
(Segel, 1975). In this way, and in order to describe different behaviors in enzyme kinetics, a
variety of multi-parametric nonlinear equations have been proposed whose parameters are
surprisingly complicated functions of individual rate constants. Attempts to counterbalance
this situation led a number of authors to present alternative mathematical formulations in
enzyme kinetics; characteristic examples may be equations (4) and (5), where D, V eff and
max

K eff are the fractal dimension and the effective individual H-M-M parameters, while A2, A3,
m

etc. are the equivalent virial coefficients, respectively (Lymperopoulos et al., 1998; Savageau,
1998). Equations (4) and (5) offer appreciable economy in numerical treatment of enzyme
kinetic experimental data, as compared with the conventional equations, allowing an overall
view of the complexity of the reaction path of enzymatic catalysis; when D = 1 equation (4)
takes on the form of H-M-M equation, and V eff , and K eff receive their ordinary meaning.
max

m

In the case of equation (5) we should recall the QSSA condition on which it was based on the
 d[ES] 
(k1  k p )[ES] =
development of the H-M-M equation and where  

dt 

 d[ES] 
k1 [E][S] ; instead, it can be written that k1 [E][S] = C(E,S) i.e. the average number


dt 

of contacts between the two reactants, which in turn depends on the kind of more complicated
contacts between S and E, and leads to a complicated dependence on [S], i.e. C(E,S) = [E][S](1
+ A2[S] + A3[S]2 + A4[S]3 + . . ..). Moreover, virial coefficients can be positive or negative
expressing positive or negative contributions to C(E,S) from pairs, triples etc. of S in the
neighborhood of E. Both equations (4) and (5) can fit a variety of experimental data
(Lymperopoulos et al., 1998; Savageau, 1998).
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3.3.2 Experimental design – Factorial experimentation
In a previous section we referred and explained a number of reasons on the necessity of use
the experimental design, as an essential method for the minimization of time, cost, and the
wasting of valuable and expensive reagents; now we ought to describe how this could be
done in the course of enzyme kinetics. Any general procedure in obtaining experimental
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design for nonlinear multi-parametric equations should take into account the range where
its independent variable is defined, as well as the insurmountable occurrence of
experimental errors, and it comprises the following: (a) establishment of a model-equation
which best fits the experimental points, (b) choice of the optimality principle, (c)
reasonable parameter estimates for the model-equation, (d) validation of the performance
of the optimal-design experimental points. Herein, we will adopt the D-optimality
principle in finding the required optimal experimental points and obtain parameter
estimates of the chosen model-equation with the maximum possible precision. We will
focused to multi-parametric nonlinear model equations with one independent variable i.e.
y = f(x;1,2 ... r) = f(x;p) with p parameters (p = 1,2 .... r), where 1,2 .... r are the

parameter estimates, while the experimental series are defined by the column vector D =
{xi}. Then, we have to choose a set of xi values (i = 1,2 ... n), in order to observe the
response y; so that from these observations to estimate the p parameters as precisely as
possible; n is the number of trials, i.e. the optimal-design experimental points. In such a
case, for single independent variable equations, the column vector D = {xi} is identical

with the design matrix which is replaced by the Jacobian matrix F* for nonlinear
multiparametric model-equations (Papamichael et al, 1995). The partial derivatives of a
multi-parametric nonlinear model-equation with respect to the rth parameter r for each

 1* 
 
 *
f ( xi ; θ )
*
optimal-design experimental xi point are f ir 
, and θ   2  is a set of
θr
.
 *
r 
parameters obtained by preliminary curve fitting (i = 1,2 ... n, and r = 1,2, ... r), and
considered to be very close to the true parameters. The n × p dimensional matrix F* =
*T
{ f ir* } is usually chosen to have n = p and accordingly the relation F • F * = F *

2

is valid;

then, the procedure is an attempt to maximize the modulus of the determinant F * , or to
*
*T
minimize its inverse 1/ F * , while when n > p the alternative is to maximize F • F or

to minimize its inverse. The experimenter should proceed by drawing a diagram having
common abscissa the independent variable of its model-equation, and as ordinates the
partial derivatives of the model-equation with respect to each single parameter, i.e.
∂y/∂1, ∂y/∂2,… ∂y/∂r; then, as optimal points are selected these ones where the abscissa
values of the partial derivatives present minima or maxima, or even approached and/or
are removed each other. Furthermore, it is recommended to ultimate the optimization
studies by taking into account both cases n = p and n > p, and then to consult the inverse
correlation (R-1) and the hat (H) matrices (Papamichael et al, 1995).

There are many procedures, where the experimenter is concerned with the effect of a series
of parameters on certain estimated attributes. In such cases factorial analysis is a key
method, where “factors” are variable parameters to be considered in the experiment, and
are distinguished in either quantitative (varied continuously) or qualitative (cannot be
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varied continuously) ones. Typically, the experimenter, should assign the values of
quantitative factors at pre-determined levels (e.g. low, medium, high), while this is not
requisite for the qualitative factors. The collection of levels of all employed factors in a given
trial has been designated as the “treatment”; this latter provides a full description of the
experimental conditions which affect the studied factors and where the term “experiment”
refers to the whole collection and not to an individual trial. Then, the numerical result per
trial, based on a given treatment, has been designated as “response”, which is the attribute
we measure. Normally, the value of a response is varied as the factor level is varied,
whereas factors are regarded as independent variables and responses as dependent
variables. In order to determine the effects of one or more factors on a specific chemical
feature we should carry out one or more experimental trials with each of the possible
combinations of the levels of the factors, and that is the so-called “factorial experiment”.
Factorial experiments may be performed from the simplest case at two levels up to more
composite and of higher difficulty combinations. A factorial experiment at two levels may
involving two factors A (e.g. temperature) and B (e.g. feed rate of a reactor). In order to find
the effect of A on B, a first trial with A at T1=50oC and B at Fr1 = 50 ml/h, and a second trial
with A at T2=150oC and B at Fr2 = 75 ml/h, were performed to find the effect of temperature;
then a third trial at T1=50oC and B at Fr2 = 75 ml/h as well as a fourth trial at T2=150oC and
Fr2 = 75 ml/h were performed in order to find the effect of the feed rate. From these data it
could be defined an effect due to variation in factor A as follows i.e. effect of A = (33 - 27 =
6), and effect of B = (8 - 27 = -19). In each of these effects they were used only two of the
three observations, and while the observation T1=50oC and Fr1 = 50 ml/h was used twice,
while the rest two observations were used only once. Moreover, by varying one factor at a
time we cannot comment the possibility of interaction between these two factors; the fourth
trial may give the solution. Both A and B should be increased for higher yield, i.e. the effect
of A at B-first level equals to 33 - 27 = 6, and the effect of A at B-second level = 70 - 8 = 62
(Davies & Henrissat, 1995).

3.3.3 Detailed analysis of the experimental data from pH and temperature profiles, of
the Michaelis-Menten parameters, and estimation of useful constants and/or relations
It is common to assign pKa values on free enzyme (E) from kcat/Km vs pH profiles, by based
on the ambiguous assumptions that proton transfers to and from E and S are much faster
than formation and breakdown of the E-S complex; similarly common is to assume that
productive binding is allowed only to a single protonic state of the enzyme. However, both
assumptions are valid in cases of sticky substrates i.e. in cases where substrates dissociate
from the active site of enzyme at a rate comparable to or slower than that at which the ES
complex reacts to form product (Cleland, 1977); the stickiness of a substrate is proportional
to the ratio k2/k-1 (Theodorou et al, 2001). Nevertheless, in a general point of view the
profiles of the dependencies of Michaelis-Menten parameters vs. pH show many reactive
hydronic states, comprising equal number of pKa values and equal or less number of pHindependent rate constants. In order to determine such parameters as they are the values of
pKas and of rate constants, it is necessary to plan and employ appropriate equations derived
by using models in which enzyme and substrate ionizations are considered to be at QSSA
(Brocklehurst et al, 1979). The following reaction figures 10 along with equation (6) it may be
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an instructive example. However, the experimental data from Michaelis-Menten parameters
vs. pH dependencies profiles should normally described by the general equation (7), where
kobs is the estimated value of the rate constant, (k)lim is its marginal maximum value for the
hydronic state EHi-1, n is the number of reactive hydronic states, Bij is a description of the
form KXHp[H+]m, while m and p are elements of two matrices I and II, corresponding to i and
j indices, respectively.
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Fig. 10. (a) reaction scheme involving four reactive hydronic states from E to EH3 and one
EH4 not reactive, characterized by four macroscopic acid dissociation constants and four
pH-independent rate constants, (b) similar reaction scheme where only one hydronic state
designated as EH is reactive and characterized by four macroscopic acid dissociation
constants and only one pH-independent rate constant; this latter is a particular case of (a).
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The thermal variation of enzymatic reaction rate constants conform to the well known
Arrhenius equation: k = A e-E/RT, where A, E, R and T represent the frequency factor, the
activation energy, the gas constant and the absolute temperature, respectively; k may be any
one of the Michaelis-Menten and/or other enzymatic mechanism rate constants, and thus its
value could be generally evaluated. The thermo stability of enzymatic activity is a prerequisite
and it should be tested by incubating enzyme preparations for sufficient time at as possible
high and/or low temperatures, and then by measuring their activity at the optimum
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temperature (Papamichael, & Theodorou, 2010). By integrating the Arrhenius equation, the
temperature dependence of enzymatic rate constants can be found and illustrated in equation
(8), assuming constant activation energy; in equation (9) kj, kj,0, Ej, R, T0 and T, are the rate
constant under consideration at different temperatures, its value at the reference absolute
temperature, the activation energy associated with the rate constant, the gas constant, and the
reference absolute temperature, and the independent variable of equation (Papamichael et al,
2010). When kj equals to either kcat/Km or kcat, then equation (8) is transformed to equation (9)
or (10), where Ea=E-1-E2, and a=k2/k-1, and are referred to the well known “three-step
mechanism”:

E+S

k1

k-1

ES

k2

E-S*

k3

E + P (Wang et al, 2006). In

homogeneous reactions and in terms of the transition state theory (TS) the activation energy Ea
= H‡ + RT can be evaluated as it has been formulated by the Eyring equation (k =
(kB/ħ)Te−G‡/RT = (kB/ħ)T e−H‡/RT e−S‡/R). Therefore, the study of rate constants as function of
the absolute temperature provides thermodynamic data on the TS (Papamichael, &
Theodorou, 2010).
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4. Application of several effective methods and tools
4.1 Kinetic and thermodynamic methods
4.1.1 H/D solvent isotope effects, and proton inventories, on constants and
parameters
The light hydrogen isotope protium (H) can be replaced by deuterium (D) in the hydrogenic
sites of the water species (i.e. HOD, D2O, H+3O, H+2OD, D+2OH, D+3O, etc), under certain
circumstances, and as a consequence deuterium may replace protium into some sensitive
positions of enzymes and substrates; these replacements have been designated as solvent
isotope effects (SIE) and usually they affect the kinetic and equilibrium constants associated
with the enzymatic reactions. Obviously, these SIE are related to the isotopic solvents and thus
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should disturb rate and/or equilibrium constants, and influence both initial (ground) and final
(transition or product) states. In the course of the development of an enzymatic reaction
mechanism, it is commonly required to identify isotope effects for individual hydrogenic sites,
where the notion of the isotopic fractionation factors is used. Furthermore, the hydrogenic sites
are classified into these established in the structural framework of the solutes (internal -sites),
as well as to those found in the isotopic water molecules (external -sites) which strongly
interact with the solutes. It is a mechanistic affair to distinguish between -sites and it is based
on information arose from solvent isotope-effect data. Based on the above concepts new extra
methods can be originated, which are useful in enzyme kineticists. One of them is the “proton
inventories”, which seems more likely that they constitute reliable tools in investigating
enzymatic mechanisms (Theodorou et al, 2007b); this method comprises kinetic studies of SIE
in a series of mixtures of H2O and D2O, while the reaction parameters are expressed as kn(n)
functions of deuterium atom fraction n = [D2O]/{ [H2O]+[D2O]} present in the isotopic solvent,
according to equation (11). In equation (11) k0 is a reaction rate in H2O, and iT and  jG are the
isotopic fractionation factors of ith transition state, and of jth ground state protons, respectively;
the values s, as well as the shape of the kn(n) functions, and the number of the transferred
protons are diagnostic of the reaction mechanism (Theodorou et al, 2001). Gross and coworkers had published a series of papers on phenomena in mixtures of isotopic solvents,
where they introduced a critical assumption for the easy use of solvent isotope effects.
Accordingly, the relative abundances of all probable species in isotopic waters could be
determined solely by statistics and by the ratio of protium to deuterium in the medium, with
the additional assumption that deuterium rather than protium occupies the hydronic sites of
enzyme and/or substrate independently of whether deuterium or protium is already found
onto that site. This assumption is currently known as the Rule of the Geometric Mean, and led
both Gross and Butler to a particularly clear algebraic formulation of the dependence of the
reaction rate on n. To determine the significance of parameters of the Gross-Butler-Kresge
equation (11), all previous theoretical approaches should be used in order to formulate
simplified forms of this equation capable to best fit the available series of the experimental
data; a variety of simplified forms of equation (11) have been already published and can be
easily incorporated into any curve fitting program and/or algorithm.
μ

 (1 - n + niT )

k = k0 i ν1
n
 (1 - n + njG )

(11)

j 1

4.1.2 Determination of kinetic isotope effects via NMR studies (1H v.s. 2H NMR
spectroscopy and NMR-Proton inventories for intramolecular/intermolecular
hydrogen transfer reactions)
NMR spectroscopy is one among many probes that have been reported for the evaluation of
kinetic isotope effects. Several NMR methods, as analogs of previous proton inventory
techniques involving classical kinetic methods were reported, involving line-shape analyses
and polarization transfer experiments on the exchanging protons or deuterons and/or on
the remote spins as functions of the deuterium atom fraction n in the mobile proton sites.
Moreover, the kinetic isotope effects and the number of transferred protons originating from
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the NMR spectra were developed both in theory and praxis by the application of a specific
technique. The theory was based on the study of kinetic isotopic exchange reactions (e.g.
for two molecules AH and AD, there is the option of performing experiments either on
the A spins, the H and/or D spins), where the obtained various experimental kinetic
quantities depend on which nuclear spins are chosen for the experiments. In following,
the relation between rate constants of intermolecular H/D transfer reactions and inverse
lifetimes measured by NMR spectroscopy were estimated. These theoretical description
may be more comprehensible if the features of NMR spectroscopy will be demonstrated

 j , which is described by the constant Kij =
by considering a simple equilibrium i 

kij/kji = [j]/[i]. Generally, any NMR experiment is performed under equilibrium, and the
NMR line-shapes depend on the inverse lifetimes, according to equation (12), where
d[i→j]/dt is the number of molecules per volume leaving from the environment i to j
during time dt. A first approach to a more skilled and profound knowledge on these
methods and techniques is the excellent work of H-H. Meschede and Limbach (1991),
where is given a theoretical background of dynamic NMR spectroscopy in the presence of
kinetic isotope effects, as well as applications and selected examples (Meschede &
Limbach, 1991).


ij-1 = kij.= -[i]-1 x d[i→j]/dt

(12)

4.1.3 CD-stopped flow spectroscopy
In order to examine early events during a reaction it is necessary to employ rapid mixing
and detection system, such as that provided by stopped-flow apparatus including the
stopped flow CD techniques and devices. Moreover, stopped flow CD has been used
extensively in kinetic measurements of conformational transitions in proteins and in protein
folding studies on a millisecond time scale, allowing the collection of time-resolved CD
spectra. The changes in ellipticity in both the far and near UV give information about the
regain of secondary and tertiary structure respectively, providing valuable information on
the mechanism of protein folding (Kelly & Price, 2000). The limitation of stopped-flow CD is
the "dead-time" of the mixing process which is typically almost more than 2 milliseconds
(Clarke & Jones, 1999).

4.1.4 Substrate assisted catalysis
The classic is that all necessary groups which are essential for catalysis are provided by the
enzyme to convert substrates into products; however, there are some exceptions in this rule,
where the substrate may provide also functional groups which will participate in the
catalytic reaction course. This phenomenon has been reported in either case of native
enzymes or engineered mutants, and it is designated as “substrate-assisted catalysis” (SAC).
Several enzymes namely serine proteases, GTPases, type II restriction endonucleases,
lysozyme and hexose-1-phosphate uridylyl-transferase have been shown as susceptive for
substrate assisted catalysis. As examples of SAC in naturally occurring enzymes may be the
type II restriction endonucleases, while examples of engineered enzymes may be serine
proteases; in that latter case a functional group from a substrate can substitute a catalytic
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residue of enzyme which has been replaced by site-directed mutagenesis. SAC, in serine
proteases, is mainly used in order to modify specific sites for proteolytic cleavage, and it
may provide strategies for change of the catalyzed reaction. In the point of view of an
enzymologist, SAC may contribute significantly to the activity of some enzymes
representing functional intermediates in the evolution of catalysis. In figure 11 is given an
example of substrate assisted catalysis (Dall’Acqua & Carter, 2000).
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Fig. 11. The H64A subtilisin BPN9 mutant with a peptide substrate containing a histidine
residue at the P2 position, where the mutated catalytic residue has been omitted for clarity
(modified from Dall’Acqua & Carter, 2000).

4.1.5 Detecting the rate-limiting step (R.L.S.) and identifying the kinetic (hydrolytic)
mechanism
Usually the terms (a) rate-limiting step, (b) rate-determining step, and (c) rate-controlling
step are regarded as synonymous; however, other meanings that have been given to them
should be mentioned, as it is necessary to be aware of them in order to avoid confusion. The
term rate-determining step is mostly used as special case of rate-controlling step, being
assigned only to an initial slow step which is followed by rapid steps. Therefore, in an
enzymatic reaction, the rate-limiting step is generally the stage that requires the greatest
activation energy or the transition state of highest free energy. The idea of a rate-limiting
step is a fundamental concept for understanding reaction rates. Thus, the slowest step of a
multi-step reaction is often called the rate-limiting or rate-determining step. An approach to
finding the rate-limiting step is based on locating the transition state of highest energy.
However, this method may fail for irreversible reactions where intermediates more stable
than the reactants usually occur; another approach which has been used in the kinetic
mechanism of cysteine proteases, and it could found more general usages, is the application
of the PI method along with pH and absolute temperature profiles in a attempt to estimate
the individual rate constants.

4.1.6 Distinguishing between concerted and stepwise mechanisms
In this section we would like to approach what it concerns the general acid-base catalysis
and its associated proton transfer. For example, what determines whether a reaction
proceeds by stepwise acid-base catalyzed or concerted reaction mechanisms?, or does
catalysis take place in such a way as to avoid the most unstable intermediate?, etc. Answers
to these queries may be found in a rule which states that: “Concerted general acid-base
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catalysis of complex reactions in aqueous solution can occur only (a) at sites that undergo a
large change in pKa in the course of the reaction, and (b) when this change in pKa converts
an unfavorable to a favorable proton transfer with respect to the catalyst; i.e., the pKa of the
catalyst is intermediate between the initial and final pKa values of the substrate site”;
however, “the rule does not apply to certain diffusion-controlled reactions in which separate
proton transfer steps are not possible. It does apply to the separate steps of reactions
proceeding through intermediates so long as these intermediates have a significant lifetime;
if there are no such intermediates it should be applied to the overall reaction” (Jencks, 1972).
It is commonly the case that a reported enzymatic mechanism seems more or less as
incomplete in that the structures of its transition states are not defined in terms of bond
orders, atomic charges and/or other features. This can be achieved by specifying the degree
of proton transfer (PT), from a nucleophilic reagent onto an electrophilic one, as well as the
degree of heavy atom reorganization (HAR); this latter corresponds to the extent of bond
breaking and/or making to heavy atoms. Usually, a transition state structure could be
described by a diagram of two dimensions relating HAR to PT. Therefore, appropriate
experimental data from proton inventories and rate constant vs. pH profiles are prerequisite
in order to draw a HAR/PT diagram for enzymatic reactions proceeding via the formation
of tetrahedral intermediates. Besides, some reports disagreed with the above rule of Jencks,
based on the Marcus theory (Marcus, 1965) insisting that the transition state for proton
transfer reactions occurs at a value of HAR such that the free energy change for proton
transfer is zero. This condition is satisfied when the pKa values of the proton-accepting and
proton-donating species are equal (Szawelski, 1981). An illustrative example in
distinguishing between concerted and/or stepwise character may be the identification of the
mechanism of action of cysteine proteases of the papain C1 family, where a large number of
experimental works have contributed a lot in this latter course; however the application of
the proton inventory methodology (PI) along with the use of kcat/Km and kcat vs. pH profiles
were shown as decisive and reliable tools in investigating enzymatic mechanisms. In more
details and for the hydrolysis of specific substrates by papain, chymopapain and stem
bromelain, were estimated the values of the Michaelis-Menten parameters (kcat/Km, kcat, KS),
the values of other rate constants (k1, k-1, k2, k3) as well as the values of all related pKas and
the corresponding fractionation factors and SIE, from PI studies, and kinetic
parameters/rate constant vs. pH profiles (Ishikawa, 2007; Pavlovsky,1999; Theodorou,
2001,2007a). Therefore, by taking into account results like these described above, HAR/PT
(heavy atom reorganization/proton transfer) diagrams could be constructed (figure 12); the
examples which are given below are referred in the hydrolysis of p-nitroanilide substrates
by cysteine proteases of the papain family.

4.2 Particular NMR-spectroscopy methods
4.2.1 Liquid-state NMR spectroscopy: Hydrogen NMR spectroscopy (1H, 2H, and 3H),
Heteronuclear NMR spectroscopy (13C, 15N, 18O, and 19F), studies on enzyme
dynamics
Both nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography are the
only biophysical methods which can provide high-resolution structures of biological
molecules such as proteins and their complexes at atomic resolution. Additional information
can also be provided about conformational dynamics and exchange processes of
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Fig. 12. HAR/PT diagrams where A symbolizes the reactants and D the products: (a) the
boxed diagram represents the most probable transition state T5, corresponding to a stepwise
pathway P5, (b) the boxed diagram represents the most probable transition states T5 to T7,
corresponding to the concerted pathways P5 to P7.
biomolecules at timescales ranging from picoseconds to seconds, and is very efficient in
kinetics of enzymatic reactions (Torchia & Ishima, 2003). NMR results from the absorption
of energy by a nucleus changing its spin orientation in a magnetic field. Protons (1H) are the
most commonly studied nuclei; because of high natural abundance (99.9885%) and high
gyromagnetic ratio; their resonance spectrum is characteristic of the various groups in the
molecule. Modern NMR goes far beyond analysis of groups. Two types of NMR interactions
through-bond spin-spin and the through-space nuclear Overhauser effects can be used to
determine the three-dimensional structure and dynamics of macromolecules in solution
(van Holde et al., 2006). Moreover, the deuterium nucleus has a spin of 1, resulting in three
energy levels in a magnetic field and a non-zero quadrupole moment, and has found a wide
use. Deuterium NMR spectroscopy in solutions yields spectra that are similar to proton
NMR spectra except that the deuterium peaks are slightly broader due to quadrupole
interactions. Liquid-state deuterium NMR has been used extensively to monitor deuterium
labeled species in kinetic and mechanistic studies (van Holde, 2006). For historical and
practical reasons, a differentiation between proton and heteronuclear NMR was generally
taken into account. However, this distinction is not justified regarding chemical shift and
spin coupling, as the basics of NMR spectroscopy are identical for all nuclei. In practice, a
differentiation is reasonable for a few important principles i.e. the occurrence of nuclei
(Holzgrabe,2008). Nowadays, most successful applications of NMR to biological systems
have been typically carried out in aqueous solutions, and have utilized spin I = 1/2 nuclei,
such as 1H, 13C, 15N and 31P and others, whereas NMR spectroscopy has proved less
powerful when applied to nuclei with spin quantum number I >> 1/2, i.e. those having a
non-spherical charge distribution and an electric quadrupole moment. Unfortunately, for a
large number of biologically relevant elements, the only NMR-active isotopes are those with
nuclear spins greater than ½ (Ronconi & Sadler 2008). The study of 13C nuclei through NMR
spectroscopy is an important technique for determining the number of nonequivalent
carbons and to identify the types of carbon atoms that may be present in a compound (Pavia
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et al., 2009). A complication in using 13C in NMR spectroscopy was the occurrence of 13C-1H
coupling involving the many protons normally present in organic compounds; this latter
problem was solved by the development of wide band proton decoupling. It is often
necessary to prepare compounds enriched in 13C beyond the natural abundance. The 17O is
the only NMR-active oxygen isotope (I = 5/2) and its application in NMR has been hindered
by several of its intrinsic nuclear properties resulting in low sensitivity and complex spectra;
however, 17O NMR spectroscopy in solutions is a useful technique to solve structural
problems for small organic molecules. The large quadrupolar interaction of oxygencontaining functional groups can cause highly effective relaxation, which leads to strong
broadening of the NMR signals, which can be severe for large molecules. On the other hand,
the 19F has many favorable NMR characteristics, including a nuclear spin I = 1/2, 100%
natural abundance, high sensitivity and large chemical shift range (500 ppm) (Battiste &
Newmark, 2006). Endogenous fluorine has a very short T2 relaxation time and the resulting
signal is below the limits of NMR detection in most biological systems of interest (Yu et al.,
2005). The 15N Nitrogen nuclei are frequently located at the interaction sites of biomolecules;
for example, amide nitrogens in peptides are the key in maintaining the peptide backbone
conformation by hydrogen bonding. The side chains of amino acids H, W, and R contain
nitrogen atoms which are often located at the active sites of enzymes. To detect interaction
sites and to study the interaction mechanism of these biomolecules, the use of nitrogen
NMR seems promising (Inomata et al, 2009). The natural abundance of 15N nuclei with a
spin quantum number I = 1/2 (which give a sharp resonance signal) is only 0.3%. But recent
developments in the instrumentation of NMR spectroscopy have made it possible to observe
the resonance of the nuclei with low natural abundance. For such experiments, enrichment
of 15N nuclei in the molecules is required and it is performed by chemical syntheses. The
study of larger proteins required the development of 2-4D heteronuclear NMR
spectroscopy.
As we have already mentioned above, the most basic principle of enzyme catalysis is the
ability of enzymes to lower the transition state energy. What it is important in kinetics and
thermodynamics in enzyme-catalyzed reactions it has been obtained by monitoring
substrate conversion into products; however, much less is known about the kinetics and
energetics of conformational changes in the enzyme molecule (Kern et al, 2005). Many
enzymatic reactions occur on time scales of microseconds to milliseconds and it has been
suggested that dynamics of the enzyme on these time scales is linked to catalysis (Fersht,
1999). Several techniques have been used to detect dynamic processes of enzymes during
catalysis, such as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET), atomic force microscopy
and stopped flow fluorescence. While those methods report on dynamics of individual sites,
or motions of the entire enzyme molecule, NMR spectroscopy of proteins in solution allows
detection of motions at a multitude of specific atomic sites simultaneously over a time from
picoseconds (Palmer, 1997). These studies suggest that protein motion plays important roles
in all aspects of catalysis.

4.2.2 Solid-state NMR spectroscopy
Although progress in protein structure determination has been tremendous over the last
years, however large classes of proteins cannot be investigated using liquid state NMR or Xray crystallography, because either the proteins cannot be crystallized to a sufficient
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diffraction quality for X-ray diffraction, or they cannot be brought into a sufficiently
concentrated solution, or are too large for liquid-state NMR (Böckmann, 2006). Therefore
there is a considerable interest in the development of methods for protein structure
determination, which do not have these limitations. High-resolution solid-state NMR
(SSNMR) is a very promising technique in this respect, and is becoming of increasingly
importance in studying enzymes whose active sites in complex with substrates exhibit
compression, and where key reactive groups have particularly short non-bonded distances
and are expected to show unusual dynamics (McDermott & Polenova, 2007). Chemically
detailed information inherent to NMR, along with the opportunity in stabilizing species at
lower temperatures or even study catalysis in its native biological environment, makes
SSNMR an especially powerful method.

4.3 Neutron scattering and X-ray diffraction methods
4.3.1 Diffraction data measurements, collection refinement
In the X-ray diffraction data of crystals are included critical 3D-structural information of the
crystallized molecules. Such a data collection for single crystals refers to the process of
measuring diffracted intensities and to their standard deviations (noise) (McDermott &
Polenova, 2007). The quality of the diffraction data determines the accuracy of the final
model. Although for macromolecular crystallography, there are many factors that
compromise the data quality, however the key to obtain the highest possible quality of
diffraction data lies in the data collection strategy (the wavelength, attenuation, detector-tocrystal distance, exposure time, start angle, scan range and oscillation angle) (Cianci et al.,
2008). Macromolecular crystals diffract X-rays poorly as compared to crystals of small
molecules, and usually tend to have a much shorter lifetime in the X-ray beam. Next step in
a protein crystallography project after the diffraction data collection is the processing of data
in order to extract the relative intensities of the diffracted X-ray beam. The methodology and
software used for data acquisition and structure solution allow the experimenter to obtain a
preliminary structure solution within minutes at the end of the data-collection session
(Dauter, 2006). The extracted intensities are then used for the calculation of an electron
density map into which a model of the protein is built.

4.3.2 Small angle X-ray diffraction
Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a technique that allows the study of the structure and
interactions of biological macromolecules in solution. SAXS can be used to probe proteins,
nucleic acids, and their complexes under various conditions, without the need of
crystallizing the sample and without molecular weight limitations inherent in other
methods such as NMR spectroscopy (Das & Doniach, 2006). This progress has been achieved
by improving the brightness of synchrotron radiation x-ray sources combined with a wide
availability of new computational tools for interpreting SAXS measurements. The basic
principle of SAXS is to scatter X-ray photons elastically off molecules in solution and to
record the scattering intensity as a function of the scattering angle (Pollack, 2011a). The
parameters most frequently extracted from a SAXS profile for a biomolecule in solution,
sufficiently diluted to avoid the effects of interparticle interference, are radius of gyration Rg
and forward scattering intensity I(0) which are obtained from the Guinier formula I (q) ≈
I(0) exp(−q2R2g/3), for small momentum transfer q (Lipfert & Doniach 2007). With the
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introduction of high-brilliance synchrotron sources, it is now possible to obtain high signalto-noise SAXS profiles of biomolecule samples with x-ray exposures of milliseconds, or even
less, with continuous flow mixing (Pollack, 2011b). The SAXS methodology allows the time
resolved characterization of the size and shape of structure ranging from small peptides up
to whole viruses by means of beam line setups and appropriate mixers; these structures
undergo changes on time scales much faster than one second (Das & Doniach, 2006).

4.4 CD-spectroscopy
4.4.1 Protein folding determination
The rapid characterization of new proteins gets of great importance in the fields of proteomics
and structural genomics. Circular Dichroism (CD) relies on the differential absorption of left
and right circularly polarized radiation by chromophores which either possess intrinsic
chirality or are placed in chiral environments. Proteins possess a number of chromophores
which can give rise to CD signals. This spectroscopic technique is widely used in the
evaluation of the conformation and stability of proteins under various environmental
conditions including temperature, ionic strength, etc. The mechanism of protein folding
represents one of the major unsolved problems in molecular biology. Knowledge of protein
folding pathways and structural characterization of their states are necessary for a thorough
understanding of folding which would have an immediate practical impact, as folding and
unfolding participate in the control of a variety of cellular processes (Dobson & Karplus 1999).
The task for the experimental scientist is to employ a variety of techniques to gather structural
and kinetic data which allow models for folding to be proposed and tested. In view of the rates
of the various processes, it is usually necessary to use rapid kinetic methods (stopped or
quenched flow) as well as manual mixing methods (dead time typically 10-15 sec) in order to
probe as much of the refolding process as possible. Stopped flow methods typically have dead
times in the range 1 to 10 msec, and involve dilutions of 11-fold or greater).

4.4.2 Characterization of protein (enzyme) secondary structure and stability upon pH,
temperature, denaturizing agents etc
One of the main applications of CD for the study of proteins is the estimation of secondary
structure of proteins as their peptide bonds are asymmetric; molecules without symmetry
show the phenomenon of circular dichroism. In that case, the chromophores of the
polypeptide backbone of proteins are aligned in arrays, and their optical transitions are
shifted or split into multiple transitions due to “exciton” interactions resulting different
structural elements having characteristic CD spectra as it is shown in figure 13 (Sreerama &
Woody, 2004). In addition to the intrinsic CD of the protein backbone, when ligands with
chromophores bind to proteins they may develop useful strong extrinsic CD bands; also, the
aromatic chromophores of proteins, which have bands in the near ultraviolet region, are
often in asymmetric environments and can be used to examine whether mutations change
the tertiary structure of proteins (Greenfield, 2006).

4.5 Mass-spectroscopy
4.5.1 Enzyme kinetics: Reaction monitoring, proton transfer
Mass spectrometry has emerged as a valuable tool in biochemistry offering unique insight
into biological systems with respect to sensitivity and accuracy. More specifically, mass
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Fig. 13. CD spectra of polypeptides and proteins secondary structures (as modified from
Sreerama & Woody, 2004).
spectrometry permits protein sequencing, elucidation of protein folding pathways,
characterization of post-translational modifications on peptides and proteins, and detection
of covalent and non-covalent protein ligand complexes (Bothner et al, 2000). Recently, the
potential of mass spectrometry in studying enzyme catalysis has been widely demonstrated.
The development of soft ionization techniques, such as electrospray ionization (ESI) and
matrix-assisted laser desorption (MALDI), has made mass spectrometry an excellent
complementary technique to conventional spectrophotometric methods for studying
enzyme kinetics. Enzyme mechanisms range from simple two-step processes to complex
multi-step reactions and they could be elucidated by means of suitable kinetic
experimentation. After the initiation of an enzymatic reaction, there is a short period of time
during which reaction intermediates are accumulated; in this “pre-steady-state” period the
rate constants of individual steps could be measured. With very few exceptions, pre-steadystate kinetic studies require a time resolution in the millisecond range, which can only be
achieved by using automated rapid mixing techniques (Johnson, 1995). Typically, the
kinetics in these types of rapid mixing experiments are monitored optically, e.g., by UVvisible absorption or by fluorescence spectroscopy; enzyme kineticists use chromogenic
substrate analogues and/or radiolabeled substrates which undergo a change upon turnover.
Relatively recently, mass spectrometry (MS)-based techniques have shown great promise in
the area of chemical and biochemical kinetics as they do not require chromophoric
substrates or radioactive labeling. More important developments of MS spectrometry
includes its ability to measure pre-steady-state kinetics of “time-resolved” ESIMS by
coupling a continuous-flow-mixing capillary directly to an ESI source (Zechel et al,1998).
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Moreover, the kinetics of amide H/D exchange can be measured also by NMR and MS
spectroscopy; this latter has been emerged as an attractive alternative to NMR method, with
significant contributions to the understanding of the role of protein dynamics in enzymecatalyzed reactions (Kaltashov & Eyles, 2002).

4.5.2 Protein structure and identification
The determination of protein structure, function and interactions is vital in understanding
biological processes. Many biophysical methods have been reported for the investigation of
protein structure, dynamics and interactions, in the quest to relate protein structure and
function. In the post-genomic era, mass spectrometry (MS) has become the cornerstone of
proteomics in identifying cellular proteins and characterizing their expression levels, posttranslational modifications, network relationships and metabolism products; they have been
developed gentle ionizations techniques for mass spectrometry, matrix-assisted laser
desorption ionization (MALDI) and electrospray ionization (ESI), which expanded remarkably
the impact of mass spectrometry in the protein chemistry. The majority of these techniques
remain in the area of primary structure determination; however, nowadays mass spectra can
provide important clues about higher-order structure of protein by applying several
approaches in using MS to study protein higher order structure involving H/D exchange,
radical-mediated protein foot-printing and chemical cross-linking with MS (Chance, 2008).

4.5.3 Protein-protein and protein – ligands interactions
As enzyme structure and function are strongly related, the high resolution determination of
the molecular structure of proteins gets of great importance in biochemical research. NMR
spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography are two important techniques in obtaining highresolution structural information; however many protein systems are not amenable to these
methods due to their size, conformational flexibility, aggregation propensity, or limited
sample amount. Therefore, higher throughput methods are necessary to unravel the
relationships between protein structural interactions and cellular function, and in this way
mass spectrometry (MS) plays an ever-increasing role in protein structure determination
due to its speed, sensitivity, and specificity (Heck & van den Heuvel, 2003). The
identification and deconvolution of multi-protein complexes helps in understanding protein
function and cell regulation, while it is essential to recognize the individual components of
protein complexes and their stoichiometries, as well as the nature of interactions, the
kinetics and any resulting conformational changes during complex formation. Many protein
interactions are non-covalent ones and they can be investigated with MS if the experimental
conditions favor retention of non-covalent association (e.g. electro-spray MS, as well as
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization MS) (Heck & van den Heuvel, 2003). More recent
applications of mass spectrometry utilize isotopic labeling of proteins via amide
hydrogen/deuterium exchange followed by proteolytic fragmentation of labeled protein
and analysis; this latter application of MS can measure rates of amide hydrogen exchange
with solvent in defined regions of proteins.

4.6 Inorganic mechanisms as probes in investigating enzymatic mechanisms
Sometimes the elucidation of inorganic mechanisms can be used as a probe in investigating
particular enzymatic mechanisms which otherwise they may remain at least not clarified or
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even unexplored. A good example could be an insight in the mechanism of action of
carbonic anhydrase II (EC 4.2.1.1.), a zinc metalloenzyme widespread in nature, which
catalyzes the reversible reaction of hydration of CO2. In living organisms, carbonic
anhydrase is involved in various physiological functions including respiration, pH and acidbase regulation, CO2 and HCO3− transport, water and electrolyte balance, and
biomineralization; the activity of carbonic anhydrase increases as preceding to the
occurrence of the first calcite and quartz crystals formation, in embryos of Mytilus edulis L.,
due to the acceleration of bicarbonate formation. Our example comprises a detailed
experimental and theoretical evidence of the effect of carbonic anhydrase II on the
dissolution process of carbonate minerals of phosphate ores by dilute acetic acid solutions in
the pH range from 2.37 to 6.40. Besides, the elucidation of the mechanism of carbonic
anhydrase was based on two relative detailed mechanisms which were reported previously
on the selective dissolution of calcite from low-grade phosphate ores. Carbonic anhydrase II
was found active at pH values as low as 2.37, even though this enzyme was considered as
having a relatively limited pH range of activity at pH 6.0 to 7.8 (Vaimakis & Papamichael,
2002). As a conclusion, two possible mechanisms (figure 14) of action for this enzyme were
proposed from pH 2.37 up to 6.40, while the role of carbonic anhydrase in the
biomineralization process of marine and other organisms was elucidated.

Fig. 14. Two possible mechanisms of action of carbonic anhydrase II (EC 4.2.1.1.), in acid
pH-values
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1. Introduction
The stability of proteins and their interactions with other molecules, especially with toxic
ones, is a topic of special interest in biochemistry because many cellular processes depend
on that. These interactions have immediate consequences for protein stability, as shown by
varying the thermodynamic properties of the system. This fact provides an extra variable to
study protein unfolding linked to ligand binding (Lumry et al. 1966, Crothers 1971,
Schellman 1975, McGhee 1976).
Porcine pepsin A (EC 3.4.23.1), belongs to the aspartic protease family and plays an integral
role in the digestion process of vertebrates. As all aspartic proteases pepsin molecule consist
of two homologous lobes composed predominantly of -sheets separated by a hinged
substrate-binding cleft. Two active site aspartic residues, Asp32 and Asp215, occupy the
cleft to which admittance is restricted by a hinged flexible flap region (Andreeva et al. 1984,
Baldwin et al. 1993, Blundell et al. 1990). One of two Asp residues has to be protonated and
the other deprotonated, for the protein to be active (Lumry et al. 1966). Due to the catalytic
residues, the active pH ranges from 1.0 to 5.0 (Blundell et al. 1990, Sielecki et al. 1990,
Brandts & Lin 1990, Shrake & Ross 1992, Celey et al. 2005).
Pepsin undergoes a conformational transition from the native to the denatured state in a
narrow pH range. Refolding of an immobilized form of the denatured pepsin was achieved
without the prosequence (Kurimoto et al. 2001), but its refolding mechanism is still
unsolved. Thermal denaturation of proteins is being studied intensively today. Investigation
of denaturation may help to elucidate mechanisms of the reverse process, i.e. protein
folding. Complex structures such as proteins, that undergo transitions originated from
conformational changes, are suitable to be studied by Differential Scanning Calorimetry
(DSC). DSC is primarily used to characterize stability and folding, and to study binding
interactions between proteins and small molecules, drugs, and other proteins (Powers et al.
1977). The consequences of protein interactions with other molecules on interactions on
protein stability were shown through varying the thermodynamic properties of the system.
This fact provides an extra variable to study protein unfolding linked to ligand binding.
Various approaches that describe macromolecular unfolding coupled to ligand binding
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were reported by several authors many years ago (Lumry et al. 1966, Crothers 1971,
Schellman 1975, McGhee 1976). More recently, with the application of theory, DSC has been
proved to be a very useful tool to estimate very tight binding constants (Brandts & Lin 1990,
Shrake & Ross 1992,) as well as to characterize the energetic of binding and unfolding (Celey
et al. 2005, Celey et al. 2006).
DSC is used to measure the binding constants from temperature melting points (Tm) shifts
small molecule binding to a protein. The binding constant of the ligand can be estimated
from the Tm in the presence and absence of ligand, as long as the concentration of ligand
in the DSC cell is known. Binding of a ligand to a protein occurs only if there is a release
of free energy. Accordingly, the protein–ligand complex is more stable than the free
partners are. The extent of stabilization depends upon the magnitude of the binding
energy. Comparison of stability of the complex with that of the free partners allows
estimation of binding energy.
Through calorimetric studies, Privalov showed that thermal denaturation of porcine pepsin
is a complex process that proceeds by two distinct stages occurring at different
temperatures. Because pepsin has been well structurally characterized, it represents an
appropriate model to study the effects of metal ions on structure, function and kinetic
behaviour (Privalov et al. 1981).
Trivalent aluminium ion, Al3+, is a typical metal ion that exist as a hydrated A1(H20)63+ in
acid pH solutions. Acid digestion in the stomach would solubilise most of the ingested
aluminium compounds to the monomolecular species Al3+ (e.g. hydrated Al(H20)63+). After
absorption, aluminium distributes unequally to all tissues in humans and accumulates in
some. About one-half of the total body burdens of aluminium are in the skeleton and about
one fourth is in the lungs (from accumulation of inhaled insoluble aluminium compounds).
Aluminium has also been found in most soft tissue organs and its levels have been found to
increase with ageing of experimental animals. Aluminium compounds have a wide variety
of uses, including production of pharmaceuticals and food additives. A variety of complexes
may be formed with the ligands present in biological systems and/or in foods.
The complexes between ligands and aluminium have different physicochemical properties,
such as solubility in aqueous medium, stability at different pH, electric charge etc. This can
greatly influence the toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic profile of aluminium. Although
aluminium is toxic to humans, animals and plants, its biochemistry has been little studied
and is poorly understood (Gomez et al.1994, Kerr & Ward 1988.). Because of the lack of
quantitative information, it is not easy to assess the biological relevance and possible
biological role of such interactions.
The Al3+ interacts with a large number of proteins, glycoproteins and carbohydrates, but
very little is known about the chemistry, binding strength and binding mode of these
complexes. The most likely binding sites of A1(H20)63+ in bio systems are oxygen donors,
and especially negatively charged oxygen donors. Carboxylate, phenolate, catecholate and
phosphate are the strongest Al3+ binders. Biomolecules containing such functions may be
involved in the uptake and transport processes of Al3+ (Scientific Opinion of the Panel on
Food Additives, Flavourings, Processing Aids and Food Contact Materials on a request from
European Commission on Safety of aluminium from dietary intake, 2008).
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Recently it has been shown that Al3+ ions increase pepsin activity (Krejpcio & Wojciak 2002).
Gel electrophoresis is a broad subject encompassing many different techniques and can
provide information about the molecular weights and charges of proteins, the subunit
structures of proteins and a purity of a particular protein preparation. It is relatively simple
to use and it is highly reproducible. The most common use of gel electrophoresis is the
qualitative analysis of complex mixtures of proteins. Microanalytical methods are sensitive,
linear image analysis system make gel electrophoresis useful for quantitative and
preparative purposes as well. The technique provides the highest resolution of all methods
available for separating proteins. Polypeptides differing in molecular weights by as little as
a few hundreds of Daltons and proteins differing less than 0.1 pH unit in their isoelectric
points are routinely resolved in gels.
Sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) is the most
commonly practiced polyacrilamide gel electrophoresis technique used for proteins. The
method provides an easy way to estimate the number of polypeptides in a sample and thus
assess the complexity of the sample or the purity of a preparation. SDS-PAGE is particularly
useful for monitoring the fractions obtained during chromatographic or other purification
procedures. One of the more important features of SDS-PAGE is that it is a simple, reliable
method with which is easy to estimate the molecular weights of proteins. SDS-PAGE
requires that proteins be denatured to their constituted polypeptide chains, so that it is
limited in the information it can provide. In those situations where it is desirable to maintain
biological activity, non-denaturing systems must be employed. However, the gel patterns
from non-denaturing gels are more difficult to interpret than are those from SDS-PAGE.
Non-denaturing systems also give information about the charge isomers of proteins.
The subject of electrophoresis deals with the controlled motion of charged particles in
electrical fields. Since proteins are charged molecules, they migrate under the influence
of electrical fields. From the point of view of electrophoresis, the two most important
physical properties of proteins are their electrophoretic mobility and charge and its
isoelectric points. The electrophoretic mobility depends on its charge, size, and shape, and it
is very different in gels than in free solution. Pepsin has been studied by electrophoresis
since its isolation from different sources (Herriot 1940, Porcellii, 1968, Cunningham 1970,
Cann 1962, Varilova 2005).
In our previous studies, the in vitro influence of different concentrations of Al3+ ions,
physiological and toxic ones, on pepsin activity was investigated. Kinetic studies were
undertaken to determine the nature of the enzyme modulation (type and mechanism) by
investigated metal ion. The mechanism of Al3+ ions on pepsin activity evaluated from
kinetic studies and was classified as a case of non-essential activation with partial noncompetitive character (Pavelkic et al. 2008). With the application of theory, DSC method has
been used as a tool to estimate binding constants (Pavelkic et al. 2011) as well as to
characterize the energetic of binding and unfolding.
The present paper summarizes the current knowledge of activating and stabilizing effect of
Al3+ ions on gastrointestinal fluids, especially on main gastrointestinal enzyme - pepsin.
Therefore, there is a lack of information about thermal stability of pepsin in a presence of
Al3+ ions. As the binding mechanism of Al3+ ions on pepsin is not still clear the objective of
this study is to investigate the in vitro conditions the influence of different concentrations of
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Al3+ ions, physiological and toxic ones, on pepsin conformational stability during the
process of thermal unfolding, with a purpose of better understanding of pepsin/aluminium
interaction.

2. The effect of activator on the reaction rate and kinetic parameters – Theory
The mode of activation, essential or non-essential, depends on the values of the equilibrium
constants, the rate constants of the limiting velocity steps and substrate concentration.
Reversible enzyme activation implies the binding of the enzyme to the activator (A) which
affects the rate of an enzyme-catalyzed reaction. A simple scheme to describe the
interactions between an enzyme (E), a substrate (S) and the activator (A) is presented below.

Fig. 1. Reaction scheme representing the mechanism of the enzyme catalyzed reaction and
interactions of the enzyme (E) with activator (A) and the substrate (S).
In this model, a molecule of enzyme (E) can bind one molecule of substrate (S) and/or one
molecule of activator (A). Equilibrium constants for the dissociation reactions ES ↔ E + S,
EAS ↔ EA + S, EA ↔ E + A and EAS ↔ ES + A, are KS, KMS, KA and KMA respectively. The
rate constants k and k’ are the rate constants for reactions ES → E + P (product) and EAS →
EA + P respectively. The reaction scheme is based on the assumption that equilibrium
between enzyme, substrate and activator, and their complexes is set up almost immediately
and during the time required to measure initial velocity. Also, the higher concentrations of S
and A than total enzyme concentration, as well as the velocities of product formation from
the enzyme-substrate and enzyme-activator-substrate complexes as a velocity limiting steps
in transformation S → P, were assumed. The rate constants k and k’ are related to the
parameters V1 and V2 through following equations:

V1  k  Et 

(1)

V1  k'  Et 

(2)

Where  Et  is the total enzyme concentration:  Et   E   ES    EA   EAS  .
The equilibrium constants KS, KMS, KA and KMA for the dissociation reaction mentioned
above are respectively:

KS 

ES
ES 

(3)
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K MS 

EAS 
EAS 

(4)

KA 

E A
EA

(5)

ES  A
EAS

(6)

K MA 

These equilibrium constants are related by the equation:
KS  K A  K MS  K MA

(7)

If activator is not present in the reaction solution, the enzyme follows typical MichaelisMenten kinetics, with apparent values of Vmax and KM (V1 and KS in the reaction scheme
represented in Figure 1, respectively). When activator is present in saturating
concentrations, Michaelis kinetics is still obeyed, but with Vmax and KM equal to V2 and KMS.
The analysis of such of system (Figure 1), assuming that equilibrium conditions applied to
substrate binding, give the following possibilities: partially competitive activation if k = k’,
partially non-competitive activation if KS = KMS, KA = KMA and k< k’, or partially mixed case
if KS ≠ KMS, KA ≠ KMA and k< k’ (Dixon 1979, Fontes 2000).
Assuming that equilibrium conditions apply, for the above system (Figure 1) the equation
that can be derived takes the form:



Vmax

S   V

max

 AS 

KS
K AKS
S
A
       AS
1
KS K A K MAK MS

(8)

Or



Vmax S 



 A 
 A 
1 

1 

K MA 
K MA 


KS
 S 


k '  A 
k '  A 
1



1 

k
K
k K MA 
MA 



(9)

When activator is not present in the system, i.e. [A]=0 M, the above equation attain the form
of well known Michaelis-Menten equation. If the activator is present in the system at any
concentration, the reaction rate is defined as apparent so the maximal velocity and
dissociation constants too:
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And

Vmax app

KSapp

Consequently double reciprocal plots (Lineweaver-Burk) of 1/V = f (1/[S]), will be linear
when [A] varied. Secondary plots of the slopes and intercepts of the plots of 1/v =f (1/[S])
against [A] will be hyperbolic.
The linearization of that can be exceeded via plotting double reciprocal plots of the change
in slope or intercept (slope or intercept must be determined by subtracting the values in the
presence of activator from that in its absence) will be linear. These give a possibility for easy
graphical evaluation of important kinetic constants.

3. The effect of activator on the thermal stability of protein – Theory
Treatment of non-two-state transitions includes both calorimetric and van’t Hoff heat
changes. Indicating the temperature-dependent parameters heat capacity function can be
expressed by the equation:
 K T    H VH H 
mA
mA 
 
C p T    A
  1  K T  2 RT 2 
A



In this case, the equilibrium constant will be:

(13)
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(14)

where H VH
mA is a van`t Hoff enthalpy for the transition with characteristic TmA .
In order to define the stability of a protein consisting of several structural subunits and
assuming that interaction between the units are negligible we estimate the Gibb’s energy for
a unit from experimental data using the following equation:

 1T 
G T  
H VH

mA 
 TMA 

(15)

To obtain detailed information about thermodynamic properties of pepsin in a strong acid
media, DSC profiles were analyzed within the framework of “Non-2-State, with zero Cp
model” (that use the Leveberg-Marquardt non-linear least-square method). Non-2-State
model involved the next parameters: Tm, Hcal, and HVH. The model is applied to transitions
with no Cp effects. Before curve fitting, a baseline was subtracted from the experimental
data to remove Cp effects and sets Cp to zero at all temperatures (Cp given in Table are
evaluated before curve fitting).
The DSC protein stability data contain information on related aspects of protein structure
and interactions, and may be used to estimate metal binding affinities in metalloprotein
complex.
To estimate the magnitude of Al3+ binding affinity to pepsin, we used an expression for
equilibrium binding affinity (Brandts et al. 1989, Brandts et al. 1990, Lin et al. 1993) derived
from the theory of coupled equilibrium,

K Al 3 (TAl ) 

 H VH
0
exp 
 R

 1

1  C p  TAl T0
 

 1 

 ln
T
T
R
T
T
Al
0
0
 Al

 
 Al 3  



(16)

TAl

Where K Al3 (TAl ) is the equilibrium binding affinity for formation of the pepsin – Al3+
complex at the transition temperature for unfolding Al3+-pepsin, H VH
0 is the transition
enthalpy for pepsin unfolding, T0 is the transition temperature for pepsin unfolding, TAl is
the transition temperature for pepsin – Al3+ complex, and  Al 3   is the concentration of
TAl
free metal ion at TAl .
From the shift in Tm, the changes in the apparent stability of the particular units of
protein treated with activator (aluminium treated pepsin in investigated model system)
relative to the native form (G) was evaluated at the transition temperature as a difference
between G calculated for native and activator treated protein (Lin et al. 1993, Brewer
et al. 2001):
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Δ ΔG =ΔG(activator treated protein) - ΔG0native protein 

(17)

Estimation of the average number of ligands bound to the native protein X N can be
accomplished in a term of total Gibbs energy of unfolding that is defined by the difference
between the Gibbs energies of the denatured and native state, with the assumption that no
ligand - binding occurs in the unfolded state (Brewer & Wampler 2001).
Starting from relation
0 
 Gtot
  ln  Q  K 0  

  RT 
  RT X N

ln
A
  T

  ln  A T

(18)

Where,
0
Gtot
is a total Gibbs energy,

Q - partition function of all residual native states which include native ligand free and native
ligand bounded protein molecules,
K 0 - the equilibrium constant of unfolding, and
X N - an average number of ligands bound to the native protein,

the average numbers of ligands bound to the native protein could be graphically
0
determined from the slope of Gtot
versus ln  A .
Indirect determination of the enthalpy of unfolding assumes the knowledge of the
equilibrium as a function of temperature. Starting from spectroscopic data spectroscopic
signal for 100% denaturated (random coil) sample and 100% native protein was determined.
The temperature range where protein transitions from native to denatured form was
covered. Fraction of native protein as a function of temperature and the fraction of unfolded
protein as a function of temperature fN and fD respectively, were defined in terms of
measured absorbance A T  as:
fD 

A T   AN T 

AD T   AN T 

and f N  1  f D

(19)

N and D refer to the native and unfolded state respectively.
Determined fraction of native and unfolded protein could be used for further determination
of enthalpy of unfolding using the relation:
 H VH
unf
ln K eq 

 RT


 

 S

 R


(20)

Previous equation give possibility for simple graphical determination equilibrium constant.
The plot ln (Keq) vs. 1/T describes a straight line with slope equal to H VH
unf / R .
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The application of gel electrophoresis to the measurement of dissociation constants of
protein-ligand complexes has been studied previously (Yen HC et al. 1993). The dissociation
constant in the gel ( K dgel ) is defined by following equations:
Kd 

R
S

r

R0

 PL
 PL

(21)

 P
 P    PL 

(22)

1
L 
 1
Rf
Kd

L  Rf

(23)

Kd  Kd R f

(24)

Where  L  is ligand concentration,  P  is concentration of sample protein, R0 and r protein
electrophoretic mobility in the absence and the presence of ligand. Obtained dissociation
constant K d is apparent dissociation constant in gel, and may be different from dissociation
constant in solution.

4. Materials and methods
Pepsin, lyophilized powder, was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich, and used without further
purification. Hemoglobin from bovine blood was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich and was
used as substrate. PAGE-reagents were purchased fromSigma–Aldrich. Other chemicals
aluminum chloride (AlCl3· 6H2O), hydrochloric (HCl), trichloroacetic acid (TCA)
were obtained from MERCK. All used chemicals are of reagent grade and were prepared
prior to use.
4.1 Enzyme assay

The Worthington method based on enzyme-catalyzed measured rate of hydrolysis of
denatured hemoglobin (Hb) substrate was used for evaluation of enzyme activity in the
absence (control) and presence of Al3+ ions (Anson 1938). Pepsin activity was determined in
an incubation medium containing 1mL of pepsin solution (20 mg/mL in 0.01M HCl, pH2)
and 5 mL of haemoglobin solution (2% solution of hemoglobin in 0.01M HCl). The working
solutions were incubated for 10 min at 37C. The reaction was stopped by addition of 10 mL
5% TCA. The absorbance of clear filtrates recorded at 280 nm, and activities were calculated
by the equation:

Uunits /mg 

A

280 nm( filtrate )



 A280 nm( blank )  1000

10min mgenzyme in reaction mixture

(25)
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Kinetic analysis was carried out by following the initial velocity of the enzymatic reaction in
the absence and presence of Al3+ in concentration range from 1.7· 10-6 to 8.7· 10-3 M, and
increasing concentrations of hemoglobin from 2.5  10-2 to 4· 10-3 M. All the assays were
performed at pH 2. The data analyzed by the software package Origin 6.1 and the results
were recalculated using EZ FIT program (Perrela 1988).
4.2 Native PAGE electrophoresis

Native electrophoresis of pepsin and hemoglobin on 10% polyacrylamide gel carried out at
48 °C during 90 min, according to the Laemmli procedure, at pH 8.3 (Laemly 1970). Water
solutions of all samples of enzyme (pepsin dissolved in water to final concentration of 2
mg/mL) were titrated with HCl to pH 2 and incubated at 37 °C , with addition of different
concentrations of Al3+ ion (1, 5 and 10 mM). The samples were diluted with sample buffer in
ratio 1:1 (v/v) and applied on gel in volume of 20 μL. Visualization was performed with
Commassie Brilliant Blue G-250 dye. The gels scanned and processed using Corel Draw 11.0
software package. Quantification of electrophoretic mobility of the molecule is carried out
via RS value, where it is defined by:
RS =

Distance of protein migration
Distance of tracing dye migration

(26)

4.3 Differential scanning calorimetry

DSC measurements were carried out on a MicroCall “MC-2” Differential Scanning
Calorimeter (MicroCall Inc., Northampton, MA) with cell volumes 1.14 mL, at heating rates
1.5 C/min. DSC scans were obtained in the temperature range from 10 to 100 C. For all the
measurements the protein concentrations were 0.03 mM, pH were set at 2. Degassing during
the calorimetric measurements was prevented by additional constant pressure of 1 atm over
the liquids in the cells. At first, the solvent was placed in both the sample and reference
compartments. A DSC curve corresponding to solvent vs. solvent run was used as an
instrumental baseline. The calorimetric data were corrected for the calorimetric baseline (by
subtracting solvent – solvent scan). The data were converted to molar excess heat capacity
by using the protein concentration (0.03 mM pepsin) and cell volume of 1.14 mL and than
corrected for the difference in heat capacity between the initial and the final state by using
linear baseline. The calorimetric reversibility of thermally induced transition was checked
by reheating the protein solution in the calorimetric cell after cooling from the first run.

5. Results and discussion
5.1 The effect of Al3+ ions on the reaction rate and kinetic parameters of pepsin

The influence of Al3+ ions on porcine pepsin activity were examined in a wide range of Al3+
ions concentration included physiological and toxic ones, in vitro conditions, and at pH 2.
All investigated concentration of Al3+ ions cause increase of pepsin activity. The increasing
concentrations of metal ions induced increase of enzymatic activity. The observed effects
are presented at Figure 2, and it is indicative that increase of pepsin activity follows in a
dose dependent manner the concentrations of bounded aluminium. The obtained results
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are in agreement with previously reported (Krejpcio 2002) stimulatory effect of Al3+ ions on
porcine pepsin activity. The authors reported that applying concentration of 1.1·10-3 M Al3+
ions induce the activation of 191%, while we obtained 135.8% activation of pepsin activity,
in applied concentration of Al3+ ions of 8.7·10-3 M. The observed disagreements could be
explained by differences in experimental conditions (different pH, enzyme/substrate ratio).

Fig. 2. The in vitro effects of Al3+ ions on pepsin activity; the effects were investigated in
concentration range from 1.7· 10-6 to 8.7· 10-3 M of Al3+ ions. The increasing concentrations of
Al3+ ions induced increase of enzymatic activity. Values are expressed as the percent of
increased activity related to the control, which considered as 100%. Aluminum was found to
stimulate the enzyme activity in dose-dependent manner. Investigated concentrations of
Al3+ ions, induce the increase of pepsin activity from 30.7% to 135.8% (p < 0.01), in
comparison with corresponding control. The degree of activation is expressed as % of
increased activity considering the pepsin activity in the absence of aluminum as 100%. Data
are expressed as a mean of at least three independent experiments performed in triplicate.
Data from Pavelkic et al. (2008) are modified.
Initial reaction rates were determined by monitoring the change in absorbance at 280 nm
due to formed reaction products in a Beckman UV 5260 UV-VIS spectrophotometer, in cells
of path length 1cm, thermostatically controlled at 37  0.1 C. A typical kinetic experiment
consisted of numerous steady – state rates at different combinations of substrate and
activator concentrations was performed and presented at Figure 3.
The results obtained from Lineweaver-Burk plots, are used for calculation of kinetic
constants. The secondary plots of the slopes and intersects vs. activator concentrations are
not linear (data not shown), but the reciprocal of the change in slope and intercept (slope
and intercept) that are determined by subtracting the values in the presence of activator from
that in its absence, are linear. The intercepts of a plot 1/slope and 1/intercept vs. 1/ [Al3+] on
1/ axis, and intercepts of both plots on 1/[ Al3+] axis are used for calculating equilibrium
constants KMS and KMA for dissociation of formed binary enzyme-activator (Al3+) and
ternary enzyme activator- substrate complexes (Figure 4). The calculated values for
constants are (0.904  0.083) mM and (8.56  0.51) mM, respectively.
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Fig. 3. Double reciprocal Lineweaver – Burk plot of influence of Al3+ ions on reaction
kinetics of pepsin at pH2; Increase of reaction velocity in a presence of activator (inset:
various concentration of Al3+ ions) is proportional to increased activator concentration.
Increasing of aluminium concentrations increased Vmax values, without significant change in
the value of apparent enzyme affinity for substrate KS. Graphically determined apparent
enzyme affinity for substrate, KS, in the presence of 1.7 µM activator is (0.907  0.083) mM L1, while in the presence of maximal activator concentration (8.7 mM) K is (0.917  0.073)
S
mM L-1. Vmax is changed in a concentration depending manner. Without presence of
activator maximal reaction rates changes from (254  7) µM min-1, to (599  17) µM min-1 at
maximal activator concentration. Data from Pavelkic et al. (2008) are modified.

Fig. 4. The reciprocal of the change in slope and intercept (slope and intercept) against
reciprocal of activator concentration, where  is defined as slope or intercept in the absence
of activator, Al3+ ions, minus that in its presence. Data from Pavelkic et al. (2008) are
modified.
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Simple geometrical considerations illustrated in Figure 5 show that kinetic data could be
used for graphical determination of the activator concentration that gives a reaction rate
equal to the half of saturation concentration of activator (A50), as well as the dissociation
constant KA for enzyme-activator complex. If the abscissa variable is 1/[A], then the
intercept is – 1/ [A50], where [A50] is activator concentration that gives a rate equal to the
half that at a saturating concentration of activator.

Fig. 5. Activation effects of different aluminium concentrations on pepsin. The intercepts on
the abscissa of the plot [Hb]/V vs. reciprocal of aluminium concentrations represents the
values of A50. The obtained kinetic data were used for determination of dissociation constant
KA for pepsin-aluminium (EA) complex. The calculated values of A50 and KA were (8.05 
0.48) µM and (8.82  0.90) µM, respectively. Data from Pavelkic et al. (2008) are modified.
5.2 The influence of Al

3+

ions on electrophoretic mobility of pepsin

Native PAGE profiles of untreated and aluminium treated pepsin solutions at pH 2 were
studied to verify the conformational changes of pepsin induced by Al3+ ions that resulting
in activation effect. Electrophoretic mobility in the presence of Al3+ ions (from 1 to 10 mM)
inducing the highest activation (producing around the 100% activation or more upon the
enzyme assay data) and in the absence of activator were compared. The electrophoregrams
of pepsin samples in absence or in the presence of different concentrations of Al3+ ion are
presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively.
The presence of Al3+ cause the decrease of pepsin electrophoretic mobility at all
investigated concentrations. The degree of decrease is proportional to Al3+ concentrations,
which the one has been exposed. In the absence of Al3+ ion, the electrophoretic mobility of
pepsin under the physiological conditions the obtained Rs value for pepsin is 0.47 while
in the presence of 1, 5 and 10 mM Al3+ ions the obtained Rs values were 0.46, 0.44 and
0.42, respectively.
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A

B
Fig. 6. A - Native PAGE electrophoregram of pepsin without Al3+ ions at pH 2. B –
Visualization of quantified electrophoretic mobility of pepsin molecule treated at different
temperatures.
Native PAGE electrophoresis of pepsin on 10% polyacrylamide gel carried out at 4C during
90 min, according to the Laemmli procedure, at pH 8.3. Water solutions of all samples of
enzyme (pepsin dissolved in water to final concentration of 2 mg/mL) were titrated with
HCl to pH 2 and incubated at 25C, 37C, 50C and 70C (band 1 to 4 respectively).
Visualization was performed with Commassie Brilliant Blue G-250 dye. B - The gels were
scanned and processed using Corel Draw 11.0 software package.

A
B
Fig. 7. A - Native PAGE electrophoregram of pepsin in a presence of 5 mM Al3+ ions at
pH 2. B – Scanned and processed gel of pepsin samples with addition 5 mM Al3+, previously
incubated at 25C, 37C, 50C and 70C (band 5 to 8 respectively).
Quantification of electrophoretic mobility of the molecule is carried out via RS value, where
it is defined as:
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RS = distance of protein migration / distance of tracing dye migration.
In all cases increasing the temperature causes the decrease in electrophoretic mobility of
pepsin. The cause of decrease in electrophoretic mobility can be explained by thermally
induced conformational changes in pepsin molecule. The pepsin bend is absent in samples
treated at 70°C, in the absence of Al+3 ion as well as in the presence of all investigated Al+3
concentrations, except 5 mM Al+3 . This result is in agreement with previously reported data
that temperatures of 70°C and higher induce unfolding of an enzyme (Sepulveda et al. 1975).
The degree of pepsin electrophoretic mobility decrease depends on Al3+ concentration that
the one has been exposed. The difference between Rs values obtained at 25 °C and 50 °C in
absence of Al3+ ion is 0.02, while in the presence of 10 mM Al3+ it is 0.05. If the influence of
Al3+ ion concentration on pepsin mobility at defined temperature we discuss it could be seen
that increase in concentration of Al3+ decelerate the migration of pepsin samples on
concentration dependent manner. Rs values of pepsin at 37°C in the absence of Al3+ is 0.47,
while Rs values are 0.46, 0.44 and 0,42 in the presence 1 mM, 5 mM and 10 mM of Al3+
respectively (data not shown). The same trend has been obtained for the other tested
temperatures, except for 70°C. The slow down in pepsin migration can be explained by
conformational changes caused by Al3+ binding to enzyme.

Fig. 8. Graphical determination of dissociation constant from obtained Rs values from
electrophoregrams of pepsin in a presence different concentration of Al3+ ions. Calculated
value of (0.856 ± 0.007) mM is in a good agreement with those determined via kinetic
experiments.
3+

5.3 Thermal stability of pepsin in a presence of Al
scanning calorimetry

ions followed by differential

Calorimetric enthalpy for the complete transition was estimated from the total peak area,
and also the enthalpy from the temperature dependence of the equilibrium according to the
van’t Hoff equation, as well as the enthalpy for the each stage of pepsin unfolding. The van’t
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Hoff enthalpy, HVH, was determined for each scan by subtracting the baseline to remove
the heat capacity effect and then curve fitting to a non-two state model (Table 1).

Fig. 9. Thermograms of pepsin with addition different concentrations of Al3+ at different
concentrations, at pH 2.
A presence of aluminium affects the position of the first peak, and changes its shape.
Compared with the DSC profile of pepsin for all Al3+ concentrations (1, 5, 10 mM) the first
peak becomes more broadened and asymmetric. Van’t Hoff enthalpies calculated for the
first transition temperature are more than twice larger than calorimetric enthalpies observed
for the same transition temperatures. For these transitions calorimetric and van’t Hoff
enthalpies are calculated and are presented in Table 1.
CAl+3
(mM)

peak

Tm
(K)

Hcal
(kJ/mol)

HVH
(kJ/mol)

(G0)
(kJ/mol)

KL(Tm)
(M-1)

0

1

304.5 ± 0.2

535  21

196  8

0

-

2

336.9 ± 0.2

556  12

531 17

0

-

1

308.6  0.2

138  12

389 42

7.940.76

1.05 ·103

2

340.9  0.2

769  21

568  8

-0.520.05

9.26 ·108

1

309.2  0.2

171  4

422  8

9.320.91

7.30 ·102

2

342.5  0.2

518  35

627 42

3.740.04

5.71 ·108

1

315.6  0.2

159  21

529 44

8.780.88

6.76 ·105

2

343.5  0.2

481  17

567 21

0.230.01

1.43 ·106

1
5
10

Table 1. Thermodynamic parameters of pepsin unfolding in a presence of Al3+. Standard
Gibb’s energy was calculated at 25°C; KL is equilibrium-binding affinity; Reported values
are the means of minimum three independent replicates.
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In contrast to Hcal of value 535 kJ/mol calculated for the first transition temperature for
intact pepsin, in a presence of Al3+ for each applied concentrations values are reduced of
approximately 138 to 170 kJ/mol. For the second transition temperature, calorimetric
enthalpies are very close to each other. At the same time, calculated values for van’t Hoff
enthalpies, for both transition temperatures, are close to each other. With the exceptions of
the first transition temperature for the aluminium non-treated pepsin, all other examined
cases have a HVH that is smaller than Hcal. At the first transition temperature, the ratio
n = ΔH cal /ΔH VH ranges from 0.35 for pepsin treated with 1 mM Al3+ to 2.72 for native
pepsin. At the second transition temperature, those ratios vary from 0.83 for pepsin treated
with 5 mM Al3+ to 1.35 for native form of pepsin.
The fact that the ratio is larger than unity for some cases suggests that multiple transitions
occur within a single peak and that the transitions are coupled less then 100%. Each lobe of
pepsin is composed of two almost identical sub-domains (Andreeva 1989, Brandts 1990,
Blundel 1990) forming a part of the binding cleft, and the structural feature might well
contribute to the transitions causes deviation from two-state behaviour for most forms. At
low temperature, there were essentially no unbound aluminium ions (all excess Al3+ was
dialysed before DSC experiments). Depending on concentrations of bound Al3+ the shifts in
Tm values ranges of about 4 to 11 degrees for the first transition, and for the second
transition Tm values for all aluminium concentrations are shifted from 4 to about 7 degrees.
From the shift in Tm values the changes in apparent stability of the treated pepsin relative to
the native form was evaluated from the equation:

Δ  ΔG  =ΔGAl3+ - ΔG0native 

(27)

Where ΔG0native  is zero at Tm, while ΔGAl3+ was obtained from Gibbs-Helmholtz equation.
The obtained values of Δ  ΔG  , the Gibbs free energy of aluminium binding, are listed in
Table 1. As the process of pepsin unfolding is complex process, and proceeds in two
different stages, the free energy of unfolding was calculated at both temperatures of
transition. Compared to the temperatures where native pepsin unfolds, and to calculated
free energies for the both transition temperatures, aluminium binding causes stabilisation of
the pepsin structure for all applied concentrations.

Binding of Al3+ at the first part of pepsin molecule causes structural changes and during the
melting process, intermolecular interactions are present probably because of partially
denaturised initially part of the protein. At the second transition temperature in a presence
of various Al3+ concentrations at pH 2, the observed values of van’t Hoff and calorimetric
enthalpies are very close to each other. Unfolding of the second part of the molecule in
presence of Al3+ take place as a two state process, at which the second part of molecule
behave as a single domain.
The DSC curve profiles suggest two kinds of binding sites for Al3+ on pepsin. At each
transition midpoints, Tm1 and Tm2 , and from ligand-induced shifts and calorimetric
parameters for reversible transitions, an equilibrium binding affinity KL were calculated
(Table 1).
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The average number of ligands bound per molecule of native pepsin, as estimated from DSC
data, was X NI =1.35 for the first transition temperature, and X NII =3.58 for the second
transition temperature. The obtained values for average number of bound ligands per
molecule of pepsin for both transition temperatures are in agreement with calculated
binding constants (Table 1).
UV melting experiments, as indirect mode for following thermal unfolding parameters,
were conducted in the absence and presence of Al3+ ions to assess the impact of bound Al3+
ions on the thermal stability of pepsin. The resulting melting profiles of pepsin at 280 nm,
pH 2 without and in a presence of 5 mM Al3+ ions are presented on Figure 10. Both melting
curves showed typical sigmoid behaviour. Addition of 5 mM solution of Al3+ produces
biphasic denaturation of pepsin at pH 2. Spectroscopic signals for thermal denaturation of
pepsin in a presence of Al3+ ions at pH 2 are presented at Figure 10.

Fig. 10. UV absorbance measurements were carried out on Beckman UV 5260 UV-VIS
spectrophotometer with an electro thermal temperature control cell unit. The temperature
control was performed with digital voltmeter with thermocouples. A quartz cell with 1 cm
path length was used for all the absorbance studies. Absorbance was measured directly as a
temperature function. Thermal unfolding of pepsin was monitored by recording absorbance
at 280 nm in temperature interval from 20 °C to 90 °C with heating rate of 1 °C/min and
samples were allowed to equilibrate for one minute at each temperature setting, while the
reference cell, containing just a solvent, was monitored at room temperature. The resulting
increase of the absorbance of the sample solution recorded over the temperature range.
Pepsin concentration was 0.3 mg / mlsolution.
The calculated values of van’t Hoff enthalpy from spectroscopic data of unfolding of pepsin
and corresponding values of temperatue midpoints for thermally induced conformational
transitions of pepsin at pH 2 and in a presence of 5 mM Al3+ ions were calculated and
presented in Table 2.
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 = 280 nm

Tm1 (K)
HUV unf1

(kcal/K mol)

320.5
97

Tm2 (K)

352.1

HUV unf2 (kcal/K mol)

140

Table 2. Thermodynamic characteristics of pepsin denaturation at pH 2 in a presence of 10
mM Al3+ ions, obtained by UV spectroscopy.

6. Conclusion
Results of our study showed that aluminium cause increase pepsin activity. The obtained
activation of pepsin is probably a consequence of conformational changes of enzyme
molecule induced by bounded aluminium. As it were previously reported in analogy to the
other aspartic proteases, bounded aluminium ions could causes significant conformational
changes and induce increase in beta structure content (Flaten et al. 1992, Bittar et al. 1992,
Clauberg et al. 1993).
The kinetic data implies that activation of pepsin is a non-essential partial non-competitive
type. That suggests that bound aluminium do not influence on substrate binding sites on
pepsin, but causes conformational changes that increase the rate of substrate converting to
the reaction products. The results are consistent with a partial activation system presented
in scheme in Figure1. Calculated dissociation constants from kinetic and indirect UV
melting assay data are in good agreement to each other.
The present thermodynamic analyses show that DSC method is useful to measure the
binding constants from Tm shifts. The stabilization effect of Al3+ binding on pepsin
molecule, as well as an average number of ligands bound to the native protein, equilibrium
binding affinity KL were also calculated. The obtained values for binding affinity for site I
are lower than on site II, which is in agreement with obtained values for average number of
bound ligand. In addition, it can be assumed that the site II has a higher affinity for Al3+than
site I.
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1. Introduction
Peptides show great pharmaceutical potential as active drugs and diagnostics in several
clinical areas such as endocrinology, urology, obstetrics, oncology, etc. and as functional
excipients in drug delivery systems to overcome tissue and cellular membrane barriers
(Nestor, 2009). From a pharmaceutical point of view, peptides are situated somewhere
between classical organic drug substances and high molecular weight biopharmaceuticals.
The importance of peptides to life is evident from the most primitive organism to man. In
man, a myriad of roles is filled by peptides spanning hormonal, neuromodulatory, mucosal
defense, et al.
Despite the obvious importance of peptides to homeostasis in man, there are few peptides
resulting from medicinal chemistry that are commercialized pharmaceutical products in the
USA and Europe. The shortcomings of peptides as pharmaceutical products have been long
known: typically short duration of action, lack of receptor subtype selectivity, lack of oral
bioavailability. However medicinal chemistry offers solutions to the first two limitations and
oral bioavailability issues have been addressed by novel routes of administration (e.g.
intranasal, inhalation) and injectable depot formulations (Nestor, 2009).

2. Peptide design considerations
The physical and chemical properties of peptides and proteins are determined by the nature
of the constituent amino acid side chains and by the polyamide peptide backbone itself.
The structures of the 20 primary amino acids are given in Figure 1. Amino acids are divided
into hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues. The first group includes those with aliphatic
side chains (Ala, Val, Ile, Leu, Met) and those with aromatic side chains (Phe, Tyr, Trp). The
hydrophilic group includes amino acids with neutral, polar side chains (Ser, Thr, Asn, Gln),
those with acidic (Asp and Glu) or with basic side chains as Lys, Arg and His.
Two amino acids, Cys and Pro, have special properties that set them apart. Cys containing a
thiol group that can be oxidatively couple to another Cys residue to form a disulfide bond
that stabilizes secondary and/or tertiary structure or to hold two different peptide chains
together. On the other hand, free thiols are present in some protein, where they serve as
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ligand for metal chelation, as nucleophiles in proteolitic enzymes, or as carboxyl activators
in acyl transferases. Pro is a cyclic residue that has specific conformational effects on the
peptide or protein backbone. Indeed, cyclic structure locks Pro φ backbone dihedral angle at
approximately -75°. Additionally, several residues can undergo post-traslational
modification to yield new amino-acids.
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Fig. 1. L-Amino acid structures.
Small peptides typically show high conformational flexibility due to the multiple
conformations that are energetically possible for each residue. The conformation of the
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peptide backbone can be described by three torsional angles (Figure 2): φ, which is the angle
defined by C(O)—N—Cα—C(O); ψ, which is defined by N—Cα—C(O)—N; and ω, which is
defined by Cα—C(O)—N—Cα. The ω angle for the peptide bond is generally trans (ω =
180°) except for the Xaa-Pro bond, which can be cis (ω = 0°) or trans. Pioneering work of
Ramachandran et al. (1965) resulted in the so-called Ramachandran plots which restrict the
allowed values for the torsional angles φ and ψ to most amino acids. The conformational
space accessible to the L-amino acids is about one third of the total structural space.
Nevertheless the remaining degrees of freedom still make a prediction of structure
extremely difficult. There are only few examples reported in the literature where short to
medium sized peptides (<30-50 residues) adopt a stable structures in aqueous solution
(Grauer & Köning, 2009). In most cases they exist in numerous dynamically interconverting
conformations.
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Fig. 2. (A) Backbone and side chain torsional angles; (B) Newman projection of three
staggered rotamers in L-amino acids.
An equally critical area for the design of bioactive peptides, though much less explored, is
that of the three-dimensional structures of the side chain moieties. This is described by the
side chain χ torsional angle (χ1 is defined by the N-Cα-Cβ-Cγ) (Figure 2). It can assume three
low energy staggered conformations (rotamers): gauche(+); gauche(-); and trans. The energy
differences between these conformations is not high, but the orientation of the side chain
group of an L-amino acid residue relative to the peptide backbone is dramatically different:
for gauche(-) χ1, the side chain points toward the N-terminus of the peptide chain; for trans,
the side chain points toward the C-terminus; and for gauche(+), the side chain points over
the peptide backbone (Hruby et al., 1997). The consequences for both the surface that is
created by the peptide ligand and its complimentarity for a receptor/acceptor are critical for
successful recruitment of the target from small peptides as confirmed by structure-activity
relationship studies (Hruby et al., 1997).
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The most important technique for structural determination of biomolecules is the x-ray
diffraction analysis on single crystal, even if it is questionable whether the solid state
conformation determined by X-ray analysis are identical to those occurring in solution or
during the interactions with the biological target (Kessler, 1982; Wuthrich et al, 1991). Over the
last decade, NMR spectroscopy has emerged as an important tool for structural determination
of biomolecule in solution. The increase in magnet technology and in the speed and data
storage capacity of modern PCs allowed the development of multi-dimensional NMR methods
which permit to solve in detail the resonance assignment of biomolecules and to determine
proton-proton distances at the base of NMR structures determination.
In addition to these powerful techniques, also fluorescence and circular dichroism (CD)
studies provide useful information about the peptide conformation in solution and its
capability to interact with target molecules (Ruzza, 2001; Siligardi, 2011).
2.1 Methodologies for design peptides
Conformational considerations in peptide synthesis remain one of the greatest challenges in
the design of biologically active peptides. Peptides will usually be an ensemble of
conformation states in solution. If biological activity involves only one discrete conformer,
this conformational ensemble represents a dilution of the biologically active species.
This problem is more acute for peptides designed to mimic a portion of a protein structure,
where the intramolecular interactions characteristic of the protein structure are lost (Figure
3). A strategy for reducing the number of the accessible conformations and rendering the
selectivity of synthetic peptides more stringent than that afford by the sequence could take
advantage by the introduction of local or global constraints into peptide sequences.

Fig. 3. Binding equilibrium involving a conformational manifold of the proline-rich peptide.
The association process consists of the redistribution of the conformational ensemble from
the binding-incompetent to the binding-competent (PPII) species, and then of the interaction
of the latter with the SH3 domain (adapted from Ruzza et al., 2006).
2.1.1 Global restrictions
The simplest way to introduce a conformational constraint into a peptide sequence is by
cyclization (Figure 4). This typically increases the in vivo stability of the cyclic peptides
compared to their linear analogs. Cyclization can be obtained by connecting the N- with the
C-terminus (head-to-tail) portion of the peptide sequence, or the couple of either the N- or
the C-terminus with one of the side chains (backbone-to-side chain), or the couple of side
chains not involved in specific interactions with other (side chain-to-side chain).
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The most common side chain-to-side chain cyclization is the oxidation of two Cys residues
with the formation of a disulfide bond. Alternatively, the formation of amide bonds between
the side chains of Lys and Asp/Glu can occur. One limiting factor of side chain-to-side
chain cyclization is that a limited section of the polypeptide is constrained. To overcome
this problem several covalent bridges may be incorporated into one sequence (Grauer
& Köning, 2009).
H-Phe-Lys-Ala-Asn-Cys-Glu-Ser-Cys-Ala-OH

A

Phe-Lys-Ala-Asn-Cys-Glu-Ser-Cys-Ala

Phe-Lys-Ala-Asn-Cys-Glu-Ser-Cys-Ala-OH
B

CO
H-Phe-Lys-Ala-Asn-Cys-Glu-Ser-Cys-Ala
HN
H-Phe-Lys-Ala-Asn-Cys-Glu-Ser-Cys-Ala-OH

C

S
S
H-Phe-Lys-Ala-Asn-Cys-Glu-Ser-Cys-Ala-OH
HN

CO

Fig. 4. Examples of peptide cyclization: (A) head-to-tail, (B) backbone-to-side chain, and (C)
side chain-to-side chain.
2.1.2 Local restrictions
The simplest local constraints that can be placed on a given residue involve the substitution
of a methyl group for an hydrogen adjacent to a rotable bond (Figure 5). One substitution
which have been extensively investigated in the last years involve the α-hydrogen yielding
Cα-tetrasubstituted α-amino acids (Toniolo, 2001, and reference therein). For example,
replacing the α-hydrogen on alanine with a methyl group gives α-aminoisobutyric acid
(Aib). This residue was found in peptide sequences from a fungal source. The steric bulk of
the methyl group reduced the rotational freedom of the two peptide backbone angles φ and
ψ. In the case of Aib, the allowable φ and ψ backbone angles in peptides are restricted to
values near –57°, -47° and +57°, +47° (Karle, 1996).
The introduction of an alkyl group either at the β-position or on aromatic ring of naturally
occurring amino acids rigidifies the conformational flexibility of the side chain. Three
of natural amino acids show β-disubstitutions: Val (two methyl groups), Ile (a methyl
and an ethyl) and Thr (a methyl and a hydroxyl). Additionally, β-substitution leads to a
second asymmetric center in the amino acid structure. These modifications do not greatly
perturb the backbone, allowing the peptide backbone and the side chain some degree
of flexibility, which often is crucial for the activity of peptide mimetic. Another advantage
of these modifications is that the extra alkyl groups can enhance the lipophility of peptide,
and therefore can help it to overcome membrane barrier (Hruby et al., 1997; and
references therein).
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Surely, the introduction of a covalent bond between the aromatic ring of an α-amino acid
residue and the peptide backbone has proven to be a useful further conformation restriction.
For example, 1,2,3,4-tetrahydroisoquinoline carboxylic acid (Tic) is a cyclic constrained
analog of phenylalanine (Figure 5), in which a methylene bridge is placed between the αnitrogen, and 2’-carbon of the aromatic ring (Kazmierski & Hruby, 1988).
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Fig. 5. Structures of some local constraints.
N-alkylated residue, and in particular N-methylation is an important modification of the
peptide bond that influence the conformational freedom of the peptide backbone. The steric
constraints introduced by the N-alkyl group have also effect on the side chain freedom of
the neighboring amino acids. Additionally, the number of inter- and intra-molecular
hydrogen bonds decreases due to the removal of the backbone NH groups, destabilizing
both α-helix and β-sheet conformations. Finally, the attached carbonyl group shows an
increased basicity and decreased polarity.
Oligomers of N-substituted glycines, where the side chain is attached to the amine nitrogen
instead of the α-carbon, are called α-peptoids (Figure 5) (Zuckermann & Kodadek, 2009).
The conformational change in the N-substituted glycines makes the α-carbon achiral so that
peptoids are less restricted in their spatial conformation. Neither peptoids can form
intramolecular hydrogen bonds through backbone–backbone interactions, because of the
lack of amide protons that help peptides stabilize both α-helical structures and β-sheet
conformations. However, the same backbone structure renders the peptoids highly resistant
to proteases.
A further investigated group of local constraints are derivatives of the natural amino acids
proline. Proline analogs displaying the characteristics of other amino acids are referred to as
proline-amino acid chimeras, and have been used to study the spatial requirements for
receptor affinity and biological activity of both natural amino acids and peptides. For
example, β-substituted-prolines such as 3-carboxyproline, 3-phenylproline, and 3-dimethylproline combine amino acid side chain functionality with proline’s conformational
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rigidity. In these cases, replacement of the natural amino acids in peptides by proline-amino
acid chimeras provided better understanding of the bioactive conformations of peptides
binding to receptors (Quancard et al., 2004; and references therein).
2.1.3 Backbone modification
The backbone of a peptide can be modified in various ways by isosteric or isoeletronic
substitution (Cudic & Stawikowski, 2007; and reference therein). Figure 6 summarizes the
most important ways to modify the peptide backbone.
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Fig. 6. Most important peptide bond surrogates (adapted from Cudic & Stawikowski, 2007).
Various peptidomimetics containing pseudopeptides or peptide bond surrogates, in which
peptide bonds have been replaced with other chemical groups, are designed and
synthesized with the aim to obtain peptide analogs with improved pharmacological
properties. This is mainly because such approaches create an amide bond surrogate with
defined three dimensional structures and with significant differences in polarity, hydrogen
bonding capability and acid-base character. Also important, the structural and
stereochemical integrities of the adjacent pair of α-carbon atoms in these pseudopeptides are
unchanged. The psi-bracket (ψ[ ]) nomenclature, introduced by A. Spatola (1983), is used for
this type of modification. The introduction of such modifications to the peptide sequence is
expected to completely prevent protease cleavage of amide bond and significantly improve
the peptides metabolic stability. However, such modifications may also have some negative
effects on peptides biophysical and biochemical properties, in particular their conformation,
flexibility and hydrophobicity. Therefore, the choice of an amide bond surrogate is a
compromise between positive effects on pharmacokinetics and bioavailability and potential
negative effects on activity and specificity (Cudic & Stawikowski, 2007). The ability of the
surrogate to mimic the steric, electronic and solvation properties of the amide bond is
certainly the most important characteristic in determining the potency of pseudopeptide
analogs. From the synthetic point of view, the methods for assembly of
peptidosulfonamides, phosphonopeptides, oligoureas, depsides, depsipeptides, peptoids
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and azapeptides are parallel those for standard solid-phase peptide synthesis, although
different reagents and different coupling and protecting strategies need to be employed.
2.2 Methodologies for peptide synthesis
Methods for synthesizing peptides are divided into two classes: solution or liquid phase
(classical) and solid phase (SPPS). The classical methods have evolved since the beginning of
the last century, and they are described amply in several books and reviews (Goodman et al.,
2004; Bodansky, 1993). The SPPS was conceived and elaborated by R.B. Merrifield beginning in
1959, and it has also been covered compressively (Merrifield, 2006; Chan and White, 2000).
Solution synthesis retains value in large-scale manufacturing and for specialized laboratory
application. However, the need to optimize reaction condition and purification procedures
for the different intermediate renders this method time-consuming and laboratory-intensive.
Consequently, most workers, now requiring peptides for their research, opt for the more
accessible SPPS approach.
The concept of the SPPS can be illustrated in Figure 7 where the C-terminal protected amino
acid is attached to an insoluble polymeric support via a labile linker. Subsequently, the
anchored peptide is extended by a series of deprotection/coupling cycles, which are
required to proceed with high yields and fidelities. The reactions are driven to completion
by the use of excess soluble reagents, which can be removed by simple filtration and
washing without losses. Once peptide has been accomplished, it is necessary to release
protected residues and to cleave the crude peptide from the solid support. These two
operations can be performed simultaneously or in separate step, according to the successive
destine of the peptide. Finally, the synthetic peptide must undergo purification step and
characterization to verify the desired structure.
The two major chemistries for SPPS involve the use of either base labile α-amino protecting
group (Fmoc) or acid labile α-amino protecting group (Boc). Each method involves different
side chain protecting group, and consequent cleavage/deprotection methods and resins
(Table 1).
Peptide purification and peptide quality evaluation is performed by HPLC. Most crude
peptides are purified by reversed phase HPLC to achieve the desired purity. The
combination of cation or anion exchange HPLC purification followed by RP-HPLC provides
a powerful technique to purify a crude peptide with inferior quality. Mass spectra by
MALDI or ESI-TOF and mono- and bi-dimensional NMR are the standard analytical
procedure to assess peptide identity.
Recently, convergent synthesis strategies for the generation of highly complex branched
peptides or scaffolded peptides and proteins have been developed. Such ligation reactions
include the formation of thiazolidines or oximes from mutually reactive precursors, as
well as native chemical ligation through reaction of a peptide thioester with an N-terminal
cysteine in aqueous buffers, or the generation of [1,2,3]-triazoles through 1,3-dipolar
cycloadditions of alkynes to azides, which belongs to a group of reactions referred to as
click chemistry, which proceed at room temperature in the presence of copper(I) as a
catalyst.
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Fig. 7. Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthesis procedure.

Side chain protection
Nα-deprotection
Final cleavage
Automation

Topic

Fmoc chemistry
Acid sensitive
20% piperidine in DMF
TFA in SPPS vessel
Yes

Synthetic steps

Deblock, wash, couple, wash

Resin

Acid or super-acid sensitive

Table 1. Comparison of Fmoc- and Boc-SPPS.

Boc chemistry
Strong acid sensitive (HF)
50% TFA in DCM
HF (special equipment)
Yes
Deblock, neutralization,
wash, couple, wash
Merrifield type
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3. Peptides and molecular recognition
In the post-genomic era, the importance of protein-protein interactions is becoming even
more apparent. Proteins continuously interact each other to govern signaling pathways
within and between cells. Biological signaling requires that protein complexes are formed
and activated at the right time and in the right place, and that their formation is both
reversible and transient. The strength and duration of a signal may be critical for the effects
of hormones, cytokines and growth factors, and a large number of specific protein
interaction domains are known which mediate this machinery (Pawson, 2004).
Although it is possible to derive some general principles of protein-protein recognition from
experimentally determined structures, recent structural studies on protein complexes formed
during signal transduction illustrate the remarkable diversity of interactions, both in term of
interfacial size and nature. There are two broad classes of complexes: “domain-domain,” in
which both components comprise pre-folded structural units, and “domain-peptide,” in which
one component is a short motif that is unstructured in the absence of its binding partner.
Structure-based drug design seeks to identify and modulate such interactions. This
optimization process requires knowledge about interaction geometries and approximate
affinity contributions of attractive interactions that can be gleaned from crystal structure and
associated affinity data.
3.1 Peptide-receptor ligands in cancer imaging
Since the first histological evidence of the high expression of somatostatin receptors in
pituitary adenomas (Reubi, 1984), many other human cancers were found to overexpress
peptide receptors in vitro (Table 2). Based on these results, peptide receptor ligands labeled
with different probes (radionuclides, magnetic and optical probes) have been started to be
developed for the in vivo targeting and imaging of tumors.
Receptor

Somatostatin
(hSSTR1 – hSSTR5)
Cholecystokinin
(CCK-A and CCK-B)
Vasoactive Intestinal
Peptide
(VPAC1 and VPAC2)
Neurotensin
(NTR1 – NTR3)
Bombesin
(BRS-1 – BRS-4)
αvβ3 Integrin
α-MSH
(MC1R – MC5R)
Neuropeptide Y
(Y1 – Y6)
Substance P

Tumor type
Neuroendocrine, non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, melanoma, breast,
pancreatic, gastric, colon, prostate, lung, SCLC, MTC
MTC, SCLC, pancreatic, astrocytoma, ovarian
SCLC, colon, gastric, breast, pancreatic, prostate, urinary bladder,
lymphoma, meningioma
SCLC, colon, exocrine pancreatic, prostate
SCLC, glioblastoma, colorectal, gastric, prostate, ovarian, breast
Melanoma, neuroblastoma, breast
Melanoma
Neuroblastoma, glioblastoma, breast
SCLC, MTC, glioblastoma, astrocytoma, breast

Table 2. Peptide receptors overexpressed in tumors (adapted from Ruzza & Calderan, 2011).
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The distribution and significance of the different peptide receptors as well as the properties
and characteristics of their ligands have been discussed in manifold reviews (Bolzati, 2010;
Lee, 2010; and references therein).
Development of labeled peptide probes relied on isolation of naturally occurring peptides
(Table 3), screening of synthetic or phage libraries, and structure-based rational design.
Generally, peptide-based probes are designed starting from naturally occurring peptide
hormones, which, excepting the indispensable amino acids involved in biological activity,
are modified to prolong their half-lives in vivo.
Peptide

Somatostatin
(14)
Somatostatin
(28)

Sequence
H-Ala-Gly-c(Cys-Lys-Asn-Phe-Phe-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Cys)-OH

H-Ser-Ala-Asn-Ser-Asn-Pro-Ala-Met-Ala-Pro-Arg-Glu-Arg-Lys-Ala-Gly-c(Cys-LysAsn-Phe-Phe-Trp-Lys-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Cys)-OH
H-Lys-Ala-Pro-Ser-Gly-Arg-Met-Ser-Ile-Val-Lys-Asn-Leu-Gln-Asn-Leu-Asp-ProChlocystokinin
Ser-His-Arg-Ile-Ser-Asp-Arg-Asp-Tyr(SO3H)-Met-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-Phe-NH2
Pyr-Leu-Gly-Pro-Gln-Gly-Pro-Pro-His-Leu-Val-Ala-Asp-Pro-Ser-Lys-Lys-Gln-GlyGastrin
Pro-Trp-Leu-Glu-Glu-Glu-Glu-Glu-Ala-Tyr-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-Phe-NH2
CCK8
H-Asp-Tyr(SO3H)-Met-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-Phe-NH2
Minigastrin
H-Leu-Glu-Glu-Glu-Glu-Glu-Ala-Tyr-Gly-Trp-Met-Asp-Phe-NH2
Vasoactive
H-His-Ser-Asp-Ala-Val-Phe-Thr-Asp-Asn-Tyr-Thr-Arg-Leu-Arg-Lys-Gln-Met-AlaIntestinal
Val-Lys-Lys-Tyr-Leu-Asn-Ser-Ile-Leu-Asn-NH2
Peptide (VIP)
Neurotensin
Pyr-Leu-Tyr-Glu-Asn-Lys-Pro-Arg-Arg-Pro-Tyr-Ile-Leu-OH
Bombesin
Pyr-Gln-Arg-Leu-Gly-Asn-Gln-Trp-Ala-Val-Gly-His-Leu-Met-NH2
Gastrin
H-Val-Pro-Leu-Pro-Ala-Gly-Gly-Gly-Thr-Val-Leu-Thr-Lys-Met-Tyr-Pro-Arg-GlyReleasing
Asn-His-Trp-Ala-Val-Gly-His-Leu-Met-NH2
Peptide
Neuromedin B H-Gly-Asn-Leu-Trp-Ala-Thr-Gly-His-Phe-Met-NH2
RGD
c[Arg-Gly-Asp-D-Phe-Lys]
α-MSH
Ac-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Met-Glu-His-Phe-Arg-Trp-Gly-Lys-Pro-Val-NH2
H-Ala-Glu-Lys-Lys-Asp-Glu-Gly-Pro-Tyr-Arg-Met-Glu-His-Phe-Arg-Trp-Gly-Serβ-MSH
Pro-Pro-Lys-Asp-OH
γ-MSH
H-Tyr-Val-Met-Gly-His-Phe-Arg-Trp-Asp-Arg-Phe-NH2
H-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Met-Glu-His-Phe-Arg-Trp-Gly-Lys-Pro-Val-Gly-Lys-Lys-Arg-ArgACTH
Pro-Val-Lys-Val-Tyr-Pro-Asn-Gly-Ala-Glu-Asp-Glu-Ser-Ala-Glu-Ala-Phe-Pro-LeuGlu-Phe-OH
H-His-Asp-Glu-Phe-Glu-Arg-His-Ala-Glu-Gly-Thr-Phe-Thr-Ser-Asp-Val-Ser-SerGLP-1
Tyr-Leu-Glu-Gly-Gln-Ala-Ala-Lys-Glu-Phe-Ile-Ala-Trp-Leu-Val-Lys-Gly-Arg-NH2
Neuro Peptide H-Tyr-Pro-Ser-Lys-Pro-Asp-Asn-Pro-Gly-Glu-Asp-Ala-Pro-Ala-Glu-Asp-Met-AlaY
Arg-Tyr-Tyr-Ser-Ala-Leu-Arg-His-Tyr-Ile-Asn-Leu-Ile-Thr-Arg-Gln-Arg-Tyr-NH2
H-c(Cys-Gly-Asn-Leu-Ser-Thr-Cys)-Met-Leu-Gly-Thr-Tyr-Thr-Gln-Asp-Phe-AsnCalcitonin
Lys-Phe-His-Thr-Phe-Pro-Gln-Thr-Ala-Ile-Gly-Val-Gly-Ala-Pro-NH2

Table 3. Peptide receptor ligand sequences.
A linker is usually introduced between the imaging probe and the ligand, with the aim to
preclude or minimize unwanted interferences between these two moieties. Linkers may act
as a pharmacokinetic modifier and have a profound impact on the biodistribution of the
whole molecule (Rufini, 2006; Schottelius, 2004). The most popular linkers are short amino
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acid sequences (i.e., dimer o trimer of β-Ala, Gly or Nε-amino hexanoic acid) or low
molecular weight polyethylene glycole (PEG) or hydrocarbon chains. Lipophilic molecules
are cleared from the body by the hepatobiliary route, whereas hydrophilic probes are
mainly cleared via the renal system.
Natural occurring peptide-ligands are usually recognized by more than one receptor
subtype. A great debate is ongoing about the opportunity to increase the ligand-specificity
towards receptor subtypes expressed on tumor cells. Several studies demonstrated that
there are significant variations in the expression profile of subtype peptide receptors also
between the primary tumor and its metastases or even within the same tumor (Reubi, 2002;
Reubi, 2003) and so, an increase of receptor subtypes selectivity might be counterproductive
in the development of imaging molecules. On the other hand, subtype-selective ligands are
useful tools for functional imaging purposes as well as to study the changes in receptor
expression and response to therapeutic interventions.
Until recently the use of receptor-antagonists has not been considered for in vivo targeting
of tumors overexpressing G-protein coupled receptors and this due to the low capability of
antagonist to internalize into tumor cells. Indeed, the cell internalization of imaging probes
has been regarded for a long time as a fundamental prerequisite of labeled peptides,
providing high contrast imaging. Recently, interesting results have been obtained with two
somatostatin antagonists towards SST2 and SST3 receptor subtypes, which showed high
tumor accumulation and retention, resulting in matchless imaging properties (Ginj, 2006).
The benefit of the use of antagonist peptide ligands has a considerable impact on those
systems, in which the binding of agonist-ligand either stimulates tumor growth or exerts
unwanted pharmacological action.
Many authors have demonstrated that different peptide receptors are co-expressed on
tumors in a heterogeneous manner, e.g., breast cancer (expressing concomitantly GRP- and
NPY-receptors), gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GRP, CCK-B, and VPAC2 receptors),
gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (GLP-1, CCK, and VPAC1 receptors), and
the prostate cancer (prostate-specific membrane antigen or PSMA, and integrin or GRP
receptors) (Ruzza & Calderan, 2011). These suggest that targeting more than one receptor
class simultaneously would greatly enhance the sensitivity of tumor detection. In addition,
some peptide receptors (e.g., αvβ3 integrin) are characterized by a low ligand internalization
capacity, which improves in the presence of multimer ligands (Liu, 2010).
These aspects (co-expression on tumors and low internalization capacity) stimulate the
development of multivalent and/or multireceptor ligands able to bind either to multiple
homo (multivalent) or to hetero (multireceptor) receptors present on the surface of the
tumor cell. The presence of more ligands induces a number of peculiar biological
characteristics to the targeting molecules that are not present in the monovalent ligand.
Polyvalent interactions are generally much stronger than the corresponding monovalent
and offer the basis for mechanisms of agonizing or antagonizing biological activities that are
fundamentally different from those available in monovalent system. Multivalent
interactions may become particularly attractive and biologically relevant when the ligandreceptor binding is weak or the receptor density is low.
Linkers and/or scaffolds structure is important because it must present ligands
simultaneously to their cognate receptors with minimal entropic penalty. The development
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of suitable linkers and/or scaffold structures, permitting the correct simultaneous
presentation of ligands to their receptors, as well as the choice of opportune ligands for
multivalency and/or multireceptor approaches may provide both new targets and strategies
for designing new imaging agents.
3.2 Peptides in protein-protein interactions: The SH3 domain
From the huge array of “domain-peptide” complex class, a super-family of small domains is
represented by the SH3 domains that it is identified in more than 350 different proteins in
organisms ranging from yeasts to humans, showing a completely conserved structure.
The SH3 domain is a 60-amino acids non-catalytic protein domain identified in the sequence
similarity region between the Src and Abl families of non-receptor tyrosine kinases (Mayer,
1988). This domain is structured on five β-strands arranged into two sheets packed at right
angle. The first sheet is formed by strands A, E and the first half of B, while the second is
formed by β-strands C, D, and the second half of B. The βA-strand is connected to the βBstrand by the long RT loop, which contain the ALY(F)DY(F) motif. The loops connecting
strands βB and βC and strands βC and βD are called N-Src and Distal loop, respectively.
The βC strand contains the WW dipeptide motif. After the βD strand, the polypeptide chain
adopts a 310 helix containing the PxxY motif that connects βD and βE strands (Marchiani,
2009; and references therein).
Crystal and solution structures of SH3 domain-ligand complexes reveal that the SH3 region
involved in the interaction with the proline-rich peptide is a surface patch formed by the
side chains of a few well-conserved residues: 1) one of the two aromatic residues in the
ALY(F)DY(F) motif; 2) the first tryptophan of the WW dipeptide; 3) the PxxY motif. These
residues are aligned to form a surface patch, quite hydrophobic, in which the aromatic side
chains are stacked against each other (Figure 8).
The majority of SH3 domains recognize proline-rich peptides that adopt a left-handed polyproline type II (PPII) helix containing two XP dipeptides, separated by a scaffolding residue
(often a proline), forming the XPxXP core element (Feng, 1994). A basic residue, Lys or more
frequently an Arg, is present either at the N-terminal or at the C-terminal to the XPxXP
motif, permitting to classify Pro-rich ligands into two distinct groups named classes I and II,
respectively.
The capability to recognize Lys or Arg residue into the binding motif is a selectivity
mechanism found in SH3-ligands. For example, the Crk SH3 domain is selective for class II
peptide-ligands containing a Lys residue (Knudsen, 1995). High resolution crystal structures
of this domain bound to proline-rich peptides containing either lysine or arginine residue
shown that while the lysine side-chain is in a extended configuration and the ε-amino group
makes strong hydrogen bonds with three acidic residues (Asp147, Glu149 and Asp150), the
arginine side chain does not adopt a low energy extended configuration and is involved in
only two hydrogen-bonding interactions with proteins (Wu, 1995).
Structural analysis of either class I or class II peptides – SH3 complexes showed that these
two ligand classes bind to SH3 domains in opposite orientations at the same binding site.
The fact that ligands can bind either N-to-C or C-to-N orientations is a consequence of the
two-fold rotational pseudo-symmetry possessed by the left-handed PPII helix (Siligardi &
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Drake, 1995). This apparent ambiguity is resolved by the observation that important
determinant for the binding to the two XP pockets is the surface presented by the alkylated
amide nitrogen of the proline residue, and the carbonyl, the α-carbon and the side-chain of
the preceding residue (Fernandez-Ballester, 2004).

Fig. 8. The interactions occurring between the N-terminal SH3 domain of c-Crk and a lysinecontaining proline-rich peptide are shown (PDB file 1CKA). The the ligand-peptide is
highlighted in yellow. The aromatic surface patch is depicted in red, while the anionic side
chain of the Asp and Glu residues involved in the interaction with the Lys residue in cyan.
The Figure was drawn using the program PYMOL (K.L. DeLano, www.pymol.org).
Studies on the SH3 Fyn tyrosine kinase domain revealed that the Trp residue in the binding
pocket can adopt two different orientations, determining the type of ligand able to bind to
the domain. The motion of this residue is closely related to the presence of specific residues
located in a key position; e.g. the residue numbering 132 of Fyn. When the conserved Trp
residue can move, upon ligand binding, the structural conformation of the ligand fixes the
conserved Trp either to SH3 class I or class II orientations. Unlike, when the motion of
conserved Trp is hindered, the SH3 domain invariably presents the conserved Trp residue in
a SH3 class II orientation, either in free or ligand-bound state (Fernandez-Ballester, 2004).
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A recent finding demonstrated as some SH3 domains recognized not only the XPxXP
sequences but that also other contacts are involved in the recruitment (Li, 2005), which
may be classified into three arbitrary categories: (1) interactions that involve the XPxXPmotif docking surface of the SH3 domain to a peptide that does not conform to a classic
XPxXP consensus; (2) interactions that do not involve the XPxXP-motif docking surface of
the SH3 domain and (3) complex interactions, which may or may not involve residues
contributing to the PxxP docking surface, but differ strongly from typical SH3 target
peptide recognition.

4. Conclusion
The focus of medicinal chemistry is on the design of molecules that can manipulate diseaserelated biological targets for beneficial effects with low toxicity. As we have seen, peptides
show great potential as both active drugs and diagnostics. The discovery and development
of peptide-based drugs have both rational and empirical aspects. Random screening
procedures can be used to identify ligands for known functional domains of target proteins,
which can be followed by successive structural and computational analysis.
The principal medicinal chemistry challenges for a peptide chemist are to design molecules
characterized by a sufficient duration of action, sufficient receptor specificity, and a both
stable and appropriate formulation. Recently, studies of self-organizing peptides (amyloids)
yielded important information for the development of long-acting peptides. Peptide
constraint has been used both to prevent proteolysis and to bias binding toward particular
receptor subtypes. The latter activity appears still to be evolving into a rational design
approach but still requires attention to an appropriate strategy for successful commercial
development.
Many of these issues are reminiscent of the “rocky road” which other biotecnology drugs,
e.g., monoclonal antibodies, had to take before they became a commercial success. However,
the development of peptides into tools for diagnostic purposes and drugs, based on their
specificity of target recognition and their versatility of mechanisms, offers enormous
promise. While peptides as drugs is a concept that still involves considerable challenge,
encouragement may be gleaned from the words of Arthur C. Clarke (1917 – 2008) “...we do
not have all the answers, but we have plenty of questions certainly worth thinking about;
and when the technology is finally sufficiently advanced it is indistinguishable from magic”.
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1. Introduction
This chapter concerns influences of inhibitors and activators on carbonic anhydrase
isoenzymes of various living systems. Carbonic anhydrase (EC 4.2.1.1., CA) is a pH
regulatory/metabolic enzyme in all life kingdoms, found in organisms all over the
phylogenetic tree (Supuran, 2008a,b,c) catalyzing the hydration of carbon dioxide to
bicarbonate and the corresponding dehydration of bicarbonate in acidic medium with
regeneration of CO2 (Sly and Hu, 1995). 16 isozymes have been described up to now in
mammals, the most active ones as catalysts for carbon dioxide hydration being CA II and
CA IX (Sly and Hu, 1995; Ozensoy et al., 2004; Bayram et al., 2008; Senturk et al., 2009;
Hilvo et al, 2008). The sixteen isozymes differ in their subcellular localization, catalytic
activity and susceptibility to different classes of inhibitors. Some of them are cytosolic (CA
I, CA II, CA III, CA VII and CA XIII), others are membrane bound (CA IV, CA IX, CA XII
and CA XIV), two are mitochondrial (CA VA and CA VB), and one is secreted in saliva
(CA VI). It has been reported that CA XV isoform is not expressed in humans or in other
primates, but it is abundant in rodents and other vertebrates (Table 1.) (Nair et al., 1994;
Parkkila et al., 1996; Pastorekava et al., 2004; Bayram et al., 2008; Innocenti et al., 2008a,b;
Senturk et al., 2009; Ekinci et al., 2011). CAs are produced in a variety of tissues where
they participate in several important biological processes such as acid-base balance,
respiration, carbon dioxide and ion transport, bone resorption, ureagenesis,
gluconeogenesis, lipogenesis and body fluid generation (Supuran, 2008a,b,c). CA
isozymes involved in these processes are important therapeutic targets with the potential
to be inhibited / activated for the treatment of a range of disorders such as edema,
glaucoma, obesity, cancer, epilepsy and osteoporosis (Innocenti et al., 2008b; Ekinci et al.,
2007; Ekinci et al., 2011).
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Isozyme
CA I
CA II
CA III
CA IV
CA VA
CA VB
CA VI
CA VII
CARP VIII
CA IX
CARP X
CARP XI
CA XII
CA XIII
CA XIV
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Catalytic activity
(CO2 hydration)
Low (10%of thatof CAII)
High
Very low (0.3%of thatof CAII)
High
Moderate-higha
Moderate
Moderate
High
Acatalytic
High
Acatalytic
Acatalytic
Medium-Low
LOW
Moderate

Affinity for
sulfonamides
Medium
Very high
Very low
High
High
High
Medium-High
Very high
*
High
*
*
Very high
High
High

Sub-cellular localization
Cytosol
Cytosol
Cytosol
Membrane-bound
Mitochondria
Mitochondria
Secreted into saliva/milk
Cytosol
Cytosol
Membrane-bound
Cytosol
Cytosol
Membrane-bound
Unknown
Membrane-bound

Moderate at pH 7.4, high at pH 8.2 or higher.
CA XIII has not been isolated as a protein but has been identified from an expressed sequence tag (EST)
derived from a mouse mammary gland cDNA library.
*The native CARP isozymes do not contain Zn (II), so that their affinity for the sulfonamide inhibitors
has not been measured. By site-directed mutagenesis it is possible to modify these proteins and
transform them in enzymes with CA-like activity which probably are inhibited by sulfonamides, but no
studies on this subject are available presently.
a

b

Table 1. Higher vertebrate α-CA isozymes, their Relative CO2 hydrase activity, affinity for
sulfonamide inhibitors, and sub-cellular localization
In addition to the physiological reaction, the reversible hydration of CO2 to bicarbonate
(reaction 1, Scheme 1), CAs catalyze a variety of other reactions, such as: the hydration of
cyanate to carbamic acid, or of cyanamide to urea (reactions 2 and 3); the aldehyde
hydration to gem-diols (reaction 4); the hydrolysis of carboxylic, or sulfonic (reactions 5, 6),
as well as other less investigated hydrolytic processes, such as those described by equations
7-10 in Scheme 1 (Supuran et al., 1997; Supuran and Scozzafava, 2000b; Guerri et al., 2000). It
should be mentioned that the previously reported phosphatase activity of CA III was
recently proved to be an artefact (Kim et al., 2000). It is unclear at this moment whether CA
catalyzed reactions other than the CO2 hydration has physiological significance.

2. Carbonic anhydrase inhibitors
As will be discussed shortly, many of these isozymes are important targets for the design of
inhibitors with clinical applications. CA inhibition with sulfanilamide (1) discovered by
Mann and Keilin (Krebs, 1948) was the beginning of a great scientific adventure that led to
important drugs, such as the antihypertensives of benzothiadiazine and high-ceiling
diuretics type (Supuran 1994), the sulfonamides with CA inhibitory properties mainly used
as antiglaucoma agents (Krebs, 1948; Supuran, 1994; Mansoor et al., 2000), some antithyroid
drugs (Krebs, 1948), the hypoglycemic sulphonamides (Maren et al., 1983) and, ultimately,
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Scheme 1. Reactions (1-10) catalyzed by α-CAs.
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some novel types of anticancer agents (Supuran and Scozzafava, 2000). The report of Krebs
(1948) that mainly the unsubstituted aromatic sulfonamides of type ArSO2NH2 act as strong
CAIs, and that the potency of such compounds is drastically reduced by N-substitution of
the sulfonamide moiety, constituted the beginning of extensive structure-activity
correlations, which led to some valuable drugs during a short period of time. Among the
active structures found by Krebs were also the azodyes 2 (prontosil red) and 3, derived from
sulfanilamide (Maren, 1976; Krebs, 1948; Supuran et al., 2003). The early stages of CAIs
development have thouroughly been reviewed by Maren (Maren, 1976; Maren, 1967)
whereas literature till 1993 was reviewed by Supuran (Supuran and Scozzafava, 2000;
Supuran et al., 2003) and more incompletely (up to 1996) by Mansoor et al. (2000). Thus, in
this review we will concentrate on the recent developments in this field that led to
important advances in the design of topically acting antiglaucoma sulfonamides, isozymespecific inhibitors, inhibitors with modified sulfonamide moieties, antitumor sulfonamides,
as well as diagnostic tools and biosensors based on this class of pharmacological agents
(Supuran et al., 2003).
SO2NH 2
H 2N
NH 2
1

N

N

NH 2

SO2NH 2

OH
AcHN
HO3 S

2

N

N

SO2 NH 2

SO3 H
3

CAs are inhibited by four main mechanisms: (i) coordination of the inhibitor to the Zn(II)
ion by replacing the zinc-bound water/hydroxide ion and leading to a tetrahedral geometry
of Zn(II) (e.g., the sulfonamides, Fig. 1A) (Supuran 2008a; Alterio et al., 2009). (ii) Addition
of the inhibitor to the metal coordination sphere, when the Zn(II) ion is in a trigonal
bipyramidal geometry (e.g., the thiocyanate adduct, Fig. 1B) (Supuran 2008a; Alterio et al.,
2009). (iii) Anchoring of the inhibitor to the Zn(II)-bound solvent molecule, i.e., a water or
hydroxide ion (e.g. phenol, Fig. 1C) (Nair et al., 1994) (iv) Occlusion of the CA active site
entrance, with coumarins (Maresca et al., 2009; Maresca et al., 2010) lacosamide (Temperini
et al., 2010) and fullerenes (Innocenti et al., 2010) binding in this way, as shown
schematically in Fig. 1D for a hydrolyzed coumarin derivative (Maresca et al., 2009). All
these binding modes have been demonstrated by means of X-ray crystallography of
enzyme-inhibitor adducts (Nair et al., 1994; Supuran, 2008a; Maresca et al., 2009; Durdagi et
al., 2011). It should be noted that passing from sulfonamides and their bioisosteres
(sulfamates, sulfamides, etc.) to inhibitors occluding the entrance of the active site, the role
of the Zn(II) ion is constantly diminishing in its interaction with the inhibitor molecule (Nair
et al., 1994; Supuran, 2008a; Maresca et al., 2009; Durdagi et al., 2011). This phenomenon has
important consequences for the drug design of CA inhibitors (CAIs), because the bottom of
the active site cavity is very much conserved in the 16 CA isozymes described so far in
mammals, whereas the regions with the highest variation in amino acid sequence, therefore
the highest degree of structural diversity, are just those at the entrance of the active site
(Supuran and Scozzafava, 2007b; Supuran, 2008a; Alterio et al., 2009). Indeed, phenols,
(Ekinci et al., 2010; Durdagi et al., 2011) but also coumarins (Maresca et al., 2009; Maresca et
al., 2010) and other types of non-zinc binder inhibitors (Alterio et al., 2009; Ekinci et al.,
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2011) were recently shown to lead to isozyme-selective CAIs, a goal difficult to achieve with
the classical sulfonamide/sulfamate inhibitors (Supuran, 2008a; Zu and Sly, 1990).
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation for the three main CA inhibition mechanisms: (A)
Sulfonamides (and their isosteres, sulfamate, and sulfamide) substitute the fourth zinc
ligand and bind in tetrahedral geometry of the metal ion (Alterio et al., 2009); (B) Inorganic
anion inhibitors (thiocyanate as an example) add to the metal ion coordination sphere
leading to trigonal bipyramidal adducts (Alterio et al., 2009); (C) Phenols anchor to the
Zn(II) coordinated water molecule/hydroxide ion (Nair et al., 1994); (D) Coumarins
(hydrolyzed in situ to 2-hydroxycinnamic acids) occlude the entrance of the active site
cavity, interacting both with hydrophilic and hydrophobic amino acid residues. The
inhibitor does not interact at all with the catalytically crucial Zn(II) ion which is coordinated
by three His residues and a water molecule (Maresca et al., 2009; Maresca et al., 2010).
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Fig. 2. CAIs include the classical inhibitors acetazolamide (4), methazolamide,
(5) ethoxzolamide (6), sulthiame (7) and dichlorophenamide (8). CAIs also include more recent
drugs/investigational agents such as dorzolamide (9), indisulam (10), topiramate (11),
zonisamide (12), sulpiride (13), COUMATE (15), saccharin (16). Many of these compounds
were initially developed years ago during the search for diuretics, among which the thiazides,
compounds, as well as derivative 14 are stil widely clinically used (Supuran, 2008a). However,
some of these enzyme inhibitors could also be used for the systemic treatment of glaucoma
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(see below), and more recently, newer derivatives have been discovered that have the
potential as topical antiglaucoma agents, as well as antitumour, anti-obesity or anti-infective
drugs (Supuran, 2008a,b,c).

3. Carbonic anhydrase activators
Carbonic anhydrase (CA, EC 4.2.1.1) inhibition with sulfonamides, discovered by Mann and
Keilin (1940), and its activation by different classes of compounds, reported by Leiner (1940),
although simultaneous, had completely different consequences for research of these
enzymes and their modulators of activity. Whereas CA inhibitors (CAIs) were extensively
studied, leading to a detailed understanding of the catalytic and inhibition mechanisms and
also to several valuable drugs ((Supuran and Scozzafava, 2001), CA activators (CAAs)
constituted a controversial issue immediately after they were first described (Kiese, 1941).
Thus, activation of crude human red cell enzyme (a mixture of isozymes CA I and CA II) by
different compounds, such as histamine, amino acids, and some purine derivatives, has
been reported and retracted several times by the above mentioned and other authors (van
Goor, 1948; Supuran and Scozzafava, 2000), without arriving at a clear-cut answer regarding
the mere existence of such a class of CA activity modulators. This topic, then, received little
attention from the scientific community for at least two reasons: (i) the statement by Clark
and Perrin (1951) that activators of CA do not exist and (ii) the idea that the reported
activation is not a phenomenon per se but an artifact generally due to restoration of CA
activity possibly lost in the presence of adventitious metal ions or other impurities (or due to
enzyme adsorption at interfaces, or even due to enzyme denaturation followed by
renaturation in the presence of activators) (Maren, 1967) Leiner (1940), the researcher whose
role in discovering this important class of modulators of CA activity should be completely
revaluated, observed among others that the activation was readily detected when working
with highly purified enzyme preparations, and this may explain the large discrepancies
between the different early studies describing this phenomenon. Only recently Supuran’s
group reported the X-ray crystallographic structures of adducts of the human isozyme hCA
II with different activators, proving undoubtedly the existence of this class of modulators of
enzyme activity as well as elucidating their mechanism of action at the molecular level
(Maren, 1967; Briganti et al., 1997; Briganti et al., 1998; Scozzafava and Supuran, 2002). The
very recent report (Briganti et al., 1998) that some CAAs (such as phenylalanine and
imidazole) administered to experimental animals may produce an important
pharmacological enhancement of synaptic efficacy, spatial learning, and memory proves
that this class of relatively unexplored enzyme modulators may have pharmacological
applications in conditions in which learning and memory are impaired, such as for example
Alzheimer’s disease or aging. One must also mention that it was previously reported that
the levels of CA are significantly diminished in the brain of patients affected by Alzheimer’s
disease (Sun and Alkon, 2001), and these facts strongly support the involvement of different
CA isozymes in cognitive functions (Briganti et al., 1997; Briganti et al., 1998; Sun and
Alkon, 2001; Meier-Roge et al., 1984; Scozzafava and Supuran, 2002).
The binding of CA activators (CAAs) to various isozymes, such as CA I, II and IV, was
studied by kinetic and X-ray crystallographic techniques (the last techniques were applied
only for the cytosolic isozymes I and II) (Ilies et al., 2002; Scozzafava and Supuran 2002a,b;
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Temperini et al., 2007), which showed the activator to intervene in the rate-determining step
of the catalytic cycle, that is, the shuttling of protons between the active site and the reaction
medium, a process which in most CA isoforms is assisted by a histidine residue (His64, CA I
numbering) placed in the middle of the active site cavity (Scozzafava and Supuran 2002a,b;
Temperini et al., 2007). CAAs, there is the possibility of alternative proton transfer
pathways, involving a protonatable moiety of the activator bound within the enzyme active
site, which explains the enhanced overall catalytic efficiency, reflected in the augmentation
of kcat, without any effect on KM, for all isoforms investigated up to now in detail (i.e., CA I,
II, IV, VA, VII, XIII, and XIV) (Ilies et al., 2002; Scozzafava and Supuran 2002a,b; Temperini
et al., 2007). X-Ray crystallography of adducts of human CA (hCA) II with histamine (19)
(Birganti et al., 1997), L- and D-phenylalanine (20) (Temperini et al., 2005), and L- and Dhistidine (21) (Temperini et al., 2006a), as well as the adduct of hCA I with L-His (21)
(Temperini et al., 2006b), allowed a better understanding of the CA activation phenomenon
at the molecular level, bringing also new insights into problems of ligand recognition by an
enzyme active site, since it has been observed that enantiomers such as L-/D-His and L-/DPhe bind in a very different manner to hCA II, interacting with different amino acid residues
from the activator binding site. In addition, the interaction between the two best studied
isozymes, that is, hCA I and II, with the same activator, L-His, was also very different, with
the activator binding deep within the active site cavity in the case of hCA I, and toward the
external of the cavity for hCA II. These studies are helpful for the design of better CAAs or
for obtaining compounds with selectivity for an isozyme, and less affinity for another one
which is not desirable to be activated (or inhibited) (Scozzafava and Supuran 2002a,b;
Temperini et al., 2005a,b; Temperini et al., 2007).
L-Adrenaline (22), one of the neurotransmitter catecholamines released by the sympathetic
nervous system and adrenal medulla in response to a range of stresses in order to regulate the
host physiological functions, is involved in regulation of blood pressure, vasoconstriction,
cardiac stimulation, relaxation of the smooth muscles (such as the bronchial ones) as well as in
several metabolic processes (Hoffman, and Lefkowitz, 1996). As a consequence, 4 has a variety
of clinical uses, such as among others for relieving respiratory distress in asthma, in treating
hypersensitivity reactions due to various allergens, cardiac arrest, or as a topical hemostatic
agent, etc . (Hoffman, and Lefkowitz, 1996; Rawas-Qalaji, et al., 2006).
The activating effects of adrenaline (22) on CA II (of bovine origin, bCA II) were first
investigated by this group (Supuran and Puscas, 1994), being shown that the compound is a
weaker CAA, as compared to histamine, aromatic/heterocyclic amino acids or other
structurally related amines investigated in the same study. Temperini et al. (2007) decided to
investigate in more detail its interaction with various physiologically relevant CA
isozymes,1-5 such as CA I, II, IV, VA, VII, and XIV (all of them present among others in the
brain).1 Temperini et al. (2007) reported kinetic investigations regarding the activation of
the above-mentioned isoforms with L-adrenline (22), as well as an X-ray crystallographic
study of the hCA II–4 adduct. Same study work may bring a better understanding of the CA
activation processes, potentially useful for the design of pharmacological agents, whereas
from the chemical point of view, it reveals a completely new interaction between the
activator and the enzyme, which explains at the molecular level the lower efficacy of
adrenaline as a CA II activator (Temperini et al., 2007).
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Temperini et al. (2007) studied may also shed new light in the recognition processes by
metalloenzymes of ligands which do not directly interact with the metal ion, phenomena far
less investigated up to now, since the majority of ligands interacting with metalloenzymes
usually directly coordinate the metal ion(s) from the enzyme active site.
The X-ray crystal structure of the CA II L-adrenaline adduct revealed the reason why this
compound is a weaker activator as compared to histamine (19) and related biogenic
amines/amino acids. Thus, in contrast to other activators investigated earlier, L-adrenaline
(22) plugs the entrance of the active site cavity, obstructing it almost completely. In this
conformation, it is unable to facilitate the shuttling of protons between the active site and
the environment, also because the pKas of its protonatable moieties are in the range of 8.6–
11.34. On the contrary, histamine bound to the enzyme active site adopts a conformation
that allows its imidazolic moiety (with a pKa around 7) to easily participate in proton
shuttling, similarly with residue His64, the natural proton shuttle amino acid in the CA II
active site. These findings explain thus that both the steric requirements (orientation in
which the activator binds within the active site) and electronic factors (pKa of the proton
shuttle moiety) are important for a compound to act as an effective CA activator, and may
shed new light in the recognition processes by metalloenzymes of ligands which do not
directly interact with the metal ion (Temperini et al., 2007).
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1. Introduction
Modern computational science is converging on complex problems in the general field of
systems biology. There is now a credible possibility of modeling drug delivery vesicles
(liposomes) and their properties with qualitative and quantitative insight coming from
atomistic calculations. Understanding the formation of vesicles from phospholipids bilayers
and their fluidity and permeability properties is the basis of a large number of applications
in the domain of drug delivery, in particular release of the active species according to the
pH or ionic concentration changes. Prediction of structural changes (phase transition in
particular) of membranes by modification of one or several constituents or addition of
external molecular species may have potential therapeutic applications. Understanding the
basic principles of biomembranes (lipid bilayers) governing and mediating various
biologically relevant processes on the microscopic level is one of the great challenges in
biology (Singh 2011). Molecular dynamic (MD) simulations are well suited for detailed
analysis of the interactions between lipid bilayers and various small molecules, including
water, chemicals, co-enzymes, peptides, oligonucleotides and proteins, as evidenced by the
extensive body of published literature. Density Functional Theory (DFT) methods and
recent theoretical studies of the properties of phospholipid molecules, consistent QM/MM
and MM methodologies as well as their counterparts as function of time, Born-Oppenheimer
dynamics (BOMD) and molecular dynamics (MD) are applied to understand and predict the
properties of liposomes in water, in particular, fluidity, and their evolution in the presence
of ions and biological agents. This has subsequently been achieved through the
Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer systems and its partitioning with an ether
lipid drug. Hence, membrane-lipid therapy plays a dominant role in molecular medicine.
1.1 Cellular model of lipid membranes and drug partitioning
The model of the DPPC bilayer was used for simulation of the phospholipid environment
around the drug. The lipid parameters were taken from the literature (Lipka et al., 1984).
The partial atomic charges were calculated at DFT/B3LYP/6- 31G** level using Gaussian 09
package. Also, the partitioning of large molecular systems was done by following ONIOM
(Our-own-N-layered integrated molecular orbital and molecular mechanics) method,
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whereby the whole system is partitioned into onion-skin-like layers, using QM/MM. The
total energy can be obtained from following:
E= E[Low, real] + E[Med, int] + E[High, inner]E[Low,int]-E[Med, inner] = E6+E5+E4-E3-E2

High

Medium

-E4

-E2

-E5

-E3

Low
inner

intermediate

+E6

real

System Size

where real denotes the entire system, which is treated at low level, while int denotes the part
of the system partitioned to be the intermediate layers for which the energy is calculated at
both medium and high levels. Here inner denotes the inner layer of the system partitioning,
whose energy is calculated at both high and medium levels.
Chemical potential profile, μ(z), of solute across a lipid bilayer and adjacent water phase is
obtained by inserting the solute numerous times into randomly selected positions in the
system obtained by MD simulation and calculating the interaction energy, E(z), between the
inserted solute and all the molecules in the system. From <exp (−E(z)/RT)>t, where <…>t
denotes the thermal average over insertions of solute with randomly chosen orientations
into configurations of the system at depth z unperturbed by the solute, the excess chemical
potential, μ(z), and thereby the free energy of transfer, ΔG(z), from bulk water to the bilayer
interior at the depth z are obtained: G(z) =μ (z) – μ (water)
= -RTln<e-E(z)/RT>/<e-E(water)/RT>
This simulation may enable us to understand the thermodynamic interactions between the
lipid and drug molecules, the role of electrostatics in such adducts, and the permeability of
drug (Fig. 1A & 1B). Degree of penetration into the membrane interior obtained from
computer simulations may also be useful in estimating the extent to which a drug or
prodrug that is unstable in a given solution or biological fluid might be protected when
bound to a lipid bilayer membrane (Fig.1B&C). Multi-scale modeling and simulation
revealed that the interactions between the drug and membrane are both electrostatic and
hydrophobic. Increasing the chain length and lipophilicity may strengthen the binding
interactions and overcome the problem of drug resistance.
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2. Membrane permeability, lipid metabolism and multi-drug resistance
in Leishmania major
Membrane impermeability is the major contributing factor to multidrug resistance in clinical
isolates of Leishmania major (Perez Victoria et al., 2006). Reductionism which dominated
biological research for over a century has provided a wealth of information about individual
cellular components and their functions. Understanding the structure and the dynamics of
the complex intercellular web of interactions that contribute to the structure and function of
a living cell is a key challenge for biology in the 21st century.
The recent developments in genome sequencing (complete for L. major, L. braziliensis, and L.
infantum) and lipidomic tools conceive a powerful platform for the study of lipid
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metabolism in Leishmania. Lipid concentration changes in biological systems reflect
regulation at multiple spatial and dynamic scales, e.g., biochemical reactions in the cells,
intercellular lipid trafficking, changes in cell membrane composition, systemic lipid
metabolism or lipid oxidation [Niemela et al., 2009]. Excluding the transport reactions, the
percentage of intracellular reactions participating in lipid metabolism in L.major was the
greatest, when compared to reactions across other metabolic subsystems [Chavali et al.,
2008]. In order to address the intricacies of lipid regulation, it is quite obligatory to analyze
the lipid metabolic mechanisms (Fig.2).

Fig. 2. Distribution of Metabolic Pathways according to the Cellular Processes. Neglecting
the Transport Reactions, the Lipid Metabolism shows the highest no. of intracellular
reactions signifying the abundance of the lipid biochemical networks.
The L.major pathogen is decoded at the interactome level, and the study is converged into
the Lipid Metabolic Pathway, to serve the purpose of targeting the probable ligand via
Liposomal Drug Delivery. Lipids play an active role in a variety of dynamic processes
involving the membranes that compartmentalize the cell. To achieve this, cell must
regulate the mechanical properties of the membrane and it can do so partly by controlling
its lipid composition. The underlying biophysical question is to understand the variability
and chemical diversity of membrane lipid composition, the mechanical properties of the
membrane and the associated protein functions. Lipid metabolism is essential to the
development, multiplication, virulence and differentiation of Leishmania species in the
host, thus making the pathways for synthesis of parasite lipids good targets for
development of new anti-leishmanial drugs [Zufferey and Mamoun, 2005; Zhang K. et al.,
2003; Zufferey et al., 2003; Haughan et al.,1995]. Thereby, the diversity between
Leishmania and mammals in lipid composition could be exploited towards selective
chemotherapy. Lipids being a crucial entity of the pathogen cell surface are given
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extensive importance and moreover due to the liposomal drug delivery system, targeting
the lipids organized in the membrane of the pathogen would be an added advantage for
the smooth release of the encapsulated drug.
The cell surface of Leishmania spp. has been shown to play a role in host-pathogen
interactions and in the ability of the pathogen to evade the host-immune system. LPGs are
essential for adhesion of the parasite to the midgut of the insect and therefore are important
for transmission of the parasite to the human host. The basic LPG structure in all
Leishmania species consists of several domains like the GPI anchor, with an 1-O-alkyl-2lyso-phosphatidyl inositol lipid joined to a heptasaccharide glycan core, a long
phosphoglycan (PG) domain composed of (Gal β1-4manα1-PO4)n repeat units (n=15-30),
and a small neutral oligosaccharide cap [Bergter and Vermelho, 2010]. In different
Leishmania species the phosphoglycan repeat units contain additional substitutions that
mediate key roles in stage-specific adhesion. Deletion of LPG in L.major indicates that the
glycosylated structures are involved in resistance to oxidative stress and the human immune
system [Oppenheimer et al., 2011]. Henceforth, it is evident that lipids are essential cell
constituents and therefore must be constantly synthesized to allow multiplication of the
parasite. This suggests that the pathways leading to their synthesis are essential for parasite
proliferation and pathogenesis and thus offers a reasonable target for rational design of
novel antileishmanial drugs. Galf plays an important role in host specific cell recognition,
parasitic growth and pathogenesis. Since Galf is not present in humans, the Galf
biosynthetic pathway is an attractive target for the development of novel anti-parasitic
drugs. In this pathway, UDP-galactopyranose mutase (UGM) catalyzes the conversion of
UDP-galactopyranose to form UPD-Galf, which serves as a precursor for all the Galf found
on the cell surface. Deletion of UGM gene may lead to the identification of specific inhibitors
of this enzyme. [Oppenheimer et al., 2011]
Interactome Network Building is a crucial step for advancing towards Mathematical
modeling, using the Systems Biology Markup Language. Metabolic network reconstruction
has become an indispensable tool for studying the systems biology of metabolism. The focus
is laid onto reviewing the mathematical foundations for analyzing chemical reactions, and
describing how these systems of coupled chemical reactions can provide insight into the
behavior of complex regulatory mechanisms. This is accomplished using the simulation
mechanisms based on the certain defined kinetic laws such as Convenience Kinetics,
Generalized Mass Action Kinetics and the Hill-Hinze equation. A saturable rate law
“Convenience Kinetics” - a generalised form of Michaelis-Menten kinetics, covers all
possible stoichiometries, describes enzyme regulation by activators and inhibitors, and can
be derived from a rapid-equilibrium random-order enzyme mechanism. Convenience
kinetics is used to translate a biochemical network – manually into a dynamical model with
rational biological properties. It implements enzyme saturation and regulation by activators
and inhibitors, covers all possible reaction stoichiometries, and can be specified by a small
number of parameters. Their mathematical forms make it especially suitable for parameter
assessment and optimisation. To ensure thermodynamic correctness, it is written in terms of
thermodynamically independent parameters [Liebermeister and Klipp, 2006]. Moreover, the
classes of generalized kinetic expressions of GMA also ensure consistency with the extended
thermodynamic conditions [Horn and Jackson, 2004].
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Simulation can provide the ultimate detail concerning individual particle motions as a
function of time [Karplus and McCammon, 2002]. Thus, they can be used to address specific
questions about the properties of a model system, often more easily than experiments on the
actual system. These techniques are carried out upon treating a biological process as a
system of equations, represented by their rate constants and other parameters and
simulating their interactions through numerical techniques. The numerical simulations
capture the effects of genes and their expression level through the time-course of evolution
at molecular concentration. Thus, it is a biochemical characterization of the enzymatic
network using the systems biology approach by interconnecting mathematical, biological,
and physical sciences with the aim to capture the behavioural sciences of the enzymes, in
the temporal and spatial scales, eventually leading to the discrete stochastic kinetic
simulation. The integration of genomic and physiological information is now increasingly
important with the emergence of “systems biology‟, which attempts to simultaneously
study the expression patterns and activity of all genes, together with proteomic and
metabolomic data [Cavalieri and Filippo, 2005]. When combined with a specific method of
analysis like flux balance analysis (FBA), constraint-based models can be used to generate
quantitative predictions (e.g., growth rate of an organism) and yield testable hypotheses for
future experimental investigations [Roberts et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2006]. This permits an
iterative process of model development, hypothesis generation and testing, and further
model development and refinement [Reed et al., 2006]. Hence, looking at the disease as
“perturbation of networks‟ can provide such a framework which may offer insights from
systems biology into the practicalities of personalized, preventive, predictive and
participative (P4) medicine [Antonio del Sol et al., 2010]. Using this approach, a base is
formulated for the appropriate selection of an inhibitor, taking into account the dynamics of
the enzyme kinetics.
2.1 Lipophosphoglycan & GIPL structure
The parasite surface is the primary interface of Leishmania with the host, and is comprised
largely of three abundant classes of glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI)-anchored molecules:
lipophosphoglycan (LPG), a smaller heterogeneous group of glycoinositolphospholipids
(GIPLs), and proteins such as gp63, gp46, PSA-2, and proteophosphoglycans (PPGs) [G.F.
Spath, 2000]. This LPG is held together with a phosphoinositide membrane anchor, and has
a tripartite structure consisting of a lipid domain, a neutral hexasaccharide, and a
phosphorylated galactose-mannose, with a termination in a neutral cap [G.F. Spath, 2000]
(Fig.3). LPG is in abundance in the cell membrane and is extended from the cell surface. In
the mammalian host, LPG confers resistance to complement-mediated lysis, oxidative stress,
and inhibits phagolysosomal fusion. In Leishmania major, the core of the abundant
surface lipophosphoglycan (LPG) is structurally related to that of the smaller
glycosylinositolphospholipids (GIPLs) in containing galactosylfuranose (Galf) residues in a
Gal0–2Galf (β3)Man motif [Zhang et al., 2004]. However, deletion of the putative Galf transferase (Galf T) LPG1 affected Galf incorporation in LPG but not GIPLs [G.F. Spath,
2000]. Thus, LPG and LPG1 satisfy the requirements for virulence factors genes as set forth
by the modern ‘‘Molecular Koch’s postulates’’, establishing LPG itself as a Leishmania
virulence factor [Falkow S, 1988].
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Fig. 3. Structure of GIPLs and LPGs in L. major.
2.2 Stochastic simulation
The study of metabolic networks is of high relevance, because of their implications for the
basic understanding of living cells and organisms and for medical applications, especially
with respect to discovering drug targets [Pavlopoulos et al., 2008]. Defining a system by the
dynamic state of its metabolome relies on the effective integration of omics data because the
metabolic state of the system is largely derived from the global expression of its genome and
proteome [Davidov et al., 2003]. Recent advances enable the production of metabolic
network models reconstructed from genome sequences, as well as experimental
measurements of much of the metabolome [Douglas B. Kell, 2006]. The network-based
representation and analysis of biological systems contributes to a greater understanding of
their structures and functions at different levels of complexity. These techniques can also be
used to identify potential novel therapeutic targets based on the characterisation of
vulnerable or highly influential network components [Azuaje et al., 2010]. Recently
developed computational tools enable rational and graphical composition of genetic circuits
for standard parts, and subsequent simulation for testing the predicted functions in silico
[Marchisio and Stelling, 2009]. Model construction typically involves the translation of prior
knowledge into a list of reactants and reactions [Aldridge et al., 2006]. These models require
information about the kinetics of each of the reactions participating in the network, such as
the kinetic laws describing the dynamics of the reactions with their respective parameters.
Thereafter, kinetic equations are mapped to the reaction model through either stochastic or
deterministic approaches, and at times a hybrid model may be adopted. Several modelling
approaches are derived from assuming different simplistic kinetic mechanisms:
Convenience rate law, mass-action, Michaelis-Menten, power-law, LinLog [Sergio Grimbs,
2009]. There are several modes of modeling these metabolic networks: Structural modeling,
Flux balance Analysis and Metabolic control Analysis. Thus, using the concept of
mathematical modeling and applying the science of systems biology, the simulation of
metabolic pathway is carried out based on certain kinetic laws and their parameters.
Once a target is identified, whole cell screening assays can be designed, using synthetic
biology strategies [Weber and Fusseneger, 2009]. Temporal information from computer
simulations are validated by those done on simplified versions of yeast cell cycle and have
shown to be in good agreement with experiment [Tyson et al., 2001]. The conversion of a
reconstruction into a mathematical format facilitates a myriad of computational biological
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studies, including evaluation of network content, hypothesis testing and generation, analysis
of phenotypic characteristics and metabolic engineering [Thiele and Bernhard , 2010].
2.3 Enzymes unique to L.major and absent in H.sapiens
It was noted that these distinctive enzymes listed below restricted only to L.major catalyzed
reactions are involved in some of the metabolic pathways (Table 1).
Sr. No.

Enzymes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase 7
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase 6
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase 5
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase 4
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase 3
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase 2
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase 1
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase related protein 6
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase related protein 5
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase related protein 4
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase related protein 3
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase related protein 2
side-chain/ phosphoglycan β-1,3 galactosyltransferase related protein 1
phosphoglycan β-1,2 arabinosyltransferase
side- chain β-1,2 arabinosyltransferase
mannosyltransferase (GPI14)
GIPL galf transferase
β- galactofuranosyltransferase like protein (LPG1 )
galactofuranosyltransferase like protein lpg1 - like protein
β- galactofuranosyltransferase
GPI 18/ PIG V
GPI 10/ GPI anchor biosynthetic protein
gpi transamidase complex
Sterol C-24 reductase,putative
C-5 sterol desaturase,putative
Sterol 24-C methyltransferase
∆6 desaturase
∆4 desaturase
∆6 elongase
∆5 elongase
∆5 desaturase
∆12 desaturase
stearic acid desaturase
enoyl-[-ACP] reductase, putative
fatty acid elongase
β- ketoacyl ACP synthase

37

cardiolipin synthase, putative

Metabolic
Pathways

LPG,GIPL,GPI
Biosynthetic
Pathway

Ergosterol
Biosynthesis

Fatty Acid
Elongation

Fatty Acid
Biosynthesis
Ester
Biosynthesis

Table 1. Enzymes restricted to L.major and the respective Metabolic Pathways belonging to
Lipid and Fatty Acid Biochemical Network.
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Thus, of the overall 20 metabolic pathways involved in Lipid and Fatty Acid Metabolism,
there are 13 such pathways which are exclusively restricted to L.major, of which only 7
pathways had the enzymes and reactions unique to L.major. From the Table 1 it is found that
the maximum number of the genes and the resultant gene products (enzymes), distinctive to
the L.major are specifically engaged in the LPG and GIPL Biosynthesis Pathway followed by
the fatty acid metabolism.
2.4 Gene Regulatory Network (GRN) and lipid metabolism
The prior mentioned metabolic pathways (Fig.4) are taken into account to form an
interacting regulatory network of genes in order to lay an emphasis upon the clustering of
the genes into metabolic pathways of related functions.

Fig. 4. Pie chart showing the abundance of unique enzymes present in LPG, GPI anchor and
GIPL biosynthetic pathway.
A gene regulatory network (GRN) aims to capture the dependencies between these
molecular entities and is often modeled as a network composed of nodes which represents
genes, proteins and/or metabolites) and edges representing molecular interactions such as
protein–DNA and protein–protein interactions or rather indirect relationships between
genes. Network model architectures can be distinguished by the type of model: stochastic or
deterministic, static or dynamic and the type of relationships between the variables (directed
or undirected; linear or non-linear function or relation table). Although many undirected
network representations exist, the focus of this chapter is on directed networks.
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From this network it is clearly visible, that LPG Biosynthetic Pathway, GIPL Biosynthesis
Pathway, GPI anchor Biosynthesis Pathway, and Dolichyl-diphosphooligosaccharide
biosynthesis Pathway are inter-connected through one or more genes involved commonly in
the regulation of the proteins which act as enzymes catalyzing the reactions in these
pathways (Fig.5).

Fig. 5. Gene Regulatory Network constructed using Cytoscape for visualizing the interconnection of the Lipid Metabolic Pathways restricted to L.major *.
*Legend overleaf
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Similarly, the pathways Fatty Acid Elongation (Saturated and Unsaturated), Fatty acid
biosynthesis Initiation, Very Light Chain Fatty Acid Biosynthesis and Fatty acid
biosynthesis-elongase pathway; and the pathways Ester phospholipid biosynthesis,
Sphingolipid Metabolism and Glycerolipid biosynthesis- initial steps are respectively interrelated through common intervention of the genes. But, the pathways Ergosterol
Biosynthesis and Ether Phospholipid Biosynthesis are the only ones that are not related with
any of the other Metabolic Reactions, and are self-contained.
Hence, the gene regulatory network gives an entire overview about the reacting species in
the same dimension. The reactions and pathways that are inter-connected and have
common enzymes and compounds taking part in the same reactions can further be
investigated. Also, it gives an outline and a general idea related to the cluster of genes
taking part in the reactions.
From the Cytoscape Regulatory Network of the Lipid Metabolism Pathway, it is found that
the maximum number of the genes and the resultant gene products (enzymes), distinctive to
the L.major, ae specifically clustered in the LPG and GIPL Biosynthesis Pathway, followed
by the fatty acid metabolism.
Thereby, from the Cytoscape network and Fig 6, it is established that majority of the
enzymes in a large number are present only in the LPG, GIPL and GPI anchor bioynthesis
pathways, thus giving a wide scope for the enzymatic studies to be undertaken.
Consequently, the Lipophosphoglycan Pathway in conjunction with the GIPL and GPI
anchor biosynthesis is of paramount importance.
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Fig. 6. Enlarged portion of the Gene Regulatory Network focusing on the large number of
genes involved in LPG, GIPl and GPI anchor biosynthesis pathway [Pathways marked by
red octagon]. Thus it can be concluded that the gene GPI 14 [marked by off-white] can play
a crucial role in the pathway since it is at a junction leading to the other 2 pathways- GIPL
and GPI. Also, the cluster of genes assembled into Group1 [marked by pink] is at a vital
cross-road leading to GIPL and LPG Biosynthetic Pathway.
2.5 Compartmentalization
The sub-cellular localization of the target enzymes plays a very significant role in order to
introduce an inhibitor in a cellular system. Hence, the location of the enzymes involved in
LPG Biosynthetic Pathway is determined and the presence of the transmembrane domains
is also checked (Table 2).
Cellular overview was created using this data to simplify the complexity and for elaborative
interpretation of the data. The compartments included are Nucleus, Golgi apparatus,
Endoplasmic Reticulum, and the Cell Membrane. The fluxes and the choke-point reactions
are also marked to indicate the critical reactions in the pathway (Fig.7).
Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4

Sub-cellular Localization of enzymes involved in the LPG Metabolic Pathway
TMHMM
Sub-cellular
Signal
Enzymes
domains
Localization
Peptide
phosphatidylinositol-N-acetylglucosintegral to Cell
aminyltransferase subunit c, putative
7
membrane
n-acetylglucosaminyl-phosphatidyl
inositol biosynthetic protein,putative
cytoplasm
N-acetyl-D-glucosaminylintegral to cell
phosphatidylinositol deacetylase
1
membrane
Present
mannosyl transferase,putative
8
integral to ER
-

Signal
Anchor
-
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Sr.
No.
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Sub-cellular Localization of enzymes involved in the LPG Metabolic Pathway
TMHMM
Sub-cellular
Signal
Enzymes
domains
Localization
Peptide
membrane
integral to cell
beta galactofuranosyl transferase
membrane
1
integral to cell
GIPL galf transferase, putative
membrane
1
Present
integral to cell
beta-galactofuranosyltransferase-like
protein
membrane
1
galactofuranosyltransferase lpg1-like
integral to cell
protein
1
membrane
integral to cell
GIPL galf transferase, putative
1
membrane
GIPL galf transferase, putative
cytoplasm
phosphoglycan beta 1,3
1
Golgi Membrane
Present
galactosyltransferase 4, scβGalT
phosphoglycan beta 1,3
1
Golgi Membrane
galactosyltransferase 3, scβGalT
phosphoglycan beta 1,3
1
Golgi Membrane
galactosyltransferase 2, scβGalT
phosphoglycan beta 1,3
1
Golgi Membrane
galactosyltransferase 1, scβGalT
side chain β1,3 galactosyltransferase-like
1
Golgi Membrane
protein
side chain β1,3 galactosyltransferaseGolgi Membrane
1
related protein 6
side chain β1,3 galactosyltransferase1
Golgi Membrane
related protein 5
side chain β1,3 galactosyltransferase1
Golgi Membrane
related protein 4
side chain β1,3 galactosyltransferase1
Golgi Membrane
related protein 3
side chain β1,3 galactosyltransferase1
Golgi Membrane
related protein 2
side chain β1,3 galactosyltransferase1
Golgi Membrane
related protein 1
phosphoglycan beta 1,3
1
Golgi Membrane
galactosyltransferase 7, scβGalT
phosphoglycan beta 1,3
1
Golgi Membrane
galactosyltransferase 6, scβGalT
phosphoglycan beta 1,3
1
Golgi Membrane
galactosyltransferase 5, scβGalT
phosphoglycan beta 1,2
1
Golgi Lumen
arabinosyltransferase, scβAraT-2
phosphoglycan beta 1,2
1
Golgi Lumen
arabinosyltransferase, scβAraT
phosphoglycan beta 1,2
1
Golgi Lumen
arabinosyltransferase

Signal
Anchor
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
-

Table 2. Sub-cellular Localization of the Enzymes, through Literature Survey, GeneDB and
UniProtKB. The enzyme names marked in bold and italicized are the ones that are present
exclusively in the L.major pathogen.
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Fig. 7. Cellular Overview of the LPG Biosynthetic Pathway with respect to the Sub-cellular
Localization, constructed using Cell Designer. The enzymes, for which the literature data
was also not available, were considered to be within the cytosol.*
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* Legend overleaf

2.6 Biochemical modeling
Since it’s established that the Lipophosphoglycan Biosynthetic Pathway posed a vital role
in the Leishmania Parasite, and is a significant Pathway for identifying the drug targets, it is
reconstructed in Cell Designer for generating a Mathematical Model of the same (Fig.8).
The genes coding for the enzymatic proteins, substrates, products, Enzyme-substrate
complex, and the metabolites – all the entities are taken into account during the rebuilding
of the pathway.
From this reconstruction, an outline of the change in the fluxes through the pathway is
created. The fact file of all the contributing moieties is described in Table 3 and Table 4.
LPG Biosynthesis Reaction Summary
Sr. No.

Species

Figures

1

Enzymes

27

2

Genes

27

3

Metabolites

27
Consumed

13

Produced

14

4

Compounds (Reactants & Products)

14

5

Enzyme-Substrate Complexes

6

6

Total no of Reactions

13

Enzyme Catalyzed Reactions

6

Non- Enzyme Catalyzed Reactions

7

Table 3. Summary of the LPG Biosynthesis Reaction.
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Fig. 8. Mathematical modeling of LPG Biosynthetic Pathway using Cell Designer.
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Breakdown of Reactions
1

2

3

Total no of Irreversible Reactions

67

Enzyme Catalyzed Reactions

54

Non- Enzyme Catalyzed Reactions

13

Transport Reactions

51

Gene Reactions

27

Non-gene reactions

24

Non- Transport Reactions

16

Table 4. Analysis of the individual reactions occurring in the LPG Biosynthesis Pathway.
Translating a known metabolic network into a dynamic model requires rate laws for all
chemical reactions. The mathematical expressions depend on the underlying enzymatic
mechanism; they can become quite involved and may contain a large number of parameters.
Rate laws and enzyme parameters are still unknown for most enzymes. Convenience
kinetics is used to translate a biochemical network – manually into a dynamical model with
plausible biological properties. It implements enzyme saturation and regulation by
activators and inhibitors, covers all possible reaction stoichiometries, and can be specified by
a small number of parameters. Its mathematical form makes it especially suitable for
parameter estimation and optimization. In general, the convenience kinetics applies to
arbitrary reaction stoichiometries and captures biologically relevant behavior such as
saturation, activation, inhibition with a small number of free parameters. It represents a
simple molecular reaction mechanism in which substrates bind rapidly and in random order
to the enzyme.
2.6.1 Convenience mass action kinetics
For the enzyme catalyzed reaction, i.e. from substrate to the ES-complex formation, the
convenience rate law is taken into account. Rate laws and enzyme parameters are still
unknown for most enzymes. For reactions with two or more catalysts, one individual rate
law is generated for each catalyst. The total rate law for this particular reaction is given as
the sum of the individual rates of all participating catalysts. The equation used here for
convenience kinetics is:

R
M

default
default
E
kcm _ re _ R kmc _ re _ M

R
M
defult
1
1
default
default
kcm _ re _ R
kmc _ re _ M
kcat _ re 
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where, E is the Enzyme concentration, kcat_re is the catalysis constant, R is the Reactant
concentration, M is the Metabolite constant, kmc_re_R and kmc_re_M are the reactant and
metabolite Michelis constants respectively, default indicates the default initial quantity
value defined by us. For reactions with more than 1 enzyme (catalysts), the equation is
summed up for each value of the enzymes.
In general, the convenience kinetics applies to arbitrary reaction stoichiometries and
captures biologically relevant behavior such as saturation, activation, inhibition with a small
number of free parameters. It represents a simple molecular reaction mechanism in which
substrates bind rapidly and in random order to the enzyme.
2.6.2 Generalized mass action

For non-enzyme catalyzed reaction, i.e. from the ES to the product formation, generalised
mass-action kinetics is used. Mass action kinetics has numerous analytical properties that
are of inherent interest from a dynamical systems perspective. These kinetic laws fail to
describe enzyme saturation at high substrate concentrations, which is a common and
relevant phenomenon.
kass _ re 

ES  Co,plex
default

where, kass_re is the association constant, ES-complex is the concentration of the EScomplex, default is the initial quantity value defined by us.
2.6.3 Hill-Hinze equation

SBMLsqueezer offers the general Hill equation as a kinetic law for the formation of gene
products:

Vre2  vmax_ re2 

[R1]hic _ re2 _ s2
 ksp _ re2 _ s2 hic _ re2 _ s2

hic _ re2 _ 2

[R1]

Since it is assumed that the transition from a gene to protein as “a known transition
omitted”, and ignored the RNA, the Hill equation is modified by the SBML Squeezer as per
the reaction‟s convenience and the equation is given as: Vmax_re where, vmax is the
maximum velocity attained. Now, according to Quassi Steady State rule, d/dt [mRNA] =0 ,
i.e. for the intermediate compound, and moreover the concentration of the mRNA reaches
steady state very quickly, compared to protein concentration, it is considered that [mRNA]
concentration is always considered at steady state.
2.7 Numerical simulations

On the basis of these kinetic laws, the numerical simulations are carried out with certain
default values of the parameters and the initial quantities. By means of the numerical
simulations, certain graphs are obtained which display the interactions of the molecules
with each other and the effect of minute variations in the kinetic parameters. The graphs
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also generate visualization for the fluxes. For each of the enzyme catalyzed reactions the
simulation process is carried out separately for reducing the complications in interpretation
of the graphs generated.
In each of the graphs, it is postulated that there was a constant decrease in the concentration
of the substrate, while the product had a steady increase in the concentration, with the ES
complex initially forming up but then gradually decreasing with time when the product
formation began each time. Therefore, on an overall basis, from the above generated graphs,
it is concluded that as and when the downstream reaction is considered, there is a potential
fall in the flux, though not in the reaction 1, indicating that the flux increased from reaction 1
to reaction 2. Moreover, there is a consistent drop in the concentration of the ES complex as
well, which signified that the product is gradually being formed. The concentration of gene
G1 almost remain unchanged during this process as the transcription does not change the
state of the gene. The principal result of this work is laid onto the idea that it shows a simply
identifiable class of kinetic expressions, including the familiar detailed balanced kinetics as a
proper subclass, which ensures consistency with the extended thermodynamic conditions.
The rate laws applied provided a very good fit to the data. With the network model it is
identified which steps have strong effect on other parts of the network using sensitivity
analysis, and those steps that do indeed have high levels of control are then chosen further
for kinetic analysis. This helped to further postulate that GPI 14 (encoding for
mannosyltransferase) and Galf (encoding for Galf transferase) could be examined further
since they showed a strong effect on the rest of the network model (Fig.9 A,B,C,D,E and F).
The most important feature for building a bottom-up biochemical network model is that the
relation between the concentration of the effectors and the rate be accurate. The objective is
to learn more about how cells work via the means of computational models and not all
about the mechanisms of catalysis, except when they are found themselves of importance to
cellular function. The concept of "gene function" becomes synonym with the kinetics of its
protein product embedded in the cellular biochemical network.
The network-based representation and analysis of biological systems contributes to a greater
understanding of their structures and functions at different levels of complexity. By defining
the properties of a system as a whole, the approach aids in improvising decision making in
the therapeutic drug development, which has a limitation otherwise, to be predicted from
the parts. The goal of modeling in systems biology is to provide a background for
hypothesis formulation and prediction based on in silico simulation of parasite biology
across the multiple distance and time scales. The metabolic reconstruction of biochemical
pathway serves as a tool for clarifying inconsistencies between data sources, and provides a
platform for data integration and hypothesis generation for further scientific research in
infectious disease. By means of the Cell Designer, utilizing its SBML language platform, we
articulate a succinct representation of the biochemical properties adopted by a biological
system and the underlying metabolic networks, and consequently translate them into
systems compatible to stochastic simulations. Ensuing such model construction, and
subsequent simulations we introduce a time component in the interaction reactions to
determine certain physiochemical conditions of the biological system. Simulations aid in
transforming the static data into the dynamic sphere of physiological timescales, by
revealing insights into the flexibility of energy metabolism. These simulated models of
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Fig. 9. Fluxes across six set of reactions in LPG biosynthetic pathway of L. major predicted
through discrete stochastic simulation event.
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biochemical reaction pathways are quite enthralling since their mathematics provides a
means to amalgamate prior knowledge with postulated data and the underlying physical
principles, through the graphical visualizations. Thus, we say graphical approaches simplify
the process of transforming a network diagram into a set of linked equations. [Aldridge et
al., 2006] Thereby, the prediction of potential novel targets can aid in the identification of
revolutionary approach for controlling the level of specific, therapeutically relevant genes or
proteins. We can test the efficacy of drug targets in the presence of enzyme inhibitors,
through the metabolic reconstructions. These techniques can also be used to identify
potential novel therapeutic targets based on the characterization of vulnerable or highly
influential network components. [Azuaje et al., 2010] To summarize in a nutshell, the in vivo
and in silico understanding of the ”Omics” field and the subsequent assimilation of genome,
proteome, metabolome and interactome sciences in cellular and multicellular systems is
essential for drug discovery.
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Alternative Perspectives
of Enzyme Kinetic Modeling
Ryan Walsh

Chemistry Department, Carleton University, Ottawa
Canada
1. Introduction

The basis of enzyme kinetic modelling was established during the early 1900’s when the
work of Leonor Michaelis and Maud Menten produced a pseudo-steady state equation
linking enzymatic catalytic rate to substrate concentration (Michaelis & Menten, 1913).
Building from the Michaelis-Menten equation, other equations used to describe the effects of
modifiers of enzymatic activity were developed based on their effect on the catalytic
parameters of the Michaelis-Menten equation. Initially, inhibitors affecting the substrate
affinity were deemed competitive and inhibitors affecting the reaction rate were labelled
non-competitive (McElroy 1947). These equations have persisted as the basis for inhibition
studies and can be found in most basic textbooks dealing with the subject of enzyme
inhibition. Here the functionality of the competitive and non-competitive equations are
examined to support the development of a unified equation for enzymatic activity
modulation. From this, a modular approach to pseudo-steady state enzyme kinetic equation
building is examined. Finally the assumption that these equations, which stem from the
Michaelis-Menten equation, are truly pseudo-steady state is also examined.

2. Pseudo steady state enzyme kinetic
2.1 Michaelis-Menten kinetics
Conventional views on how to handle enzyme kinetic data have remained essentially the
same for nearly a century following the proposal of the Michaelis-Menten equation (1913;
Equation 1).
� � ����

[�]
[�] � ��

(1)

The Michaelis-Menten equation was a large step forward in our ability to understand how
biological systems control chemical processes. This equation linked the rate of enzymatic
substrate catalysis to a mass action process relying on the fractional association between the
substrate and the enzyme population. That is, the maximum conversion rate of substrate to
product (Vmax) could be directly related to the concentration of the enzyme ([E]) present and
the catalytic rate at which individual enzymes converted substrate molecules to product
(kcat; Equation 2).
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���� = ���� [�]

(2)

[�]
[�] + ��

(3)

The second part of the equation describes the fractional association between the substrate
and the enzyme population. Dependent on the Michaelis-Menten constant (KM; Equation 3),
this part of the Michaelis-Menten equation partitions the binding of substrate to the enzyme
population relative to the Michaelis-Menten constant.

At substrate concentrations lower than the Michaelis-Menten constant, also known as the
substrate affinity constant, less than half of the enzyme population would be expected to
have substrate associated with it (Figure 1).

Reaction rate (v)

Vmax

50%
Vmax

KM

[Substrate]

Fig. 1. Rectangular hyperbola plot of the Michaelis-Menten equation relating catalytic rate
and substrate concentration.
At a concentration equal to the Michaelis-Menten constant, half of the enzyme population
will have substrate associated with it. Therefore, the Michaelis-Menten constant itself is an
inflection point. As substrate concentrations exceed the Michaelis-Menten constant, the
fraction of the enzyme population interacting with substrate is pushed towards 100%. This
term produces the characteristic rectangular hyperbolic profile associated with the
Michaelis-Menten equation shown above.
2.2 Linearization of the Michaelis-Menten equation
The introduction of the reciprocal form of the Michaelis-Menten equation (Equation 4) in
1934 (Lineweaver & Burk) made the determination of the kinetic constants (KM, Vmax) of the
Michaelis-Menten equation much simpler.
�� 1
1
1
=
+
� ���� [�] ����

(4)
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1/v

The reciprocal form of the equation produced a straight line with intercept values on the Y
axis of 1/Vmax and on the X axis of -1/KM (Figure 2). This advancement in analysis of the
Michaelis-Menten equation allowed for a simplified way of analyzing the effect of
compounds that altered the catalytic activity of enzyme systems. Changes in enzymatic
activity were observed to result from changes in the substrate affinity or maximum velocity
(Lineweaver & Burk 1934) resulting in the definition of inhibitory equations based on their
effects on the kinetic constants of the Michaelis-Menten equation.

-1/KM
1/VMAX
1/[S]

Fig. 2. Double reciprocal plot of the Michaelis-Menten equation indicating how the
intercepts provide a simplified way of determining the kinetic constants of the equation.
2.3 Modes of inhibition
By far the most extensively documented form of interactions between modifiers of
enzymatic activity and enzymes have been inhibitory, therefore, it is not surprising that the
first mathematical models to be defined and accepted in the literature were the competitive
(Equation 5) and non-competitive (Equation 6) modes of inhibition (Lineweaver & Burk
1934; McElroy 1947).
� � ����
� � ����

[�]

[�] � �� �� �
[�]

[�]
�� �

�[�] � �� � �� �

[�]
�� �

(5)

(6)

The competitive inhibition (Equation 5) and non-competitive inhibition (Equation 6)
equations model different inhibitory processes and are easily identified using LineweaverBurk double reciprocal plots (Figure 3). Competitive inhibition has been defined as a direct
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competition between the substrate and the inhibitor molecule for the active site of the
enzyme. As inhibitor concentration is increased, the enzyme’s substrate affinity is decreased.
However, due to the competitive nature of this interaction, decreases in catalytic activity can
always be overcome with sufficient increases in substrate concentration. In contrast, noncompetitive inhibition exclusively affects the catalytic velocity of the enzyme population.
Shifts in the maximum velocity can be attributed to the inhibitor binding to the enzyme and
shutting down its catalytic activity, such that the observed decrease in activity represents
the percent of the enzyme population bound by inhibitor.

b)

1/v

Increasing [I]

Increasing [I]

1/v

a)

ΔVmax

ΔKM
1/[S]

1/[S]

Fig. 3. Double reciprocal plots of a) competitive inhibition, where introduction of the
inhibitor produces changes exclusively in the substrate affinity constant (KM) and b) noncompetitive inhibition, where inhibition is observed as a decrease in the maximum velocity
of the enzyme catalyzed (Vmax) reaction.
Both of the competitive and non-competitive inhibition equations can be derived from rate
and conservation of mass equations like the Michaelis-Menten equation. The derivation of
the competitive (Equation 5) and non-competitive (Equation 6) inhibition equation also
results in a similar inhibitory term (Equation 7).
�� �

[�]
�
��

(7)

This type of equation derivation, which segregates modes of inhibition based on inhibitory
effect on kinetic constants of the Michaelis-Menten equation, has formed the basis for
equation derivation in modern enzyme kinetics. However the use of the inhibitory term
(Equation 7) found in the competitive (Equation 5) and non-competitive (Equation 6)
inhibition equations may be regarded as an incomplete derivation that obscures the
relationship between inhibitor binding and kinetic effect (Walsh et al., 2007).
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In the competitive inhibition equation (Equation 5), the inhibitory term, as written, directly
affects the Michaelis-Menten constant. This might be expected as competitive inhibition
exclusively alters substrate affinity. In the non-competitive equation (Equation 6), the
inhibitory term is inversely related to the maximum velocity (Equation 8).
����
[�]
1+ �
�

(8)

A rearrangement of this term (Equations 9-12) demonstrates the similarities of the inhibitory
term and the term relating the fractional association between substrate and enzyme
population (Equation 3).
����
[�] + ��
��

(9)

����
[�] + ��
[�] + �� − [�]

(10)

����
1
[�]
1−
[�] + ��

���� − ����

(11)

[�]
[�] + ��

(12)

Therefore the inhibitory term of the non-competitive inhibition equation directly equates
shutting down of enzymatic activity with the fraction of the enzyme population bound by
the inhibitor. This on off analog behaviour provides a simplistic way looking at enzymatic
activity and limits the usefulness of this equation for describing anything other than
complete inhibition of the enzyme upon inhibitor binding. However, the addition of a
governor term (Vmax-Vmax2) changes the non-competitive term such that it can be used to
account for changes in catalytic activity, other than complete inhibition (Equation 13; Walsh
et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2011a).
���� − ����� − ����� �

[�]
[�] + ��

(13)

This rearrangement, or insertion of a governor term, allows for the description of inhibitory
effects ranging from just greater than 0% to 100% and has the potential to describe activation
as well if the secondary maximum velocity is greater than the initial velocity. It is
convenient to classify compounds with the potential to activate as well as inhibit as
modifiers, denote here as X (Equation 14).
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���� − ����� − ����� �

[�]
[�] � ��

(14)

Even without the addition of the governor term to the non-competitive equation, this
rearrangement (Equation 9-12) accounts for the rectangular hyperbolic change in maximum
velocity produced by the non-competitive inhibition equation (Figure 4). This change is
identical to the mass action binding observed between the substrate and the enzyme
population in the Michaelis-Menten equation (Figure 1).
Vmax2 > Vmax

Observed Vmax

Vmax2 = Vmax

Vmax2 = 0.5x Vmax

Vmax2 = 0

[Modifier]

Fig. 4. Rectangular hyperbolic changes in the maximum velocity produced by modifiers.
Here the mass action binding between the enzyme population and modifier results in the
characteristic shape of the curve but the change in activity depends on the change induced
by single binding events between the enzyme and the modifier. For example the four lines
represent stimulation (Vmax2 > Vmax), binding without catalytic effect (Vmax2 = Vmax), partial
inhibition (Vmax2 = 0.5x Vmax) and complete inhibition (Vmax2 = 0) as would be observed with
the classical non-competitive equation.
With the clear way non-competitive inhibition mimics the kinetics observed with the
Michaelis-Menten equation, the manner in which competitive inhibitors affect enzyme
activity becomes obscure. This can be demonstrated through the same rearrangement of the
inhibitory term which directly affects the substrate affinity (Equations 15-19).
�� �� �

[�]
�
��

[�] � ��
�� �
�
��

[�] � ��
�
�� �
[�] � �� − [�]

(15)

(16)

(17)
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�� �
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1

[�]
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(18)

�

��
[�]
1−
[�] � ��

(19)

As can be seen in equation 19, the inhibitory term in the competitive inhibition equation
(Equation 5) actually describes a situation where the substrate affinity term is divided by the
percent of the enzyme population free of the competitive inhibitor. This implies that modifiers
that affect the substrate affinity exclusively produce a linear increase in the substrate affinity
with increasing inhibitor concentration (Figure 5). However, as substrate binding specificity
and affinity result from three point binding (Ogston, 1948), changes in the ability of an enzyme
to bind substrate are more likely to result from inhibitor interactions that shift the enzyme’s
ability to do this away from its native state. Such perturbations would follow the same mass
action mode of interaction as observed with non-competitive inhibition (Equation 6). These
changes in substrate affinity would be finite and the overall observable effect would result
from individual interactions between inhibitor and enzyme which would shift the binding
affinity form that of the native enzyme (KM) to an affinity produced by the inhibitor (KM2)
(Equation 20; Walsh et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2011a).
� � ����

[�]

[�] � �� − ��� − ��� �

[�]
[�] � ��

(20)

While true competitive inhibition may exist, the criteria for identifying an inhibitor as truly
competitive needs to include a linear shift in substrate affinity resulting from increase in
inhibitor concentration (Figure 5d; Walsh et al., 2007; Walsh et al., 2011a). This should be
examined with global data fitting to confirm the inhibitory effect on substrate affinity.

3. Modular enzyme kinetic equation building
3.1 Unified modifier equation
By recognizing that changes in the substrate affinity and maximum velocity result from
stoichiometric interactions between the modifier and the enzyme and that the effects of the
modifier can be regulated with a governor term, a single equation for describing these
effects can be generated (Equation 21; Walsh et al., 2007).
��

[�]

[�]
[�] � ��� − ���� − ��� � �
�
[�] � ���

[�]
��� − ���� − ��� � �
�
[�] � ���

(21)

Here the maximum velocity term has been abbreviated as VS1, and the substrate affinity
term KS1, for simplicity. Of note, the modifier binding constant (KX1) is the same in the term
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modifying the substrate affinity and the term modifying the maximum velocity. This is in
contrast to the mixed non-competitive equation (Equation 22) which has been used to
describe similar dual effects on substrate affinity and maximum velocity but requires two
separate inhibitor binding constants to accommodate the effects of a single inhibitor.
� � ����

[�]
[�]
[�]
[�] �� �
� � �� �� � � �
���
�

(22)

b)

a)

1/v

1/v

Increasing [I]

Increasing [I]

1/[S]

1/[S]

c)

1/v

Increasing [I]

1/[S]

Observed Km

d)

[Inhibitor]

Fig. 5. Double reciprocal plots of the a) competitive inhibition equation (Equation 5),
representing a continuous change in substrate affinity with increasing inhibitor concentration,
b) Equation 20 representing a hyperbolic change from one substrate affinity to another as the
inhibitor binds in a stoichiometric way with the enzyme, c) an overlay of the two plots and d) a
plot of the shift in substrate affinity at different concentrations of the inhibitor.
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This need for two inhibitor constants and the problems associated with this notation can be
attributed to the inverse way in which the inhibitory terms affect the kinetic constants of the
Michaelis Menten equation, as outlines in the previous section.
In addition to the unification of binding constants and introduction of governor terms, the
format of Equation 21 also represents an improvement over the competitive (Equation 5),
non-competitive (Equation 6) and mixed non-competitive (equation 22) equations. This is
due to the structure of the modifier term in that they can be expanded in a modular format
to include additional modifier effects.
3.2 Modular substrate and modifier term expansion
Cholinesterases are the prime example of enzymes that have been found to be subject to
substrate modulation. Specifically, acetylcholinesterase is known to experience substrate
inhibition and butyrylcholinesterase is subject to substrate activation. To model these effects,
equation 23 (Reiner & Simeon-Rudolf 2000) has been used.
1 + �[�]�����
��� [�]
×
[�] + ��� 1 + [�]�����

(23)

[�]
[�]
[�]
� −
� +
�
[�] + ��� �� [�] + ���� �� [�] + ���� ���

(24)

��

This equation expresses substrate inhibition or activation in the form of a ratio (b) with
values greater than one indicative of activation and values lower than one indicative of
inhibition. This equation, while being able to describe the effects of substrate modulation
fairly well, lacks the ability for easy modification so an alternative equation based on a
modular expansion of the Michaelis Menten equation was proposed (Equation 24; Walsh et
al., 2007).
��

This equation is able to produce very similar results to those of equation 23 but is also
easily segregated into its components, where the first term relates to reaction rates at
lower substrate concentrations, the second term is a transition term that segregates the
form of the enzyme present at lower concentrations from the form present at high
concentrations and the last term describes the activity of the enzyme at higher substrate
concentrations. An example of the expansion used in this equation is depicted in Figure 6,
where a theoretical enzyme is affected initially by substrate activation and then by
substrate inhibition.
The modular way in which this equation can be expanded (Equation 25) allows for easy
integration of modifier terms similar to those found in equation 21 (Walsh et al., 2007).
[�]

[�]

� � [�]�� ��� − [�]��
��

���

[�]

��� + [�]��

���

���� − ⋯

[�]
�
[�]������ ����

[�]
[�]
− [�]�� ����� + [�]�� ��� (25)
��

��

It also demonstrates how the modifier term can also be expanded in a similar modular
fashion (Equation 26).
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[�]
[�]
[�]
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� − ���� − ��� � �
�
��� − ���� − ��� � �
[�] + ���
[�] + ���
[�] + ���

(26)

This term (Equation 26) is almost identical to equation 24 except that there is an initial catalytic
velocity term (VS1). This rate is altered by the high affinity modifier binding term (KX1), shifting
the velocity term (VS1) to a new velocity term (VS2). Upon binding of the second modifier
molecule (KX2) the velocity shift caused by the single binding event (VS2) disappears and the
new velocity term (VS3) resulting from the presence of two modifiers bound to the enzyme
replaces it. For example, the modifier homocysteine thiolactone was found to be stimulatory of
the non-substrate activated form of human butyrylcholinesterase at lower concentrations but
inhibited the enzyme at higher concentrations (Walsh et al., 2007).

140%
120%
100%

+

80%

[�]
�
[�] + ���� ���

[�]
�
[�] + ��� ��

60%
40%
20%

−

0%

1x10-9

1x10-7

[�]
�
[�] + ���� ��

1x10-5
[Substrate]

+

−

[�]
�
[�] + ����� ����

[�]
�
[�] + ����� ���

1x10-3

1x10-1

Fig. 6. Modular partitioning of enzymatic states at different concentrations. The purple
curve represents the observed enzymatic activity while the other three curves represent the
relative contribution to the total activity by the different forms of the enzyme. Blue
represents the enzyme found at low substrate concentration where there is no substrate
modulation. The red line represents substrate activation produced by secondary substrate
molecule binding to the enzyme and the green represents inhibition produced by a tertiary
binding event. Reaction rate is reported as values relative to the maximum activity of the
enzymatic form not subject to substrate modulation (blue).
The utility of this sort of modular equation building was further expanded in a paper
examining the synergistic effects of multiple inhibitors on enzymatic activity (Walsh et al.,
2011b). In this example, two inhibitors of human butyrylcholinesterase were examined for
their inhibitory effect individually and in combination (Figure 7; Equation 27).
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Fig. 7. Schematic representation of an enzyme bound by two inhibitors (X and Y), where the
four quadrants represent the whole enzyme population divided into the inhibitor bound
fractions that would be present if each inhibitors concentration were equal to its binding
constant.
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(27)

Here the inhibitory effect on each catalytic constant was segregated into three effects, the
effect that each inhibitor had individually and the effect the two inhibitors had together.
Equation 27 uses the example of the non-substrate activated maximum velocity of the
enzyme, however the same sort of term was applied to each of the enzymes catalytic
constants (Equation 24). The first term denotes the effect the first inhibitor (X) has on the
enzyme (VS1-VSX) multiplied by the percent of the enzyme population bound by the
inhibitor but subtracting the percent of the population bound by both inhibitors (XY). The
second term describes the same process but with the other inhibitor (VS1-VSY). The last term
is the effect produced by both inhibitors binding at the same time (VS1-VSXY). Using this
strategy, for kinetic equation generation, the effects of galantamine, an inhibitor which
predominantly inhibits the non-substrate activated form of butyrylcholinesterase, and
citalopram, an inhibitor of both the non-substrate activated form and the substrate activated
forms of the enzyme, were modeled individually and together (Rockwood et al., 2011;
Walsh et al., 2011b). The modeling of this system suggests a possible mechanism for the
clinical benefit observed in the treatment of Alzheimer's disease when these drugs are
prescribed together.
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4. Pseudo steady state enzyme kinetic equations in time course modelling of
substrate hydrolysis
4.1 First order kinetics
The decrease in substrate produced by enzymatic catalysis is exponential in nature and can
be described by the first order chemical reactions (Equation 28).
� � �� � ���

(28)

� � �� � ���

(29)

�
� ��
��

(31)

The equation describes the breakdown of substrate using the rate constant (k) and Euler’s
constant (e) to relate the decrease in substrate concentration (Ao  A) with time (t). Euler’s
constant raised to the rate constant in this equation represents the fraction of the initial
reactant present after the first time interval (k1, Equation 29-32).
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(32)
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(33)
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(34)

This notation is useful, for it now becomes trivial to define the reduction of substrate in terms
of the fraction that is converted to product during each time period (1-k2, Equation 33).

This results in a rate of reaction that is defined relative to the initial concentration of the
reactant (Equation 34).

� � �� �� �

This equation can then be used to accommodate the Michaelis-Menten equation, as rates
associated with the Michaelis-Menten equation exponentially decrease as substrate is
catalyzed to product (Walsh et al., 2010; Equation 35).
�
[�]
���
[�] � ���
�
� � �� �� �
��

(35)
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The approach was initially used to describe the inhibition of β-galactosidase by imidazole
using a global kinetic data fitting approach (Walsh et al., 2010). The open structure of the
expression when compared to integral forms of the Michaelis-Menten equation found in the
literature allowed for the insertion of modifier terms in the same way outlined in the
previous section (Walsh et al., 2010; Equation 36).
[�]
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�

(36)

�

Additionally, global fitting of this equation to the kinetic data was able to confirm that the
inhibitor imidazole had an irreversible component to its inhibition of β-galactosidase (Kim
et al., 2003) as the simple insertion of modifier terms into equation 35 was unable to
describe the effect of the inhibitor on the enzyme. While the hydrolysis of substrate
tended towards zero in the absence of imidazole, the introduction of the inhibitor stopped
the enzymatic activity in a concentration dependent manner. Therefore it was reasoned
that a certain fraction of the inhibitor bound enzyme population was inactivated by this
process (Equation 37).
��
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Therefore a ratio term, defining the ratio between the rate of enzyme irreversible inhibition
and the rate of substrate hydrolysis was used to define the fraction of the substrate
population that would be hydrolysed before complete enzyme inactivation occurred
(Equation 38). An additional term defining the substrate that would persist after the enzyme
was also defined (Equation 39). In these terms, equation 21 has been represented as v for
simplicity.
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Inserting these terms into equation 36 produced an equation that was able to model the
decrease in substrate concentration with time and take into account the irreversible
inhibitory effects of imidazole on β-galactosidase (Walsh et al., 2010; Equation 40).
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5.1 Modular enzyme kinetic equations
The modular method of equation generation discussed here does not necessarily require
derivation from initial conservation of mass and rate equations that were used in the
generation of classical pseudo steady state enzyme kinetic equations. Rather, by clearly
distinguishing between the mass action binding terms and the governor terms, which
describe the kinetic effect of modifiers, a general method to characterize the effect of
inhibitors and activators on enzymatic activity is suggested (Equation 21). The structure of
this modified version of the Michaelis Menten equation allows for its modular expansion to
describe multiple substrate binding interactions (Equation 24), multiple modifier binding
interactions (Equation 26) and the effects of more than one modifier binding to the same
enzyme (Equation 27). The modular way in which these equations can be expanded to
describe the bulk kinetic properties associated with enzyme kinetic modeling suggests that
they may neglect processes such as modifier and substrate binding order. However there are
several possibilities which may result from such processes. For example, an inhibitor may
bind to an enzyme only in the absence of the substrate or only in its presence, in both of
these instances the inhibition would most likely manifest as a rectangular hyperbolic change
in the catalytic constants influencing enzymatic activity. Alternatively if the inhibitor binds
both forms of the enzyme, the affinity for each form may be quite different resulting in a
term similar to that proposed with equation 26. While there are undoubtedly many more
possibilities, as have been outlined in texts such as Enzyme Kinetics by Segel (1993), the
derivation of these equations have neglected the division between mass binding and
modifier effect proposed here.
This distinction between mass binding and modifier effect combined with the modular
equation construction described herein represents a new way of addressing enzyme kinetic
modelling which permits the simple adaptation of kinetic models for data analysis. This
allows for a simplified comparative global data fitting to discriminate between competing
kinetic models using nonlinear regression. A helpful guide to nonlinear data fitting in excel
has recently been published in Nature Protocols (Kemmer & Keller, 2010).
5.2 Pseudo-steady state equations in time course modeling
Integral forms of the Michaelis Menten equation have been proposed for use in time course
analysis for many years, with more complex mathematical models appearing with time
(Russell & Drane, 1992; Goudar et al., 1999). Integral forms of the Michaelis Menten
equation however have been found to be limited in their usefulness for time course models
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which has spurred further research (Liao et al., 2005). Integral forms of the Michaelis
Menten equation also predominately model the Michaelis Menten equation and do not deal
with modifier interactions. This may be in part due to the problems associated with pseudosteady state modifier equations, such as lack of governor terms on the effects of modifiers in
enzyme systems, as outlined in the first section of this chapter. To attempt to address these
issues a new way of using pseudo-steady state equations in time course modeling has been
proposed (Walsh et al., 2010). The proposed methodology inserts the pseudo-steady state
equations directly into the exponential decay equation (Equation 35) allowing for the same
degree of equation flexibility outlined with the methods for modular expansion of pseudosteady state equations described in section 3.2.
The direct use of so called pseudo-steady state equations in exponential equations relies on
several assumptions. Primarily, the development of pseudo-steady state equations has been
based on experimental data generated in closed systems. That is, even if preformed in
conditions where the rate of substrate hydrolysis is taken as linear or is linearized through
the use of tangential slope lines, the observed rates are actually exponentially decreasing.
Additionally, single substrate enzymes, which are not subject to conditions that would alter
their catalytic activity, such as substrate or product modulation, as catalysts follow first
order kinetics in closed systems (Equation 35). Due to this, time course modeling has the
advantage of being able to identify a variety of kinetic situations, such as strong substrate
activation or inhibition, for which initial rate analysis is not optimal (Shushanyan et.al.,
2011). This sort of modeling can also be used to detect the influence of irreversible inhibition
as deviation of the exponential curve away from the predicted initial exponential rate in
substrate hydrolysis are more apparent with time course models than models using initial
rates. For example, in our initial examination of the inhibition of β-galactosidase with
imidazole with initial rates the irreversible inhibition of β-galactosidase was not apparent
(Walsh et al., 2007), however it became quite apparent using time course models (Walsh et
al., 2010).
The ease with which this method allows the integration of pseudo-steady state and time
course kinetic equations holds the promise of making time course kinetic modeling a more
prominent part of modifier kinetic analysis. Additionally, the modular compilation of
kinetic components outlined in this chapter and their application to time course modeling
suggest this form of modeling may be particularly useful for in-depth characterization of
enzymatically regulated pathways which is directly applicable to systems biology.
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1. Introduction
Membranes fulfill the essential need of all living species to separate different compartments.
On the other hand, in a cell the homeostatic environment can only be maintained by the
cellular membrane acting as a selective ‘filter’, which allows the cell to continuously
communicate with other cells. Mechanisms which facilitate the translocation of materials
across the membrane regulate the entrance and disposal of ions, amino acids, nutrients, and
signaling molecules.
This selective transport across cellular membranes is carried out by two broad classes of
specialized proteins, which are associated with or embedded in those lipid bilayers:
channels and transmembrane transporters. They work by different mechanisms: Whereas
channels catalyze the passage of ions (or water and gas in the case of the aquaporin channel)
(Agre, 2006) across the membrane through a watery pore spanning the membraneembedded protein, transporters are working via a cycle of conformational changes that
expose substrate-binding sites alternately to the two sides of the membrane (Theobald &
Miller, 2010).
If we regard the force that drives the transport process there is also a huge difference in the
way ion channels and transporters act. Channels assist a downhill movement along a
concentration gradient (passive diffusion), whereas in transporters it is usually directed
against a concentration gradient of the substrate. Thus, in order to comply with their
business, transporters are dependent on another source of the cellular energy. Secondary
active transporters rely on ionic gradients. In the case of primary active transporters ATP is
the driving force (Wang et al., 2010).
A comprehensive list of all annotated transport proteins is freely available online on the
TCDB website (http://www.tcdb.org). This Transporter Classification Database uses an
International Union of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (IUBMB) approved system of
nomenclature for transport protein classification. The TC system is analogous to the Enzyme
Commission (EC) system for classification of enzymes, except that it incorporates both
functional and phylogenetic information (Saier et al., 2006; Saier et al., 2009).
According to the TCDB system Membrane Transport proteins can be classified as follows
(List of families and subfamilies of the TC system):
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Pores and channels
a. Helical channels
b. Strand porins
c. Pore-forming toxins
d. Non-ribosomally synthesized channels
e. Holins
Electrochemical-potential-driven transporters
a. Transporters or carriers (uniporters, symporters and antiporters)
b. Non-ribosomally synthesized transporters
Primary active transporters
a. P-P-bond-hydrolysis-driven transporters
b. Decarboxylation-driven transporters
c. Methyl-transfer-driven transporters
d. Oxidoreduction-driven transporters
e. Light-driven transporters
Group translocators
Transmembrane electron carriers
Accessory factors involved in transport
Incompletely characterized transport systems

Our special interest focuses on transmembrane transport proteins (‘transporters’). Excellent
manuscripts on membrane channels have been provided by other groups (Gumbart et al.,
2005; Schmidt et al., 2006).
To date more than 400 membrane proteins have been annotated in the human genome. Two
major superfamilies - which are also intensively investigated in our group - are the
ATP- binding cassette transporters (ABC, e.g. P-glycoprotein), and the solute carrier
superfamily (SLC). They will be discussed into more detail in section 3 of this chapter.
1.1 Transporters as pharmacological targets
Transport proteins are playing important roles in the whole drug discovery and development
process. They regulate absorption, distribution, and excretion of drugs and therefore influence
drug disposition, therapeutic efficacy and adverse drug reactions in the human body. This has
to be taken into account in pharmacological studies (Giacomini et al., 2010).
It is estimated that transporters account for about 50% of drug targets. However, their
modes of (selective) transport are only poorly understood. This is due to difficulties in
membrane protein purification, expression, and crystallization (Caffrey, 2003), which is still
in its childhood. As a consequence there exists a striking disproportion between the number
of entries of resolved structures of soluble proteins and membrane proteins in the protein
databank (PDB, http://www.pdb.org/). To date, only about 2% (1462 by Sept 2011) of the
structures are from transmembrane proteins (75594 structures in total). Out of these there
are only 302 unique structures (proteins of same type but from different species are
included) (Irvine). Moreover, a significant number of the membrane protein structures
determined are at relatively low resolutions (Lindahl & Sansom, 2008).
However, there are tremendous efforts as to ameliorate the methods in order to obtain
atomic resolution structures of membrane protein molecules (Newby et al., 2009). Thus, for
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the past two decades, the number of available structures of membrane proteins has been
climbing the exponential foot of the growth curve, since it is doubling every three years
(Theobald & Miller, 2010).
For a medicinal chemist, the availability of a growing number of structures, paves the way
for further in silico studies. Some are very promising in a way that they can be used as
templates in order to build up a homology model of the membrane protein of interest. Those
models, which may further be applied for Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation and
Docking Studies, give us the opportunity to gather new insights into the molecular structure
and function of the protein under investigation and the behaviour of certain ligands in the
binding site.
As translocation always involves a dynamic process, which cannot easily be studied by
mere experimental techniques, above all, the application of long-term MD simulations
should be implemented into the whole process of drug discovery and development. Due to
significant increase in computational power and improvements in parallelization
techniques, nowadays simulations of membrane transport proteins may stretch up to
microseconds - that is, to physiologically relevant time scales. In this review we are
describing the theory and methodology related to computational techniques used in the
modeling of transporters and we will outline the recent developments in the field of ABC
transporters and neurotransmitter transporters.

2. Methods
2.1 Homology modeling
2.1.1 Basic concepts
Despite the enormous increase of published structural data for proteins, the particular
availability for a protein of interest can vary from the sheer presence of the amino acid
sequence to a multitude of high-resolution X-ray structures. Fortunately, Mother Nature
was not too generous in providing unique structural folds for functionally related proteins,
as the structural arrangement within a family of homologous proteins is much higher
conserved than the respective amino acid sequences (Lesk & Chothia, 1980). Thus, in many
cases the combination of a primary sequence on the one hand and one or more reasonably
well-resolved homologue structures on the other hand can result in homology models
surprisingly well representing the molecular reality, paving the way to successful
comparative modeling studies. The process of predicting the 3D structure of a protein can be
achieved by four main steps: fold assignment, target-template sequence alignment, building
and evaluation of the models (Cavasotto, 2011).
2.1.2 Assignment of the basic fold and sequence alignment
The first step towards a good model is the identification and careful selection of structurally
related template proteins. Although generally a high percentage of global sequence identity
is a good indicator for the model quality to be expected, it must be kept in mind that the
identity in the area of interest, i.e. the binding site(s), can differ significantly from overall
values. One should strive to put the main focus during template selection on facilitating a
maximum of accuracy in modeling those vital regions.
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Maybe the best source for structural templates is the Protein Data Bank (Berman et al., 2000).
As mentioned earlier, it offers the coordinates of structurally resolved proteins, including
large amounts of surplus information like primary sequence, experimental settings or cobound ligands and ions. Search tools like BLAST and FASTA (Altschul et al., 1997; Pearson,
1990) usually do reasonably well in identifying the correct fold of a protein. The second,
even trickier step is the subsequent alignment step of target and template sequence, as it is
possible with T-Coffee or CLUSTAL W (Notredame et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 1994).
Conserved residues and regions of experimentally determined proximity need to be aligned
as accurately as possible. Multiple alignments of sequences belonging to the same gene
family can significantly enhance the performance of the search for conserved residues or
even regions, but thorough literature search and manual adjustment of the alignment are
inevitable in order to achieve best results.
A good example for the importance of taking a comprehensive look at the research subject is
the meanwhile annual GPCR Dock competition (Kufareva et al., 2011), where prior to the
release of newly resolved G-Protein Coupled Receptors (GPCR) 3D structures, modeling
groups get the chance to submit their best efforts of predicting the correct receptor and
ligand conformation. It turned out, that advanced modeling tools and human intervention
contributed about equally to the success of the individual approaches.
2.1.3 Building and refinement of the models
Once it is assumed that the alignment meets all available experimental data, it can be started
to calculate coordinates for the target residues. Although automated homology modeling
methods exist, the yielded models tend to lack accuracy, especially in cases of low sequence
identity (Dalton & Jackson, 2007).
Usually, the crude model is built by aligning the basic backbone framework, the so-called
structurally conserved regions (SCRs). Conserved secondary structural elements like αhelices or β-sheets are inherited, being responsible for the general shape of the model.
Several homology modeling approaches also try to include information about known
ligands into the binding site construction in order to meet its particular geometry (Evers &
Klebe, 2004; Sherman et al., 2006).
Subsequently, assignment of the side chain conformations needs to be done according to
steric and energetic constraints. Identical residues usually can be considered to be oriented
similarly, likewise highly similar amino acids. For non related residues, rotamer libraries
can provide initial geometrical guesses (Schrauber et al., 1993), although other effects like
packing energies may lead to significant deviations. Up to 30% of side chain conformations
in X-ray structures do not correspond to usual rotamers, yet adopting energetically allowed
conformations. Naturally, selecting the most probable side chain orientation solely
according to statistical criteria is problematic, so methods including structural features of
the local environment have been developed (Deane & Blundell, 2001). Still, some cases
require manual adjustment, for instance the incorporation of known disulfide bridges,
specific internal hydrogen bonds or ion binding pockets.
The major challenge in comparative modeling is the treatment of structurally variable
regions (SVRs). Especially flexible loop regions lacking a structural template are difficult to
predict, since the calculation time increases nearly exponentially with the degrees of
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freedom added by every flexible residue. There are several strategies to meet this issue.
Knowledge-based strategies try to find structural guesses by automated database search for
related sequence sections in other proteins, possibly not even close to being genetically
similar. From a computational point of view, conformational searches by ab initio calculation
of the desired region are more costly, but recent approaches yielded reasonably good results
for a loop length up to 17 residues (Mehler et al., 2002; Zhao et al., 2011). For significantly
longer loops, in case that the problematic region is remote from the actual binding site(s)
and not considered being directly linked to the binding process, it can be viable to leave it
up to the standard modeling software how to build the respective flexible region, and hope
for subsequent MD simulations to find a near-to-native conformation (Amaro & Li, 2010).
The model building process bears numerous sources of unfavorable steric strain energies,
calling for an appropriate minimization procedure. As one can imagine, this step has to be
carefully balanced in order to overcome steric clashes without compromising tediously
elaborated side chain orientations or, even worse, entire conserved regions. Instead of global
optimization attempts good minimization protocols start with local treatment of clashes
with initially fixed backbone atoms. Thus, solvent molecules, ions and hydrogen atoms
possibly responsible for large initial forces can adopt energetically more favorable positions.
Gradually, initial tethering forces are reduced, avoiding artificial distortions (Höltje et al.,
2008). This can be facilitated by molecular mechanics calculations using different force fields
like CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983), OPLS (Jorgensen & Rives, 1988) or AMBER (Weiner et
al., 1984). In contrast to force fields for small molecules, they have to handle huge systems,
therefore being usually somehow simplified regarding the treatment of long-distance nonbonding interactions or non-polar hydrogen atoms, called united-atom models.
Energy minimized models may be further optimized by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations, as reported in-depth in section 2.3.
2.1.4 Model evaluation
Predictions including as many degrees of freedom as homology models desperately need
reliable tools to estimate their quality, as the accuracy of a 3D model is responsible for the
amount of information that can be gained by it (Marti-Renom et al., 2000). Several
evaluation programs exist; many of them are available online on server-basis. The SWISSMODEL (Arnold et al., 2006) (http://swissmodel.expasy.org) and the SAVES server
(http://nihserver.mbi.ucla.edu/SAVES), for instance, offer a variety of local and global
quality estimation tools (Benkert et al., 2011; Hutchinson & Thornton, 1996; Zhou & Zhou,
2002). It is important to look at both, as they are not necessarily mutually related.
A comprehensive stereochemistry check can be carried out using the Procheck suite
(Laskowski et al., 1993), searching for geometrically unusual residues in a given protein
structure by comparison with stereochemical parameters of high-quality benchmark
structures. Likewise, the What_Check module of the WHATIF package and the VADAR
web server do a similar job (Vriend, 1990; Willard et al., 2003). The features examined
include the planarity of aromatic ring system and peptide bonds, bond lengths and basic
checks like Cα-chirality.
Once the yielded quality statistics are acceptable within the limitations of the possible, a
model can be considered ready for the further use in, for instance, docking studies.
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2.2 Molecular docking
Molecular Docking is a versatile tool in structure based drug design. This technique is able
to predict possible orientations of one molecule to another. In this section we will focus on
protein-ligand docking, describing the interaction of a small molecule in a binding pocket of
the protein of interest.
In principle molecular docking is comprised of three consecutive steps: i) the definition of
the binding site, ii) the placement of the ligand inside the defined site, and iii) the ensuing
evaluation of this placement, called scoring.
2.2.1 Binding site identification
The right determination of the binding site of the ligand is essential for the subsequent
docking process. If the active site is not known there are several algorithms that are able to
detect potential binding pockets (extensively reviewed in (Henrich et al., 2010)). These
programs scan the protein surface for cavities that fulfill certain geometrical constraints,
which mark them as possible ligand binding sites. While the program LIGSITE uses a grid
for the surface scan (Hendlich et al., 1997), the PASS algorithm utilizes layers of spheres that
should describe buried cavities (Stouten & Brady, 2000).
In order to consider also physico-chemical criteria in binding site detection the surface of the
protein can be scanned with fragments of ligands with subsequent calculation of their
complementarity. Another approach to get an idea about potential active sites can be
achieved by comparing the query protein with homologues, as proteins with related
function share similar binding sites. For this purpose the program CAVBASE (Kuhn et al.,
2007), which relies on the LIGSITE algorithm, has been developed.
As soon as the binding site is known, it has to be characterized in order to get information
about specific binding possibilities through non-covalent interactions. To detect these hot
spots atom probes, ligand fragments or whole small molecules are positioned inside the
binding pocket. The program GRID is able to detect interactions and solvation effects by
calculating the interaction energy between grid points of the binding pocket and certain
atom probes (Reynolds et al., 1989). On the other hand, the multiple copy simultaneous
search (MCSS) method places thousands of probe copies inside the pocket. After energy
minimization those probes cluster at certain local minima defining the hot spots (Caflisch et
al., 1993).
2.2.2 Search algorithms
The role of the search algorithm is the correct placement of the ligand in the binding pocket.
Ideally it should therefore consider all possible degrees of freedom, which leads to higher
accuracy. However, due to limitations regarding computer power, this is penalized in favor
of higher speed by reducing the number of the degrees of freedom (Sousa et al., 2006).
Although in protein-protein docking the rigid-body approximation is still applied (Kuntz et
al., 1982), in protein-ligand docking the small molecule is treated flexible.
Approaches that try to explore all degrees of freedom of the ligand systematically comprise
conformational search methods, fragmentation methods or database methods. By applying
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conformational search methods, every rotatable bond of the ligand is rotated in fixed
increments. As this can easily lead to a combinatorial explosion, this technique can only be
applied for small or rigid ligands. More prevalently used are the so-called fragmentation
methods that place fragments of the ligand in the binding pocket, which are subsequently
fused. Depending on the fragmentation and placing of the ligand place and join and
incremental approaches can be distinguished. Popular docking programs utilizing this type of
search algorithms include LUDI (Bohm, 1992), FlexX (Rarey et al., 1996), DOCK (Ewing et
al., 2001), ADAM (Mizutani et al., 1994) or Hammerhead (Welch et al., 1996).
A computationally efficient way to search for possible orientations forms the database
method. For this protocol a conformational library of the ligand is prepared which is docked
rigidly into the binding site.
Besides systematic search algorithms there are programs that prefer stochastic principles
for binding mode prediction. At this the flexibility of the ligand is provided by random
conformational changes that are either kept or rejected on basis of a direct evaluation of
the conformation. Among others genetic algorithms present a convenient tool for this
purpose. With this optimizing procedure a random population of possible ligand poses is
generated, where the characteristics (degrees of freedom) of each are stored in its genetic
code (chromosome). By applying genetic operations, like cross-over or mutation, new
poses are generated and subsequently scored. Depending on this fitness score the pose is
either rejected or it replaces the least fit member of the population. This procedure is
conducted over thousands of cycles which ends up in highly optimized ligand
orientations. This protocol is included in the popular docking programs GOLD (Jones et
al., 1995; Verdonk et al., 2003) and AUTODOCK (Goodsell et al., 1996; Goodsell & Olson,
1990; Olson et al., 1998).
Another possibility to consider ligand flexibility is presented by molecular dynamics
simulation of the ligand in the binding pocket. However, this is mainly used in combination
with other search algorithms (Kitchen et al., 2004).
In the last years not only the flexibility of the ligand but also protein movements due to
ligand binding gained more and more importance (B-Rao et al., 2009; Cozzini et al., 2008).
Although it is known that some proteins undergo large structural changes, even domain
rearrangements, upon ligand binding, by now it is not possible to cover that in reasonable
time and effort. However, since docking a ligand into the right conformation of the binding
site is extremely important for the quality of the resulting orientations, efficient
workarounds have been developed. Soft docking is one possibility to account small
movements of the protein side chains during docking (Jiang & Kim, 1991). For this
technique soft potentials are applied on certain side chain atoms in the binding pocket,
which therefore tolerate overlap with ligand atoms. The merit of this technique is the easy
implementation, as only scoring parameters have to be adapted. On the other hand only
small changes can be considered and there might be a bias towards the starting structure.
With the help of rotamer libraries, movements of side chains are included in the search
algorithm (Leach, 1994). Depending on the size of the library this method calls on moderate
computational power and is able to adapt to certain ligand conformations. Nevertheless, as
the backbone is kept rigid large structural movements cannot be covered.
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Docking into multiple protein structures (MPS) is therefore highly appreciated as they allow
flexibility of the protein during the docking process. Different protein conformations (X-ray
structures or taken from MD simulations) are selected and multiple docking runs are
performed. As this approach is extremely costly, the more efficient method of ensemble
docking should be used preferentially. Therefore an average receptor grid is generated and
used for docking (Knegtel et al., 1997).
A hybrid technique that is commonly used to encounter protein flexibility is the induced fit
docking protocol of the Schrödinger Suite (Sherman et al., 2006). This method turns major
attention on the ligand-induced conformational changes of the protein residues surrounding
the binding site. Therefore, the ligand is docked into the rigid binding pocket, amino acid
residues that are within a certain radius of the resulting poses are removed and rebuilt using
the Schrödinger homology modeling program Prime. After energy minimization of the
complex the ligand is redocked into the modified binding pocket.
2.2.3 Scoring functions
The application of a scoring function is important to assess the quality of ligand orientations
in the binding pocket that resulted from docking experiments. Basically there are three areas
of use for scoring functions. In order to understand the interaction between a defined
molecule and the target protein the scoring function needs to be able to identify the true
pose among the plethora of orientations, generated by the search algorithm. For lead
optimization in particular a scoring function should correctly determine the affinity between
the ligand and the protein. However, for virtual screening of large compound databases
scoring should provide correct ranking. As there are still limitations regarding computer
power, the right balance between accuracy and speed has to be chosen, which is strongly
dependent on the field of application (reviewed in (Huang et al., 2010)).
Force field based scoring functions use terms that describe the free energy of binding for
evaluating binding poses. In that regard bond stretching, angle bending and dihedral
angle forces for the ligand, but also non-bonded VDW and electrostatic interactions with
the protein are calculated (Huang et al., 2006). Furthermore the accuracy of these methods
depends on their treatment of the solvent. More accurate techniques, like thermodynamic
integration or free energy pertubation, treat water molecules explicitly. As these are the
most expensive affinity prediction methods, more simplified and computationally less
expensive versions are linear interaction energy (LIE) models, where two additional
empirical parameters can be used to reduce the number of simulations needed. On the
other hand, MM/PBSA and MM/GBSA methods gain speed by using implicit solvent
models.
However all of these methods are still not applicable for virtual screening as they are
computationally too expensive.
Empirical scoring functions are therefore a fast alternative. They assess the quality of
binding by a number of weighted terms that are derived by fitting data of complexes to
known affinities (Bohm, 1994; Bohm, 1998). Numerous commonly used scoring functions
belong to this group, including ChemScore (Eldridge et al., 1997) and X-Score (Wang et al.,
2002). Nevertheless, a disadvantage of this method would be the dependence on the training
set, as complexes with binding affinity are essential.
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Thus, knowledge-based scoring functions may be preferred in this regard. These scoring
functions make use of the statistical occurrence of protein-ligand interactions of complex
databases. In contrast to empirical functions they do not aim at reproducing bindingaffinities, but experimentally determined structures, wherefore a much larger training set
can be used (Tanaka & Scheraga, 1976). Representatives of this group of scoring functions
are among others ITScore (Huang & Zou, 2006; Huang & Zou, 2006) and DrugScore (Gohlke
et al., 2000). A further development of the ITScore by Zou et al. ITScore/SE managed to
include solvation and entropic effects into the scoring function (Huang & Zou, 2008), which
lead to a strong increase in scoring accuracy.
As the choice of the scoring function strongly depends on the research query, the
combination of several functions, so-called consensus scoring, has been suggested
(Charifson et al., 1999).
2.3 Molecular dynamics
It is obvious that the mechanism of action by which certain nutrients or drugs are
translocated by a transporter implicates the protein to be flexible. In order to be able to allow
for a sufficient comprehension of the dynamics of the transport protein, we can not only rely
on experimental techniques. In addition, biomolecular simulations can provide a detailed
description of particles in motion as a function of time. Thus, they are an important tool for
understanding the physical basis of the structure and function of proteins, and biological
macromolecules in general. However, experimental validation should always serve to test
the accuracy of the calculated results and also to provide a basis for improving the
methodology (Karplus & McCammon, 2002).
It is almost 35 years ago, since for the first time McCommon, Gelin and Karplus have
studied the dynamics of the pancreatic trypsin inhibitor by solving the equations of motion
for the atoms with an empirical potential energy function (McCammon et al., 1977). In this
very beginning of Molecular Dynamics simulations, the calculations were still restricted to
the picosecond timescale. However, according to Moore’s Law computer power is doubling
approximately every two years (Moore, 1965). Thus, MD simulations of biomolecules now
are able to stretch up to microseconds. For the study of biological relevant phenomena like
enzyme catalysis or even protein folding, MD has become a standard tool – always
complementary to experimental techniques.
2.3.1 Theory, fields of application, strengths and limitations of MD simulations
By integrating the Newtonian Equations of Motion, Molecular Dynamics simulations are
able to describe the behavior of particles in a certain system within the observed period of
time. The interaction of the atoms is described by the potential energy function of the given
force field [e.g. Amber (Cornell et al., 1995), CHARMM (Brooks et al., 1983), GROMOS (Scott
et al., 1999), OPLS (Jorgensen & Rives, 1988)]. Nowadays, there is an ongoing effort to
ameliorate these parameters in a need for models being as less artificial as possible.
The field of application of biomolecular simulations is manifold. It reaches from validation
and optimization of previously built homology models, refinement of crystal structures,
to the prediction of protein-ligand, and protein-protein interactions, to the study of
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functional properties of biological systems at the atomic level (e.g. protein-folding,
destabilization or structural change of a protein upon mutation), to even de novo design of
proteins (Park et al., 2005).
Despite obvious drawbacks of classical MD simulations, which include limitations in time
scales that can be studied but also certain inaccuracies of the force field, for instance with
respect to polarization effects, the ability of bringing molecular structures alive also allows
the researcher to sample the conformational space. This is especially interesting in liganddocking applications. On one hand, various extracted snapshots from a previously MDequilibrated protein-ligand complex may serve in order to perform an ensemble docking
which is said to outperform docking into only one sample structure (Knegtel et al., 1997).
Secondly, MD may also be used in order to refine certain poses and study the ligand-protein
interactions on a molecular basis as a function of time.
2.3.2 Simulations in a membrane
The setup of a simulation system, which includes a protein embedded into a lipid bilayer
requires additional efforts in comparison to a system with a soluble protein. There are
different choices the researcher has to make regarding to the nature of the phospholipid
bilayer used, the temperature at which the simulations should be performed (this also
depends on the nature of the bilayer), the force field, the water model (e.g. SPC, SPC/E,
TIP3P, TIP4P, TIP5P; this also depends on the choice of the force field), and many more.
One of the most challenging parts is the correct parameterization of the ligands. According
to the force field that has been selected there are diverging approaches, ranging from a pure
manual assignment of partial charges and force constants, to the use of scientific software
like Gaussian (www.gaussian.com), to an automated procedure by taking advantage of
platforms such as the Automated Topology Builder and Repository (Malde et al., 2011).
However, it has to be stated clearly that a manual inspection and refinement of suchlike
obtained topologies will always be needed.
Membrane proteins should be placed in a bilayer which is as similar as possible to its native
environment. There is a diverse spectrum of phosphlipid bilayers available – differing
mainly in the charges of their polar head groups, lengths and saturation of their acyl chains.
If lipids play key roles in the proteins function, different combinations of lipids will
probably better represent the in vivo conditions. It should always be kept in mind that in
order to simulate the membrane in a liquid-crystalline state the temperature of the
simulation needs to be above the melting temperature of the chosen lipids (phase-transition
temperature).
The protocols for setting up MD simulations of membrane proteins are manifold. In any
case, however, one needs a pre-equilibrated bilayer, which can be retrieved from different
groups around the world (e.g. Peter Tieleman, Scott Feller, Helmut Heller, Mikko
Karttunen) or an individual bilayer may be generated and equilibrated with regard to the
respective size and nature of the protein to be studied.
When it comes to the insertion of the respective protein into the pre-equilibrated bilayer,
again no standard protocol has been established up to now. In any case, it is of utmost
importance to obtain a system with a tightly packed bilayer around the protein, so that the
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consecutive equilibration time for the membrane can be kept quite short. Protocols like
inflategro (Kandt et al., July 2009; Kandt et al., 2007) or g_membed (Wolf et al., 2010) seem
most suitable. Whereas, inflategro inflates the lipid bilayer, insert the protein and then
deflate the lipid bilayer again, g_membed does it the other way around. It grows a protein
into an already hydrated and equilibrated lipid bilayer during a short MD simulation. A
special case of insertion procedure certainly is the use of coarse-grained simulations. Here
the lipids are able to self-assemble around the protein. However, as this type of simulations
use a very simplified description of interactions, for a lot of investigations the relevant
information might not be captured.
An idea of a general protocol for the set up of a MD simulation can be found here:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Choose a force field for which you have parameters for the protein and lipids.
Insert the protein into the membrane.
Solvate the system and add ions to neutralize excess charges and adjust the final ion
concentration
Energy minimize.
Let the membrane adjust to the protein. Typically run MD for ~5-10ns with restraints on
all protein heavy atoms.
Equilibrate without restraints (gradually release the protein).
Run production MD.
Analysis.

As seen from this overview, after the insertion of the membrane protein it is inevitable to
properly equilibrate the lipid bilayer again. This is done by restraining the protein (plus
eventually existing ligands conserved water molecules, ions, and cofactors) during a MD run
where the membrane is able to adjust to the protein. Subsequently, the whole system has to
undergo an extensive equilibration procedure. The end point of the equilibration phase and
simultaneous starting point for the MD production run can be determined mainly by
evaluation of system parameters (e.g. total energy, temperature) and parameters concerning
the protein (e.g. backbone root mean square deviation). A production run for membrane
proteins typically resides somewhere in between 50 ns and hundreds of nanoseconds.
2.3.3 Enhanced sampling techniques
As already mentioned in chapter 2.3.1, classical MD simulations are confronted with their
limitations in time scales. The limiting factor is the maximum timestep that can be used for
the integration, determined by the fastest motion in the system (e.g. bond vibrations).
Thus, it is not able to study ‘slow’ biological processes without taking advantage of
enhanced sampling techniques. This includes of course always a method, which works at
the expense of fidelity.
As outlined in an excellent review of Christen and van Gunsteren (Christen & van
Gunsteren, 2008) we have to distinguish three different types of search and sampling
enhancement techniques: deformation or smoothening of the potential energy surface (e.g.
Coarse-graining the model by reducation of the number of interaction sites), scaling of
system parameters (e.g. simulated temperature annealing), and multi-copy searching and
sampling (e.g. replica-exchange algorithm).
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If we want to study membrane proteins and especially their interactions with ligands
sampling along transition pathways will be needed. Such pathways are often characterized
by high-energy barriers separating meta-stable states along the ligand/substrate transition.
Here, methods like pulling or steered MD (SMD) and targeted MD (TMD) may be used in
order to drive the sampling to a specific direction. In the SMD approach external forces are
applied on certain atoms in order to accelerate processes that are otherwise too slow to
model (Isralewitz et al., 2001). Subsequently, the potential of mean force required to induce
the transition can be used to estimate free energy barriers. This method is well established
and has been used in many applications (Isralewitz et al., 2001; Lu & Schulten, 1999).
In the TMD method, the reaction coordinate is defined by a single mass-weighted root
mean-square ‘target distance’ between a known initial structure and a fixed final (target)
structure. By gradually reducing the constrained target distance to zero, the system is driven
from the reactant to product state without explicitly defining the reaction pathway (Schlitter
et al., 1994).

3. Recent developments in transporter research – Examples
3.1 ABC Transporters and multidrug resistance
ABC (ATP binding cassette) transporters are ubiquitous proteins that are expressed by
prokaryotic and eukaryotic organisms. About 50 human ABC transporters are known,
which are divided into seven different subfamilies, designated A-G.
Depending on ABC subfamily substrates include among others drugs, lipids, bile salts,
peptides, ions and amino acids. Additionally some ABC proteins are known for transporting
a broad variety of chemically diverse molecules, which are therefore referred as multidrug
transporters. Besides their physiologically important protecting function of exporting
xenotoxins, these efflux pumps affect pharmacokinetic profiles of many drugs. Furthermore
the acquisition of multidrug resistance (MDR) can often be traced back to elevated
expression of multidrug transporters in the affected cells.
The three ABC transporters mostly associated with MDR are P-glycoprotein (P-gp, ABCB1),
multidrug resistance protein 1 (MRP1, ABCC1) and breast cancer resistance protein (BCRP,
ABCG2).
P-gp is encoded by the mdr1 gene and is expressed in epithelial cells of the blood brain
barrier, liver, kidney and intestine, where it is located at the apical side of the membrane
(Szakacs et al., 2008) (Fig. 1).
The cells of the blood brain barrier (BBB) are closely linked by tight junctions, which
practically prevent hydrophilic molecules to diffuse between the cells into the central
nervous system (CNS). However, as hydrophobic substances might diffuse through the
membrane, it is the role of P-gp to keep those out as well (Neuhaus & Noe, 2009).
The protecting function of P-gp at the BBB has been observed with mdr1 knock-out mice
and the dog breed collie, which naturally lacks functional P-gp because of a mutated
mdr1 gene. Collies are extremely susceptible to neurotoxic drugs and thus show dramatic
adverse reactions after treatment with the antiparasitic drug ivermectin (Mealey et
al., 2001).
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This detoxifying role of P-gp can be observed at other barriers as well (e.g. the fetal-maternal
barrier), but also in faster clearance of administered drugs as it exports substrates form the
hepatocytes into the bile, and from the intestinal epithelium into the intestinal lumen
(Schinkel & Jonker, 2003).

Fig. 1. Localization of the three most important multidrug-transporters.
However, in drug research P-gp poses a large problem, since it highly influences
pharmacokinetic properties of drugs. Because of the efflux behavior in the intestinal
epithelium the oral bioavailability of drugs is hindered. There are a number of compounds
that are able to modulate P-gp activity, which results in modified P-gp concentrations in the
target tissue. As a consequence this can lead to adverse drug-drug interactions, when
therapeutics are administered at the same time. Furthermore, elevated expression of P-gp,
(as it is the case in cancer cells), is one major reason for the acquisition of MDR. One way to
overcome these negative effects associated with P-gp activity would be the development of
P-gp inhibitors that should restore sensitivity to therapeutics. Already 30 years ago, the
reversal of resistance against the vinca alkaloids vincristine and vinblastine by the calciumchannel blocker verapamil was identified (Tsuruo et al., 1981). However, since then no
inhibitor reached the market so far. This can be explained by its important physiological
functions, rendering them rather antitargets than targets (Ecker & Chiba, 2009).
Another ABC transporter that is highly associated with MDR belongs to the ABCC
subfamily. MRP1/ABCC1 is located at the basolateral membrane of epithelial cells of the
lung, kidney and the intestine (Fig. 1).
Although the substrate specificity of MRP1 shows some overlap with P-gp especially in
terms of hydrophobic substances, MRP1 preferably binds to anionic substances in contrast
to the positive charged substrates of P-gp (Borst & Elferink, 2002). Furthermore MRP1 is
known for the export of hydrophilic substances as glutathione (GSH) conjugates. Therefore
it is not only responsible for preventing xenotoxins entering the cell, but MRP1 also effluxes
toxic metabolic compounds, which is highly important for faster clearance.
The role of MRP1 in the acquisition of MDR has particular impact on non-small cell lung
carcinoma, a very aggressive cancer type, where high concentrations of MRP1 could be
detected in the cancer cells.
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The development of MRP1 specific inhibitors faces immense problems as MRP1 substrates
and inhibitors show anionic properties, which lack good cell penetration properties
(Schinkel & Jonker, 2003).
In 1998 Doyle et al. identified another ABC transporter that conferred resistance to the
anthracenedione mitoxantrone, which is a poor substrate for P-gp and MRP1 (Doyle et al.,
1998). BCRP belongs to the G or white subfamily of ABC transporters and received the name
BCRP because of its isolation from a breast cancer cell line.
As P-gp, BCRP is located at the apical membrane of epithelial cells in the intestine, kidney
and placenta (Schinkel & Jonker, 2003) (Fig. 1). Regarding substrate profiles, BCRP shows
some overlap with P-gp and MRP1 but does not confer resistance to taxols, cis-platin and
verapamil, or vinca alkaloids and anthracyclines. On the other hand, BCRP is known for
transporting positively and negatively charged drugs (Sharom, 2008).
A specific inhibitor of BCRP is the tremorgenic mycotoxin fumitremorgin C (FTC). FTC
blocked mitoxantrone transport by BCRP without affecting P-gp or MRP1-mediated drug
resistance (Rabindran et al., 2000). However, due to neurotoxic effects in vivo application is
still not possible.
3.1.1 Structure of ABC transporters
The minimal functional unit of an ABC transporter consists of two (pseudo)-symmetric
halves that comprise a transmembrane (TM) and a nucleotide binding domain (NBD) (Fig.
2). In the case of P-gp and most other eukaryotic ABC transporters, these subdomains are
fused to one polypeptide chain. On the contrary BCRP is a so-called half-transporter (Fig. 2).
Half-transporters express each protein half separately and thus need to homo-dimerize to
yield functional full transporters.

Fig. 2. Topology of the three most relevant multidrug transporters.
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The NBDs are responsible for the binding and hydrolysis of ATP, which is needed for the
active transport of substrates. On each NBD sequence the characteristic ABC domain
consisting of the Walker A and B region, as well as the “signature” or C motif, can be found
(Fig. 3). One ATP molecule is supposed to be sandwiched between the Walker A and B of
one NBD and the C motif of the other NBD (Fig. 3). As they are highly conserved, the NBDs
show large sequence identity among ABC transporters.

Fig. 3. Position of one ATP molecule in one nucleotide binding domain.
However, substrate binding and transport occurs at the TMDs. Each TMD consists of six TM
helices, although this number varies between ABC transporters. The TMDs are much less
conserved which leads to a large diversity in substrate profiles among ABC transporters.
During drug transport P-gp and its homologues undergo large conformational changes,
converting an open-inward drug-binding state into an open-outward drug-releasing state
(Rosenberg et al., 2001). This assumption was confirmed by cryo-electron microscopy and
biochemical experiments, where P-gp was trapped in different states of the catalytic cycle
(using the non-hydrolysable ATP analog AMP-PNP and ADP-Vi). The detailed mechanism
of the energy driven drug transport, rendering the high-affinity into a low-affinity binding
site, is currently hypothesized in two different ways and has been extensively reviewed in
(Seeger & van Veen, 2009).
3.1.2 Homology modeling of P-gp
As already described in the introduction of this chapter, entries in the protein data bank
(PDB) raise exponentially, but the structure determination of membrane proteins is still
problematic and only relatively few structures have been resolved up to now. Thus,
homology modeling is essential for performing docking or MD studies on most of the ABC
transporters.
In 2001 the publication of X-ray structures of E. coli MsbA (PDB code: 1JSQ, resolution:
4.5Å), a lipid A transporter, raised a lot of interest in the ABC-transporter community
(Chang & Roth, 2001).
The lipid flippase MsbA is an ABC protein that is responsible for the transport for lipid A
and lipopolysaccharide (LPS). A non-functional MsbA leads to accumulation of
lipopolysaccharide and phospholipids in the inner membrane of gram-negative bacteria.
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According to the X-ray structure published in 2001 the association of the two TMDs was
interpreted as a chamber that provides alternating access for potential ligands during the
catalytic cycle. The theory of MsbA switching between different conformations was
confirmed by the subsequent publications of the X-ray structures of Vibrio cholerae MsbA in
2003 (PDB code: 1PF4, resolution: 3.80Å) (Chang, 2003) and of Salmonella typhimurium
MsbA in complex with ADP·Vi (PDB code: 1Z2R, resolution: 4.20Å) (Reyes & Chang, 2005).
The former presents the apo protein in a closed state, while the latter captures the
Protein/ADP·Vi complex in the posthydrolytic state.
At this time these structures were the only source for structure-based design on MsbA and
its homologues. Numerous ABCB1 homology models were generated relying on these
MsbA templates (Pleban et al., 2005; Seigneuret & Garnier-Suillerot, 2003; Shilling et al.,
2003; Stenham et al., 2003; Vandevuer et al., 2006).
However, with the publication of the X-ray structure of the Staphylococcus aureus transporter
Sav1866, an MsbA homologue (Dawson & Locher, 2006), the previous MsbA and two
additional EmrE structures had to be retracted (Chang et al., 2006). According to Chang, an
error in the in-house software that should process the crystallographic data resulted in a sign
change and therefore to a momentous misinterpretation of the data (Matthews, 2007). This
incident became the center of numerous discussions, often referred to as the
“pentaretraction” (Davis et al., 2008; Penders et al., 2007). In contrast to the retracted MsbA
models, the architecture of Sav1866 shows a helix arrangement that is analogous to domain
swapping in other enzymes. Thus, TM helices of one TMD are in close contact with the
opposite NBD via so-called coupling helices.
One year later, in 2007, Ward et al. published the corrected MsbA structures (Ward et al.,
2007), which are in agreement with the SAV1866 architecture.
As SAV1866 (PDB code: 2HYD, resolution: 3.00Å) is one of the best resolved ABC exporters
it has been often used as template for further modeling studies. In addition, this structure
also fulfills most of the structural restraints that were obtained by cross-linking studies.
However SAV1866 was crystallized in the nucleotide-bound conformation, which
represents the ligand-releasing state of the protein. Thus the suitability of this template for
docking studies can be questioned. In this respect Stockner et al. generated a data-driven
homology model on the basis of SAV1866 that should represent the ligand-binding state of
the protein by applying structural restraints in TM helices 6 and 12 obtained by crosslinking data on the model (Stockner et al., 2009).
The corrected MsbA coordinates cover different catalytic states, including a nucleotide-free
ligand-binding conformation. Unfortunately these structures are resolved at resolutions far
from being suitable for docking experiments, with some templates only represented by C
atoms. Models on basis of the MsbA structures were therefore mainly used for exploring the
conformational changes during the catalytic cycle.
With the publication of murine P-gp in March 2009 the first X-ray structure of a eukaryotic
ABC exporter was available (Aller et al., 2009) (PDB code: 3G5U, resolution: 3.8Å). Two
additionally published structures that include co-crystallized enantiomeric cyclic peptide
inhibitors (CPPIs; QZ59-RRR and QZ59-SSS) highlight the binding-competence of these
conformations and thus their great value for further docking studies. Furthermore the high
sequence identity of 87% with human P-gp highly facilitates the modeling process.
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3.1.3 Docking and MD studies
The definition of a binding site is an essential preparation step for docking studies.
Regarding P-gp and other ABC transporters, we face the problem that hardly any binding
sites for known P-gp ligands have been identified unambiguously. So far, it has been
assumed that there is a large binding cavity in the transmembrane region (Loo & Clarke,
1999), which comprises distinct active sites. Furthermore, cysteine-scanning mutagenesis
studies showed that the protein is able to bind at least two different molecules
simultaneously (Loo et al., 2003). By using biochemical techniques a more detailed
characterization of concrete binding sites for distinct substrates was possible (extensively
reviewed in (Crowley et al., 2010; Loo & Clarke, 2008; Seeger & van Veen, 2009)). This led to
the characterization of the interaction regions of Rhodamine 123 and Hoechst 33342, named
R- and the H- site (Loo & Clarke, 2002; Qu & Sharom, 2002), together with a regulatory site,
which binds prazosin/progesterone (Shapiro et al., 1999). Furthermore, the release of the Pgp/CPPI-complexes presented another step forward in elucidating drug/P-gp interactions.
Since the co-crystallized enantiomers showed distinct binding patterns, this information
raised the assumption of stereoselectivity of P-gp in its ligand binding quality (Aller et al.,
2009). Stereoselectivity has also been shown for flupentixol (Dey et al., 1999) and
propafenone derivatives (Jabeen et al., 2011). On the other hand there are also ample reports
on equal activity of enantiomeres. Thus, as for niguldipine and verapamil both enantiomers
showed equivalent activities (Hollt et al., 1992; Luurtsema et al., 2003), the distomers with
respect to cardiovascular activity were used for clinical studies.
As the resolution of the hitherto available templates used for constructing protein homology
models is quite low, only very few docking studies have been conducted so far. Shortly after
the publication of mouse P-gp, Pajeva et al. docked quinazolinones into a homology model
of human P-gp based on the murine homologue, which is in complex with the cyclopeptide
SSS-QZ59 (Pajeva et al., 2009). The binding site they used was defined by the co-crystallized
ligands and was extended by 14Å. The results suggested interaction with TM helices 5, 6
and 11 and were further confirmed by a pharmacophore model.
Becker et al. performed docking studies of the P-glycoprotein modulators colchicine,
rhodamine B, verapamil and vinblastine into a homology model based on the nucleotidefree corrected MsbA structure (Becker et al., 2009). The resultant poses predicted that all
ligands were able to interact with residues that were experimentally identified as important
for ligand binding, strongly involving TM helices 5, 6, 7, 11 and 12. However, none of the
drugs was able to contact every identified residue, which favors the hypothesis of distinct
interactions sites forming one binding cavity.
Recently Dolghih et al. published a docking approach that was able to discriminate between
known P-gp binders and non-binding metabolites (Dolghih et al., 2011). In this study there
was a major interest in considering the high flexibility of P-gp. Therefore the induced fit
protocol of the Schrödinger Suite was applied (Sherman et al., 2006). However, the
discrimination between binders and non-binders can be more efficiently performed on basis
of physicochemical properties than different binding mechanisms.
In our group, docking into a homology model based on mouse P-gp was used for explaining
the stereoselective P-gp modulating activity of tricyclic benzopyranooxazines (Jabeen et al.,
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2011). Besides from activity differences, compounds with 4aS,10bR configuration showed a
clear logP-activity correlation (r2=0.96), which was not the case for the 4aR,10bS series. This
characteristic could be partly explained by the received binding hypotheses. The analysis of
the docking poses by agglomerative hierarchical clustering resulted in distinct clusters for
the different diastereomers. Therefore it has been hypothesized, that activity differences of
the diastereomers is due to their different binding modes in the P-gp binding cavity. In
addition, molecules with 4aR,10bS chirality were found close to the entry path of the
protein, wherefore activity is primarily affected by the molecules’ partition coefficient. On
the other hand compounds of the 4aS,10bR series also showed docking poses at an active
site in the binding pocket of P-gp, thus suggesting that the activity is dependent on multiple
factors.
Furthermore, we were able to propose reliable binding hypotheses of propafenone analogs
in P-gp by applying a knowledge driven docking protocol (Klepsch et al., 2011). Based on
our extensive data from SAR studies on propafenones (Ecker et al., 2008; Pleban et al., 2005),
we selected a small set of compounds for docking into a homology model based on mouse
P-gp. As propafenone analogs show a clear SAR we assumed a similar binding mode of the
docked propafenone derivatives. In that sense the resultant docking poses were clustered
according the RMSD of their common scaffold. The clusters were prioritized according a
combination of SAR data and protein-ligand interaction fingerprint information. With this
protocol a high number of docking poses could be reduced to two reliable binding modes.
Key interactions formed by these two clusters were formed with amino acids of TM helices
5, 6, 7 and 12 which were shown previously to be involved in ligand binding (Loo & Clarke,
2008; Seeger & van Veen, 2009).
In contrast to the compounds investigated above steroidal compounds are assumed to bind
to the NBD rather than the TMDs. Several docking studies could show ATP-like binding of
flavonoids, flavones and chalcones at the ATP-binding site, which is extensively reviewed in
(Klepsch et al., 2010).
Regarding P-gp’s high flexibility MD simulation represents a convenient technique to
consider structural changes of the protein. Unfortunately, a number of MD studies were
conducted relying on homology models based on the retracted MsbA X-ray structures
(Campbell et al., 2003; Omote & Al-Shawi, 2006; Vandevuer et al., 2006) and are therefore
partly no longer valid.
By now MD methods were mainly used for functional investigations of the protein. In order
to determine the mechanisms of ATP hydrolysis numerous studies were conducted on
isolated NBDs (Campbell & Sansom, 2005; Jones & George, 2007; Jones & George, 2009;
Newstead et al., 2009; Wen & Tajkhorshid, 2008), as this comprises the sequence motives
essential for ATP-binding. However, recently also studies considering the behaviour of the
whole protein upon ATP hydrolysis were published (Becker et al., 2010; Gyimesi et al., 2011;
Oliveira et al., 2011). All of those studies relied on the SAV1866 crystal structure, which
represents the ligand-releasing and therefore open-outward state of the protein.
While Oliveira et al. (Oliveira et al., 2011) were able to show that replacing both ATP
molecules in the NBDs by ADP structural changes in the protein occurred, Gyimesi et al.
(Gyimesi et al., 2011) observed structural rearrangements already by exchanging one ATP
molecule. This could be of great relevance for heterodimeric ABC proteins like P-gp, where
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an asymmetric ATP hydrolysis might be possible. In addition movements in TM helices 3
and 6 could be identified, which is in agreement with MD studies conducted by Becker et al.
(Becker et al., 2010). Both groups observed closure of the TM domains after ATP hydrolysis.
The investigation of the drug-binding open-inside conformation of P-gp by MD simulation
still faces numerous problems, due to instability of the mouse P-gp structure. In that sense
the validity of this model is somewhat doubted (Gyimesi et al., 2011; Loo et al., 2010).
3.2 Neurotransmitter transporters
3.2.1 Biological background of the SLC-6 family
The concerted release and reuptake of transmitter substances is a basic principle of proper
signal transduction in the nerve cells. In order to terminate a synaptic signal after neural
firing, transporter proteins have to remove about 105-fold of basal concentrations (Chen et
al., 2004; Gouaux, 2009). The transporters practically have to act as selective molecular
vacuum cleaners to deal with such huge loads of neurotransmitters in order to re-establish
pre-signaling conditions within milliseconds. A major ion gradient serves as driving force
and patron for the protein class: the Neurotransmitter:Sodium Symporters (NSS).
Synonymously called the solute carrier 6 family (SLC-6), NSS members include the sodiumand chloride-dependent transporters for GABA, dopamine, serotonin, norepinephrine and
glycine, but also just sodium-dependent transporters of amino acids. Thus, the protein
family is of particular medical importance, as many CNS diseases like depression, anxiety or
epilepsy can be targeted by inhibiting transporters (Iversen, 1971).
They share a basic scaffold consisting of 12 transmembrane regions (TMs), segments 1-5 and
6-10 forming two pseudosymmetric domains housing the substrate and ion binding sites in
partially unwound regions half-way across the membrane (Kanner & Zomot, 2008).
The crystal structure of LeuT, a bacterial orthologue of the eukaryotic NSS members,
became available in an occluded state conformation in 2005 and in the open to out
orientation in 2008 (Singh et al., 2008; Yamashita et al., 2005), thus revealing first detailed
insights into the binding site topology. Furthermore, very recently a double mutant
stabilized in an inward-open conformation was published (Krishnamurthy & Gouaux,
2012). These crystallographic snapshots fortify the so-called alternating access model for
neurotransmitter membrane transport (Jardetzky, 1966). Various attempts have been made
to clarify the exact molecular transport mechanism (Forrest et al., 2008; Shi et al., 2008), yet
many questions remain unanswered. Concerning the quaternary structure, it is generally
assumed that neurotransmitter:sodium symporters form constitutive oligomers (Forrest et
al., 2008; Sitte et al., 2004). Despite a comparably poor average overall sequence identity
between eu- and prokaryotic SLC-6 members of slightly above 20%, these structures paved
the way to comparative modeling studies. Predominantly the monoamine transporters
DAT, NET and SERT, but also GAT, have been modeled and studied extensively. For a
comprehensive summary of the state of knowledge about the SLC-6 family, the reader is
referred to the recent review by Kristensen et al. (Kristensen et al., 2011).
3.2.2 Examples of studies on the hSERT
As mentioned earlier, especially when dealing with low template-target sequence identity, a
very careful sequence alignment including all possible experimental knowledge is crucial
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for the construction of reliable homology models. For the main members of the SLC-6 family
a lot of effort has been put into this work, resulting in the comprehensive alignment of NSS
sequences with the LeuT published by Beuming et al. in 2006 (Beuming et al., 2006). Since
then, some new structural insights into the protein class have been gained leading to slightly
altered regions, but still the alignments can be considered a good starting point for
experiments with NSS models. In the case of the hSERT, the recent work of Sarker et al.
(Sarker et al., 2010) provides a good example for the cumulative value of combining
molecular modeling methods with mutagenesis experiments in order to verify in silico
elaborated hypotheses. For investigating the binding mode of tricyclic antidepressants
(TCAs) in the serotonin transporter, comparative modeling marked the starting point for
subsequent studies. Using the Beuming alignment, homology models of hSERT were built
based on the previously mentioned high-resolution open-to-out structure of the LeuT
published in 2008 (PDB code 3F3A). Subsequent docking studies of imipramine resulted in
three pose clusters of potential binding modes, showing interactions to previously reported
key residues (Andersen et al., 2009; Chen & Rudnick, 2000; White et al., 2006). A diagnostic
Y95F mutation, a candidate residue for hydrogen bonding with the imipramine
diaminopropyl moiety, significantly decreased imipramine affinity without affecting
serotonin binding, ruling out one cluster. Further uptake and docking assays demonstrated
that carbamazepine, structurally a truncated and slightly more rigid derivative of
imipramine, was able to bind mutually non-exclusive with the substrate serotonin, whereas
binding of its large-tailed relative is mutually exclusive. This led to the following
conclusions: a) the tricyclic ring system of TCAs binds in an outer vestibule, and b) the basic
side chain of imipramine points into the actual substrate binding site.

Fig. 4. Molecular dynamics simulations of SERTThr-81 mutants reveal models favoring
inward facing states. A, snapshot of wild type SERT after 16 ns of MD simulation. The Thr81
side chain forms a stable H-bond with the backbone carbonyl of Tyr350 in IL3. B, snapshot
of SERTT81A after 6 ns of MD simulation; the H-bond is not formed between Ala81 and
Tyr350 during the course of the simulation. C, snapshot of SERTT81D after 6 ns of MD
simulation; no H-bond is formed between Asp81 and Tyr350 during the course of the
simulation. (taken from (Sucic et al., 2010)).
As an example for a more functional study on the SERT, the work of Sucic et al. (Sucic et al.,
2010) can be mentioned. As it was analogously reported for the DAT (Guptaroy et al., 2009),
the important role of a highly conserved phosphorylation site at the N-terminus of the
transporter in mediating the action of amphetamines was studied. Amphetamines are said
to induce substrate efflux, but the way they do so is not well understood. Sucic et al.
reported that mutating the highly conserved N-terminal residue T81 (a candidate site for
phosphorylation by protein kinase C), to alanine or aspartate leads to subsequent fail of the
transporter to support amphetamine-induced efflux. As it was also confirmed by molecular
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dynamics simulations of the wild type transporter, the in silico mutated SERTT81A and
SERTT81D, the data suggested that by phosphorylation or in silico mutation of T81 the
conformational equilibrium of the serotonin transport cycle alters towards the inward facing
conformation. As seen in the MD studies, this happens due to a loss of a hydrogen bond
network of T81 with Y350 in IL3 by these mutations. Furthermore, an increased distance
between the C terminus (i.e. the most distal point of TM12) and the N terminus after in silico
mutation was observed. This example nicely indicates how functional MD studies might aid
in elucidating biological relevant phenomena.
3.2.3 Studies on hGAT models
The four Na+- and Cl--dependent GABA transporters, GAT-1-3 and BGT-1 (SLC6A1, A16,
A11, A12), provide a similar percentage of sequence identity to the LeuT. The subtype
showing the highest quantity in the CNS is GAT-1. It is also the best-investigated, and the
only one currently targeted by a marketed drug, the second-line antiepileptic tiagabine
(Gabitril®). Accordingly, systematic synthesis studies in order to discover even more
selective compounds have been performed mainly on GAT-1. Nevertheless, other subtypes
should not be ignored, as they may be the key to a less side-effect afflicted antiepileptic
therapy, as tiagabine efficacy as anticonvulsant is limited, and its use was connected to
several adverse effects like sedation, agitation, or even seizure induction. Neuronal GABA
reuptake, mainly done by GAT-1, leads to subsequent recycling of the transmitter substance.
On the contrary, astroglial uptake of GABA leads to degradation, suggesting subtypes
predominantly present in glia cells being an interesting target for enhancing overall GABA
levels. For example, the lipophilic GABA analog EF-1502, characterized by GAT1 and GAT2
(BGT-1) selectivity, showed synergistic anticonvulsant activity, when administered with
tiagabine (Schousboe et al., 2004), although BGT1 levels in the CNS are about 1000-fold
lower, and even a recent study with BGT-1 knockout mice did not show any change in
seizure susceptibility (Lehre et al., 2011).
In the search for potent selective non-GAT-1 inhibitors, GABA mimetic moieties (like Rnipecotic acid in tiagabine, β-alanine or THPO [4,5,6,7-Tetrahydroisoxazolo(4,5-c)pyridin-3ol]) were systematically combined with large aromatic side chains, both in order to increase
the affinity and to make the compounds blood-brain barrier permeable (Andersen et al.,
1993; Andersen et al., 1999; Clausen et al., 2005; Knutsen et al., 1999; Kragler et al., 2008).
Unfortunately, up to now no truly selective tools for the evaluation of non-GAT-1 inhibition
are available, although the GAT-1/BGT-1 inhibitor EF1502 and SNAP-5114, showing a
certain GAT-2/GAT-3 selectivity, mark a good starting point (Madsen et al., 2010). Thus,
further insights into the molecular basis of ligand binding are sought by the aid of in silico
methods.
GAT-1 has been subject of several comparative modeling studies. Initial studies
predominantly aimed at clarifying the GABA binding mode in the occluded transporter
state, which is quite well documented so far (Pallo et al., 2007; Wein & Wanner, 2009).
Though, compounds with large aromatic tails cannot be accommodated in the occludedstate active site, as the entrance to the binding pocket is barred by the two extracellular gate
residues R69 and D451, as well as the F294 side chain, forming the binding site “roof”. In
order to study tiagabine-like ligands, constructing open-to-out models seemed inevitable, as
it was done by Skovstrup et al. (Skovstrup et al., 2010). Structures of both states were
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modeled and refined exhaustively, as described in section 2.1. The combined use of docking
and molecular dynamics simulation was chosen to investigate binding of GABA, its
analogue (R)-nipecotic acid and the high active (R)-enantiomer of tiagabine. The results for
GABA binding were in line with the earlier mentioned experiments. In case of tiagabine,
MD simulations helped to distinguish between the cis- and trans- conformer, both being
possible states due to the protonated state of tiagabine at physiological pH. During the MD,
the trans- conformer immediately stirred away to the extracellular space, whereas the other
one remained stable in the binding site. Summing up, GABA and (R)-tiagabine turned out
having two different binding modes, sharing the orientation of the carboxy group towards
one of the co-transported sodium ions as a common feature.
For the other GAT subtypes, things are a bit more complicated. Looking at the residues
corresponding to LeuT substrate binding site, just a few candidate residues differ
significantly, being somehow unlikely to be fully responsible for subtype selective binding.
So far, molecular modeling studies have been performed, but highly similar binding sites
and the lack of selective ligand data limited their explanatory power (Pallo et al., 2009).
Thus, a huge field of activity remains to be explored on the way to fully understand the
differences between the GABA subtypes, in silico methods being a valuable tool for stepwise
adding pieces of information to the big puzzle.

4. Concluding remarks
Membrane transport proteins are responsible for one of the most important processes in
living cells: directed transport across barriers. They comprise about 30% of known
proteomes and constitute about 50% of pharmacological targets. Although, due to
difficulties in expression, purification and crystallization, only about 2% of the high
resolution crystal structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) are transporters. Thus,
computational methods have been utilized extensively to provide significant new insights
into protein structure and function. Above all, molecular modeling and molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations may deliver atomic level details to reveal the molecular basis of e.g. drugtransporter interactions. As shown on basis of recent research examples, in silico methods in
many cases can provide additional information to biological experiments, either
underpinning pharmacological results or they may even lead to new insight, not being
biologically accessible.
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